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Ministry of Defense at each NATO country, jr you are interested in this
classified part, please contact the MOD or the ASAK National Distribution
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Introductory Remarks
for

the

35th tfeeting of the FHP
on the subject of
PRELIMINARY AIRPLANE DESICN
by Ur. Clem C. Welssman

Ladles and Gentlemen:
I quote from one of the most recent AGARD bulletins :
^The Advisory Group for Aernspaoe Research an-1 Development (AG&RD) IS a NATO
agency under the authority of the Military Committee." The following vugraph shows the
mission of AGARD as given in this bulletin.
Mission

(Vugraph l)

As it may have been said by the philosopher, Heraolitus, In about 300 B.C., "All
things are in process and nothing stays still", so is it with «CARD and NATO. Not only has
the organization of NATO changed; not only has the word "aeronautical" changed to "aerospace";
but, the mission, as seen here, has also undergone some change from the objectives as set
forth by Dr. Theodore Von Karman and the first national delegates meeting in February 1951.
The objectives at that time in Von Karman's writings ir.oluded the following words t
1.

"To review continuously the a£Elioation_of_advanoes in aeronautical science
to common defense problems" and

2,

"To make recomnendatlona for the 2olution_of_£roblems referred to It by
agencies within NATC, including eyaluation_of_researoh_and_develogitent_
grojeots submitted by individual nations."

To some of us, the trend in ACARD, as it has grown since 1952 when it consisted
mainly of the National Delegates to todays' Panel and Committee structure involving approximately 330 panel members; has been highly specialized and away from the "application of
advances" to a complete airplane design that may solve a NATO problem.
The Flight Mechanjcs Panel in sponsoring this meeting today desires to highlight
and explore a problem that involves an evaluation of the specialized research and development
projects carried on in individual nations. That is, the designer's problem, the task of
achieving a correct balance between the different disciplines, aerodynamics, propulsion,
structures, avionics and others Involved in producing a total airplane system to meet a
military need. As stated elsewhere before, the object of this symposium is to bring together
the designer and the specialist, to highlight the methods and techniques of preliminary
airplane design and to explore those compromises involved In the early design stage that so
often frustrate the dedicated specialist.
It is the hope of the program coordinators that this aeetlng will also serve the
additional purpose of improving the cooperation among us. The presentations that follow
these opening remarks will illustrate different approaches to design, different engineering
and management practices and different national values placed on the manager, engineer and
scientist. The program coordinators encourage you to keep in mind the differences in airplanes
of the same type when one is able to develop a prototype rather than a production model first.
With the present complex state of aircraft technology it is no longer possible for
the designer to "invent" his own aircraft and get them developed througji to the flight stage.
The expense involved in tho development process leads to the necessity for major external
funding, usually in the case of military aircraft from government sources or possibly from
groups of governments. This In turn has led to major external vetting of all stages of the
design process.
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The stages usually found In a development program are shown In Figure 1. The names
given to these stages may differ from country to country, but, the essential actions are
the same. The modern mllUnry design starts with a draft requirement set out by the military
authorities for an aircraft to meet an anticipated military need. In this context, we
welcome the S.H.A.P.E. representatives here today, and in the seventh session we will hear
from them their views on the direction in which the requirements for allltary combat aircraft
are likely to go in the future.
At this initial stage the requirement is set out in generalized terms. Feasibility
studies are undertaken to this requirement to outline the various possible technical
solutions, together with Indications of time-scale and cost. This enables an initial study
of the relative cost effectiveness of alternative proposals to be determined (Figure 2).
From the knowledge obtained from the feasibility studies as to what is technically possible,
the military authorities can produce a firm requirement. One or more project studies will
then be carried out against the full requirement. These project studies explore in depth
an aircraft proposal and and up with a complete aircraft specification with detailed performance, divelopnent and production time Scales and costs. It is during this phase that
all the major technical problems must be investigated and solved, and schemes must be
completed foij the whole design (Figure 3).
Wtfei
/en the specification is accepted and a design go-ahead is given, the jiajor
oomprcmisedand
sdai decisions have already been made and only detailed design and manufacture of
the first fire
(firoraft remains. The necessity for these decisions to be made during the project
study stage Is often not dearly understood by those responsible for the requirements and
the fur.ding of military aircraft. Excessive delays and major cost increases are Incurred
when changes '.? a paquira:aent. are made after a design go-ahead has been given.

In the preliminary design phase - during feasibility and project studies all facets of technology have to be considered. During this symposium we will be reviewing
these various disciplines with sessions on »erodynamics, Power Plant, Structures, Airframe
Systems and Operational Systems. In each session there will be an introductory paper reviewing
the design problem, followed by specialist papers.
The Flight Mechanics Panel la grateful for the help they have received from the
Fluid Dynnjuics Panel, the Propulsion and Energetics Panel, the Structures and Materials
Panel, the Guidance and Control Panel and the Avionics Panel in arranging these specialist
papers.
In the past ten years, there has been a serious deficiency of new design aircraft
ii flight test in the United Stites. Comparatively speaking there are many new design
imovations in flight status in the European countries. The advancement of atate-of-the-art
in aviation requires all the stages from research through exploratory development, engineering
development and flight test to production of a total aircraft system, it is hoped that this
meoting oc.itributes to that advanoeaent by intrnducing in AG4RD the subject of the preliminary
design aspects of military aircraft.
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MISSION

The mission of A&AHD is to bring together the leading personalities of the
NATO nations in the fields of seienoe and technology relating to aerospaoa for the
following purposes t
a,

Reooamending effective ways for the member nations to use their research
and development capabilities for the common benefit of the NATO ooaaunityj

b.

Providing soientiflo and technical advice and assistance to the llll)*«ry
Committee in the field of aerospace research and development ;

o.

Continuously stimulating advances In the aerospace soienosa relevant to
strengthening the common defence posture;

d.

Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospaoa research
and development;

e.

Exchanging of scientific/technical information;

f.

Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing
their scientific and technical potential;

g.

Rendering scientific and technical assistance, as requested, to other NATO
bodies and to member nations in connection with research and development
problems in the aerospace field.
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DESIGN ACTIVITY

OFFICIAL ACTIVITY
DRAFT REQUIREMENT

FULL REQUIREMENT

SPECIFICATION

CERTIFICATION
1
RELEASE TO SERVICE

Pig.l

Development Programe

DRAFT REQUIREMENT

I

POSSIBLE TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS
OPTIMUM SOLUTIONS

COMPROMISE SOLUTIONS

/
NEW ARFRAME
NEW ENGINES

\

NEW AIRFRAME

MINIMUM COST SOLUTION

EXISTING ENGINES

MODIFIED EXISTING AIRCRAFT

PERFORMANCE
TMESCALE

PERFORMANCE
TIMESCALE

COST

COST

PERFORMANCE
TMESCALE
COST

COST EFFECTIVENESS STUDY
Pig.2

Feasibility Study

FULL REQUREMENT

I

TECHNICAL SOLUTION CHOSEN
FROM FEASHLITY STUDY
1
TECHNICAL
IDENTirV PMMEM AREAS

PLAN OEVELOPMCNT
ANOPMNCTWN

DETERMINE SOLUTIONS
SCHEME COMPLETE OCSKN

1
COSTS

PROGRAMMES

ESTAILISH DEVELOPMENT

I

AND PRODUCTION COST

ESTAUBH PERT.
CONTROL NETWORKS

OCFME PERFORMANCE
I

AKCRAFT SPECIFICATION
Pig. 3
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Project Study
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PROJECT DESIGN OP COMBAT AIRCRAFT
by

B.O. Heath

British Aircraft Corporation Limited, Preston Division
Warton, Mr Preston, Lancashire
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SUMMARY

This paper is intended to serve as an introduction to the later specialist sessions by
showing how project design must increasingly call upon the many specialist skills in a modern
aircraft organisation embracing design, test, production and commercial directorates, in
association with engine, equipment and avionic firms: attention to absolute cost in addition
to cost effectiveness has promoted new co-operative functions. Project Design has become
a process for anticipating with confidence the type of complete declaration of performance,
integrity, timescale and costs previously often only emerging as detail stages were completed:
the traditional role of establishing a datum aircraft configuration is covered as one part
of a project design process which as a whole must ensure margins and tolerances acceptable
to both contractor and procurement agency.
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PROJECT DESIGN OF COMBAT AIRCRAFT
B.O. Heath

1. INTRODUCTION
Some aspects of project design activities are presented against a United Kingdom background, which has become
increasingly influenced by international collaboration since 1965.
Up to the 1950's it was a common expectation in Great Britain and elsewhere to progressively develop aircraft as members of a growing family, each 'Mark' giving either an improvement in performance - typically range
or speed - or in armament and equipment fit specified to meet any particular new role. In many cases at least
the initial phases of development were insured by the Government sponsoring parallel activities on prototypes
within two or even three firms, sometimes with small scale versions preceding the main aircraft where innovation
(often size) was considered sufficiently great.to warrant this. The V-Bombers of the 1950's give one example
of this latter aspect.
Although long production life and versatile application still remain the final aims, there are many changes
in the way this now has to be secured: after competitive phases a fighter strike aircraft is developed by a
single chosen firm, the first aircraft having a first flight date several years after that of its predecessor;
in the United Kingdom true prototypes are not usual. Service clearance being attained through a 'Development
Batch' of aircraft with a standard expected closely to resemble that for the Service aircraft. These have to
give a high specified performance from the start, embracing a wide variety of requirements foreseen as covering
the needs of many years to come.
There were many reasons for this change in procedure: within U.K. it was directly sponsored by requirements
from the Zuchemann plan which itself reflected deeper reasons such as led to the industrial rationalisation.
These included the desire to avoid duplication, reaction to the difficulties from trying to extrapolate subsonic
development across the speed of sound which had led to some expensive but finally abortive propositions; the
higher development content and greater absolute price of the subsequent aircraft which did provide genuine
supersonic capabilities. The customer had a greater wish to be convinced as to the operational adequacy of
any proposal: he required greater 'visibility' throughout and, with the contractor, wished to avoid expensive
and frustrating modifications by ensuring the best match between operational requirements and what was feasible
technically, respecting reasonable cost and for a given Service Programme.
All this has changed and increased the scope of work in what was previously considered initial design. The
length of time between completely new designs has introduced a much greater element of decision as to the degree
of innovation to embody, balancing potential risk against rewards. This has to be Justified to the customer
and his technical agencies who will be open to the claims and attractions of a variety of existing aircraft
some of which will have had the benefit of flight development and have thereby a known, even if somewhat
inferior capability. The merits of such rival aircraft, particularly in aggregate, provide a great challenge
to the project design team to provide aircraft with sufficient advantage in capability and economy as to Justify
commencement of his own project. He must not be tempted to promise too much.
Such considerations, and the fact that economic and operational needs set most fighter-strike aircraft on
the Design Mach Number plateau around M = 2 (essentially light alloy structure subject to progressive but
containable kinetic heating, directional stability and stiffness requirements) mean that the better elements of
the prototype plus progressive development approach again have attractions in establishing and exploiting basic
capabilities by the earliest flight development.

2. ORGANISATIONAL ASPECTS
The time between major new designs at least has the advantage - even in a multi-project organisation - that
a balanced design and estimating team is available from the start of a new project. A share of wind tunnel
and computer time is available and procedures and programmes developed on other designs make it possible to
produce 'point designs' quite rapidly. One of these is likely to receive more high quality technical input
than did a mainstream design of the 1950's. Cost estimators, production planners and Service Department
engineers form part of the project design team: much progress has been made using data compiled from earlier
projects and under the stimulus of formal Value Engineering to provide background cost data similar to that
available in structural and aerodynamic activities, so that reliable absolute costs may be derived, and
optimum solutions pursued as far as is sensible. For example, the true cost of processes which a few years
ago were covered by general rates are now known. Progress has been remarkable: a few years ago Engineers were
not allowed to see cost submissions: now they are increasingly responsible for detail contributions to them
and for maintaining the close budgets which result.
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The means whereby overall Integration of effort is secured within one whole organisation is briefly
described.
B.A.C. Preston Division use an organisation of the project nanagement/line managenent natrix type wherein
lino managenent are responsible for the technical or specialist adequacy of the aircraft and for the detailed
Implementation of requirements. They feed into each project the experience from others and are responsible
for maintaining their cost and tlmescale commitnents against estimates agreed with project management. The
Project Manager is responsible for ensuring compatibility across the line directorates and ensuring that
customer requirements of cost, performance and tlmescale are Interpreted, promulgated and actioned.
A senior project representative with allegiance to both project and line management is established at each
node of the matrix. During the feasibility and definition phases such personnel are detached from the main
organisation to represent their Department or specialist views in the overall synthesis of the project proposals
within the Project Office. When the project expands in later phases they return to their departments giving
continuity and providing a local nucleus for manpower expansion.
The project office has permanent overall planning, monitoring and control groups and nominees for overall
cost control In very close co-operation with the Estlnnting/Plnancial/Commeicial complex on task definition,
estimating, monitoring and control.
Apart from final contractual and financial aspects the Project Manager provides the official contact with
the customer and in many ways represents him within the firm. The establishing of an analogous Project Team
within the customer's agency has proved to be a great advantage, allowing the development of quick reacting
machinery for reaching decisions, economic reporting, and fruitful, frank discussion of problems and their
solution making the maximum use of all resources.

3. PARAMETRIC STUDIES
Parametric analysis has not been excluded by the capability for rapid synthesis of point designs in some
detail: such analysis is used to establish first-order areas of design solutions as part of establishing a
datum (Flg.l), to investigate rates of exchange between performance parameters and between performance and
weight. Growth factors for assessing the overall effect of extra specific Items and if existing engines are not
suitable, the sizing of the engine and matching of its thermodynanlc cycle to the needs of the requirement
often appeal to parametric models.
However, aircraft definition is not the continuous process often postulated by parametric studies, and the
earliest opportunity is taken to ensure by a physical study and point designs that some important but possibly
peculiar non-uniformity does not in fact invalidate a general trend. Some ingenious layout may apply on one
side of a given sizing since elements of an aircraft scale at different rates or conversely a design may
integrate well at one size but not when much removed from it.
Throughout the design process there is a need for imnediate and concise guidance for engineers and designers
so that their decisions can be as soundly based as possible and ascribable to a given source. However, in
contrast to the later stages of development when for example Design Office Standard and Stressing Data Sheets
are precise and stable, there are many areas in the early stages of design where corresponding precision is not
possible and where a clear presentation is difficult even if a correlation exists because of the large number
of variables involved. Initial weight estimation of swept wings was once shown to be given as reliably by a
simple percentage of gross weight as by complex formulae connecting aircraft weight, wing loading, design speed,
sweep, thickness, taper and aspect ratio.
Taking wing weight as an example, the earlier availability of stress calculations for muin structure remains
somewhat vulnerable as far as weight is concerned because of the comparatively large contribution of secondary
structure so that parametric methods remain very useful. One way of resolving this dilemma is to plot component
weights against some very simple function such as structural overhang ratio, not expecting to obtain correlation,
but to use Judgement in selecting relevant points from the cloud obtained. Figure 2 shows such a cloud from
many wings. This may then prompt correlating factors which are powerful enough to secure good correlation.
Figure 3 shows an abstract for del'a wings from Figure 2 in which meaningful strength and stiffness parameters
(with a correction for design temperature) gave excellent correlation by separating out those delta wings which
were designed by one or other parameter. Normally this legitimate engineering difference would have appeared as
a scatter. The wing when built showed the validity of the approach.
3.1

Initial Sizing

The forces which act on an aircraft (lift, drag, thrust and weight/inertia) and the areas which support them
(wing and intake area, wetted area, cross sectional and base areas) provide the main overall parameters requiring
definition. They are conveniently grouped into ratios such as
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T. W, L,
W S D
Wetted
Ref. Area
Pajload
Total Wt.
Fuel
Total Weight
and, given certain supporting data, it is possible to express most performance parameters in terns of these and
(say) total weight.
For example, the boundaries of sustained capability of an aircraft embracing maxinum speed, ceiling, either
at 1 'g' or when manoeuvering are all obtained when specific excess power
S.E.P.

=

V
(T-D) -

is equal to zero. S.E.P. is therefore regarded as one measure of combat capability and it is now usual for at
least one value of it to be specified at operationally meaningful conditions as a datum requirement It is
equivalent to steady rate of climb.
Again, most sorties are made up from individual elements of cruise over which the Breguet Range Equation
applies
Range

v

L

sfc

D

*2
= — x — log —

Wj

Further, for so-called transient manoeuvring i.e. forces balanced normal to the fllrhc path but not
necessarily along it
L

=

(n W - P)

= CL q S

(a case which covers landing and take-off).
Take-off distances are given by an equation of the form

1 Cip/fi
I (T-D-/UR)

(x

w/s
T/W

It will be appreciated from these examples that apart from a few 'inconveniences' such as combat allowances,
reserves, trim loads, ground friction, such expressions collapse fairly readily into fairly handleable
combinations of the stated ratios but apply to the particular conditions to which they relate e.g. take-off,
cruise, combat, with or without stores at landing etc. It is then necessary to relate them to a single datum
condition such as take-off so that the conflicts and areas of possible solution are best presented for resolution and agreement. This collation again introduces various ratios of weights and further illustrates the
need for statistically based data such as percentage structure weights. Since some elements of an aircraft are
fixed (typically payload) absolute weight itself will be involved.
Figure 4 shows the results of such an investigation: range was first presented as a function of T/W, W/S at
take-off for several absolute weights: one weight was then selected on cost grounds and other performance
requirements added for the selected weight as a series of bounds of thrust and wing loadings. Ttie area remaining unshaded represents a range of possible design solutions which agreed well with point designs derived less
systematically.
While the above essentially aerodynamic, and to a degree non-dimensional approach is being applied over a
range of weights, an examination will be in progress to secure a single weight breakdown by growth factor methods.
Knowing or postulating elements such as the fixed load of the aircraft, the approximate fractional weights of
the structure and aircraft systems, an order of fuel capacity, thrust and hence engine weight, it is possible
to derive an overall weight which hopefully is not at variance with that emerging parametrically.
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3.2

Cost ParMeters

Initial otiRlnocrlnR estiniates of airframo cost arc based on various statistical scallngs (Pig.5) (combinations
of powers of reference weight) allied to costs of avionics, engines, and bought-out items which themselves may
be empirical. Such approximations are overtaken by full Estimating procedure as airframc and equipment are
defined. The advance activities of production planners and Supply Departments assist this more meticulous
synthesis of production and Investment cost which is needed to meet formal contract and commercial activities
associated witli project definition.
As stated, in the early stages of estimation weight does provide some indication of cost via material content
and size which governs machining and fabrication manhours but it Is far from being as complete an index to the
cost of fighter strike aircraft as many seem to believe.
For a given capability many items associated with crew, armament and equipment remain constant In weight and
volume requirement as overall size is decreased. Drags, thrusts and many elements of weight are more nearly
geared to the square of linear dimensions (the latter increasingly so as minimum gauge considerations appear).
Thus, since some overall similarity must apply as size is decreased, volume which is more nearly falling as a
cube law becomes increasingly in demand by the Intrusion of the square law weights now expressed as volumes,
and by the fixed requirt-ments of crew etc.
Assuming that practical considerations of access can be resolved (since areas have decreased) density will
be higher and increasing ingenuity and refinement in design will be necessary. Assembly time will not drop as
predicted and the greater recourse to more refined structure to beat minimum gauges will be more costly than
expected. Accommodation of fuel becomes increasingly difficult leading to more complex tank shapes, greater
sealing difficulty and production complexity.
The absolute dimensions available for control surfaces, hinges and actuators become an increasing challenge.
Engines may themselves be less attractive at very small sizes because of scale effects on blades and because
of mechanical complexity akin to minimum gauges.
The effect of all such factors is to introduce increasing complexity as size is unduly reduced, such that
the variation of cost eventually reverses with respect to weight. (Pig.6).
It seems well understood that weight saving exercises introduced after primary definition are expensive but
the effect of excessive ambition on weight saving in early phases does not appear to be similarly appreciated.
It may be that growth factors derived on much larger aircraft subject to such extreme emphasis on performance
as to place them on the.1/1 - 'payload' ratio line are responsible.
Part of the project effort in the feasibility and definition phases will be to convince their own Board and
the several levels of officials involved that cost estimates are accurate and comprehensive, not only on unit
production price but also on research and development. Production price is more readily susceptible to specific
illustration through the application of statistics (both gross and detailed) which have been compiled over many
years (e.g. by ratefixing) and which remain valid for light alloy aircraft. Research and development costs
have been notoriously difficult to assess; with benefit of hindsight initial underestimation is more readily
identifiable than any particular inefficiency of execution. Empirical examinations were available giving the
variation of R. & D. cost with such factors as design speed, weight, wing loading. Tooling received similar
treatment but the scatter was too great for commercial purposes. Data has now been accumulated from later
detail recording to enable total estimates to be built up from many elements of design, flight and ground test,
tooling etc. which provide the basis for budgetary control on the new project. Such data is very necessary to
condition undue optimism that the passage of time and the application of accumulated experience can completely
eliminate unknowns and enable a minimum estimate of cost and timescale to be implemented. This could be
approached with restraints such as selection of existing equipment and modest initial performance but the usual
level of operational demands and the need for minimum unit cost have the effect of continually pressing the
'state of the art' so that development content includes much that is not routine: allowances have to be made
for what is achievable in practice so that reference to past records is essential.

4. LAYOUT CONSIDERATIONS
It is difficult to give a general description of activities in the very early stages of design since the
process is iterative with a rate of convergence which depends on the severity of the requirement in relation
to the experience of the team involved (Section 4 may be found helpful but appeals to hindsight of solutions
which have emerged). Apart from the 'scientific' approach a few experienced designers will set an intuitive
lead i.e. guess solutions which are appraised, trimmed where too much capability is found, modified or renegotiated where a shortfall exists. Several alternative layouts will doubtless be considered: in such cases it
is essential to ensure that technical optimism and assumptions are consistent e.g. that an assessment of (say)
wing planform is not confused by irrelevently different assumptions on afteibody design, or density of equipment packaging. Good communication within the design team is very necessary but possible because of the small
team involved.
It is a natter of Judgement as to what extent possibly quite legitimately involved differences should be
admitted into a study: if too much variation is allowed, the degree of uncertainty is increased and may obscure
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the more direct differences. In the final event one particular wing planforoi may affoct fuselage density by
(Bay) matching up better with a particular engine Installation or tall arrangement hue If In fact the engine
Installation was changed completely for malntalnance reasons and the tailplane was changed for flutter, their
original inclusion would not have been relevant. Thus when a variation Is being studied It Is generally
preferable to constrain changes to those which are directly and irrevocably associated with the change, otherwise t.ho whole process could become a technical stalemate.
When a combination of guesstimate, past experience, engineering analysis and cost estimation have specified
a combination of weight, thrust and wing area which appear capable of satisfying requirements at acceptable
cost, it is necessary to establish physical characteristics in more detail.
Weapon system philosophy has so emphasised mutual dependence of features and functions within an aircraft
almost as if to defy any start ever being made, but In keeping with everyday experience a start can be made by
defining those parts which are, or appear to be, the easiest and most nearly self-contained.
Where a single satisfactory solution is apparent It should be adopted as a basis: a novel proposal should
not be admitted until it is apparent that accepted practice is not adequate. Where several solutions are
possible even an arbitrary choice is better than no choice at all: If such a selection is confirmed this is
clearly satisfactory but even if not confirmed it is still progress. The essentially iterative process of
design, particularly In the early stages of project activity is reflected most visibly between the phases of
feasibility, definition, development and production when formal re-assessments of proposals and progress are made
with possible re-orlentation of requirement, but analogous scrutiny applies down to detail. Filtering of
information and adequate communication on the lines of the project/line management matrix described in Section 2
are necessary to ensure this.
During Initial definition, project management has to Judge whe.n recommendations from one area of activity
should be allowed to change a datum established from the balance of many considerations; if a change is made
revision of otherwise stabilised areas may occur, causing them to develop their own Improvements or deficiencies,
prompting further changes or a return to the earlier standard. To avoid such oscillations and since tine and
manpower are finite, a change may have to be tentatively admitted for assessment in parallel with the main datum.
This is a controlled form of indecision which must not be overdone. However, despite the best of intentions,
several permutations of 'quasi-datums' will exist in contrast to the rigorous procedures for consistency which
have to apply in the later phases of aircraft design and production and which occur naturally in industries
having little innovation: aircraft project staff must be able to work constructively knowing that there are
several current variations on a datum or with several 'rival' datums, without worrying that work is out of
control. Designers seconded from line departments to work with project staff may initially find it difficult
not to do this, but once 'acclimatized' help to achieve a balance. They also ease later phases of definition
by ensuring continuity of information when the design passes to main departments.
Good suggestions must always be sought and encouraged but it is sometimes necessary to curtail the search
for optimum solutions as prompted by individual specialisms: frequently the difference in direct merit typically weight - between alternatives is found to be small after much comparative work has been done and the
overall effect within the accuracy of estimation. It is certainly necessary, but not always easy, to avoid
the development of alternatives without much to choose between them in order to try to force out some significant
difference between them. This prolongs indecision and denies manpower to more worthy subjects of which the
item under discussion is no exception: it can occur after protracted comparative investigation to determine a
preference, that overdue assessment in real depth discloses shortcomings which were common to either proposal.
For example, even a worthwhile investigation of tailplane frame depth and actuator installation, trading
structure weight for afterbody cleanliness, could be detrimental if pursued too far or too long to the detriment
of stiffness or its earliest consideration.
Unlike those for civil aircraft, criteria for worthwhile weight saving on military aircraft are difficult to
quantify in absolute terms and seem to vary throughout the life of the project. It is saddening that many
decisions taken with quantification really seem to be as arbitrary as without it. This occurs where weight or
performance gains have to be assessed against a difference in final maintenance, or development slippage etc.
Procedures for more precise quantification under the stimulus of value engineering can be useful but the
amount of data required for reaching a decision (for example on wing planks) is sometimes akin to that needed
for final manufacture so that again the balance of manpower «Uocation needs watching.
One area where quantification is helping considerably is in safety and reliability assessment: possible but
remote modes of failure, or combinations of failures such as previously led to the embodiment of design features
increasing weight and cost without in the event significant effect (or even a detriment) are now unlikely to be
adopted.
Having made these introductory remarks and fully realising that in practice a large measure of interaction
does take place, various sections of the aircraft are now briefly examined to see how readily they can be made
to respond to early detailing while overall work is proceeding. This aspect is important on shared projects
where final detail responsibility may be vested in different organisations who will need to satisfy themselves
as soon as possible as to the practicality of the weight, cost and timescale promises for their final areas of
activity. Action to cover interfaces is important but is a problem readily appreciated by all concerned and
thereby more capable of being covered than some within Individual responsibilities which arc less immediately
apparent.
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4.1

Forward RiseUge

In Its most straightforward aspect the layout of the forward part of thn fuselage provides the easiest area
for rapid definition in detail: cockpit layout is well defined dimensionally In standard handbooks of requirements and given the number of crew, the type of ejection seat, any particular view or armament requirements,
radar and black box sizes, the cockpit and nose fuselage may quickly be laid out and passed Into the hands of
specialist and detail designers; it has been known to remain at Issue 1 even at first flight. This presupposes,
bwwer, either that the Inputs mentioned are quickly available or evident, or alternatively that a more complex
proKrariime has been correctly sequenced so that anticipatory weapon system studies have been carried out; apart
from the possible consideration of ejection capsules, avionlc considerations predominate this section of the
aircraft which has to embody the results of the most comprehensive tasks of integration in the aircraft weapon
system. Most of the Issues will be the balance between overall effectiveness against cost followed by tradeoffs within and between particular weapon sub-systems.
In the former, typically some aspect of specific improvement in navigation, or delivery accuracy, in optical
or electronic view often coupled with weapon size will have to be balanced against the extra cost of providing
these, both directly and on the aircraft with growth effects.
Through his team the project designer must draw upon the advice of avionic and operational specialists who,
while aware of the merits of the items of innovation or the degree of sophistication they propose, do not
always appreciate the associated development risks, the direct and indirect size and cost Increases of the
aircraft and its possible deterioration because of fixed budget and the effect on other modes of operation.
Such considerations immediately Introduce a need for
development costs so that the effect of the items under
environment In which the aircraft is to be used both in
subject to precise definition. Emphasis on flexibility
importance.

knowledge of the whole aircraft and its unit and
consideration can be assessed. A postulation of the
peace and war is required but the latter is not always
of the aircraft and Its equipment is therefore of great,

It should not be thought, therefore, that the need for action all lies on the avionic and operational sides;
a basic aircraft concept is quickly needed and the quantitative aerodynamic performance effects of extra
protuberances can be difficult to estimate.
4.2 Rear Fuselage
The rear fuselage usually houses the engines and is therefore less easy than the nose to consider separately
from the rest of the aircraft because of continuity of ducts and intake. Loads and stiffness requirements are
high and structural considerations need to be kept in mind from the start.
Like avionics the propulsion system is a most important area in which overall Iteration supported by associated specialist skills must be related to fundamental requirements, appealing to the greatest extent to the
benefits which variation in engine size and thermodynamic cycle can give when a new engine is permissible.
Through weight and balance the engine and its fuel affect more weight in the aircraft than any other source.
A new engine will only be admissible if its advantages are proven in relation to the existing engines. This
itself will demand studies embracing total costing including R. & D., Production, and Service phases: it may be
necessary to assess the merits of single and twin engined versions.
Where absolute cost dictates the use of an existing engine the best selection and proposals for adaptation
will have to be made. In any case the principles of installation down to comparatively detail features can
materially affect performance through base drag, nozzle and intake efficiency. Anticipatory activities by
theoretical, wind tunnel and test rig activities, all related to available flight experience are therefore at a
premium.
Choice of engine size is the most important task. Before reliable reheat was available, the selection of an
engine of large thrust to cover maximum speed and longitudinal accelerations would inevitably prejudice range
and endurance by virtue of uneconomic running when throttled back. Availability of reheat has relieved this
situation and is generally used on modern fighter-strike aircraft; providing a welcome flexibility for the
aircraft designer even with the high fuel consumption when lit and the larger, heavier Jet pipes, burners and
nozzles which have to be accommodated at all times. Reheat gives high thrusts for take-off but the smaller
engine gives overall economy for cruise and loiter at dry ratings. Supersonic speeds are readily attainable
but introduce optimisation procedures for engine sizing, selection of intake and aft er body/nozzle combinations
as affected by operational requirements. Pitot intakes have the merit of simplicity and good efficiency for
fighters typically up to M = 1.8 and are decreasingly adequate beyond, but if allied to short take-off and
extended subsonic cruise they need doors and/or variable inlet geometry to aid inlet matching. The inlet may
then be associated with geometries giving two shocks for better supersonic recovery around and above M = 2.
Devices such as convergent-divergent nozzles are claimed as attractive for Mach 2 thrust-minus-drag but are heavy
and do not eive the best economy in subsonic cruise because of base area and overexpansion.
Thus aircraft such
as TSR.2 with M = 2 capability nevertheless had an aerodynamically simple rear fairing because of physical aircraft balance and an operational radius which involved both subsonic and intermediate supersonic speeds. The
Lightning even with initial supersonic emphasis retains a simple rear fuselage shape and a fixed intake:
efficient integration with air-to-air weapons and avionic system give required operational characteristics
without a complex propulsion system.
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In terms of internal thernodynanlc parameters, maximum turbine Inlet temperatures have always been sought
since apart from amortised research and Incremental direct production cost they represent maximum energy
extraction from Inlet air and kerosene fuels with benefit to thrust, radius and overall aircraft sizing.
Increase of compression ratio is another generally desirable aim moderated by feasibility, cost and complexity,
engine weight, and on applications with definitive cases at high Mach number (where compression is increasingly
provided by the intake once high speeds have been attained). Various proposals for mixed propulsion units have
generally not been acceptable on strike aircraft because of logistic objections.
With the introduction of by-pass engines, a further degree of freedom becomes available to the designer, but
one again demanding further activity to decide the best characteristics aero-thermodynamically. If by-pass
ratio Is set high, problems with reheat may occur, at a level decided by the particular form of reheat burner;
If sizing is set for take-off, time to height or SEP. with reheat, the dry engine may be Inadequate in thrust
for subsonic dash. If too close an approach to a pure Jet is proposed, s.f.c. increases and Inadequate radius
results. An example is shown with air mass flow as abscissa deciding time to height, and by-pass ratio as
ordinate decided by subsonic dash and radius. Realistic body shaping closes the area of possible solution.
(Pig. 7).
By-pass engines have by virtue of their cooler outer annulus given valuable relief to airframe heating considerations but the cooling arrangements for the engine and its zoning need early definition. Experience gained
on the reheat of hotter straight Jets is directly relevant to the hot zones of by-pass engines. Greater
tendency to intake sensitivity, less flexibility for air tapping and engine re-lighting need attention.
The rear fuselage houses the most Important tallplane (usually taileron) control actuators which have to be
sized for adequate operating force, rate and stiffness, with good back-up structure and adequate volume for stiff
levers, input stages and access. Servo engineers have therefore to contribute to detail design at an early stage.
Fuselage lines and spigot geometry have to be compatible with a wide angular taileron operating range without
gaps, and to give a pivot axis/aerodynamic centre relationship compatible with load capability of the Jack and
with aeroelastic requirements, both static and dynamic. A close integration must exist between this installation
and afterbody lines on the outside of the fuselage, and with the Jet pipe/nozzle on the inside. Clearances
between the engine and surrounding structure, in which the tallplane attachment frames are most fundamental,
presents a matter for the earliest discussion between airframe and engine firms, with advice from maintenance
engineers, the earliest use of mock-ups and tentative clearance with customer representatives, such as C.S.D.E.
in U.K.
4.3 Centre FUselage
The centre fuselage being by definition adjacent to the centre of gravity necessarily contains fuel which
must basically balance about the e.g. and the armament and main undercarriage attachments which cannot be far
removed from it. It must provide efficient structural connection between the front and rear fuselage sections,
transfer synoetrical loads between wing panels, and pick-up antisynnetrical wing forces for eventual reaction
at the tail surfaces. Adequate volume must be provided outside the fuel tanks for control and cable runs and
for engine Intake ducts on which it will doubtless be considered prudent to allow an area margin for engine
development as later changes would be so fundamental as to be best avoided. In view of these many demands for
volume, the maximum cross section of the aircraft lies in this section and this, coupled with overall area
distribution will be the subject of close attention for minimisation and shaping consistent with realistic
clearances and access. Detail deliberations involving operational usage and an understanding of the enemy fire
to be encountered are needed to decide the type of tankage and its protection. With operational radius these
considerations condition the extent to which fuel tanks are allowed to infiltrate into structural voids not
ideal for them. Rectangular section tanks have good characteristics such as low area to volume ratio for
minimum vulnerability and minimum bag tank weight. They give good access and have low edge length to volume to
minimise sealing difficulties where integral tanks are employed, and are easier for production. Departure in
favour of more difficult shapes should be taken only when essential.

I

The whole of the centre fuselage makes great call on the judgement of the designers in calling upon the
specialisms of vulnerability, reliability, as conditioned by maintainability: installation of controls and
equipment demands particularly careful technical balance.
It is becoming increasingly common for the undercarriage to be Installed in the centre fuselage. In order
to help move the e.g. forward after take-off where an aft limit is advantageous for nose lifting, there is an
attraction in retracting at least the main undercarriage forward. This usually gives a greater area of
secondary structure and doors as opposed to rearwards retraction where some integration with engine access is
sometimes possible.
The selection of tyre size, pressure and wheel arrangement will doubtless be the subject of specialist study
balancing the advantages of low pressures against disadvantages due to the stowage volume required to accommodate
an undercarriage of soft field capability which affects maximum cross sectional area and thereby drag and
performance. Checks at the true soft field level, at that for drained grass and tracking, and concrete arc
appropriate and clearly should be related to the proposed landing and take-off runs. A whole specialist activity
has grown up to advise on the number of operations from given surfaces as a function of reaction and tyre
pressures.
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By exorcising geometric and mechanical Ingenuity undercarriage bay size and its shape may be tailored to
match wheel. Intake and tank contours, but the local increases in weight, complexity and development risk
must be assessed against overall economy.
4.4

Wing and Tail Surfaces

Wing surfaces are somewhat analogous to the nose fuselage as far as this paper is concerned in that design
can very rapidly be supposed to proceed when parameters such as size, planform, thicknesses, control surfaces
and high lift devices are defined, but this supposition rests on a groat deal of work in the aerodynamic,
structural, and aeroelastic areas of activity, reinforced at the earliest opportunity by wind tunnel tests.
Since many development tasks and problems of high speed aircraft are associated with low speed conditions, the
rapid production and testing of low speed models, basically of wood and thereby capable of ready modification
Is a welcome capability, now aided by the rapid mechanical production of aircraft lines from master data
derived manually. This facility aids the production of metal models for high speed testing.
Due to the thinness of the wings and their frequent location relatively high on the fuselage, it is now
uncommon for the main undercarriage to be Installed in the wings: this has the advantage that an uninterrupted
wing torsion box can be developed with good characteristics for integral tankage.
Some aspects of selecting wing size are covered In section 3.1, but the full treatment of selection of
sweep, aspect ratio, taper ratio, thickness, is beyond the scope of this general paper. The issue is one very
much dominated, as far as the author is concerned, by the availability of variable sweep which helps resolve
many previous compromises.
In an aircraft having a fixed wing it is necessary to decide on a wing sweepback which is high enough with
the chosen thickness chord ratio to permit high speed cases to be attained while still permitting an aspect
ratio (and where possible a fuel contribution) to allow the radius of subsonic cruise cases to be met.
Absolute wing thickness must be adequate to allow high lift devices to be mounted and operated and, in terms
of chord, for the chosen aerodynamic flow patterns to be made manifest for take-off, landing and manoeuvrability.
The choice of aspect ratio and thickness introduces absolute weight contributions which have to be fed into
overall performance assessments. Selection of taper ratio is a balance between avoidance of tip stall and
installatlonal limits which occur with too great a taper, and excessive weight if insufficient taper is adopted.
The extent and complexity of high lift devices is dictated by landing and take-off requirements plus
manoeuvring within the speed range where the stressing weight and aerodynamic effects such as trim are acceptable
or can be made so. The importance of view on the approach will condition the choice of single or double slotted
flaps.
Section characteristics are a specialist area embracing theory and testing In which it is usual for a 2dimensional basis to be first understood and these related to possible plonforms with various combinations of
camber chordwise and spanwise for which computer programs now exist. In cases where sweep and thickness
' justify refinement, techniques Initially developed for airliners are relevant to securing good root flow
characteristics.
The wing will doubtless be called upon to carry overload stores demanding strong points and wiring; any fuel
tankage will need pipes, pumps or air supply and gauging but otherwise it should be possible to keep the wing
simple with good structural efficiency, running flap and slat drives within the secondary shroud structures.
Modern structural computing techniques are particularly useful and worthwhile optimisation of the main box
can be undertaken. Production considerations on the choice of the number of spars, and skin reinforcement as
affected by sealing can be introduced.
A typical selection is between fabricated skin-stringer wing skins which to be competitive on weight with
integrally milled skin panels needed to be in lithium based light alloy; integral construction was selected
after preliminary forming tests of the latter material showed cross grain difficulties In thin gauges which
would have prejudiced the stringer roots had a fabricated wing panel been adopted.
In all such considerations it is obviously essential that the project enginear consider the material in a
form In which it is usable, and that the sizes of sheets assumed (for example) are compatible with what will
be supplied; a material which appears attractive on a general specific strength or stiffness basis may not be
so attractive in thin gauges, and if sheet sizes are restricted, the provision of extra Joints will offset
basic advantages.
Hie availability of Numerically Controlled Machining has made various refinements which would not have been
admissible ten years ago both possible, and economic: Titanium flap tracks are one example.
In wing design (and generally) It Is still the procedure to derive scantlings on the basis of strength
requirements, obtaining influence coefficients as a most valuable by-product of digital calculations. By
allying these with mass distributions. Including external stores and various fuel states and with aerodynamic
lifting surface derivatives, wing flutter speeds, and static aeroelastic effects can be checked, any adjustment
to skin thickness made and realistic weights derived. Static aeroelastlcity and changes In flow pattern at
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higher incidences give valuable relief to wing bending loads and also ameliorate the basic swept wing aerodynamic shift with Mach number. If reliably known these effects can materially assist basic layout: a series
of Wind Tunnel tests in the Project Definition Phase can check the characteristics of deformed wing over a range
of normal coefficients.
Although much of the foregoing may appear to be associated with detail design phases, an adequate anticipation of satisfactory aeroelastic characteristics of the wing and tail surfaces in the earliest phases is
important and possible with modern methods. Similar consid--ations apply to the tail surfaces: tailplane spigot
orientation is a fundamental parameter in rear fuselage layout; fins and tailerons have to be quite large in
comparison with wing area and their being at the rear of the aircraft demands that their weights need to be
realistic for balance also.
The wing to tail relationship, and their settings on the fuselage are some aspects of overall integration
covered in the examples of Section 4.
Wing body angular setting is typically a balance between high lift, lateral handling and vision on the
approach on one hand, and high speed pitching noments on the other. Anheural and sweep are coupled by lateral
stability considerations. Simulator checks an; desirable.
Longitudinal wing to fuselage spacing may either be pressed towards a minimm to reduce fuselage weight but
needing a large tailplane (possibly subject to non-linearities of downwash and to store and flap buffeting)
or for similar longitudinal stability margins, a smaller tailplane on a longer and therefore heavier fuselage
may be selected. In the latter case ground clearance angles may dictate a longer undercarriage which will be
heavier unless extra complexity is admitted but operational factors such as the installation of armament may
be decisive for undercarriage length particularly on a small aircraft.
It is general, but not universal practice, to attain as large a vertical spacing as possible between the
planes of wing and tailplane. A wing mounted high on the fuselage helps '''.ectly in this respect, but with
high sweepback extra anhedral is necessary in such a case because of body »»Jg interaction and this is not
helpful longitudinally. The anhedralled tip of the TSR. 2 wing illustrated one manner of resolution with a
structural penalty for the skin Joint and kink rib.
It may be thought, and correctly, that aircraft design is not a matter of deriving several cooponents and
then assembling them in a manner reminiscent of a plastic toy construction kit. However, it is the function
of the project engineer to 'coagulate' as many areas as possible so as to minimise the number of permutations
of unknowns and it is worthy of note that several successful families of aircraft have appealed to not dissimilar concepts in development and production (Mirage and several civil examples, and, evidently during
competitive phases in the Soviet Union:
Fitter, swept wing; Pishpot, tailed delta
Faceplate, swept wing: Fishbed, tailed delta)
Possibly more could be done to exploit this concept to help reduce development cost and timescale, and to
reduce production costs.

5. SOME EXAMPLES OF OVERALL SYNTHESIS OF DESIGN
Some illustrations as seen in retrospect of the way in which aircraft have fitted together, may be helpful
since it is difficult to describe in general and in an interesting manner a procedure which is iterative and
highly responsive to the particular conditions which apply, both in terms of detailed requirement and also to
the available state of the art.
The P. 1 which preceded the Lightning, was designed when reheat was not fully proven but nevertheless full
supersonic performance was required. Twin engines mounted above each other in the rear fuselage gave a frontal
area compatible in shape and size with a seated pilot and flat-stowed nose undercarriage: even when allied with
a fairly large thin wing of high sweepback, supersonic speed could be attained with dry thrust. The installation
of the engines in the fuselage was accommodated by large load carrying doors.
The twin ducts made a mid-wing attractive since its centre section could pass between theo. This arrangement was alsc compatible with adequate wing to tailplane vertical separation and a practical undercarriage
retracting into the wing, which also housed the fuel. These measures were both intended to minimise body
frontal area on the basis described. The undercarriage had to be long enough to meet the large ground incidence
associated with highly swept wings; its stowage within the thin swept wing demanded considerable detail
ingenuity.
A high wing would have rendered the undercarriage impractical; a low wing would have given poorer or unacceptable handling characteristics.
The engine ducts were necessarily long and contoured but worked well without development problems. The
outside of the fuselage (although once unkindly described as resembling a suitcase) nevertheless gave a
simplicity of shape for construction in contrast to the more exotic shapes which quite incorrectly became
synonymous with 'area ruling'.
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The wing planforn chosen was a delta with the rear centre notched out. This section is relatively
inefficiently loaded at supersonic speeds and its wetted area is better used for the tailplane which by being
all Moving (introducing power controls) and by exploiting wing aeroelastic effects could be quite small.
Ailerons were positioned across the remaining transverse wing trailing edge, with their rolling force on the
effective wing flexural axis giving minimn elastic penalty in roll and no reversal.
Initially nose apex flaps and trailing edge flaps were used but experience showed the latter to be adequate.
In order to reduce development risk, a plain pitot entry at the nose was used (a position often chosen by
aircraft design teams extending Mach Number capability).
When operational capability was extended the pitot entry with a radar lip was replaced by a two-shock
circular intake with a radar dish installed in a centre body. Individual 'black boxes' were avoided by using
the coaplete centre body as comnon pressurised surface. (Pig. 8).
The opportunity was also taken to simplify nosewheel retraction into a single rotation by using the centre
body support as the housing for a vertically stowed nose wheel: it also gave a secondary air inlet for the
higher thrust engines available.
In 1956 in the initial studies of a series finally leading to the TSR. 2, efforts were made to relieve the
weight and installation penalties of fuselage mounted engines: by then reheat was accepted as reliable, giving
worthwhile economies overall but imposing detail constraints because of the associated higher jet velocities
and temperatures. In an endeavour to revert to an earlier form of conventional solution, under wing nacelles
were Investigated (Pig.9) with a tailplane raised above the Jet efflux: however, even with an exaggerated T
tall (which needed bracing in the wind tunnel) undesirable pitch-up still occurred and the layout was dropped.
The most unconventional arrangement was then evaluated: this was a tall-first configuration with 'conventional'
(i.e. wide-coupled) canard to wing spacing, on which a divergent chase between control requirements for nose
lifting and stability followed. (Fig. 10). The need for the canard to stall after the wing inhibited the total
low speed lift to be secured offsetting to some extent the direct benefit of the upwards trimming force from the
canard. Although S.T.O.L. was needed, increases in wing area were not desirable because of gust response at
low altitude and high speed and this approach was discarded.
Thus, in the event, a rear fuselage engine installation was again adopted, (Fig, 11) at first with underwing
inlets which were discarded because of development risk in favour of forward mounted side intakes. The consequent increase in inlet duct weight, extra tail volume to compensate the destabilising effect of intake lift,
and overall size Increase, had to be accepted.
In 1959, pending the introduction of by-pass jets, engine carcasses, intermediate and final jet pipes and
nozzles were all hot, and therefore sufficiently heavy to confirm engines at the rear to at least minimise
structural heating and weights: engines set more centrally i.e. nearer the e.g. have still to be associated
with a similar weight of intake and inlet ducting since reasonable intake settling length has to be provided,
and have additionally longer hot jet pipes to take the Jet efflux clear of the structure at the tail end.
The P-4 and Jaguar (Pig. 12) have been exceptions to this formula with structural provision on fuselage and
tail against reheat pressures and temperatures emanating from nozzles some way forward of the rear fuselage
extreaity.
The most usual arrangement installation for engine of fighter-strike aircraft is for then to be located as
near to the rear of the fuselage as possible and generally for this itself to be as short as possible so that
balance can be met without too long a nose. Depending on the pressure of the operational requirement for range
and associated supersonic performance, it will be necessary to depart from fuel tanks within the centre fuselage and wing only and to allow these to extend rearwards in the fuselage: because of the heavy engine weight
of rear fuselage engine installations the nose fuselage tends to be fairly long with t-pace (comparatively) to
spare in the front centre fuselage (typically between the intakes and front ducts). Thus, if fuel can be
accoaaodated in the rear fuselage, a balancing volume can usually be found In the front giving double advantage
for fuel to the rear of the engine face, but calling for special attention because of hot engine spots and air
aystem pipes where these have to be adjacent to fuel tanks.
On TSR. 2, demands for long range including sustained supersonic components led to a very high volumetric
usage being developed with extensive integral fuel tanks in wing and fuselage, the latter extending around the
engine installation and thereby demanding special attention to fire detection, containment, and suppression.
Early testing was essential.
After much deliberations, e.g. considerations when carrying underwing overload stores led to a forwardretracting main undercarriage on TSR. 2 requiring considerable ingenuity to allow it to be stowed adjacent to
the intake ducts and armament bay within acceptable cross sectional area, and leading to one of the few
developaent modifications needed in the short but comprehensive flight test programme.
Short take-off requirements led to stringent weight control measures, particularly in the rear fuselage
because of dry e.g. considerations.
A variable sweep wing was considered in early studies for TSR. 2 but was rejected on grounds of timescale
and developaent risk: in 1958 there «as insufficient data on large heavily loaded and comparatively slowly,
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Intermittently moving bearings. Gap sealing was aggravated by the belief that it was still necessary to translate the wing bodily as its sweep changed. The best fixed wing balance between lift for take-off and landing,
a wide range of cruise nondltlons sub and supersonic, and low lift slope for minimum gust response was found
to be a 60° delta with full-span trailing edge flaps. This was made possible by extensive wind tunnel and
simulator verification of tallerons i.e. tailplane panels giving pitch and roll. The use of 60° leading edge
sweep and all-moving tailplane panels followed the satisfactory experience with Lightning on separate tail
panels moving symmetrically.
This earlier experience has fed into later aircraft such as M.R.C.A.; but in the intervening period the
status of variable sweep has itself changed, so that it may now be adopted with confidence.
Tests have been carried out on representative bearings, in the case of B.A.C. first by a simple swinging arm
rig subject to cycles of loading over a range of sweep positions ihich gave good clearance of the bearing
surface and its immediate housings followed by a more comprehensive rig (Pig. 13) which gave a fuller representation of adjacent structure and a check on stiffness and stress distribution. Both mechanical and pneumatic
seals have been investigated, the former involving material development. Extensive tunnel testing has developed
slat and flap configurations and confirmed trim and stability, with handling checks by simulator.
The necessity for wing translation with sweep may be avoided by two arrangements: that developed in America
has an outboard pivot in the wing and large fixed apex. Pivots adjacent to the fuselage side walls without a
fixed apex are a European solution with various merits which need not be pressed in this general paper.
Variable sweep wings oust be regarded as any refinement is regarded, namely the source of additional development, weight, cost and complexity as seen by itself but which in the correct application is capable of conferring
overall savings which more than offset these local disadvantages: were it otherwise such devices would not be
selected. (Variable pitch airscrews, retracting undercarriages are earlier examples).
The compensating and overriding advantages of variable sweep are a high lift mode associated with full flap
and slats and forward wing position with high aspect ratio. High aspect ratio for loiter and cruise gives
economies in overall size while still permitting rapid acceleration. High speed cases are covered with wings
swept with excellent ride characteristics throughout.
6. INTERNALS
Having given some indication as to how the aircraft is derived, a superficial account of internal overall
definition may be ventured.
In practice this draws upon the work undertaken in the several individual areas and is in parallel with it.
6.1

Systems
The designer has some areas to a degree defined for him, for example:

Operational factors earmark certain locations for armament, for radar dishes and other aerials: crew
arrangements will dictate displays, seats and controls, vision, heating and cooling: engines are associated
with their own pumps, and with various off-takes for secondary air systems, air conditioning, gear boxes,
starters, constant speed drives, pumps and alternators, and need main ducts of given size running forward to
the intakes.
Booster pumps and gauging in fuel tanks are dependent on tank shape and layout; these, as described, are
dependent on first iterations of duct lines, with parallel assessment of protection and explosion suppression.
If the aircraft has a variable sweep wing, volume for the wing root, pivot, actuator and seal will need to
be provided. Even if an aroament bay is not provided, ejection units for stores will be needed with appropriate
structural attachments and wiring runs.
Hydraulic Jacks associated with undercarriage, airbrakes, and power controls are necessarily compatible with
the kinematics of undercwritge retraction and surface rotation as conditioned by afterbody lines and Junction
fairing. Equipment requirements can be expressed as a series of bay sizes and since overall area plots soon
become available it is possible to check that the volume available from performance considerations is adequate
i.e. to carry out an overall check on density (Fig. 14). Sinoe space is at a premium, the volume allowed for
accumulators and reservoirs. Jacks and power controls demands an early check by the systems engineers concerned, relating rates of movement, hinge movements, system pressure etc. to pipe and cylinder demands. This
leads back to the overall description of the aircraft being required.
Attention has to be given to the volume requirements of aircraft systems not only at the power sources and
usage but to the pipes and cables which connect them: to connect the various areas of source and usage, typical
longitudinal runs in the nose fuselage are in side consoles, under the cockpit floor and alongside the nose
undercarriage. In the centre fuselage, natural runs with good access exist along the lower centre line in a
duct or armament bay and at the top as a spine. To achieve a connection between these at t.^e front is
relatively simple by runs at the rear of the cabin pressure bulkhead, but similar interconnection at the rear
is generally more difficult as may be the lateral branching of systems from the central duct to the engines on
a twin engined aircraft.
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Overall reliability exaalnations will be needed to check where syEtem duplication 1B Justified. One example
is afforded by an examination of single and twin engined aircraft in which two designs were completely costed
over a range of fleet sizes and attrition rates, see Figure 15. A parallel examination was needed to establish
the most likely attrition rates so that a conclusion could be drawn.
Throughout the derivation of the equipment layout the aim is to achieve the lightest and simplest layout
overall including structure and reconciling to the greatest extent the requirements of malntainance and survival
which often conflict; the detail attention of later stages has to be anticipated bearing in mind production
(for example the balance between long 'clean' runs which may in practice need special breaks and access panels
on one hand, and more tortuous installations which make concessions to structural continuity, on the other).
6.2

Structure

The structure of the aircraft has to pick up, collect and redistribute the inertia loads acting on each mass
In the aircraft and to ensure they react the aerodynamic and/or ground forces in the most efficient manner with
desirable or acceptable distortions.
It must balance out as locally as possible thos«: forces which naturally do so, for example, bursting pressures
from the pressure cabin and those elements of aerodynamic surface pressure which have no resultant (e.g. ribs).
Certain major structural units have to exist in order to pick up point reactions and therefore give the
structural designer a start in laying out the structure and adding the necessary longerons, spars and ribs:
- seat attachment frames, bulkheads
- nose and main undercarriage frames and shear webs
- talleron spigot, frame and shear webs
- wing attachment frames and bulkheads
- store attachments
- slat, flap, spoiler attachments
- hook, brake parachute, airbrake attachments
- engine attachments
Others are required to contain pressure or fuel, or to give aerodynamic continuity:- skins and engine ducts
- wing tank closing spars and ribs
- tank and cabin pressure bulkheads
- engine compartmentatlon webs and bulkheads
Some exist as edges and corners:- canopy, door, bomb cell edge memberp
- longitudinal (or spar wise) edge members
- surrounds to doors and access panels.
The object in laying out the structure is to exploit items such as those listed to perform as many duties as
possible where it is efficient to do so, remembering that it is basically the skins which will try to make the
main transference, and applying some caution where the combination of Integral tanks with major concentrated
loads is contemplated.
The extent to which some items should be exploited needs Judgement and an early check by computation: for
example, the extent to which even stiff tunnels surrounding engines will pick-up load from the tailplane spigot
via the tailplane frame and carry it near the neutral axis, as compared to the outer skins, needs checking.
Conversely falsework adjacent to a longeron will strain with it unless a degree of freedom is introduced.
Some aspects of the important issue of material selection were covered under wing in Section 4.4.
There is considerable advantage in having a clear picture of the structure in order to aid numerical analysis
and to ensure adequate load path continuity. The production planners and Jig and tool designers will also
appreciate a presentation which gives an overall impression prior to receipt of normal working drawings.

I

7.

CONCLUSION

The project definition of the aircraft (Fig. 16) is seen to be a complex iterative process in which managers
and designers draw upon past experience and the advice of specialists in fields such as avionics, armament,
propulsion, aircraft system, structural, production, operational in order to obtain the best balance of performance in all its aspects, cost and timescale.
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This paper will, it is hoped, have set in perspective the idealised concepts frequently presented for the
integration of a weapon system, wherein outputs froia groups such as 'avionics', 'propulsion', 'systems',
'structural' and 'requirements' flow into a central co-ordinating box: particularly in the early stages considerable interaction takes place but it is the task of the project designer to consolidate what he can and
render the process convergent on to a consistent datum proposal as rapidly as possible. Different activities
mature at different rates and some have therefore to be shielded from potentially short period fluctuations,
otherwise no viable output from such sources would be achieved.
It appears that aerodynamic considerations initiate most major features of the aircraft being quite fundamental, and that further ingenuity by mechanical and structural engineers implements these decisions in detail.
Various flexibilities are now available, reheat, by-pass engines, variable sweep, basically to assist the
designer but introducing more effort to ensure that they are correctly chosen.
At the stage described, the aircraft has merely begun its design process in serving as a datum for detailed
verification by specialists, including detailed cost estimation.
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REALISATIONS

Dlfcfur G<n<ral T»ch.
ntaug dji A.M.D.

U GtntrMl FERGUSON dant un article r«cent IntltuU "Challenge for Survival"
a Jug* bon d'attlrer I'attentlon dee conatructeura d'avlona Am<rlcalni aur la rapldlt< du
d<veloppement des materiel« atronautlquei Rutse« et Pran;ala (Marcel DASSAULT en partlcu-

ller). Nous avons tt( partlcullirement flattis d'avolr retenu cette attention et mdritd cas
flogca.
C'est alnsi que J'al pensl que vous pourrlec Ctre lnt<ress<s de recevolr qutlques precisions sur le dtveloppenent de la creation du matdriel fran;als d'apris guerre na
seralt-ce que pour comprendre dans quelle ambiance de competition nous nous somiaa ddbattus.
DASSAULT, Sociitt llbre, opposde le plus souvent i des SocKtds Natlonallsdts,
a dO plus que toute autre de "combattre pour survlvre" ; de cette situation sortlrent lea
excellent« r^sultats qul conflrment plelnenent les conclusions du Gtnirtl FERGUSON.

Le cholx des materials »trltnu de notre Arnde de l'Air (cellules, moteurs,
dquipements ou artnement) s'est fait, en g<ndral, non "sur du papier" mais sur des rdallaations.
Contne vous le verret, I'Etat blen souvent impoaa la competition. Toutefois,
en de nonbreuses occasions, 11 ne put s'opposer aux propositions loglques faltea par un
constructeur dynamlque, touJours prlt t se battre pour garder la premiire place, toujoura
prCt I realiser, dans un temps record (en P.V, si ndcessalre), le materiel alnsi propose
(M. M. Dassault).
II faut reconnattre toutefois que, depuir un certain temps, 1 l'occaaion des
cooperations Internationales, on asslate k la tendance flcheuse du cholx "sur dossiers", ce
qul risque de reserver des lendemains qul chantent.

LES SERVICES OFFICIELS ET LE CONSTRUCTEUR La crdation des matdrlels aerlens fran^ais de 1'apris-guerre s'est falte dans
une excellent« atmosphere de cooperation entre constructeurs et Services Officiels (D.T.I.,
S.T.Ae, E.M.A.A.). L'atmosphire de suspicion de 1'avant-guerre avait pratlquement diaparu.
Un climat nouveau de cooperation dtait ne.
1.1 - Sur le plan des Services Officiels On peut porter au credit des Services les points suivants :

. Pas de lourds comltes neutralisant l'activite du constructeur,
Les Services prirent le soin de designer des responsables de qualltd pour surveiller
les realisations : un Ingenieur de marque dans le cadre du S.T.Ae et un offlcier de
marque dans le cadre de 1'E.M.A.A. Aprfes une ou deux experiences convalncantes, les
Services acceptirent mime de passer la mattrise d'oeuvre dee systfemes (systtae d'armes
compris) au constructeur (ex. du MIRAGE III-C, du MIRAGE III-E et surtout du MIRAGE IV).
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- Soucl d« l'tnforaatlonjju_conitructeur La contact a tti prla en g<n<ral dia la creation dea programnet. Dana la plupart dca caa
la conatructcur a tti lnvlt< 4 faire une <tude de Caiaablllt< avant qua le prograome aolt
fig«.
. Le conatructcur aera toujoura k mfcne de aulvre la vie de »on materiel aur lea baaea a<rlannea at aera tenu rtgullirement au courant dea difficult«* rencontr<ea tant aur le
plan de la maintenance que aur le plan op«ratlonnel,
- Soucl d'unc bonne Col£t^3ue_en_matlire d^armement . Lea cholx offlclela de baae *e aont rivfHa excellent« (canon de 30 et rocketa l«gtrea
de 68). On a toujoura de plua encourag« lea efforta fait» par 1'avlonneur pour «alllorer
l'emport de 1'armement : c'eat alnal que pour notre part nou» rtallalmea entre autrea :
-

conblnl« rocketa-r«aervolr» (mont«a en pod)
rlaervolra porte-bombca (rnont« en pod)
canon de 30 et munition» (mont«a en pod)
contalnera contremeaurea ... etc...

1.2 - Sur le plan du conatructeur. on peut porter I notre cr«dlt :
- Soucl de la quallt« dea «gulge» tant dana lea bureaux d'«tudea que dana lea atelier» . Reerutement de quellt« (fort pourcentage d'lng«nleura de grandea «cole»).

. Lea A.M.D. ont regroup« pr«a de 1'ualne prototype lea discipline» diverse» aaaocl«ea
dana la cr«ation de 1'avion. Nou» avon» raaaembl« i SAINT-CLOUD, le» d«partementa «tudea
avion - «tudea aervoD«canlame - «lectronique E.M.D.
. Noua n'avona paa h«alt« quand une cr«ation ultra urgente »'impoaalt & donner un atatut
ap«clal k l'«qulpe appel«e & r«allaer le prototype (atelier particuller, personnel a«lectionn«), cecl pour aboutir dana le» meilleurs d«lais.
- Soucl de I'aggort constant_d^am«lloratlon« . Cecl auppoae la pr«sence de services de recherche» actifs, toujoura anini«» du d«air de
cr«atlon que ce solent recherche» aur proc«d«a nouveaux, sur mat«rlaux nouveaux ... ou
aur formes nouvelles (service dit "d'airodynamtcue th«orique").
Dia que la mise au point d'un proc«d« nouveau senble aaaur«e, on »'efforce aux
A.M.D. de le gliaaer dana le prototype en coura.
- Soucl de_llexcellence_de» «c|ul|tea_a|)|>el«es_&_«tablir_les dociraenta_exig«8 gour la miae
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. C'«tait une condition essentielle pour travailler en bonne harmonic et efficacit« avec
lea autrea Soci«t«a tant fran^aiaea qu'«trang£res aaaoci«e8 & la production de noa aviona
- (diffuaion k I^tranger des Myst«re, Mirage, Falcon).
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II - LE CHOIX W MATERIEL - (PIutl«urt CM) 2.1 - L'<tit chTch> ton chol* iani I» coBip<tltlon Tout part du progrcact. h»$ progranaa auccaülvanant fala furant antra
autrai :
1) - Programa du chaaaaur polyvalant_aubaonlqua (Intarcaptaur k vua - apgul) . Ca fut la prämier progranma d'aprfta-guarra. Ca prograaaa Italt daatln^ i donnar un
auceaaaur ft notre production aoua Ucanca (VAMPIRE - MISTRAL). Daux »vlona aa trouvirent an concurranca.
- I'ESPADON da la S.N.C.A.S.O. (alia an fltche ^, 30'),
- I'OURAGAN daa A.M.D. (alia k flieh« trfta mod<r<a).
Cea deux avlona «talent <qulp<a du rdactaur ROLLS-RGYCE "NENE". L'allnantatlon an air
du r<acteur de I'ESPADON na donnant paa antltre aatlafactlon, I'OURAGAN qul avalt una
entr<e frontale ae r<vila vita excellent at fut retenu. II avalt trie aanalblamant laa
perfomancea du Shooting Star.
2) - P£og£«nne_de_l^lnterce|)teur_Uger_Mach 2 - (haute altitude)
Ce prograone fut lane« par notre D.T.I, en 1'accompagnant au ddpart da daux
exlgencea :
a) - Avion tquipi de deux r<acteura Kgera iott» de P.C. et en addition d'un groupe
tuttt utlllaant aclde nltrlque + ktfrosine.
b) - Avion miniaturist au maximum (Influence dea rdalltatlona G N A T en GRANDE-BRBTAGNE et A 4 D aux U.S.A.).
. Lea deux apparella en competition au depart furent :
-leSNCASO- TRIDENT (blr<acteur + fua<e) - Alle mince et drolte,
> le DASSAULT 550 (blrdacteur + fua<e) - Alle delta pur.
Le r^acteur envlaag< par la D.T.I. <talt au ddpart le TURKMECA "GABIZO".
La raise au point s'avirant difficile, lea A.M.D. propoairent en remplacement la rtfacteur VIPER iquipt» d'une post-combustion <tudl<e et r<alls<e par A.M.D.
Un peu plus tard, la D.T.I., Inqultte de aa polltlque moteura, ancouragea
deux nouveaux concurrents :
- le S.N.C.A.S.E. DURANDAL alia delta,
- le S.N.C.A.N.

GRIFFON alle delta.

Ces deux demiires realisations s'lcartaient
part, elles «talent toutes deux du type monor^acteur
fus«e dans le ler cas et d'un pseudo-RAM-JET dans le
ettallle avalent augment« - Le r«acteur «talt 1'ATAR

du progranne Initial - d'un«
assist« par P.C. at groupe
second caa ; d'autre pert, polda
8 de pouaade statlque 4,5 t.

Ce que voyant, lea A.M.D. d«cld«rent de rdallaer en un temps record et en
P.V. le MIRAGE 001, monor«acteur ATAR9B+ P.C. + groupe fus«e - fuselage avec «re«
rule" - alle delta (Identlque I celle du MD-550).

^mm
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Cet avion qul fit ion premier vol neuf mole eprtt la d<cliton de lancement emporta
la competition et ouvrlt la vole k ton aucceaaeur le chaaaeur polyvalent tout tenpa
MIRAGE III-A ou C (r<acteur ATAR 9 C - radar CYRANO). Cet avion eut le auccta Internatlonal que 1'on connatt.
3) - Programne de 1'avion Kger d'aggul tactljue Ce programme fut lanc< par le NATO. II oppoaa en competition Internationale :
- le FIAT G 91,
- le BREGUET TAON
- le DASSAULT ETENDARD VI
Le FIAT fut retenu.
4) - Progranine_du chasseur gol^valent V.T.O.

(Mach 2) -

Le cholx se fit "sur pspler". Lea concurrents «talent au depart BREGUET, NORDAVIATION, SUD-AVIATION et DASSAULT. Ces deux dernlirea aoci<t<a a'ataoclirent un peu
avant la d^clalon autour du projet pr<aente par DASSAULT. Cast alnai que furent coonandi» d'une part le MIRAGE V (un r^acteur de propulsion P.W. TF-306 + 8 moteura de auatentatlon ROLLS-ROYCE RB-162) d'autre part, 1'avion experimental qul devalt le prtctitr
«avoir : le BALZAC V (r^acteur de propulsion Orpheus + 8 rlacteura de auatentaMon
ROLLS-RB-153).

2.2 - L'Etat accepte les developpements propoe^a par le conatructeur Ce fut le cf>s apris lea premiere auccia de 1'OURAGAN (succta auprfca de notre
Armee de l'Air, auccia i 1'Etranger, en Inde en partlculler - 360 conatrulta).
Noua proposiaes aucceaslvement lea varlantes sulvantes aux fUchea de vollure
de plus en plua accentuees.
- MYSTERE II - Flftche vollure 28° a) - Variante nonoplace MD-A52 . Alle k epalaaeur relative 9 X. Empennage horizontal mobile - Gauchlasenent aaalate
par aervo. Ce fut le premier avion europeen qul franchit le mur du son.
b) - Variante bi-place radar MD-453 . Alle un peu plua mince en bout 8 X pour eiimlner le wing dropping.
Les MYSTERE II «talent equlpea d'un reacteur ROLLS-ROYCE "NENE". Deux exemplairea furent k titre experimental equipes du reacteur ATAR k coopreaseur axial.
- MYSTERE IV - Fliehe vollure 35° . Alle i epaiaaeur relative (7,5 %)
a) - Variante monoplace . Reacteur i compresseur centrifuge TAY puia VERDON.

«at*»

;*-{)

b) - VwlOTf blpltc« radT (dltt IV-N) . Macteur ROLLS-ROYCE AVON R A 7

(«vac P.O.

Le MYSTERE IV fut r<alli< en »trie aoua la variant« MYSTERE IV (22S avlona
pour 1« compta du NATO, 375 pour le oompte de I'Armta de l'Alr fran^alae et pour I'Etranger).
- SUPER-MYSTERE

SM.B1 at B2 - FUche -

. Vollure AS* - Epalaaeur relative 6 1a) - Variante monoplace r<acteur AVON R 47 pul« ATAR - 180 conatrulta b) - Paa de variant« blplace Pour que l'Etat accaptat de ae lalaaer alnal "mener" par le conatructeur, 11
fallalt que celul-cl alt de bona atouta en main.
Par exemple, quand noua propoaknea le MYSTERE II, noua pouvlona faire it*t de
notre experience en mature de plena flxea rtglablea at en mattire de aervo-comnandea.
Cea tltaent» <talent vlalblea dan« noa ateliera.
De mCme quand noua pr<«entfene« la Variante tout temp« du MYSTERE II (MD-A53),
nous nou« viftrlon» k l'exp<rlence acqulse en vol «ur le« entree« d'alr lat<ralea de
1'OURAGAN "version photo" etc... etc...

2.3 - Le conetructeur force le cholx par une private venture r<u««ie - Tel fut le caa quand nous efime« la conacience de perdre notre petition de force au
profit de no« concurrents.
- M. Marcel DASSAULT prit ainai en plusieurs occasions la decision de lancer des prototypes sans contrat.
- Le MIRAGE 001 fut alnal Titllai (Je l'ai d«J» dit) quand noua eömes conscience du
danger que repr^sentalt pour nous DURANDAL, de la S.N.C.A.S.E., delta monordacteur
ATAR qui ttait en fait 1'avion que noua aurions ainai fait au ddpart ai nous avion«
pu obtenir autre chose qu'un contrat pour un bir<acteur VIPER P.C. (en attendant lea
GABIZO P.C.).
Le MIRAGE 001 s'imposa dis ses premiers vols (M - 1,5 dis le 5tae vol) et
•urpaaaa vita aon concurrent. Nous gagnftnes ainai grtce ft la P.V. la competition de
1'intercepteur blaonique.
- L'ETENDARD 01 fut dgalement T6*11»6 en P.V., quand nous comprtmes que 1'Armee de l'Alr
s'orlentait vers 1'utilisation de terrains plus modestes (BAROUDER). Nos efforts portftrent vers un ddveloppement de 1'hypersustentation (bees baaculanta at volet« ft double
fente« «ur alle
q " 1*5°). Cette Initiative fut rdeompenste quand notre Marine Nationale adopta i'ETENDARD IV pour remplacer 1'AQUILON sur ses nouveaux porte-aviona.
- Le MIRAGE F 1 fut dgalement realise en P.V. po<'- nous permettre de garder une poaition
forte ft 1'exportation en crdant ainsi un digne auctetseur du MIRAGE III.
Dans la mCme ligne de conduite, toujours en P.V., 11 y a lieu de clter le
MIRAGE ft moustaches dlt MILAN, developpe en liaison avec la Direction Technique de
1 'Uaine Federale Suisse d'EMMEN,

n

.'V-f.

Ccttc Initiative a eticntlellomant pour but de fortifier la poaltlon du
MIRAGE face 1 la concurrence. Elle aura tria certalnenent dea retombdea heureuiet
•ur no« avlona "chauda" future et eur CONCORDE.
- U MIRAGE C

(Gtandtrle variable) -

fut au ddnarrage ItncA sane lea crddlta de 1'Etat qul, au ddpart, voulair ae Umlter
ft dea dtudea et dee rdallaatlona partlellea (teile« que pivot) et qul ne ec ddclda ft
flnancer lea flnltlon« que blen apri« le lancement du prototype dana noa atelier«.
- Le MYSTERE 10 (Mlnl-Falcon) -

Le MY8TERE 20 (Falcon), «ont nd« par le fait de la P.V.

Tel« «ont dgalenent le« ca« du COHWfflAOTg et de l1 HI RONDELLE.

CONCLUSION En rtami, le« Avion« Marcel Daaaault dana cea vlngt dernlftre« annde« ont
crdd en moyenne cheque annde un prototype d'un modftle fonclftrement nouveeu.
Le« connandee de «drle ont portd sur :
-

360
600
180
100
1000
62

OURAGAN,
MYSTERE,
SUPER-MYSTERE
ETENDARD IV,
MIRAGE III,
MIRAGE IV.

La production de ce« avlona, rdallade en partie par lea autre« Socldtd«
Nationale« ou prlvde«, a entratnd en moyenne la participation d'environ 30.000 peraonne«
«oit «enslblement 1/3 de l'effectif total de 1'induetrie adronautique fran;aise.
Ce« avion« ont, de plua, fait l'objet de contrats auprfts de nombreux pay«
dtranger« notament : Inde, Israel, Australie, Afrique du Sud, Sulaae, Belglque etc...
aasurant aux A.M.D. une position de tout premier plan panni le« premier« exportateur«
fran^aia.
Tel e«t ce bilan trie favorable qui ddmontre blen que la meilleure mdthode
dtait de "Challenge for Survival".
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THE USE OF TRADE-OFF STUDIES
IN PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Helmut Langfelder

1. SUMMARY
Preliminary design of new combat aircraft it not usually based on completely defined specifications. Fixing the major design parameters or making salient design decisions to arrive at the
"optimum configuration" and developing a sensible basic specification for the weapon system are
processes which mutually influence each other. Furthermore, this period of conceptual study
takes so long a time that there are distinct and sometimes fundamental changes in the views of
the user of how the aircraft will best be employed to meet presumed needs. The only constant
factor seems to be the necessity to keep costs and complexity to a minimum, the idea of "costeffectiveness". Though there is a broad consensus of opinion of what is required of a combat
aircraft in qualitative terms, there is no unanimity as to how vAuable the various factors are
in relation to each other. Any attempt to trade off quantitatively alternative design features or
parameters must proceed within the total weapon system concept and should yield better insight
into the nature of optimum mix. Isolated emphasis on any single factor, such as manoeuvrability,
range, payload, armour protection and offensive armament, electronic sub-syttem capability,
maintainability or survivability would be misleading. This technique of balanced effectiveness
studies is illustrated by a discussion of such questions as wing and thrust loading choices, sicing,
speed capability, number of engines, aerodynamic configuration, aircraft sub-systems, automatic check-out and electronic system complexity as seen in relation to weight and cost penalties.

2. INTRODUCTION
Trade-off studies are the generally accepted method of quantifying the multitude of preliminary
design decisions. In particular, the combat aircraft weapon system can only be represented by
a multi-dimensional complex of parameters, some of which are traditionally well-under stood but
many others have a strong emotional content. There is no infallible technique of clearly demonstrating the inter-relation of design decisions and the fulfillment of specification aims in many
important instances. The problem is basically one of simultaneously satisfying very different
conditions and setting priorities in a flexible design which also meets many off-design requirements. It is the purpose of this paper to prompt discussion of this problem within the frame-work
of the weapon system approach. Some recent attempts will be indicated to present analysis in
such a manner that a more rapid convergence of a widely acceptable specification of performance
and design requirements on the one hand and a feasible engineering solution on the other is achieved
During the initial design process, a change of views on the requirements frequently takes place.
For example, the feasibility of successful air combat and the effectiveness of missile or other
armament, such as guns, the reliance on electronic aids or the cost-effectiveness of multi-purpose
designs in a wide performance spectrum have been assessed in very different ways in the past.
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3. SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF TRADE-OFF ANALYSIS
At in every complex problem, it is important to aak the right questions. The type of study
that can be undertaken varies from using a basic configuration and making limited excursions to
a general application of stretched technology. One must decide correctly exactly how far to go.
The limitations of analytical study should be appreciated and wherever possible tests and hardware must support the analysis. During Feasibility or Conceptual Study periods many aspects
are really only qualitatively introduced in the wide survey. Such studies yield tentative answers,
the quantitative significance of which is often over-estimated. The subsequent Definition Phase
must result, however, in very reliable proposals. Clearly, in that case the trade-off study
must be made to apply only to relatively small variations on a well-defined baseline configuration.
Precise and significant answers in that phase, of course, are even more indispensable whenever
some type of total package procurement is expected to result. Whether this is realistic or not
depends largely on how successfully trade-off studies are applied.
An interesting question is how this study process can be subjected to schematization. This
has been attempted in the system engineering process as examplified by the US Air Force 375•eries of regulations. A rigorous derivation of design requirements by trade-off analysis starting from functional flows is, of course, an ideal never to be achieved, only at best to be approached. One difficulty resides in the fact that the assumptions underlying the functional flows must
be themselves be affected by the results of the trade-off studies. The problem is indeed too
complex even for very sophisticated recipes. Good examples of the complexity of the problem
can be drawn from avionics and in particular from analyses of kill probabilities of systems using
advanced target acquisition and weapon delivery aids. Numerous factors from the whole range
of aircraft technology enter into this problem. All aspects of the basic performance of the airframe, the functioning of the man-machine relationship of the pilot reacting to displays and
other cues in the real situation, the reliability and accuracy of the electronic aids and the weapon
itself must all be considered in relation to the target environment within practical technology
and cost limitations. Without attempting to approach anywhere near answering such ultimate
questions, which can have no simple quantifiable answer, it is still profitable to consider realistically restricted basic design parameters by trading the accessible and known effects against
each other.

4. BASIC DESIGN DECISIONS
The specification of requirements enabling tentative basic design decisions will apply to
traditional aircraft parameters. A summary of such quantities is shown on Figure(l)as applied
to a combat aircraft for a given state-of-the-art in aerodynamics, propulsion, and structural
and equipment technology, i.e. weight. The initial trade-off studies will apply to the sizing
of the weapon system, i.e. a definition of the design weight and the thrust and wing loading. Many
possible rMices can be made in specifying the relevant performance parameters with varying
empha'Je ./a range, maximum speed, take-off and landing and manoeuvrability parameters. In
each grouv) thov parameters are shown which have been found to be the necessary minimum for
a satisfactory definition of the problem. Each of these fifteen parameters must be regarded as
a function of practically all the others. The effect of the various parameters on size, wing, and
thrust loading is ciearly different. Range will predominantly affect size and the manoeuvrability
mainly either wing or thrust loading, but some, such as specific excess power, will also strongly
affect sizing via the required engine size to provide the necessary thrust loading.
Before it is possible to display the typical influence of some of these parameters on the basic
design, soir.e ttioight should be given to the region of performance optimization as shown on
f igur«(2). v' «• »If itude - Mach number diagram includes the Pa-contours which at any given
sizing art »tiraa^I, dependant on the region of optimization, which in the example shown is for a
typical c ii'*4t mi* :raft optimized for lew-level operation, i.e. the main performance and range
re^uirerr v.i ar ,•-. the subsonic speed range at altitudes below 10,000 ft. Immediately, the
qwtatton o' ',h*i tr. d«-aff aspects of an extension of the performance envelope to higher superivnic spesöf l* ■» iecondary performance capability suggests themselves. The effect of the
r.ir inlet in thin cuiiection will be discussed later.
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Whereas the sizing influence of range requirements is a standard subject for such parametric
studies, the manoeuvrability requirements, in particular, have only more recently been fully
incorporated in a systematic way. Figure (3) shows a plot of wing loading and thrust loading for
a fixed configuration and propulsion system type for a given range/payload design as affected by
some of these parameters. Typically, the energy manoeuvrability and the touch-down speed
requirements define the required relationship of wing loading and thrust loading. The high values
of the latter are characteristic of the present situation of combat aircraft design. Such plots can
also be used to compare different configurations, for example variable and fixed geometry wings
or fan and straight jet engines but since the designing requirement will then most likely change,
the need immediately arises of a more comprehensive plot of a larger number of parameters,
including the design weight. The size of aircraft required to meet all the stated requirements
is often regarded as a basic yardstick of optimization, though its real functional relationship
with costs is not precisely known.
A type of carpet plot for the design requirements trade-off which has proven very useful and
can be applied to a wide variety of parameters is exemplified by the graphs of Figure (4). While
this still applies to a fixed configuration and engine type, it enables cross-comparison of the
effect of making the design simultaneously meet many requirements and also assesses the relative
changes of the parameters. Using a specified mission profile with prescribed payload, both
thrust loading and weight is varied, the latter by increasing the fuel carried with fixed airframe
size. A mission radius of 200 nm., for instance, is possible at a thrust loading of 1. 0 with a
nominal overload factor of about 15% which gives a specific power of just under 600 f. p. s., a
turn rate of 13°/sec, a touch-down speed of 107 knots and a take-off ground roll of 1350 ft.
The penalty to be paid by increasing range by overload or specific power by increased thrust
loading in terms of the other requirements becomes apparent.
The significance of such results is very dependant on how carefully configuration design is
treated. Clearly large variations in size or thrust loading with resulting changes in the aircraft
geometry and balance must be studied by a sufficient number of detailed point designs with weight
assessment. Assuming this is done, the general survey of parameters should result in an isolation of essential characteristics which will predominantly influence the design decision and, in
particular, will approach the problem of the "optimum" configuration. A rational choice of this
in broad respects, such as design primarily for range and penetration, or manoeuvrability is
essential. Figure (5), for example, attempts to present the manoeuvrability characteristics of
a combat aircraft in low level flight on a plot of attainable load factors as a function of Mach
number. This cannot be specified by any single value, such as one of the three parameters
defining the manoeuvrability at low speed as turn radius, high speed, tugh g as turn rate or the
high speed, one g value of the energy manoeuvrability. Using a fixed configuration, low speed
instantaneous g-values are shown up to the structural limit on the left hand boundary. Thrust
limitations with afterburner and military thrust are indicated for higher speeds. In this part
of the diagram lines of constant attainable Ps are included, with decreasing specific power up
the maximum constant load factor, where P = 0, and increasing speciific power to its maximum
value in the transonic region for non-manoeuvring flight. The buffet penetration used to limit
the useful g attained must ensure a satisfactory operating platform for combat flight. This plot
can be used to compare various configurations to select one for superior combat qualities.
Though it cannot be expected that any one aircraft is at an advantage in all respects, it is useful
to know where it excels to exploit its advantages in combat tactics. This applies particularly to
variable geometry aircraft which offer considerable flexibility by being capable of adjusting the
configuration to flight requirements. Here it may be desirable to indicate manoeuvrability
potential to the pilot by continuously displaying a parameters, such as Pa for example.
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5. PROPULSION
There is a growing tendency to prefer twin engine installations for combat aircraft. When the
high thrust requirements enforce such a decision because available engines are not big enough for
a single engine design, the question of a detail trade-off analysis as to the more cost-effective
course of action may not arise. It is, however, of considerable interest to study the problem
without the restriction of engine availability and to attempt to justify, if possible, the twin-engine
design on a cost-effectiveness basis. This is generally attempted by an analysis of total cost of
operation. The twin engine design is heavier and this is normally accepted. Figure (6) shows
the weight distribution of comparable single and twin-engined combat aircraft designs. The empty
weight penalty is seen to be 8, 8%. This is due to the fact that the engine installation itself is
somewhat heavier, but also in large part because the airframe structure grows and there arc
additional problems with the afterbody design for low transonic drag. The problem of balance
of the configuration is accentuated, especially at high installed thrust because of the bigger weight
in the rear. All this escalates the fly-away-cost of the aircraft, which is further increased by
the fact that the cost per pound of thrust is bigger with smaller engine units. The case for the
cost-effectiveness of twin engine combat aircraft is thus seen to rest entirely on assumed lower
loss rates in peace-time operation or better survivability in war-time action. Available statistics can be used to make such a case. It will all depend on how these statistics are interpreted
to predict probable future experience with the new combat aircraft design.
One of the problems of twin engine installations has already been mentioned. It is more difficult
to optimize the afterbody for transonic operation h^ - ith and without afterburner, especially in
the case of a secondary high supersonic requiremer
A study of the value of fairings between the
engines and optimum engine spacing is shown on Figure (7). Drag reduction can be achieved by
such a fairing which may either be a small fixed fairing to accommodate the opened nozzle or a
variable one which can eliminate most of the harmful base area but will involve more weight.
The particular case studied indicates that up to 9% of the complete aircraft drag can be elimineud,
and this for a particular mission profile would be equivalent to 130 lb available for the fairing,
taking into account the re-balance of the whole design associated with additional weight in the rear
location. The estimated weight for such a fairing is only 80 lb, so that it appears that the added
complication would pay. The drag reduction also benefits such parameters as energy manoeuvrability specified in the transonic regime, but, of course, does not necessarily improve low speed
manoeuvrability. Further points that must be considered are maintainability and reliability.
An interesting example of a general inlet and exhaust system trade-study applied to a variety of
assessment parameters including weight, performance, cost, and maintainability is shown on
Figure (8). This had been carried out as part of an investigation to study the effects of extension
of the whole operating envelope of a combat aircraft to higher Mach numbers at altitude. Such an
envelope was shown on Figure (2), where the inlet and exhaust system effectively restricted the
maximum Mach number to about 1.6 in spite of high thrust loading, which basically would enable
the aircraft to reach much higher Mach numbers. But this entails more complex inlets and nozzles
with associated penalties. In this case five different types of inlet and nozzle combinations were
studied ranging from a very simple inlet with rounded lips and no moving parts except an auxiliary
door for take-off operation to a fully variable external compression inlet and convergent-divergent
nozzle. The simple inlet can be optimized for the transonic performance requirements of the aircraft and is, therefore, taken as reference. It is seen that the supersonic inlet installation results
in appreciable degradation of most of the assessment parameters. The Mach number can be raised
to normal airframe continuous operating limit, but the design take-off weight can increase by
nearly 10%, unless a fully variable inlet is used to restore some of the transonic operating
efficiency. Even in this case nearly 6% increase in take-off weight or 8% decrease of mission
radius will have to be accepted. Other transonic manoeuvrability parameters, such as P or
time to accelerate to M = 0.9 similarly suffer degradations of nearly 9%. The cost of development and production of the air inlet and exhaust system are more than doubled, and there is a
very considerable increase of the maintenance effort required by the more complex installation.
This example demonstrates the severe effect of certain secondary performance requirements,
which will prevent any true optimization within the performance envelope and will lead to rapid
cost escalation. The results of this study are interpreted to indicate that only a definite mission
requirement in the supersonic regime justifies operational capability at Mach numbers in excess
of about 1.6.
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6. DOES COMPLEXITY PAY OFF ?
Amongst the most difficult decisions in preliminary design of a comba
"rcraft are the many
questions relating to the specifications of equipment which may be "non-es~> :ntial". The most
powerful way of saving weight and cost is to exercise some restraint in this field. As Figure (9)
shows, about half the fly-away-cost of the aircraft is attributed to equipment of some sort. The
weight of these items is typically about 20'}"o, but can be much more for very complex weapcn
systems. While variable airframe features, such as high lift or manoeuvre devices, variable
sweep, varia tile ·inlet and nozzles, etc. can be assessed in their cost effectiveness against the
performance requirements as has been discussed, the direct influence of sophisticated and
comolex sub-systems appears as cumulative weight increases and increased complexity, which
must be justified by assessing their true utility. The attitude towards such improved capabilities
varies from specifying everything that is costly and complex to excessive austerity. The aim is
to decrease pilot work load by automation, improve maintainability by automatic check-out and
monitor systems or reliability by redundancy. It is not that complexity itself must be avoided
at all cost, but rather that especially in military equipment it should never be introduced without careful justification. Our analysis techniques of cost-effectiveness of many equipment items
is in a very rudimentary state. The emotional content is considerable. One must guard against
the application of technologically interesting features for their own sake and the user's natural
tendency to specify increased capability if it appears at all attainable.
Particularly in the case of the electronic sub-system a balanced approach is essential. Figure
(I 0) attempts to summarize the problem of ensuring that improved capability penalties are justly
balanced against increased operational utility. The tactical employment of combat aircraft is not
well understood in theoretical analysis. It is very difficult to quantify increased m i ssion effectiveness of such capabilities as are provided by bigger air search or target acquisition radars,
automatic attack procedures or all-weather precision ground attack systems. On the penalty side
not only the obvious degradation of flight performance and increased cost but also the effect on
maintenance effort and availability has to be assessed. The latter is a very important consideration.
Somewhat more accessible i s the question of optimum passive protection. This is considered
under the dual headings of fuel protection and armour . Figure (11) sets out the results of a
vulnerability analysis, which groups certain protective features as " imperative", "recommended"
'lr purely " des i rable " . Vulntrability due to fire and explosion represents a prime hazard for the
combat aircraft in operati ons exposed to small arms fire. Protective armour is also required
in such an e nvironment. The best ~ otect io n of the .<i rcraft may be superior performance and
its a bility to escape the hostile environment . This is the n gative aspel..t ..,f heavy protection,
which adve rsely affects the performance . By an analysis of vulnerable areas of a combat airc raft in low-level penetrati on flight the probability of its destruction is c lculated for an assumed
scenari o. This leads to the classification of the items shown in relation to their weight penalty
expressed as percentage of t he a irc raft c pty weight. In the case considered 2. l'}"o of weight
was found to be "imperati ve", mainly to be u11ed for explosion suppression. Armour protection
of crew and critical components is " recommended". The cas conside1·ed was for a two-man
crew, and in this case inter stati on crew protection to eliminate total loss by single hits i n the
l: ockpit is i mperat i ve. A total w eight of about 5 l/2 '7o represents a considerable investment in
~assive p r otection.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this short survey many important questions have not been touched on at all. For example,
the strength of airframe and the design life of the combat aircraft should also be investigated
under the trade-off aspect. The redundancy of structure and systems has to be looked at for
the case of the battle-damaged aircraft for safe return. But the examples cited are sufficient
to illustrate some main conclusions, wHch are imperative in the present situation of combat
aircraft design.
(a)

Trade-off studies on a wide range of parameters are the only means of
rationalizing basic design decisions, which make or mar the aircraft weapon
system as an effective military instrument.

(b)

Such analysis will provide some insight into the correct application of new
technologies, which must be critically examined before adopting them for a
successful aircraft.

(c)

The possibilities of a multi-role design have to be assessed by trade-off
studies to compare it with designs for a more restricted performance spectrum.

(d)

The preliminary design techniques in many areas are still in their infancy.
Much effort is justified in improving them to develop satisfactory combat
aircraft specifications without courting disaster by misjudging time scale,
development risk or having cost getting completely out of control.
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AERODYNAMICS
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Fig. 1 Basic Design Decisions
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Fig. 2 Combat Aircraft Performance Optimization
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FIXED: CONFIGURATION
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Fig. 3 Choice of Wing Loading and Thrust Loading
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Fig. 4 Design Requirements Trade-off
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STRUCTURAL LIMIT
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Fig. 5 Manoeuvrability Characteristics of Combat Aircraft
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Fig. 6 Weight Distribution for Single and Twin-Engined
Combat Aircraft
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NO FAIRING
BETWEEN ENGINES

DRAG REDUCTION EQUIVALENT
WEIGHT AVAILABLE
FOR FAIRING

LARGE BASE AREA

REFERENCE CASE

FIXED FAIRING
TO ACCOMODATE
AFTERBURNER JETS

DRAG REDUCTION

ESTIMATED
WEIGHT
OF FAIRING
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50 LB

130 LB

80 LB
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VARIABLE FAIRING
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DRAG REDUCTION

MILITARY THRUST
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Fig. 7 Twin-Engine Installation Optimized for Transonic Speeds
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SUMMARY

The ataMlity of large, low load factor design, supersonlo airplanes Is
significantly effected by aeroelasticity. Such airplanes require careful preliminary
design analysis to insure that adequate stability and control is achieved in the final
design without major redesign. The impact of aeroelastios on stability is particularly
important for airplanes with a canard pitch control surface. The sensitivity of airplane
stability, to weight, mass distribution flexibility, and aerodynamic characteristics aust
be considered in arriving at an adequate design. An example design is discussed.
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Large airplanes, especially large supersonic airplanes such as advanced boabers or transports,
have large moasnts of inertia. As a result their control response is aore sluggish than that of
»■aller airplanes. Slow response to pilot control Inputs result in degraded flight path and
attitude control which in turn effect an airplane's relative safety, especially during rough air
approaches and landings. Relatively iiiproved landing approach control results fron the uae of a
canard for pitch control such that an increase in pitch attitude and wing lift is achieved by the
addition of a lift force on the canard rather than a downward force on an aft tail or ving surface.
A canard control surface must be a carefully integrated part of the configuration in order to avoid
or alnlBlee undesirable flight characteristics, i.e.: (a) Adverse aerodynaaic interference on the
wing, the vertical tails, or the engine Inlets; (b) Increased roughness of ride for the crew;
(e) aeroelaatic stability problems. This paper deals with itea (c) aeroelastic stability probleas.
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THE FROBUM

Frellaiaary design studies we.-e made of a large, super sonic transport type, variable sweep
airplane with a canard pitch control (Fig. l). The aerodynaalc and dead weight load distributions
along the fuselage wing, and canard for steady (H.= l) flight is roughly u indicated In Fig. 2.
The sunaation of all the vertical loads and all the aoaents about the center of gravity aust be
sero.
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When the fuselage is lightly loaded (no fuel or payload in the forward fuselage). Figure 3, a
sudden change in angle of attack, like a gust, can add relatively acre lift to the canard and
forebody than to the wing because of the fuse'age flexibility and the lack of forward fuselage
inertia to resist the Increaental lift. Such fuselage deflection and Increased aerodynaalc lift
cause the effective aerodynaalc center (for the dynamic, control fixed case) to move forward and
is destablliting. Conversely when the forward fuselage is heavily loaded its inertia tends to
cause the fuselage to bend downward when a sudden upward gust hits the airplane, resulting in
reduced aerodynamic lift on the canard and forebody (Fig. k). In this case the effective
dynaalc aerodynamic center moves rearward and is stabilising. It is necessary to predict the
Increaental aeroelastic stability effects with sufficient accuracy to be certain of adequate total
airplane stability and control for all flight conditions.

i

Figure 5 presents a simplified equation *or dynamic aerodynaalc center location. It is comprised
of the rigid airplane aerodynaalc center location corrected for rigid canard effects, elastic
airplane and canard effects (Including Inertia effects), and airplane and canard maneuver damping
effects.
The clastic characteristics of the wing, fuselage, and canard are indicated by their respective
stiffnesses such as Figure 6, the fuselage moment of inertia distribution. Similarly inertia
effects are related to the mass or weight distribution.
nie aerodynamic effect of a given deflection, or angle of attack, or caaber change is proportional
to the airplane flight dynaalc pressure, Fig. 7. The aaxlmum dynamic pressure occurs on the dive
velocity placard, consequently the aeroelastic effects are the largest along the dive placard
boundary. The aerodynaalc characteristics of the wing, fuselage and canard must be estimated or
derived from wind tunnel tests.
The difference between the calculated aerodynamic centers for the elastic and rigid cases is
presented as the aeroelastic effect on aerodynaalc center. Figure 8 Indicates that the airplane
without a canard has a aaxiaua aeroelastic aerodynaalc center variation of 6 percent of the root
chord, at about .8 Mach nuaber on the dive velocity placard. The higher gross weight condition,
which has a heavily loaded fuselage, has smaller aeroelastic effects, especially at supersonic
Nach numbers.
Figure 9 presents the increaental aerodynaalc center due to aeroelastic effects for the conqplnte
airplane including the canard control plane. As in the canard off caae, the higher gross weight
reduced the net aeroelastic aerodynaalc center variations. The largest variations occurred in the
transonic speed regime and at the highest operating dynaalc pressures (on the dive placard).
The difference between the canard on and canard off characteristics In Figure 10 shows the canard
to contribute aeroelastic variations of u? to 6 percent stabilizing for the light weight, lightly
loaded fuselage at 1.2 Nach nuaber on the olve velocity placard. Conversely the dynamic aeroelastic stability contribution of the canard was destabilizing at the high subsonic Mach numbers
and highest supersonic Nach numbers for the high gross weight case.
Since the dynamic aeroelastic stability effects are large at Mach 1.2 and are a maximum at the
highest flight dynamic pressure, a number of sensitivity studies are presented for the Mach 1.2,
dive velocity placard condition in Figures 11 through 16.
.

Figure 11 indicates that a 25 percent change In canard lift curve slope results in only about one
percent change in the aeroelastic stability contribution. The canard stiffness can have a large
effect on the aeroelastic stability increment, especially for the high gross weight case (Fig. 12).

■ f.. 1,

Any reduction In forebody stiffness can result in large increases in aeroelastic stability
variations (Figure 13) for the light gross weight case.
Figure Ik indicates that fuselage forebody lift curve slope variations are not of great
significance.
Since the dynamic aerodynamic center is a function of the fuselage inertia effects and the normal
accelerations to which the fuselage is subjected, wing lift curve slope variations (which occur
with planfom changes) can signli'lcantly effect the aeroelastic stability incremems as indicated
in Figure 13.
In order to better understand the dynamic aeroelastic stability effects, the variations with
flight dynamic pressure of the pure aeroelastic effect (no mass), the pure Inertia relief effects
and the net effect of combining these two are presented in Figure 16. The inertia relief effect is
related to the normal acceleration that the airplane experiences upon encountering a gust and the
fuselage deflection that results because of the mass distribution along the fuselage. A given
angle of attack change causes a smaller normal acceleration for the high gross weight airplane
than for the light gross weight airplane, consequently its inertia relief is less (provided the
fuselage mass distribution is the same). The data on Figure 16 indicates that the inertia relief
for the light weight case is 30 percent greater than for the heavy weight case. It is noteworthy
that the ratio of gross weights would indicate a k3 percent greater normal acceleration. The
relatively greater stabilizing effect of inertia relief for the 605,000 pound case is the result of
the increased mass distribution along the fuselage for this heavy gross weight case. It is noteworthy that the 20 percent destabilizing contribution of the pure aeroelastic effect is more than
offset by the inertia relief effect. The result is a net effect of less than 8 percent root chord
shift in the dynamic aerodynamic center.
CONCLUSIORS
It is Important that any preliminary design configuration be arranged so the sombined effects of
the rigid aircraft aerodynamics and aeroelasticity result in a stable and controllable vehicle for
all possible flight conditions. The size, location, planform, and elastic characteristics of any
canard control must be considered in making the control selection. Interacting effect of wing,
fuselage and mass distribution can significantly impact the adequacy of the control and stability
of an airplane; especially large, slender, low-load-factor airplanes.
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smniARY
The present paper is intended primarily to highlight some of the fluid-dynemioa
considerations which arise in the early design stages of advanced combat aircraft. After
some psrformance considerations of this type of aircraft, including some comparisons between
fixed-wing and variable-sweep layouts« reference is made to aerodynamic problems in the
design of variable-sweep aircraft which have received considerable attention during the past
decade. A brief outline is given of some of the outstanding problems of wing design, wingbody interference and the estimation of wave drag. Some questions arising in the choice of
engine intakes axe mentioned, along with the many Jet and afterbody problems, including the
possible effects of jet temperature on the base drag. It is concluded that, if uncertainties
and risks are to be minimised for current stringent and multi-role requirements, and if the
füll potentialities of the variable-sweep combat aircraft are to be exploited, then more
research is needed and is wsll justified, especially in aerodynamics.

This paper, which had to be written at short notice, is based essentially on helpfnl oomnonta
provided quickly by colleagues within Aerodynamics Department,R.A.E. (Faznborough and Bedford).
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SOME FLUID-DYNAMICS CONSIDKRATIONS REUTIJC TO THE
PRELDIINART DESIGN OF COMBAT AIRCRAiT
1,

Introduction

As a contribution associated primarily with the Huld Dynamics Panel interests, the present
paper is Intended to highlight some of the fluid dynamics problems whlcn arise in the early
design stages of combat aircr&ft. These aircraft are here taken to be of tactical/fighter type.
Their layout follows classical concepts with separate wings on a fuselage, and with one or two
engines usually Installed within the fuselage. Their operation combines a wide variety of
different requirements, so that wings with variable sweep offer a promising solution.
Because such aircraft have to meet a wide range of re^uiremfnts, their design cannot be
biased heavily towards one predominant aerodynamic conditioi (e.g. the high-altitude cruise), as
in the case of transport aircraft for long or medium range,, Ir> general, the combat aircraft have
to operate effectively at much higher speeds and much higher/lower Incidences, relative to a
primary design condition, than would be the case with the transport aircraft. In this context,
reference may usefully be made to the recent AGAED Specialists' Meetingd) on transonic aerodynamios, and to an earlier International Congress on Subsonic AexonautiosU), at which many
problems were discussed which are relevant here. However, in the present state of knowledge, the
designer of combat aircraft appears to be less well served than the transport designer in that he
has to face even more Intricate aerodynamic problems, entering into flow regimes which are even
further or more frequently away from any single ideal condition. There is thus much room for
additional aerodynamic research aimed at improvements in high-performance combat aircraft design.
2.

Some Perfomanoe Considerations

In the classical design of swept-wing aircraft, the shape is so chosen that the simple
attached and shcok-free aerofoil flow is maintained ideally throughout the flight envelope, with
only small excursions beyond these limits. The same aerodynamic design principles can be applied
to wings with variable sweep with the result that, to a first order, variable-sweep aircraft can
b« operated at widely different speeds from low-subsonic to supersonic without losing range
(Fig.l)(3). Thus, the low-speed characteristics and the endurance of a fixed-wing aircraft of
low sweep can be combined with the supersonic capability of one with high-sweep. These basic
features can be usefully exploited for military applications but, with combat aircraft, the
requirements are especially demanding to ensure optimum effectiveness for radically different
missions and flight regimes. For Instance, extra demands are made on the manoeuvrability of the
aircraft which may lead beyond the classical flow limits into regions where strong shock waves
and flow separations may occur. Again, to cope with extreme demands of perfomanoe and handling
requirements, there is the over-riding need to achieve an acceptable compromise between detailed
design features (such as camber and twist) which may conflict with ono another, even though the
overall features are consistent and remarkably simple and although aero-elastic deformations can
be beneficial. It is not surprising therefore that many complex and novel problems have to be

tackled.
With regard to estimating performance of swept-wing aircraft, there is inevitably a great
difference in complexity between the conventional long-range subsonic transport aircraft and the
multi-role combat aircraft. Thus, performance studies of combat aircraft must include particularly elaborate computer programs for calculating the various missions and the effects of the
large number of parameters upon these. Parametric studies, using both simplified exploratory
analysis and such complex programs, have been made to determine what is technically possible and
to check whether certain specified requirements are realistic. However, these studies are
strictly outside the scope of the present paper and only a few results are included for the
purpose of illustration, as background to the discussion of relevant aerodynamic problems.
For example, one of the main design parameters for specification is the wing loading. With
conventional transport aircraft, the design wing loading is primarily determined by the required
landing speed, taking into consideration of course the requirements for take-off distance and
cruise, together with the high-lift devices available and the engine-thrust characteristics under
various conditions. For a multi-role combat aircraft, the choice also depends on the desired
manoeuvre capabilities over a wide spectrum of speed and altitude, response to gusts at high
E.A.S., matching of subsonic and supersonic range, speed and rate-of-cllmb capabilities, etc.
Fig.2 illustrates simply how, for a combat aircraft with prescribed engine size, the design wing
loading at take-off first increases with aircraft all-up-weight (greater fuel-load and range)
when the landing is the controlling requirement. However, the resulting increase in take-off
distance eventually becomes unacceptable, so that the design wing loading must reduce steadily
with further increase in all-up-weight. The ability to develop a prescribed normal acceleration
(ng) during combat also provides an upper limit to the wing loading, while the gust response in
low-altitude high-speed flight defines a lower limit. Moreover, in order to maintain the required
high-speed performance in level flight or high rate-of-climb for interception, the resulting
growth in engine size with increasing all-up-weight introduces further limiting considerations.
More generally, not all such considerations will be compatible, so that some compromise in
and relaxation of initial operational demands may be necessary. Furthermore, the Interplay
between a large number of fundamental design parameters and such diverse performance requirements
needs to be examined thoroughly, with a view not only to optimisation of cost-effectiveness, but
also as regards sensitivity to possible deviations from the basic technical assvnptions and
mission specifloations.
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For our purposes, the perfoxmanoe capabilities of fixed-wing combat aircraft ought also to
be oompared against those of variable-sweep type, based on assumptions which correspond to the
current state of technology. Some typical results for radius of action, and the time taken to
oUob to M » 2 at high altitude, imply that the variable-sweep configuration is far superior
!Hg,3), assuming comparable levels of short field performance are maintained. For a given weight
or cost) the fixed-wing aircraft does not provide as good radius and climb perfonaances as the
variable-sweep aircraft; alternatively, the weight of the fixed-wing aircraft to ensure the same
levels of perfomance is much greater than for the variable-gometxy configuration. This la not
to argue that the sane will always be true, but rather to Illustrate our special Interest in
variable-sweep aircraft for multi-role combat aircraft operations.
3.

Wing Beslm

In principle, the wings of variable-sweep combat aircraft can be designed according to the
same concepts aad methods as fixed-wing aircraft; these have already been described thoroughly
by BagleyU), and by Look and Bridgewatero). Many relevant matters have also been discussed at
the recent AGARD meeting on transonic aerodynamics where, In particular, Raines discussed the
factors affecting the basic choice of sectional pressure distributions and swept isobar patterns
for economic operation at high subsonic speeds. However, very little was said there which
specifically refers to combat aircraft. Here, time and space permit only a very brief outline of
existing and possible design approaches.
Naturally, current practice must attempt to make the best use of available information, with
intelligent application of existing theoretical and experimental techniques. Unfortunately,
design details have still largely to be finalised by extensive wind-tunnel tests involving ad-hoo
checks and modifications, primarily concerned with getting the overall aerodynamic forces and
moments right, taking into account practical constraints on the wing geometry. Of course, some
aerodynanio features which are known to be detrimental may be avoided right at the outset, such
as small aspect-ratio and high-taper at low sweep angle, and pronounced kinks in the leading-edge;
I.e. a 'clean wing' with well-ordered flow characteristics as well as high efficiency is very
desirable. Use can be made of methods already extensively employed for transport aircraft to
obtain suitable compatible sets of the basic cosign parameters; e.g. thickneas-to-chord ratio,
lift coefficient, Mach number, and sweep angle. Similarly, novel methods for designing the basic
section shape can be directly applied. To obtain a good section which can cope with the extremely
wide speed and altitude requirements for combat aircraft, a designer is well advised at this stags
to be less ambitious and rather more conservative as regards specific optimisations, for instance
in the application of rear loading.
Some indication of the severity of the problem is shown by a typical envelope of the
required values for the maximun usable lift coefficients at different Mach numbers (Flg.4). The
implloatlons of stability and manoeuvre requirements on tail size have also to be borne in mind
when specifying the desired wing characteristics. The estimation of the various aerodynamic
boundaries obviously poses very.intricate problems, especially as regards buffet onset and
acceptable buffet penetration, which can involve structural and operational aspects as well as
aarodynanics. Detailed experimental investigations of specific designs, such as those made by
MabeyW «re again essential, but these are difficult to perform and the relevant resultu may not
be available in the early design phase. At that stage, the designer should also assess the
advantages of partial extension/deflection of full-span leading aad tralling-edge devices already
desirable to obtain the high-lift coefficients required at low speeds. This can a?so help achieve
ooapatlbllity between the basic wing design parameters.
A more sophisticated approach for use at the early design stage would be to aim to formulate
ccmprehens.lve classical treatments, attempting to design rigorously for subcritlcal flow (with
only small departures) in all flight regimes. The details of the pressure distribution over the
whole surface must then be considered, taking account of the elastic properties of the wing
structure. Systenatlc Bivdies of this kind do not yet appear to have been completed, but they
could well throw up conflicting answers, for Instance with regard to the form of oamber and twist
required at different values of the sweep. Mach number and lift coefficient. To resolve this,
variable camber and twist might have to be incorporated along with variable sweep, taking full
account and advantage of aero-clastic effects, but this posBlbillty and the engineering implications have not yet been properly assessed. However, if the designer had such comprehensive means
at his disposal, he could set himself physically realistic aims and achieve realistic values even
in the preliminary design phase. In this context, another basic philosophy is worth mention,
where the wing is designed for classical aerofoil flow at low angles of sweep, but for flow with
leading-edge vortices at high angles of sweep when the wing joins the tallplane to form a single
lifting surface. Again, this possibility does not yet seem to have been explored systeoatlcally.
As an alternative design approach, we could extend the existing design methods to flows which
axe Intended to Include regions of eupersonic flow with shook waves. However, the reliable treatment of such mixed flows in three dimensions.requires much new knowledge, not only on invlscid
flows but also on viscous interaotionswMe) f while new design criteria and alms will need to be
established. Hence the developnent of this "mixed-flow ai>proaoh" to a stage where its practical
application can be seriously considered and assessed should be a subject for future research, as
also should the "oomprehenslve classical approach" mentioned "previously.
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Clearly, as regards wing design and also some other aspects discussed later, our present
standard of knowledge still Involves ssrious uncertainties in the early design stage, when risks
have to be taken. If these risks are to be minimised and if the full potentialities of variablesweep combat aircraft are to be exploited, then much more research is needed and justified,
especially in aerodynamics.
4.

Wing-Body Interference

Tor the shapes under consideration, wing-body aerodynamic interference can be severe, ao
that the problems of wing design are aggravated by the interactions between the wings and the
fuselage, while the tail unit has also to be taken into account. In view of the importance of
these effects, the designer should have at his disposal methods for determining the details of
the flow, such as pressure distributions over the whole surface combination, and for designing
shapes which possess prescribed aerodynamic characteristics. Such methods are not yet available,
except for much simplified shapes, but one can try to determine overall forces and moments.
In 1957, Htts, Nielsen and Kaatari") developed a useful approach to the probleo of
calculating the lift and the position of the centre of pressure of wing-body-tail combination« «t
subsonic, transonic and supersonic speeds, using slender-body theory for the interaction terms.
In the meantime, the range of such slender-body theory solutions has been extended. For example,
Bsrtlett(10) has dealt with the wing mounted in an arbitrary way on a circular fuselage. More
recently, Andrews (11) has treated wings mounted on top of fuselages of rectangular cross-sections
(as in Fig.5), which approximate more clonely to many combat aircraft layouts; the sides of the
fuselage are assumed parallel and the V/Ctom of the fuselage is parallel to the wing at the
station considered. Convenient parameters are X relating the breadth of the fuselage to its
depth, and A* relating the cross-sectional area to th square of the spaa. Then L*, the ratio of
the lift to that of a flat plate of the same span, can be found nunerically. Some results are
shown in Fig.6.
The horizontal line L* • 1 corresponds simply to bodies with elliptic cross-sections,
becoming thicker as A* increases from left to right. The top curve corresponds to rectangular
bodies in isolation and comes from the classical work of von Kannen and Burgers. Andrews' results
for rectangular bodies of fixed proportions, occupying a varying proportion of the wing span, run
from L* » 1 at A* » 0 Initially downwards and then upwards to tamlnate on the von Kaxman curve.
Hie familiar curve for a wing mounted symmetrically on a circular body is also included, together
with Bartlett's results for a wing on top of
a circular body, (which lie very close to Andrews*
curve for X > 1/2), and Fortnoy's results^2) for a semi-circular body beneath a wing.
When the overall interference effects can be as large as indicated in Fig.6, it is not
surprising that local effects may be larger still. As an example. Fig.7 shows the spenwise
loading over a simple 'rigid model' simulating a combat aircraft configuration with a high wing
on a body of rectangular cross-section. There is a significant loss of lift near the wing root,
which could be eliminated by a suitable application of camber and twist, possibly with some
alleviation from aero-elastic effects. But the designer can accept such modifications only after
determining what the consequences are at other flight conditions and sweep angles, and what
mechanical oomplioations are Involved. This example demonstrates clearly the advances which need
to be made in the aerodynamic design before the designer has a complete and reliable method at
his disposal.
The foregoing discussion relates strictly to interference effects under high-speed conditions
at low lift-coefficients. It must be added tiiat reliable theoretical treatments are also needed
for swept-wing body combinations at high lift-coefficients, both without and with high-lift
devices extended.
5.

Wave Drag

For the practical estimation of aircraft drag at supersonic speeds many contributions have
to be derived, includings
zero-lift drag, lift-dependent drag, propulsion-system drag, trim drag,
excrescence and store drags.
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Hie designer is indeed faced with a fomidable task, especially if aircraft Performances have to
be guaranteed, because any uncertainty in drag estimation may lead to inetallation of extra
thrust (increased aircraft weight) or ultimately necessitate extensive modifications.
Here, we shall only consider briefly the determination of wave drag at or near zero-lift,
which plays a vital part in the prediction of the supersonic capability of s combat aircraft at
all altitudes. This alone presents a very complex aerodynamic problem, even If it may be assuned
that the contribution of the wing in its high-sweep position is small. The shapes to be dealt
with are generally highly three-dimensional and not smooth, while the fluid-dynamics considerations are especially complicated, Involving Intake and exit flows, shock waves, strong viscous
effects and interactions, and probably flow separations.

B^"

While estimates for wave drag nay well be beet derived fron total drag meaBureuients, the
provision of the latter calls for an elaborate series of tests in which engine airflow 1B
correctly simulated, while there is also a need to check that the skin-friction drag can to
correctly estimated. For isolated slender wings, Evans(13) showed that sufficiently accurate
estimates of skln-frlotion drag
can be made by using flat-plate data on a strip-theory basis.
Similarly, Winter and Smith(147 showed that, for a cambered delta wing, the total skin-friction
drag was only some 5^ to 10f» less than that on an equivalent flat-plate, although in some areas
the local skin-friction drag fell to as low as one-half the flat-plate value. Nevertheless, it
has yet to be shown that the skin-friction drag can be as reliably estimated for a complex shape
such as a combat aircraft. Thus, taking also into account the difficulties of correctly representing the engine flow, it is clear that a theoretical method for estimating wave drag is
desirable, in order to back up the analysis of the tunnel measuremonts. Such theoretical
estimates are in any case essential at the early stage of a design, before tunnel results are
available, even if some empirical factors based on past experience have to be Introduced.
Currently, the only theoretical methods applicable make use of linear theory, with additional
assumptions leading to the eupereonlc area rule and transfer rule. These are formally equivalent,
but the transfer rule gives scope for including empirical values of wing drag, although It is
debatable whether this necessarily leads to greater overall accuracy of prediction. Both rules
Involve the evaluation of von Karman's double-integral, for which the methods of Qnlnton or Cahn
and Olstad can be employed. Unfortunately, such applications are unsatisfactory in principle,
because the physical flows Involved do not normally satisfy the assumptions of the linearised
theory. Local disturbances axe large, particularly at the aircraft nose, canopy, and wing leadingedge, so that not only does the theory incorrectly estimate the effect of surface slopes but also
does not properly account for the propagation of the disturbances.
Furthermore, apart from such fundamental fluid-dynamics objections, the methods have been
shown to be somewhat unsatisfactory in practice, for example the data presented by HarrlsO?)
showed that, for a simple body of revolution with a fineness-ratio typical of combat aircraft,
errors as high as 20^ could occur in the drag estimates. Surprisingly, his estimates for complete
aircraft shapes are rather better, suggesting the presence of a compensating error in these
particularly simple examples. In addition, difficulties arise in specifying the area distributions to be used In these methods, particularly where discontinuities in shape occur, such as at
the canopy and wing leading-edge, since these discontinuities will be smoothed out to some extent
by the boundary-layer. Another difficult region for interpretation is at the propulsive nozzle,
where the presence of the expending jet may induce separations ahead of the rear end of the aircraft structure.
Some of the objections could be removed by the development of more exact solutions for the
invlscid part of the flow. For example, an exact solution of the linear theory equations has
been derived by Woodward(l6), and makes use of singularities on the surfaces however, the fundamental objections to linearised theory can still apply. The further development of practical
treatments based on the method of characteristics would appear feasible for non-smooth nonsynmetrlc shapts, though possibly expensive and time-consuming. Moreover, such improvements would
need to be supplemented by imixoved methods for dealing with three-dimensional turbulent boundarylayers including flow separations and viscous interactions.
6.

Air Intakes

Most combat aircraft designs feature single or twin engines mounted in the fuselage and fed
by air from intakes on the sides of the fuselage. In general, the engine flow is relatively large
and significantly affects the flow past the whole aircraft. In particular, the Intake flow may
Interact with the flow past the fuselage and the wing, and the Jet may interact with the flow past
the afterbody. The Intake must operate over an extraordinarily wide range of flow conditions, and
the basic design problem centres mainly on the compromise to be struck between these, especially
between the demands of efficient high-subsonic cruise and high-altitude supersonic interception.
Thus, major problems can arise from the need forta)
Reconciliation of the conflicting requirements for low spillage drag at fairly high
rates of eplll in low-altitude flight at high-subsonic speeds, with those for low external wave
drag and low rates of spill (together with high internal pressure recovery) in high-altitude
supersonic flight;
b)
Provision of an Internal flow with high pressure recovery and uniform pressure
distribution at the engine face under all flight conditions, ilcluding the extreme conditions of
attitude that a highly manoeuvrable aircraft will attain.
At supersonic speeds, at least, an attempt can be made to design the compression surfaces in
such a way that a desired system of shock waves is realised. Design methods are available for
relatively simple shapes, svich as two-dimensional and axisymmetric intakes. But off-design
conditions and boundary-layer diverters and bleeds pose so many additional problems that extensive
experimental investigations are indispensable. To execute these at a reasonably early point in
the design cycle requires powerful and versatile experimental rigs.
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Henoe, to enable pressure recovery and flow distribution to be Investigated in detail, »
'Generalised rig for testing intakes (GERTI)' has been developed by Goldsmithd?), at R.A.E.
Extensive studies have already been made with this rig on three relevant types of intakes Ia rectangular intake with a variable second-wedge compression surfanei a similar, but halfaxisynmetrio design with a variable second-cone angle; and another half-axisynnetrio intake with
a translating ainglct-cone compression surface. Under some conditions of intake design and test
Mach number, simple theoretical predictions of msximum capture flow and pressure recovery are
possible, and reasonably good agreement between estimates and measured results can be achieved,
as illustrated by Ti^.B,
im regards drag contributions, major areas of inadequate data currently being studies at
R.A.E. inoludeia)

drag of fuselage boundary-layer diverters or bleeds, at subsonic and supersonic speeds|

b) Influence of cowl shape and compression-surface geometry on spillage drag, at both
subsonic and supersonic speeds;
c) definition of cowl shapes which effectively compromise between low spill drag at highsubsonic speeds and low wave drag at supersonic speeds.
7.

Afterbody and Jet Rroblems

The aerodynamic problems associated with the back end of a combat aircraft are also
especially complex and, apart from a few limited theoretical treatments, their solution again
requires experimental studies using specialised and versatile rigs. A major design difficulty la
to reconcile the high base drag associated with a large base area, presented when the nozzle is in
the unreheated condition at high-subsonic speeds, with the requirement for a large noazle exit
area (associated with reheat) and possibly a convergent-divergent nozzle for efficient propulsion
at supersonic speeds. Ideal aerodynejnic solutions are well known, but they involve considerable
variations in the geometry, so that mechanical complications and weight usually preclude their use
in practice. The problem is even more severe if there are two nozzles which have to emerge from a
fu^dlage with cross sections determined by other considerations, unless the nozzle exits are well
downstream of the fin and tailplane, possible longitudinal and lateral stability changes associated
with various afliux interference effects also have to be determined, taking into account the operation of nozzles over a wide range of pressures, possible changes of nozzle geometry, and engine-out
conditions.
More extensive disousoions of such problem areas can be found elsewhere^?). Here, we shall
illustrate only one particular aspect, namely the effect of Jet temperature on the base drag, by
reference to Reid's tests (18) on a single ajcisymmetric nozzle in a cylindrical afterbody. The
results in Fig.9 imply that the Jet temperature has a significant effect on base drag at high subsonic speeds (iC a 0.9), particularly at low Jet pressure-ratios (Fj/poos 2) with the convergent
nozzle (Jij > 1), when wind-tunnel measurements with unheated Jets can give unreallstloally high
base drags.
7.

Concludin/; Remarks
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This brief paper has not attempted to review the status of aerodynamic technology for combat
aircraft design, but has discussed some major fluid-dynamics problems which have been highlighted
by experience in recent applications of such technology. The theoretical and experimental techniques already available can provide, with intelligent and critical application, a useful basis
for preliminary design studies. However, to meet the increasingly stringent performance requirements and multi-role demands, yet still minimise aircraft development delays and costs, further
improvements in methods for aerodynamic design and in theoretical/empirioal frameworks for aerodynamic predictions are essential. Fortunately, such improvements are in fact possible, though
their achievement will necessitate substantial research investigations involving precise windtunnel and flight experiments as well as theoretical advances. Moreover, current development work
on specific aircraft projects can also be profitably directed to this end, at the same time as
attempting to achieve the specified aircraft full-scale behaviour with greater certainty, by
pursuing relevant investigations with extreme care, choosing model test changes systematically
from an 'aimed research technology' aspect rather than merely as hopeful 'ad hoc' fixes.
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SUMMARY

The primary mission requirements of an air superiority fighter are reviewed and the factors
which affect performance and maneuverability are discussed. The aerodynamic features which have
a strong Influence on fighter capability are Indicated. In the last 3 years the rapid development
of numerical solution techniques, using the digital computer, has revolutionized aerodynamic
design methods. Future generations of fighter aircraft will have Improved aerodynamic design
features which will reduce the drag due to lift and provide Improved stability at high angles of
attack In the transonic region.
The current trend toward configurations with minimum basic aerodynamic stability and extensive
stability augmentation Is discussed In relation to the handling qualities requirements In the new
USAF Flying Qualities Specification, MIL-F-8785B. The need for Improved aerodynamic stability Is
emphasized and some of the current flight problems of supersonic fighter aircraft are described.
It Is shown that stability augmentation can cause adverse effects In some flight regimes. The
analyses and test programs that are essential before an aerodynamic design Is committed to
production are summarized.
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NOTATION

Ax

acceleration along flight path (ft/sec/sec)

Az

acceleration normal to flight path (ft/sec/sec)

g

acceleration due to gravity at sea level

T

Installed thrust (lb)

D

total aircraft drag (lb)

W

gross weight (lb)

V

speed along flight path (ft/sec)

R

radius of turn (ft)

R/C

rate of climb (ft/sec)

iT

rate of turn

q

dynamic pressure (Ib/sq ft)

CL

lift coefficient
wing loading (Ib/sq )
flight path angle
specific excess power (FT/SEC)
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FUTURE ADVANCES IN THE
AERODYNAMICS OF MILITARY STRIKE AIRCRAFT
by

Richard H. Klepinger
John W. Carlson
William M. Stout
1.

INTRODUCTION

The history of fighter aircraft is generally dated from 1 April 1915, the date Roland uarras in
his Moraine-Saulnier with deflector plates on the propeller blades and a machine gun on the cowling
shooting through the propeller disk entered combat. The life of this configuration, which Introduced
to the air forces of the world the tactics of fighter warfare, was short. It however, started a
crash piogram by all participating forces to design increasingly superior fighter aircr.ift. These
World War 1 machines established basic guide lines of speed and maneuverability which have remained
the prime requisite of a fighter aircraft for these past fifty-four years.
2.

PERFORMANCE AND AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

What are the really important performance requirements of both interceptor and air combat superiority fighters? First, both must have excellent longitudinal acceleration capabilities within their
flight envelope. Second, mission range and combat time must be sufficient to accomplish the area
defense mission. Third, the aircraft must have good handling qualities throughout the mission
envelope and very good to excellent qualities In the combat zone. Fourth, both must be able to
effectively employ their ordnance.
Within these general performance requirements, many Important
design properties such as wing loading and thrust loading will optimize out at different values for
the two types of aircraft. Still other characteristics such as wing and fuselage aerodynamic design
may have many similar characteristics. In level flight the available longitudinal acceleration. Ay,
is given by:
Ax - g

f1^,

In the case of the interceptor, time to minimize enemy penetration is critical. To minimize the time
needed to cover a given distance the aircraft must be flown in a manner which maximizes Ax to achieve
its maximum speed quickly. It must also climb rapidly. Here again, the available AJJ Is Important
since:
sin •1

T

sin"!

^x
g

S/C^ u^
It is obvious that an Interceptor will spend much of its time at low lift coefficients where Induced
drag and trim drag are a minimum. Of course, any technique which will reduce the form drag and
supersonic wave drag will be important to this type of aircraft. The air superiority fighter depends
primarily upon its maneuvering capability for combat effectiveness, assuming other important characteristics such as ordnance effectiveness, handling qualities and structural design are not unduly
compromised. Maneuvering capability Is defined as the ability to achieve a high rate of turn and a
small radius of turn. The rate of turn Is given by:

■iß"

(RAD./SEC)

Thus, for a given combat speed, Az must be maximized to achieve best maneuverability.
wing loading and lift coefficient:
A

z

g

L
w

In terms of

.w/s/

In the process of reaching high lift coefficients induced drag and trim drag quickly become
limiting factors for a given thrurt unless the aircraft is placed in a dive which, of course, is not
an acceptable solution. Wing loading can be minimized, but this penalizes range and payload so tradeoffs are necessary. Thus, high thrust loadings combined with a high ratio of CL/W/S are important
for the air superiority fighter. In addition, operational experience indicates that the ability to
quickly accelerate from subsonic cruise speeds to supersonic speeds ol the order of M - 1.5 is quite
important to achieve a favorable energy level in the Initial stages of combat. Here again, thrust
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to weight ratio Is the dominant parameter. In view of these considerations it Is apparent that
thrust to weight ratios must be relatively high and wing loadings should be moderate to achieve a
good fighter. Within the United States a method for comparing different fighter aircraft on the
basis of their "energy maneuverability'' at a specific speed, altitude and load factor has been used
quite extensively. Energy maneuverability is simply the Instantaneous rate of climb available at a
specified condition. It is usually defined as, Ps "specific excess power".
T - D

?!■ "

(Ft/Sec)

Contours of constant Ps, such as shown in Fig. 1, are useful In illustrating flight regions of
superior combat potential levels. This figure shows the energy maneuverability levels for a typical
fighter at 3 g load factor. The line for Ps » zero represents the upper limit at which the aircraft
can fly at the specified load factor and maintain constant altitude, constant speed flight. Positive
values of P8 display an unused potential to modify the flight path either by climbing, accelerating
or increasing the load factor. Conversely, negative values represent application of a loading in
excess of the power capabilities of the aircraft; the aircraft will have to decelerate or descend to
maintain flight at the applied load factor. It Is apparent that when two competing designs are
compared at the same load factors and sane speed and altitude, the aircraft with the greater value of
Ps may have a decided combat advantage. It is also rather apparent that this procedure can be used
as a design tool by making this type of comparison for the various parameters such as wing loading
and thrust loading.
The above system of evaluating designs while rapid In required computer time and simple to apply
does not permit a detailed study of several features of the proposed design. For one thing, it does
not show what amount of the lift potential is usable in steady flight or whether tall power (control)
or thrust is limiting the maneuver potential. However, using the Ps <• 0 curves for the various load
factors, the areas of Influence of various limits can be identified. Contours of P8 - 0 for several
load factors are shown on Fig. 2 as solid lines. Superimposed arc a series of dashed lines which
represent maximum possible aerodynamic load factors. Line A on this curve defines the point above
which at any particular load factor excess thrust deficiency (Ps « 0) becomes the limiting factor.
Above this line the aircraft can temporarily attain higher g's through increasing angle of attack
up to CLMax» than can be supported by excess thrust. The region between P8 ■ 0 and the CL^X load
factor represents a negative performance potential where loss of speed and or altitude will occur
during a maneuver. The area above Mach 1.2 where these aerodynamic load factors level out at constant
altitude are limited by tall power on this aircraft. The ability of the aircraft to perform constant
altitude, constant speed turns Is essential If the aircraft is to be capable of sustained combat with
another aircraft. This form of combat can result from pre-warnlng of the enemy aircraft and/or
armament which Is essentially short range in nature; i.e. Infrared seeking missiles or gun type
weapons. Weapons of this type force the attacking aircraft to out-maneuver the opponent in order to
attain a desirable tall position. In this area the target aircraft will attempt to shake off the
attacking aircraft by diving to reach aerodynamic load factors in excess of those for the power limit.
For a short period the need Is for the highest g and therefor the smallest radius of turn possible at
a given speed and altitude. Thus, a hard maneuvering relatively long duel will result. To engage in
such combat the pilot must rapidly acquire the opposing machine visually during the fight - thus, a
visual limit must be Imposed. Choosing this limit as 6,000 ft turning radius; one nautical mile, we
can compute and overplot this radius as line B on Fig. 2. In the region below this line, sustained
turns equal to or less than 6,000 ft radius can be maintained. The aerodynamic limit of the aircraft
would permit this region to be extended to line c if thrust was not a limit. The energy maneuverability technique can be used to examine the general effect of wing loading and thrust loading on the
maneuverability of the aircraft. Fig. 3 compares the Ps ■ 0 contours for two fighter aircraft with
significantly different wing loadings. This plot indicates a definite enlargement of the combat
envelope bounded by the 6,000 ft constant state visibility limit for the light wing loading over the
heavier aircraft. The thrust levels of these two machines has been adjusted to provide equal values
of thrust loading for each.
A similar comparison for different thrust loading at constant wing loading is presented in Fig. 4.
In this case a given aircraft was used and thrust rating changed by adjusting thrust levels. Again
the larger or superior envelope coexists with the higher thrust loading. However, it is to be noted
that to make significant gains In the steady state combat arena; which Is subsonic, large thrust
Increases are required.
The
ability
loading
perform

conclusion that can be drawn from these two curves is that the superior fighter for maneuverpurposes will emphasize the lightest possible wing loading and the highest possible thrust
commensurate with constraints of fuel and accuracy equipment such as avionics required to
the total penetration combat mission.

Fig. 5 shows the CL^JJ, versus Mach number capability of this aircraft with onset of buffet
Indicated. If the aircraft experiences buffeting, the induced vibration may degrade the crews ability
to track the target. Fig. 6 depicts the aerodynamic load factor for onset of buffet. Comparing the
6,000 ft radius of turn steady state limit on this plot with that in Fig. 2 it will be noted that a
requirement to avoid buffeting further degrades the altitude/velocity envelope for sustained combat.
Some of the current experimental techniques used to predict buffet onset are shown on Fig. 7.
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The problem of developing airfoils and devices to delay buffet onset is presently the subject of
considerable study and research in NASA and the USAF. A review of available test data indicates that
cambered airfoils usually show a somewhat higher C| for buffet onset than non-cambered airfoils of
the same thickness ratio. Fig. 8 shows the results of flight tests conducted In 1968 to investigate
the existence of possible favorable effects of flaps on the buffet onset of a USAF fighter bomber the
F-105D. That this Improvement is basically due to control of flow separation is supported by the
finding that a drag reduction; expressing Itself as a range increase, could be achieved by optimizing
LE and TE flap positions. Fig. 9 shows the results of using various leading edge flap positions to
reduce the drag of the F-105 aircraft. Drag reductions of the order of 123; were obtained with 8 deg.
leading edge flap.
The Importance of mnxinizing thrust to weight and the ratio of useable lift coefficient to wing
loading has been shown. Increasing these ratios, unfortunately, can rapidly lead to very large
engines, large fuel requirements and heavy structural weight all of which rapidly degrade combat
radius of action and result in a very large aircraft. Possibly, structural designers will provide
some relief to the weight spiral through the use of high strength to weight materials, such as boron
composites, in our future aircraft. Considerable research is underway In the US on these and similar
materials and we can expect their Increased use in the future. In order to obtain large Improvements
in maneuverability and enlarge the transonic combat zone we must look to improved aerodynamic configurations as well as higher thrust to weight ratios. What advancenents can we expect from our
current research programs?
Considerable progress has been made in the last five years In the aerodynamic design of supersonic
aircraft. Some of the latest design techniques to come from this research were described In a 1968
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Paper (1) by D. D. Baals, A. W. Robins and
R. V. Harris, Jr. of the NASA, Langley Research Center. These advances have come about largely
through the rapid development of computerized numerical techniques which permit the solution of wing
and body shapes with low supersonic wave drag and optimized lift distributions for minimum induced
drag. The electronic digital computer has made It possible to implement these design techniques and
has literally started a revolution in aerodynamic O^slgn. Work is now in progress to extend some of
these methods into the subsonic area (2). With further Improvement, these new techniques may be used
to optimize the complete aircraft configuration. Including such components as Inlets, nacelles,
external stores, and exhaust nozzles.
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Significant advances In supersonic wave drag optimization procedures have been recently made by
Harris of NASA Langley based on the theoretical approach published by G. N. Ward In the United Kingdom
in 1955 (3). The numerical technique developed by Harris provides a direct solution of the fuselage
required for minimum wave drag at supersonic speeds for a complete configuration. This technique Is
Illustrated in Fig. 10. The left plot shows the average cross-sectional area distribution for a typical complete aircraft configuration with a cylindrical fuselage compared to a body with minimum wave
drag. The plot on the right shows the cross-sectional area for a fuselage designed by this technique
to provide the minimum drag. The method considers any number of restraint points on the fuselage. The
computer locates the restraint points on the average equivalent body area distribution for the complete configuration and solves for the minimum wave drag shape through the restraint points. The
shaded region shows the area which must be added or substracted from the original cylindrical fuselage
to define the optimum body shape. Some typical calculated results obtained are shown in Fig. IK
The lower bound curve shows the minimum drag that would be predicted using the same three restraint
points shown on Fig. 10 for this complete configuration. Also shown is the drag with the cylindrical
fuselage and two other cases, one fuselage design for M • l.S and one for M • 2.5.
Considerable progress has also been made in the development of numerical techniques to define
wing planforms and camber distributions which will provide minimum drag due to lift at a given design
lift coefficient (4). Usually the wing is divided up into an array of small elements (500 to 1000)
wherein the surface slopes are specified and resulting lifting pressures are calculated by following
a precise routine starting with the front segments and working toward the rear. These new techniques
offer the capability of calculating the chordwlse and spanwise load distribution for arbitrary planforms, with variable camber and twist or can, conversely, calculate the camber and twist distribution
needed to realize a given load distribution. Thus, optimized loadings can be developed for specific
design conditions and for wing planforms which are optimized for mission requirements. One very real
benefit which these new computer techniques bring to the designer is the ability to examine many
different wing geometries and to develop configurations which have small aerodynamic center movement
and low trim moments at supersonic speeds.
The capability of integrating the wing and body for optimum aerodynamic characteristics is now
available using the wave drag and drag due to lift computer programs. Recently, considerable progress
has been made in extending the programs to include the effects of canard and horizontal tail surfaces.
Another recent addition to the lifting-surface programs provides for optimization of the wing camber
surface in the presence of Interference flow fields due to nacelles or external stores. Robert Mack
of NASA Langley, has recently developed a numerical procedure for determining the wing slope changes
required to remove various fractions of the interference lift created by these flow fields and has
examined the resulting Increments in drag due to lift and pitching moment at zero lift (5).
These techniques offer the designer new, more efficient tools to properly integrate the complete
configuration into an optimum aerodynamic shape. The capability for computer generated drawings
provides additional flexibility to check for input errors to the numerical programs and to refine
the configuration in local areas. Once the numerical model has been specified in sufficient detail
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It becomes a simple step for the computer to print out component surface wetted areas, cross-sectional
area cuts and reference lengths.
These refined design methods are verv useful additional tools which permit rapid evaluation of
the effects of many configuration variables on mission and operational capabilities. They serve to
narrow the broad spectrum of configuration geometry to the favorable candidates. We can expect that
increased computer capacity will soon make it practical to combine many separate programs into a
computer complex which will analyze such factors as propulsion performance, structural design and
weight, aeroelastlc properties, and complete load distributions on specific aerodynamic configurations.
Truly a revolution In aerodynamic design Is occurring and the old component build-up methods are
rapidly vanishing fron the scene.
Another area in which we can expect improved aerodynamic design Is in the development of optimized
airfoil sections to Increase drag divergence and buffet limits at high subsonic speeds. Much of the
current research on Improved airfoils is based on the early work of H. H. Pearcy in England (6). His
basic idea was to contour the leading edge to rapidly expand the flow from the stagnation point and
generate supersonic speeds over the nose region. The expansion waves created are reflected as a
series of compression waves from the sonic line. The compression waves gradually reduce the local
flow Mach number and decrease the shock and separation losses on the upper surface. The resulting
pressure distribution has a marked peak near the leading edge which gave the name "Peaky Airfoil" to
this design.
Another approach has been under development by Dr. Whitcomb at NASA. He has developed a camber
distribution which reduces the adverse pressure gradients over the upper surface which are due to
angle of attack. His airfoil Is contoured to carry more of the lift over the rear portion and less
over the forward section. Wind tunnel tests have been quite favorable and flight test of a US Navy
F-8 fighter with a new wing designed by Dr. Whitcomb are planned in the next 2 or 3 years.
Although these new airfoil sections have been designed primarily for wings of moderate thickness
ratio, such as used on subsonic transport aircraft, there Is a good possibility that the same principals will apply to thinner supersonic wings. In this case the desired chordwise lift distribution
will be obtained by using leading and trailing edge flaps to provide the right amount of camber at
each flight condition. The use of boundary layer control or a jet flap also appears quite promising
to reduce the shock losses at high subsonic and transonic speeds.
The digital computer has become an essential tool to develop optimum aerodynamic configurations,
but the wind tunnel will remain the real workhorse for the designer within the foreseeable future. In
fact, we have seen greatly increased use of high subsonic, transonic and supersonic tunnels on our new
designs. The tailoring of any new configuration requires extensive testing since the successful integration of the complete configuration, alrframe, inlet and exhaust nozzles is beyond the capabilities
of our current generation of computers. In addition, analytical methods are not now available to
handle the complex flow interactions In the vicinity of the inlet and exhaust nozzles. Alrframe-propulslon compatibility and integration remains as one of our most complex problems but one which must
be completely solved to achieve an optimum fighter design.
3.

STABILITY AND CONTROL

The preceding sections of this paper have been devoted to those design characteristics which are
necessary in a fighter design to provide superior performance, range, speed, climb and maneuvering
ability.
It Is now necessary to discuss the equally important requirements from the standpoint of
stability and control. A discussion of s tabillty and control must Include a discussion of flying
qualities. Stability and control Is such a major contributor to flying qualities that both must be
Included In a discussion of either one. Other disciplines which also affert flying qualities such as
flight control. Instruments, display, and structures will not be Included here. Some discussion of
the use and Impact of stability augmentat Ion is presented but only with the view of itc relationship
to flying qualities; not as to design tec hnlques or design philosophy.

:ii

When flying qualities problems occur that are basically due to stability and control deficiencies
they are frequently treated or overpowered by working on one of the other technical disciplines since
it may be more expedient to do that than to correct the basic deficiency. As a result, there has not
been an appreciable advance in the pure stability and control world of derivatives, areas, and moments
which configuration variations such as shape, size and placement of aircraft components will affect.
If anything the solution of flying qualities problems by stability and control means has been avoided
or sublimated to satisfy the demands of more performance and less weight. It must be left to the
reader's experience to Judge what the failure to fully Identify and solve the real problems has done
to system complexity, reliability, and maintainability in addition to the situations encountered in
flight.
The air superiority fighter must be efficient over a wide range of speeds and altitudes. Having
the capability of being highly maneuverable, or the ability to reach and maintain high load factors
and high angles of attack, is not sufficient in Itself. The aircraft must be able to respond to
the pilot's needs. It must be a steady, or stable1, aiming platform, it must readily change attitude
to respond to the meneuvers of the target or to avoid becoming an easy target. In other words. It
Is not enough for the airplane Just to get to the fighting area and situation. It also must do something and do it well once it Is there to be an effective weapon. Stability and control is the means
by which these demands are met and the means by which weapon effectiveness often depends.
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As obvious as these things are they are frequently disregarded early In the design due to the
emphasis on performance. Good flying qualities are a jumed during the early stages at just the time
when the aerodynamic designs, which could assure them, are being prepared under the low drag-high
performance syndrome. In addition, during the design phase, the concentration has been on level
flight capabilities In calm air. I.e., the Ideal world, with the tests and analysis concentrated on
this type of flight. Due ro this concentration it Is not until operational and service experience
are obtained that it is found that stability and control problems exist which are serious enough to
affect the safety as well as the usability of an airplane. When such situations occur the emphasis
Is no longer on performance and the user gladly gives up a few knots of speed or miles of range In
exchange for a safe and usable airplane. A balanced derlgn which considers all the flight conditions
in which operation is Intended and has the full confidence of the pilot will be more useful and
successful than many past aircraft.
Since the primary method of changing the stability characteristics of today's aircraft is by the
use of stability augmentation systems It is proper to mention this area first. By stability augmentation systems we mean the equipment which changes the "bare airframe" characteristics by means of
automatic feedback systems. In some cases this trend has gone too far and the pilot, the airplane,
and the mission, would all be better served if more bare airframe stability were Incorporated into the
design. We are not, however, advocating the ellminar.lon of stability augmentation systems. Augmentation can often do a necessary Job efficiently and with less penalty than can some other means. The
whole point Is to arrive at a better balance betwee i airframe and augmentation. The remainder of
this section of the paper will discuss some of the stability and control aspects that should be considered when arriving at the balanced design.
The augmentation systems in use today arc more extensive '.■■ operation, complexity, and number
than their original counterparts of 20 years ago. Their fun:- ^on, however, is primarily the same,
i.e.. Improve stability and control characteristics. Also unchanged Is the flight region In which
this Improvement is to occur and where design emphasis is placed. Stability augmentation systems
are primarily designed to improve the airplane's characteristics in level flight or in the landing
approach. The analyses are conducted for steady equilibrium conditions of flight. The most frequent
conditions which determine augmentation system design are straight and level flight, constant altitude
turns, and rolls at constant rate. There is some sense in this for even fighter aircraft spend a
considerable portion of their time In or near level flight and then go through a landing approach at
least once per flight. They also turn and roll though not often at constant altitude or constant rate.
But fighter missions are not Intended to be conducted primarily in level flight or constant anything
and in the course of training and combat there are a great many unusual attitudes or maneuvers encountered which are not fully considered during augmentation design. The result of not considering
extreme, but often necessary, maneuvers is either an unsatisfactory airplane or a restricted airplane;
neither situation is acceptable. Often, during such maneuvers the augmentation system will oppose the
pilot's commands or provide a control motion that will cause the airplane to get into trouble.
The stall and spin situation is one area where the augmentation system can provide problems.
There are current fighter aircraft where the pilot is instructed to turn off the roll damper at high
angles of attack to aid in preventing spin entry and to Insure spin recovery. This occurs because the
roll damper attempts to hold the wings level during the stall which results in frequent aileron motions.
In addition to a disconcerting wing rock, the continued, frequent aileron deflections on a swept wing
aircraft may induce adverse yaw and pro-spin yawing moments. To avoid this the pilot must remember
to turn off the roll damper at high angle of attack. In training or in combat this situation is
clearly unsatisfactory since he will be very busy doing other things relating to the mission and
should not be expected to perform this switching at critical moments. Of course he must also remember
to turn the damper on once he recovers from the maneuver or returns to level flight. During spins
augmentation systems have resisted pilot recovery efforts by opposing the pilot control inputs and
reducing the control available for recovery. In some aircraft this can prevent the recovery. To
avoid this, pilots are instructed to turn off all augmentation before attempting recovery.
Other non-level flight maneuvers have been hampered by stability augmentation. Some of the
tactics taught to fighter pilots require steep climbing turns and such maneuvers are known to require the pilot to use a significant amount of aileron to counteract the roll damper input which is
opposing the steady state rolling motion of the turn. As a result of this and other problems involving
the alrplane-pllot-augmentatlon system, it has been determined through Interviews that veteran fighter
pilots frequently turn off all of their augmentation devices when in combat or combat training. This
is an Ironic situation since the augmentation is provided to improve the airplane and give the pilot
a better combat vehicle whereas the pilots actually feel that it detracts from the airplane's capabilities during combat. This is due, again, to the fact that augmentation Is not designed with consideration of the maneuvers and attitudes of combat situations. True, these attitudes are encountered
a small percentage of the flight time, but these are the times the airplane is doing Its intended
mission so the Importance of this percentage is quite high.
The obvious conclusion here is that augmentation systems are not doing their intended job and
often detract from or worsen the unaugmented or bare airframe characteristics. Since the bare airframe characteristics themselves have been judged Inadequate so that augmentation is necessary, the
pilot is not being provided with the airplane that he should have. A great deal of work is needed
here if augmentation is to do what it is supposed to do and do it at all flight conditions. In any
event we should always examine these extreme flight conditions to determine how to provide the needed
flying qualities which may not always be most efficiently obtained via augmentation.
It has probably been noted that all the problems with augmentation systems discussed above
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occurred at low speed and It may be said that a fighter, with propulsion, configuration, structure,
and systems all emphasizing transonic and supersonic speeds should not be compromised by low speed
problems, in actual fact, low spee., characteristics and capabilities are usually the key to a
successful fighter. Regardless of the speed at which combat starts continued maneuvering and frequent high load factor exposure quickly result In the aircraft arriving at low speed flight. The same
1« true of air to ground weapon delivery where repeated delivery passes are made and the aircraft must
maneuver In the target zone to avoid losing the target. Low speed maneuvering Is emphasized In
training so low speeds are encountered frequently In the modern fighter. Stall warning speeds and
unfortunately stalls are not an uncommon occurrence on our fighters today so It Is extremely pertinent
to consider the low speed regime and to rank It at least equal in Importance to the high speed
areas which already receive so much emphasis.
Even though low speeds and extreme maneuvers and attitudes are emphasized In training and in
operation they are not emphasized In design. Wind tunnel testing Is seldom done past the stall
angle of attack and even less often are combined high angle of attack-high angle of sideslip data
obtained. It should be a standard part of any new fighter plane design and development program to
obtain wind tunnel stability and control data at angles of attack up to 90° and at sideslip angles
up to 45° . These data should then be used to determine stall, post stall, spin, and spin recovery
characteristics. These large amplitude, non-linear situations can now be attacked for analysis
purposes by the computer so the data can be used. The need for such analysis is established due to
the frequent occurrence of low speed maneuvers near or at the stall, the more than occasional
encounter with the spin and the difficulties encountered with spin recovery.
When such characteristics are determined perhaps it will prevent the acceptance of such high
angle of attack characteristics as those shown in Fig. 12. Note that the directional stability
parameter. Cog, becomes unstable and the lateral stability parameter, C[*, experiences a noticeable
reduction at close to the stall angle of attack. These characteristics were not discovered until
after several years of flight experience and many reported stall problems required an extensive
examination of the airplane's aerodynamics.
In addition to providing the data necessary to analyze the low speed characteristics where so
many problems have occurred and where fighter aircraft are repeatedly operated, this information will
also make it possible to make decisions on augmentation systems. As was pointed out, present augmentation systems are not designed to cope with low speed, large attitude flight. Perhaps it would not
be efficient to have augmentation do this Job if the control authorities required plus the added
weight and complexity were added to those already used by augmentation system. It may turn out, if
sufficient emphasis is placed on the problem, that aerodynamic or basic airframe changes are the best
way of obtaining good stability and control characteristics. There have been some initial indications
that this might be true but these are so preliminary and so limited that this should not be taken as
a conclusion. However, it is worthy of detailed examination to determine the design possibilities.
The Jet engine has provided the fighter aircraft with a load carrying capacity much greater than
the airplane can efficiently absorb Internally. The result can be seen on fighter aircraft throughout
the world by noting the vast number of external stores that are carried. But stability and control
characteristics during the design process are still being determined primarily by considering a clean
airplane, i.e., one without external stores. Many of these stores, either due to their shape or their
location on the wing, result in severe stability and control problems (Fig. 13). An earlier consideration of stores and their effects is needed - needed during design. Certainly, it is neither feasible or possible to consider all stores and their combinations for many stores are designed after an
airplane is in service. But some consideration of representative stores and loadings is desirable
and possible. This may affect the balance of the aircraft and the design of the flight control system
even if no basic configuration and stability changes are needed. Certainly, it is not sensible to
ignore the military payloads during the design.
Another external store design consideration is that of store asymmetry. It Is not uncommon to
drop stores in such a way as to result in temporary asymmetries until another pass can be made.
There have been situations where ejector rack failures have resulted In unintentional asymmetries.
Frequently, these situations result in severe control problems because they were not given proper
attention during the design phase.
Early design consideration must be given to the interaction between stability and control and
structures. There are too many Instances of severe structural problems developing as the result of
stability and control problems or deficiencies. These stability deficiencies have allowed aircraft
to attain flight attitudes that were outside the structural design envelope. Structural failures
have occurred due to pitch-up, inertia coupling, and directional instability at high Mach numbers.
When such problems occur they either result in added structural weight to withstand the loads or in
restrictions in speed and maneuverabillt>, or both, which is undesirable.
One fighter aircraft with a T-Tall Is stable with increasing angle of attack until the horizontal
tall encounters wing downwash. The airplane then becomes unstable as shown In Fig. 14. This problem
was encountered on an lustrumented flight test during an abrupt pull-up to 80Z of the design limit
load factor; however, the airplane pitched up and experienced loads in excess of the 80Z limit. Later
analyses showed that the airplane could go unstable at high angles of attack and that the resulting
structural loads would destroy it. Even though some control fixes were added strengthening of the
forward fuselage was required to absorb the added loads.
What to do about turbulence is still not clear.

A fighter plane with its high load factor capa-
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bllltles should not suffer from simple aeroeleatlc deflections from turbulence so the stability
derivatives should not be degraded due to aeroelastlclty. But there are other effects and these should
be Investigated. Exactly how to make the Investigations and the specific levels and details of the
turbulence that should be used are not known at this time. It Is clear that turbulence can change
the rigid body characteristics and can result in augmentation saturation. Therefore, the designer
cannot fully complete his Job without some thought.and analysis of what turbulence will do to his airplane. Similar analyses are already required for the structural design and the need is equally
applicable to the stability and control designs. It is the same turbulence and even though it is
looked at from a different point of view the goals are the same.
The problems and some short comings of stability augmentation systems have been discussed previously and whether or not augmentation is the best way to solve these problems was mentioned. It was
Just low speed problems that were being considered when it was noted that perhaps airframe stability
should be given more consideration. This is not to say that we do not believe in closed loop type
augmentation devices. We feel that augmentation performs an essential and valuable function for the
supersonic, wide altitude range fighter. But again, the design must be one of balance between airframe stability and control and augmantation stability and control and in obtaining the balance the
designs must fully consider the effects of failures.
The problem of failure has been with us for a little more than 20 years, or since the beginning
of the use of augmentation. Hard over failures have, after seme agony, been pretty well eliminated
by redundancy but passive failures, partial failures, and complete failures are still with us and
probably always will be; hopefully, to a lesser degree with time. Decisions are extremely difficult
in this area for trade-offs in drag and weight effects on performance must be made against complexity,
maintenance problems, and failure situations. Augmentation systems which do provide against disastrous
failures and continue to be effective after some failures are necessarily sophisticated and complex.
Complexity leads to maintenance problems and problems of getting the equipment to work properly and
keeping it working in the operational environment. Historically, these devices never seem to fulfill
the reliability predictions made for them; however, this is not the place to become involved in
reliability prediction arguments. The designer must be aware that if a failure can occur it will
occur and some design attention must be given to the analysis of all possible failures. This has
been done quite successfully in several instances in the U.S. and we are striving to see that it
continues. The emphasis to be placed on all various failures is the designer's dilemma. Some will
be so remote as to receive almost no consideration. Others will be more probable and must be capable
of being overcome by one means or another if the mission is to be continued. The great mass of
failures is usually between these two extremes and each must be thoroughly examined not only to
determine its effect on the stability and control of the airplane but to also ascertain its effect
In conjunction with other failures. Again, as has been stated many times before, the extreme flight
conditions should be thoroughly examined along with the level flight when assessing failure effects.
The recent total revision to the U.S. military flying qualities specification MIL F-8785B (Ref.7)
treats some of these problem areas. The total mission is separated into flight phases where a
particular general task or objective will take place such as weapons delivery or cruise or power
approach. This enables the designer to look at individual portions of the mission and emphasize
those that are important to his airplane. For the strike fighter, the air-to-air combat and ground
attack phases would be the most important, for that is the Job the aircraft is designed to do. Also,
to be Included when tabulating the phases are take-off, climb, cruise, approach, and perhaps in-flight
refueling in addition to any others that might be required for a given airplane.
The flight phases are grouped into three categories in order to combine them Into families of
like difficulty and precision. One category lists those phases in which the most precise and difficult flying will occur and are usually the phases which Include the basic function of the airplane.
These are all non-terminal tasks and include such phases as combat, weapon delivery and anti-submarine
search. The next category is also non-terminal and groups those tasks that are required to go to
and return from the basic mission location such as climb, cruise and descent. Pilot tasks In this
category are usually gradual and do not require high precision. The third category of phases are
those accomplished in the vicinity of the airport and Include takeoff, landing, and go-around.
For each of the flight phases which combine to make up the whole mission of the aircraft it is
required that an envelope be prepared which defines the boundaries of speed, altitude and load factor
that will be encountered in that flight phase. This, then defines the environment within which the
plane will be flown. This individual flight phase envelope idea also places emphasis on the more
Important areas of use because the usually mundane phases of climb, cruise and let down are separated
from combat or prime use phases. Each flight phase can then be examined individually in order to
fully consider all tasks and maneuvers that must be accomplished within the phase.
Additional emphasis is placed on the primary flight areas by having three different envelopes;
operational, service, and permissible. The operational envelope bounds the speeds, altitudes, and
load factors in which the airplane must be capable of operating to accomplish its design missions.
This is where the airplane is meant to perform. This is where it has to be at its best and for some
flight phases the envelope should be as large as possible. Remember that each flight phase of the
overall mission must have these three envelopes to permit a detailed examination of all parts of the
mission and to allow the requirements to apply where they are most needed and to be applicable to the
tasks that must be performed in each phase.
It is realized that the operational envelope will probably not Include the full scope of the
airplane's capabilities. The service envelope, which is to be coincident with or outside the
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operational envelope, is to define airplane limits rather than mission requirements. The airplane
can and will fly here but it is not Intended to fly In these regions while accomplishing its mission,
therefore, the flying qualities do not have to be as good as those for the operational envelope. The
service envelope will include the extreme regions of altitude, speed, and load factor; regions that
are encountered less often than those of the operational envelope. By reducing the requirements in
these regions the designer does not have to add equipment to provide a high level of flying qualities
for an Infrequent situation which would penalize the aircraft when performing its principal function.
There may be still more area outside at least certain portions of the service envelope where
flight is both possible and permissible. We are referring to flights where stalls, spins, zoom
climbs, etc., are encountered and a third envelope called the permissible envelope has been added to
include such flight. The likelihood of occurrence is even lower than that of the service envelope
and flight in this envelope is considered to be transient in nature. No quantitative requirements
are Imposed in the permissible envelope since there are areas-stall and spin for example, where
It is not possible to achieve a stabilized flight condition. Our new requirements specify that such
flight shall be safe and it shall be possible for the pilot to easily return to the service envelope.
This use of the multiple flight phases and the defined envelopes focuses attention to the intended
areas of use of an airplane. This theme is further carried out by levels of flying qualities which
specify a minimum value of a particular handling quality parameter which are related to the ability
to complete the mission for which the airplane is designed. There are three levels which are;
1, Clearly adequate; 2. Adequate but with some increase in pilot workload or decrease in mission
effectiveness; 3. Safe but with excessive workload or inadequate mission effectiveness. The actual
requirements specified by the levels may differ between flight phase categories so that values for a
given level that apply to an air-to-air combat situation are not the same as the values for the same
level for cruise or for the approach. This again allows each situation to be examined based on its
own requirements to tailor the requirement to the need rather than specifying a single value for all
flight conditions which may be applicable at only one flight condition.
From the stability and control engineer's viewpoint it would be nice to have the best level of
flying qualities at all times but this is clearly Impractical because of the penalties that would
result. But we do believe it Is essential tc have the best level of flying qualities, i.e., clearly
adequate, a high percentage of the time In the operational flight envelopes since that is where the
missions are Intended to be flown. Since this area is so important the first level, or best level,
of flying qualities is required. In the service envelope it is permissible to allow the pilot to
work harder and have a less effective airplane because such flight is not directly related to the
mission success. The second level of flying qualities is required in the service envelope. The
best level may not use the same quantitative values for each of the categories since clearly adequate
for cruise does not have to be the same as does clearly adequate for air-to-air combat.
What happens or what is required in the various phases following a failure? For that matter what
failures must be considered; only single failures or should double failures also be included? When
looking at this problem it was found that we could not answer this question of single vs double
failures. Some multiple failures, double or triple in nature, occur more frequently than some single
failures so it did not seem reasonable to specify all single failures and exclude all double failures.
How far to go into multiple failures was not directly answerable either. It was possible to answer
what failures should be considered by saying all failures that affect flying qualities. This goes
beyond the realm of stability augmentation and Includes instruments, sensors, control system components propulsion system and perhaps the fuel tank system.
Since the number of failures was not a reasonable determination and since all pertinent failures
had to be considered it was decided to relate the requirements to the probability of encountering a
failure condition. It is now required that the probability of occurrence of each possible failure
be determined and also the effect of this failure on flying qualities. By combining this information
the overall probability that one or more of the specified flying qualities are degraded to the second
or third level can be determined.
The requirements are that the probability of encountering the second level of flying qualities
within the operational envelope should be no greater than once per 100 flights and the probability
of encountering the third, or just safe, level of flying qualities should be not greater than once per
10,000 flights. For flight In the service envelope the required second level capability should not
degrade to the third level more often than once per 100 flights as a result of failure.
No failure or combination of failures is permitted to degrade any of the flying qualities below
the third level. For the airplane which relies heavily on stability augmentation to achieve the
best level of flying qualities the third level is sometimes thought of as bare alrfrarae stability
requirements. The actual requirements do not so state this and there may be, and often are, good
reasons for having the bare alrframe meet the second or first level in at least some areas.- So the
lowest level should not be considered to be specifically Intended to apply to the unaugmented airplane for, as discussed previously, the balanced design will look for the best way to obtain good
flying qualities (the first level) and this does not necessarily mean by augmentation. By having
this requirement, however, which does not permit flying qualities to degrade below the third level,
a limit Is established for complete augmentation failure. It was not intended for the designer to
Just obtain the third level from the bare alrframe.
There is nothing In the specification to assure that all the maneuvers and unusual attitudes are
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examined. This area still must be carried out by discussion and emphasis on the use of the airplane.
It should be readily apparent that any fighter will be highly maneuverable and that the extremes encountered In a maneuver should be a design consideration and not an afterthought that the pilot
reports on when It Is usually too late to do something about the real problem.
When external stores must be carried they are considered to be a normal part of the configuration
and the regular requirements apply. There Is no reason why the requirements should be relaxed If
stores are a necessary part of allowing the airplane to complete its mission. If a given flying
quality is necessary in the flight phase In order to get the Job done It is needed with the stores
as well as without so no relaxation Is Justified.
The problem of how to account for atmospheric turbulence has been approached but not solved. A
continuous random turbulence model and a discrete turbulence model are specified to be used In the
analysis to determine the effect of turbulence on the flying qualities and ability of a pilot to
recover from the effects of discrete gusts. This is Just an approach to the problem because we
know that any turbulence model can be shown to be wrong under some circumstances. He do not know
enough about what the flying qualities should be in turbulence to prepare a thorough set of requirements and this must wait for additional research to provide these answers. What has been done is to
make a start and require the designer to analyze the stability and control characteristics in turbulence to determine if the control system saturates and to determine If structural mode problems are
present.
4.

CONCLUSION

The air superiority fighter must have exceptional maneuverability In the subsonic and transonic
regions to achieve maximum effectiveness. Aerodynamic design Improvements which reduce the total
drag and buffeting at high lift coefficients are likely to come from current programs and should provide significant Improvements in maneuverability and performance. The rapid development of numerical
solution techniques using the digital computer gives the designer Improved analysis methods with which
to optimize and select optimum aerodynamic configurations.
Insufficient attention to the high angle of attack flight regime during design has resulted in
stability and control and flying qualities deficiencies. Stability augmentation system design has
not overcome these problems due to a similar lack of design attention in this area. In some cases,
the autmentation system has introduced undesirable control surface motions which have made the aircraft more difficult to control. The new and completely revised US military flying qualities specification, MIL-F-8785B, lists flight phases descriptive of most military missions and provides the
necessary flying qualities based on the flight phases and mission requirements. All subsystem failures
which affect flying qualities must be determined and the probability of occurrence of each failure and
its impact of flying qualities presented. The requirements place increased emphasis on those regions
that are most Important to mission success.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN ASPECTS OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT
DESIGNER'S VIEW OF POWERPLANT PROBLEMS

1.0

SCOPE

I shall interpret this title as applying to the
problems of installing the powerplant in the airframe,
this is taken to comprise firstly the overall problem of
layout and secondly the detailed problems arising at
the engine/airframe interface. Thus, I shall touch only
briefly on the internal machinery of the powerplant,
about which we may hear from later speakers, and I
will leave the field of supersonic intake design to the
last of this morning's lectures. Furthermore, in order
to restrict this presentation to J5 minutes, I shall
limit my discussion to the jet engine as Installed in
fighter type aircraft.
2.0

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

'Preliminary design' is taken to be the period of
iterative testing of major design compromises which
is required in order to limit the number of solutions
which go forward for deeper study. Several returns
may be made to this early stage before main-iine
design commences.

Preliminary design is a forward-looking process
but we may examine its outcome in the successful
aircraft types of the past. I will, therefore, trace briefly
the development of the jet fighter back to the end of
the piston engined era; using as illustration some of
the fighter aircraft produced by Hawker Siddeley
Aviation.

3.0

DERIVATION OF THE JET FIGHTER

The last of the piston engined fighters, introduced
at the end of World War II, were Naval aircraft such as
the Sea Fury (single engine) and Sea Hornet (twin
engined). These aircraft typify the classical layout of
propeller driven fighters. With the advent of the jet
engine, aircraft designers were forced to rethink the
subject of engine installation and, in the first decade
of the jet fighter, a number of solutions were tried. The
first British jet to fly, the Gloster/Whittle E 28/39
adopted a layout which has since itself become a classic
with undisturbed air taken in ahead of the airframe and
the jet expelled clear of all structure at the rear. This

Sea Hornet

Sea Fury
Flg.l
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Gloster/Whittle E 28/39
Fig.2
was followed by a number of attempts to redu c the
volume of the installation, by shortening its length.
Three examples are shown, the Vampire and the Sea
Hawk adopted bifurcated intakes in order to shorten
the inlet duct length, while the Meteor adopted two
engines thus keeping both the intake and the jet
pipes short. The Vampire used a twin boom fuselage
tc achieve minimum jet pipe length (and maximum
engine accessibility) while the Sea Hawk used an
equally wru-onventional approach to keep the rear fuselage
free of jet pipe, that is the use for the first time of a
bifurcated jet with the flow split at the turbine rear face.
With the Hunter, and later the Gnat, a conventional'
layout was adopted with the pilot, radar ranging and guns
taking precedence in the nose of the aircraft and
relatively short bifurcated intakes supplying the engines
which exhaust through fairly long jet pipes. The 1121,
designed in the mid fifties, employed a single underfuselage double shock intake with the engine moved
rearwardly so that a relatively short reheat jet pipe
exhausted behind the tail surfaces.
Other designers have shortened the jet pipe(s)
by exhausting beneath the rear fuselage. This has been
popular with twin engined types such as F89, F101,
F4 and Jaguar. Later aircraft, such as F111, F14, and
the Russian 'Foxbat', have reverted to the classic
solution of exhausting aft of the empennage in the
interests of obtaining low drag reheat-off and of
eliminating heating and acoustic effects reheat-on.

Before passing to the detail engineering of
powerplant installation I must mention an example of
the extremely interesting features of VTOL powerplant
installation.Figs 2-8 show the derivation of the powerplant
layout in the P1127 family of aircraft, of which the
present member, the Harrier, is now in service with the
Royal Air Force. The top diagram shows that the first
proposals, in 1957, had rotatable nozzles on the fan
flow only, with a vertical force from the gas generator
provided as a result of the angle of the powerplant
relative to the ground in landing and take-off attitude.
The front nozzles were to be rotated past the vertical
to cancel horizontal forces. These layouts were, of
course, wasteful and the proposal to bifurcate and
rotate the hot efflux owed something to the earlier
Sea Hawk experience. At this time also the 'bent pipe'
exhausts were replaced with the now familiar compact
and efficient vaned turning nozzles. The third diagram
shows the resulting layout. At this point the separate
intakes for fan and gas generator flows had been
combined to feed a new design of fan and, on urging
from the aircraft designer, the two spools were counterrotated to eliminate gyroscopic coupling from the
aircraft motions in V/STOL flight. Also the fan casing,
which carried the engine fuel system and engine driven
ancillaries, was rotated through 180° to bring these
units to the top of the engine in line with the wing box,
thus permitting a useful reduction in fuselage size. To
this day the throttle linkage of the Harrier crosses over
from the left hand side of the cockpit to the right hand
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side of the engine, as a result of this early decision. The
balance of a V/STOL design is a first consideration and,
on the P1127, this necessitated a very short intake
because the total weight of the cockpit and nose
undercarriage would have been moved forward by any
lengthening of the duct. This has led us to the solution
of difficult problems in the intake and cowl design,
which I shall return to later. With minimum length
bifurcated intake and essentially zero length exhaust,
the Pegasus probably represents the most compact
powerplant installation, for its thrust, ever achieved
on an unreheated engine - I should be careful to
restrict the comparison to fuselage installations as some
podded installations may be competitive.
I can scarcely do justice to the lift-engine concept
of VTOL within the length of this paper; the layouts
proposed have been legion and much has already been
written on the many new features which have been
resolved. Notable is the automation of the start up
and shut down phases and the vectored installation
proposed by R-R, E.W.R. and Fairchild Hiller
Republic and obtained by the rotation of retractable

•am

pairs of lift engines on either side of the fuselage.
To summarise then, the evolution of fighter
aircraft as affected by the jet engine has involved a
search for a low volume installation while retaining
good intake conditions and acceptable exhaust/
airframe interactions. The pilot, his armament and
the associated search and aiming equipment have
often taken pride of place in the aircraft nose so that
bifurcated intakes are common on single engined
aircraft. This near necessity has been made a virtue
on many supersonic types by the use of the fuselage
side to house the variable geometry arrangements
associated with multiple shock intakes. Twin engined
types have tended to instal the engines further
forward in the airframe because a shorter intake duct
is permissible in the absence of bifurcation, and, as a
result, the reheated exhaust has sometimes been
liberated beneath the rear fuselage in an attempt to
reduce weight. In spite of the attractions of the podded
layout - so common in commercial aviation - the
associated performance penalties have largely precluded
their use on fighter aircraft.
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Harrier engine installation
THE ENGINE/AIRFRAME CONFLICT

The aircraft designer's requirements are simple.
The powerplant should produce a large net thrust from
a minimum size and weight with low fuel consumption.
It should continue to do this for many hundreds of
hours between overhauls. It should be rugged und very
tolerant of the conditions of the air delivered to it.
In fact, the engine comes with a number of very
undesirable by-products. It has a destructive exhaust, it
produces excessive noise, infra-red radiation, vibration,
smoke, heat (both internal and external to the airframe)
and gyroscopic effects. It needs oil drains, fuel drains, it
must be handled with care and mounted so as to escape
the distortions experienced by the airframe. Its fuel

,.

control system is complex. Its intake flow is destabilising.
It is expensive. If displeased with its environment it will
surge, shed its blades or catch fire.
I must hasten to put the other side of the picture.
The modern jet engine is a miracle of ingenuity.
Compared with the piston engine it is free of vibration
and it is extremely reliable. It is designed to breathe air
but it is fed with rain, dust, grit, salt, rivet heads, grass,
small stones, ice, birds and sometimes the exhaust
from guns and rockets. The engine's theoretical
performance is based on uniformity of air temperature
and velocity across the intake face. With the advent of
the VTOL fighter the engine must tolerate instead
sudden changes of intake temperature or localised
streaks of heated air. Also the aircraft designer has the

n
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habit of demanding maximum thrust when the wing is
hanging on in deep buffet with the intake at an angle
which makes a mockery of the assumption of uniform
flow. Aircraft designers have even been known to react
with pained surprise when the engines quit in a developed
spin — after all, if the airframecan recover from an
incidence of 60° or more, surely the engine should
continue to co-operate?
So, we are stuck with each other. Without his
thrust we could do nothing. Without our drag he would
have no jobl
5.0

RESOLVING THE CONFLICT

I shall now discuss some of the installational
aspects of the powerplant, with recommendations for
both the airframe and engine designers.
5.1

Starting

The early British jet engines were started
electrically using ground supply. In the same period
Germany was already using self-contained starting by
means of small reciprocating engines mounted in the
intake 'bullet'.
The early Hunters used cartridge starters and
these in turn were replaced by ?, mono-fuel (iso-propylnitrate) starter with the same turbine impingement and
clutch drive arrangement.

With the P1127 and its design emphasis on remote
site operation, we reverted to cartridge starting. The
cartridge was by now as big as the propellent charge of
the gun armament of a destroyer and the cost of
starting was high. The Harrier uses a gas turbine starter
which burns a tiny proportion of the main fuel supply
so that true independence of any special logistic support
has at last been achieved. The gas turbine starter also
doubles as a ground power supply A.P.U. and, while
this function does complicate the installation, it is so
clearly desirable for dispersed operation that I expect
it to become the standard installation for future
generations of military aircraft. The G.T.S. has proved
to give very reliable starting, and with its direct
mounting on, and drive-through, the main engine
gsarbox,testing during the Pegasus 6 development
programme has been straightforward. It is worth noting
at this point that the widespread adoption of twin shaft
engines (pioneered by Rolls Royce, then Bristol Engines,
on the Olympus) has greatly reduced the size of
starter required since only the H.P. spool must be
accelerated by direct mechanical drive. Presumably
the new three shaft engines will continue this favourable
trend.
I conclude that, following thirty years of operating
jet aircraft, engine starting has at last reached a
satisfactory stage of development. I believe that
airborne relighting of the windmilling engine is also
satisfactory on most modern installations.

HtlCH UNIT

Hunter
starter installation

Kestrel
starter installation
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5.2

FLEXIILE OIL PIPU lETWEEN
C.TJ AND ENGINE dl TANK

Gyroscopic Coupling

The Pegasus engine pioneered the counter-rotation
of the high pressure and low pressure spools, thus
practically eliminating gyroscopic moments. This is
particularly valuable in a V/STOL aircraft and it was
implemented on the Pegasus, in spite of fears as to the
satisfactory behaviour of the inter-shaft bearings, as a
result of urging by the aircraft designer. A happy
example of collaboration in the preliminary design
stage, and one that has been so free of trouble that it
is hard to understand why co-rotating twin-spool
engines continue to appear.
5.3

Foreign Object Damage

In section 4.0 we listed some of these items.
Firstly, rain must be regarded as a very normal
operational hazard, but it has been known to chill the
engine casings to the point at which blade rubbing can
occur - usually in association with shaft bending
under 'g'. This combination may, therefore, determine
tip clearances and so affect compressor efficiency.
Dust and grit, in our experience, are unlikely to
produce more than a small loss in the efficiency of
compression due to roughening on the concave surfaces
of the blading; but one hears from Vietnam of a fine
grit which can rapidly modify the aerofoil shape of the
small blades typically used in helicopter engines. This
has led to the use of vortex air filters with considerable
loss of performance. Such a solution would be

impractical for the much larger mass flows of fighter
type aircraft. We therefore look to the engine designer
to come up with blade materials or coatings to stand up
to this wear.
The problem of the prolonged Ingestion of saltladen air in shipboard operation, or even at coastal
stations, militates strongly against the use of magnesium
in both engine and airframe, except perhaps in the case
of oil washed components or where inspection and
replacement are easily accomplished.
The avoidance of rivet heads etc. passing through
an engine is clearly the responsibility of the airframe
designer, who must examine all fastenings in the intake
ducts themselves and over the whole airframe area
ahead of the intakes. The seriousness of such foreign
objects has heen much reduced with the advent of the
by-pass engine with its relatively large and robust fan
stages. It may well be possible- to blend out the leading
edge damage which results, just as was commonly done
in the propeller era. The use of titanium blading in
place of aluminium alloy has also improved engine
tolerance to this type of damage.
Grass presents a new hazard, in the sense that
only recently has the jet engined fighter ventured back
onto the sort of grass fields used by the last of its
piston engined forebears. This must become a greater
cause of concern as the new military generation seeks to
escape from the concrete base concept. Experience
with the Kestrel and Harrier shows that uncut grass of
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moderate height can be tolerated. However, if the
grass is cut it must also be collected or quite large
quantities may pass through the engine. This has not
so far produced a dangerous situation, but a loss of
engine performance may result. Under these conditions
air tappings from the engine must either be filtered and the filters must be easily accessible - or the piping
must be clear of obstructions which might lead to
clogging. An example of clear piping is the reaction
control system of V/STOL aircraft, it has been noted
many times during the development of the 1127 family
that the reaction controls blow 'smoke' as the most
obvious external evidence of heavy grass Ingestion. The
new biological (enzyme) cleaners show promise as a
means of engine washing to remove grass contamination.
The Ingestion of ice from the (unheated) intake
lips of fighter aircraft has not, in our experience, been
a cause of concern. The Pegasus engine pioneered the
use of an overhung fan (now standard practice on the
new high by-pass engines) so that bearing support struts
ahead of the low pressure compressor were not required;

from the Pegasus 3 onwards the inlet guide vanes were
also deleted (again now standard practice) so that the
first stage rotates. This has proved to provide complete
protection against engine icing, the blades exhibiting
good ice-shedding characteristics with no significant
build up.
The rotating first stage of blading has also
contributed to the ability of this quite remarkable
engine to swallow the 600 kt. one pound bird which
is constantly deemed to threaten low flying British
military aircraft. Where static inlet guide vanes are
featured, bird impact may force these back into the
first rotating stage with disastrous results. Here the
bifurcated intake gains some points, the cockpit
providing considerable protection to the engine so that
only the blade tips are exposed to the risk of direct
impact. The problem is then transferred to the airframe
designer who must build intake lips and the outside of
the 'S' bend (Fig.12) such that the bird impact will not
liberate pieces of metal of sufficient size to disable the
engine.

Intake duct damage by bird impact test
Fig.12
■ -'«Wrf. vt .v ■:*.
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Finally we come to gases ingested following the
discharge of aircraft armaments. After overcoming
considerable development difficulties in the early days
of the Hunter due to unburnt gun gases causing rich
extinction of the engine at altitude, we have managed
to steer clear of this problem ever since. The Gnat fighter
provides a fine example of just how intimate a 30 mm
gun and an intake can get without producing flame-outs.
Fig. 13 shows that this has been achieved with the use
of suitable gun gas deflectors. The Harrier has fired the
total contents of six SnebMatra rocket pods
simultaneously without suffering any adverse engine
reaction. We may conclude that these problems rightly
belong to the airframe designer and that, should he fall
down on the job, then 'fuel dipping' as used on the
Hunter may come to his aid.
5.4

Fuel Systems

This interface between the engine and airframe
is simple — it is the responsibility of the airframe
designer to present air-free fuel within a designated
pressure range and at a flow rate up to the maximum
which the engine can consume at the inlet to the
engine driven pump. The simplicity of this interface
belies the complexity of the fuel system, both upstream
and downstream.

On the airframe side it is necessary to pressurise
the fuel system to control boiling at altitude and in

Fig.13

i.

order to transfer fuel from external tanks. The fuel
remaining must be gauged and the flow rate measured
with automatic compensation for change in density
between different fuels; the fuel will usually be drawn
sequentially from multiple tanks and metered so that
the fuel load remains in balance both fore and aft and
laterally. Arrangements must often be made for gravity
and pressure refuelling on the ground and for in-flight
refuelling. With fuel on board, a natural requirement
arises for the aircraft to be defuelled on the ground and
for the whole or part of the fuel to be jettisonable in
flight. The pressurisation and venting system must cope
with the maximum rate of change of altitude which the
flight envelope will permit, and a trap system must be
provided to allow a sufficient period of inverted flight
at any fuel state. Assuming that these, and-many other,
problems have been overcome by the airframe designer,
we may look downstream at the engine fuel system.
A typical British engine fuel system at the end of
the first decade of the operational jet used twin variable
stroke HP pumps with a servo-control system which
received signals from throttle position, barometric
(intake) pressure and an acceleration control unit. In
addition, a mechanical governor limited over-speeding
of the engine. In the event of mal-function of the
servo-system causing loss of power, a pilot-operated
switch would isolate one of the HP pumps which then
delivered fuel at full stroke. With the addition of a
J.P.T. control and fuel dipping for high altitude gun
firing, this system remains In the Hunter today.

Gnat Fighter
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Harrier Hydro-mechanical engine fuel system
Fig.14

With the advent of the two-spool engine and the
special requirements of V/STOL operations, the
hydro-mechanical fuel system has grown into an
electro-hydro-mechanical system with a number of new
features. The controlling parameters now include:—
Throttle angle
LP speed
HP speed
Fan output pressure
HP output pressure
J.P.T.
Intake temperature
Water injection flow
Reaction control flow
In various combinations these parameters are
fed to the:Pressure drop regulator
LP governor (including water injection reset)
Acceleration control unit
Pressure ratio limiter
Air bleed reset
Flow control pressure drop regulator
Inlet guide blade control unit*

Thlt unit mty b» automatic in operation and, although
using angina fual as its operating medium, it may not
control the angina fuel flow directly.
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Such a system has now reached a satisfactory
state of development and has met all requirements
placed upon it. However, it is complex and bulky and
time consuming in development. Perhaps the time has
come to think again.
Why has the engine fuel system reached this
level of complexity? (Fig.14). There seem to be two
main reasons, the first is that the components of
modern engines are designed to exploit their performance
close to the limit, the second is that the ill effects of
exceeding limitations may be hidden from the pilot
(e.g. excessive turbine creep rate) or may be sudden
and potentially disastrous (e.g. surge and run-down).
As each new limitation has been approached,
therefore, a new appendage has appeared on the
engine fuel system designed either to reduce the
cockpit work load by limiting the number of gauges
which the pilot must scan and interpret, or to protect
him where the rate of scan required to anticipate trouble
is beyond human capacity.
With the rapid advance of digital computation,
it is now possible to make a comprehensive digital
model of the engine behaviour with unfailing memory
and a scanning rate many orders higher than that of
the human brain. Such a device could incorporate
multiple redundancy to ensure a high overall integrity
or self-checking with fail-safe may offer an alternative.
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In either case a final fall-back position comprising an
old-fashioned mechanical linkage from the pilot's
throttle to a fuel tap on the engine would allow the
pilot to get home; if with rather unenterprising use of
the potential engine power.
Digital control offers a wide range of new
possibilities. For example, a tie-in with the aircraft
inurtial and air data systems, as a means of sensing pitch
and sideslip angles, together with a knowledge of intake
flow distortion characteristics could provide automatic
protection against engine surge due to this cause. A
cockpit gauge could indicate continuously to the pilot
the percentage of maximum safe power which he is
demanding. This indication would vary, at fixed throttle
setting, during aircraft manoeuvre or other transient
conditions. Auto-throttle control for blind approach
or during the attack phase are other obvious
by-products of this system.

Further in the future the functions of the engine
digital fuel system may be taken over by a central
digital computer which deals with the aerodynamics
of the vehicle, the electronics of the nav/attack
system and the thermodynamics of the powerplant.
At this stage the engine fuel system is no more than
the fuel tap with standby mechanical control as
envisaged above.
5.5

Intake Design

The satisfaction of the engine's demand for air
has grown from no problem at all in the days of the
centrifugal powerplant to perhaps the most difficult
aerodynamic problem in the design of a V/STOL
fighter aircraft with a high bypass lift/cruise engine.
Essentially the requirements for high static
efficiency conflict strongly with the requirements for
the throttled cruise, particularly so if the cruise is at
low level. In the latter case the external flow around
the intake cowl may assume an importance equal to
that of the internal duct flow. The engine designer
may count himself fortunate to be able to concentrate
primarily on the flow within the bounding streamlines
of the capture area. In general, the conflict referred to
above can be solved only by recourse to some form of
variable geometry. On the Harrier we have sized the
intake throat area for the high power, high altitude
case. This, in combination with (a) a large highlight tothroat area ratio of the intake lips (b) a generous secondary
duct area exposed by blow-in doors in the external
cowl (c) provision of doors to close off the boundary
layer bleed (thus preventing the circulation of low
energy reverse-flow in the V/STOL regime) ((*', close
attention to the shaping of the duct, particularly wnere
this can improve the flow into the inner annulus and
hence into the HP compressor of the engine; has
resulted in a high static efficiency.

In the cruise the blow-in doors are shut and the
BLB doors are open. In manoeuvring flight at either
very high or very low incidences (and depending on
RPM and speed) one or other of the BL doors may be
shut under the influence of the pre-entry compression
and the upper or lower inlet lip suction. The external
cowl has been shaped to make the best use of the
available cowl/highlight area ratio.

In the course of the development of the 1127 air
intake, from prototype to Harrier, we have investigated
turning vanes, vortex generators, distributed suction,
B.L. blowing by HP or LP engine air, translating lips,
hinging lips, inflatable lips and a number of other
aerodynamic tricks. Fig.16 shows an alternative
arrangement to that finally adopted on the Harrier.
Neither has the powerplant designer been idle, although
his activities have often been of a defensive nature —
by which I mean that he must ensure that the engine
performance, handling and mechanical integrity will
tolerate the presence of the airframe.

I have dealt briefly with the intake of a
particular aircraft during the development of which we
learnt that the long fan blades and increasing stage
loadings of modern high-bypass engines may be quite
sensitive to the wide variety of velocity patterns
produced by the air intake over the flight envelope of
a fighter aircraft. The lesson for future preliminary
design of similar aircraft is that intensive work on the
intake should start at an early stage. If a new engine
is to power the new aircraft then it may be desirable
to run a model intake ahead of a model compressor in
order to obtain early indications of the engine response.

To an airframe designer it seems that the
problems of engine design - involving the intaraction of
n stages with xn blades, on y spools, and with the blade
boundary layer subject to centrifugal loading - are so
daunting that perhaps we should mend our ways and
use podded engines, programmed by the computer
er.visai; cff in the last section to point always directly
into the relative wind! (Fig.18)
5.6

Exhaust Design

If the exhaust could be considered in isolation
then there can be little doubt that it would be
situated at the extreme rear of the airframe. As already
noted in section 3.0, considerations of space and weight
(or special function as in the case of vectored thrust)
may result in the jet exit(s) lying beneath or in the
flanks of the rear fuselage. In these positions problems
of structure heating and acoustic fatigue arise and
close attention must be paid to rear fuselage drag.
These problems exist with the simplest type of exhaust
and they are multiplied by the requirement for reheat
with its large variable convergent nozzle.
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Alternative V/Stol air intak.t configuration
Fig.16
Further complexities arise with high supersonic
speed and wi th the demand for short landing ground
runs. The first leads to convergent-divergent nozzles
and the second to reverse thrust.
To the writer's knowledge no purzl y mechanical
variable convergent-divergent nozzle has flown, but an
approximation employing an induced secondary airflow
(reheat-off) is in widespread use. The combination of th is
arrangement with thrust reversal is used for the first
time on a production aircraft by the Saab Viggen . A
demand for the revers31 of re-heated thrust may well
arise in the future.
Vectored thrust offers a simple means of
complete reversal although this has not yet been
implemented on the 1127 family . In general a demand
for a high degree of reverse thrust will set new
constraints on the aircraft configuration in order that
trailing edges, external stores etc. are not exposed to
excessive temperature or jet blast.
In ru mmary the exhaust system, required to
operate efficiently from full reverse, through the
subsonic cruise and at high supersonic speed, will be
a cc;>mplex and difficult piece of high temperature
aero-mechanical engineering. There is great scope for
improvements in the state of the art and for collaboration between engine and airframe designers.

5 .7

Powerplant Cost

Unit cost is increasingly a powerplant problem.
The aircraft designer must think seriously before
introduc ing a new engine for each new aircraft design,
although the flexibility of the building-blocks of the
jet engine make this approach technically attractive.
Fig.17 shows recently quoted unit specific costs
for a number of European and American engines. The
scatter is large as correct:ons for the length of production
run and the degrc1e of 'dressing' of the engines have
not been made. However, it may be concluded that
the penalty for adopting the latest powerplant will be
to increase the cost by 50- 100"A> as compared with an
older and proven design .
The availability of engines in particular thrust
brackets together with the costing methods adopted,
., ,ay well sway the choice of aircraft layout as between
a single or twin engined design .
The powerplant, the airframe and the electronic
systems now contribute roughly equally to the unit cost
of a modern strike fighter . We must, therefore, ask the
engine designer to pay ciu:.t: ol,omtion to cost at the
preliminary design stage.
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6.0

CLOSING REMARKS

The speaker has learnt to admire the engine man
with his complex problems - but does the blading
always need to have such (harp leading edges even
where the relative flow is subsonic? Must by-pass flows
always pass through such aerodynamically dirty passages?
Do any of the many variables in the engine design multi spools, variable guide vanes including variable
turbine stators etc. - hold out any possibility of
varying thrust over the operating range while
maintaining air mass flow relatively constant? Will
the stiffness of carbon fibre blading see the end of the
fan blade 'snubbers' which are in common use today?
What happened to the super fuels so much in vogue a
few years ago - are there to be no new developments
on this front? Will there ever be a better way to
produce thrust than slapping the air with a series of
blades and then setting fire to it?
My theme has been that the preliminary design
of both powerplant and airframe is heavily circum-

scribed by practical considerations. The mutual interaction of airframe and engine is usually unfavourabtet
and only by close collaboration by the two design teams
will a successful compromise be reached. The searcl. for
the ideal thermodynamic cycle for a given specification
condition (or series of conditions) is only the initial
scratch on the surface of preliminary design.

Finally, I would like to express my gratitude for
the stimulating co-operation which it has been my good
fortune to enjoy with the powerplant manufacturers now the manufacturer - in the United Kingdom. Their
problems are often of our making.

In this short paper I have left many subjects
untouched but I hope that the contents may stimulate
discussion. The opinions are, of course, my own and do
not necessarily reflect those of Hawker Siddeley
Aviation, whose permission to present this paper is
gratefully acknowledged.
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Fig. 18
programmed by the computer to point always directly into the
relative Wind"
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THE DESIGN PROCESS
by
James E. Worsham, General Manager
F100/F400 Department
General Electric Company
Cincinnati, Ohio 45215
ABSTRACT
Current trends in military combat aircraft are clearly towards increased emphasis on multi-mission
capability. This influences engine design by requiring multiple thrust sizing points throughout the
flight envelope and good cruise performance over a wide range of flight conditions and power settings.
Engine performance, dimensions and weight cannot be treated as isolated elements. The engine
cycle cannot be selected on the basis of uninstalled performance with subsequent efforts made to minimize the penalties associated with the inlet, exhaust and other installation factors. The engine
manufacturer must expand his are.-, of interest and treat the engine as an integral part of the overall
system throughout the design effort. The initiation of engine development programs independent of the
weapon system will no longer provide the required results.
The system design approach starts with the identification of a General System Concept and
continues through Concept Formulation, Contract Definition, and the actual Development
Program. While engine development is recognized as requiring ai. extensive time period, an
engine for an advanced weapon system also must include as man> as five years in the definition
period prior to contracting for engine development. This very important formulative phase is
used to identify critical state-of-art advancements needed to provide mission performance
significantly beyond existing capability, and to initiate development efforts to verify the feasibility of these improvements prior to program commitment. Flexibility to cope with changing
needs must be provided throughout this time period as well as maintaining a proper balance
between performance, weight, and technology versus cost, schedule and operational requirements.

Introduction
Current trends in military fighter aircraft are clearly toward increased emphasis on multimission capability. This type aircraft, in stages of either conceptual design or development
are highly complex weapon systems made up of equally complex and advanced sub-systems.
The diverse capabilities of such aircraft require an unusually wide range of propulsion system
thrust levels to provide excess energy needed for combat maneuvers in addition to low fuel
consumption at reduced thrust levels for cruise operation. The flight envelope is broad,
encompassing the loiter, transonic combat and supersonic intercept demands of this aircraft.
Figure 1 illustrates the impor*?nt design areas of the propulsion system.
As a consequence of this broad capability, the desigr of Hie propulsion system must be highly
integrated into the total system and requires desig.i processes that consider all aspects
necessary to achieve maximum weapon system performance.
Design Processes
The design processes which must be employed in the conceptual and physical development of
an advanced propulsion system are characteristized by a series of key decisions at strategic
points of time that are important to the development to both the aircraft and the engine. These
key decisions are listed on Figure 2. Ultimate program success is dependent upon selecting
the proper courses of action to be taken at these decision points. A brief discussion of some of
the considerations at these key program decisions is appropriate at this point.
KEY PROGRAM DECISIONS

KEV OKRATIOMAL REGIMES

CONCEPTUAL APPROACH

• TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS

ALTITUDE

• COMPATIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

• HNAL SELECTION OF TECHNOLOGY

• ENGINE SIZE SEUCTION

mfihTMACHNUMin
Figure 1

Figure 2
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The system design starts with the identification of a conceptual vehicle aimed at
meeting a general set of operational requirements. These usually define several
thrust sizing points in addition to two or
three mission profiles. The thrust matching
and mission performance relative to these
operational requirements define the basic
engine characteristics and determine the
engine type which most efficiently meetf the
requirements, be it turbojet, turbofan or
some more exotic cycle.
Tradeoff studies are performed on an overall propulsion system basis with proper
consideration of inlet matching, afterbody/
exhaust nozzle interactions, environmental
conditions, bleed and power extraction,
maintainability, reliability and vulnerability requirements; all of these in addition,to the specific performance requirements.
In support of these studies, the engine
manufacturer furnishes parametric data
which describe the effects of design parameters such as bypass ratio, turbine
temperature and pressure ratio on overall
performance. Figures 3, 4, and 5 show
examples of the type of data furnished for
augmented turbofan engines. With these
data, parametric mission analyses are
performed with a variety of aircraft configurations to yield an initial definition of
the engine cycle, airflow size, thrust level,
aircraft size and drag. These analyses form
the basis for the next key decision.
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Technology Improvement Programs
Engine development is generally recognized as requiring a longer period of time than that
required for the aircraft. Figure 6 shows a typical development cycle for an advanced engine.
The identification of critical, but achieveable, state-of-art advancements needed to meet system
requirements is very important. It is equally important that development programs to achieve
these advancements be initiated with flexibility provided to c<?pe with changing needs.

ENGINE DEVaOPMENTCYCU

The decision to implement these development programs must be based upon their
value to or impact on the propulsion system.
The study results, from the conceptual
approach, will allow a decisio., to be made.
Prior to implementation of the programs,
firm planning through completion of the
program must be made. This includes the
time to execute various phases and the cost.
Comparison of these estimates, relative to
available resources, must be made such that
the greatest improvements can be achieved
with minimum cost. Decisions with these
considerations in mind have major impact
on the ultimate engine program.
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An example of a comprehensive Technology Improvement Program is the GE1 Advanced Engine
Program, begun in 1962. It was conceived as the progenitor of a stable of engines that would meet
a variety of propulsion system requirements. Through judicious choices of technology advances,
different engine types were evolved and successfully demonstrated; a medium thrust/high pressure
ratio turbojet (augmented and non-augmented), a high bypass ratio subsonic turbofan; medium bypass
ratio augmented turbofans. These technology advancements include: significant increase in turbine
inlet temperature; higher loading in the turbomachinery; development of new mechanical designs
and manufacturing techniques; material improvements. The progression of this program is
illustrated in Figure 7,
ui genmnunt wem
min«! nciMMocr
io« irf«ss njMorM

Figure 7
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Compatibility Requirements
The integrated system approach continues from the conceptual phase into the design phase and
throughout the development phase to insure a compatible engine/aircraft system for operational
service. In addition to the normal mechanical interfaces, compatibility can be grouped into
basically two areas:
•
Thermodynamic compatibility
•
Aerodynamic compatibility
Each of these will be discussed briefly.
The combined requirement of high performance and mission flexibility (or thermodynamic
compatibility) necessitates a new approach to integration. The engine, inlet and exhaust nozzle
must be thought of as a system and are key components in aircraft configuration and performance.
No longer can an engine cycle designer ignore factors of aircraft performance. Likewise, the
aircraft designer must consider engine performance characteristics and the possible tradeoffs.
The traditional process of selecting an engine cycle based on uninstalled performance and then
applying effort to minimize the installation penalties is obsolete.
One aspect of installed engine performance is that of inlet/engine airflow matching. Since inlet
capture area is normally sized at the maximum Mach flight condition, the inlet flow will be in
excess of engine requirements for all lower speeds and at low altitudes. Combining engine and
inlet characteristics for maximum installed thrust or minimum spillage results in the general
characteristics shown in Figure 8. These losses are significant. However, greater losses are
incurred during subsonic cruise operation as illustrated by Figure 9. Trends in advanced multimission aircraft are toward high thrust-to-weight ratios - - - approaching 1. 0. Subsonic cruise
in these aircraft occurs at low levels of drag due to improved aerodynamic efficiency. These
two characteristics require the engines to operate at low thrust settings and low airflows. This
results in high spillage drag due to the mismatch of engine/inlet flow.
EFFECT Of INUI DRAG ON SPECIFIC FUa CONSUMPTION
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The exhaust system for multi-mission aircraft equipped with twin turbofan engines must consider,
in the configuration design, such effects as jet plume interaction and impingement on aircraft
surfaces. Further complicationj arise by virtue of the fact that, relative to a turbojet, the
turbofan exhaust nozzle projected area is larger, area requirement (max-min) is greater,
pressure ratio is lower.
The external flow over the nozzle can cause high afterbody drags and decrease the nozzle thrust
coefficient by virtue of effects on internal gas flow. The nozzle selection therefore requires careful
consideration of these factors as well as the upstream boattailing effects of the actual aircraft
design. The need for combined aircraft and engine scale model testing to evaluate the effect of
the flow field in the vicinity of the nozzle is important and should be done at the earliest practical
time.
Aerodynamic compatibility signifies stall free operation of the engine over a wide range of flight
conditions. Past practices have been to design the engine components (e.g. , fan, compressor,
control system), with stability margin based upon past experience and assume that the aircraft
inlet would supply acceptable distortion characteristics. Recent problems with multi-mission
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aircraft have demonstrated that is approach is not adequate. The stability margin requirements
for the engine must be established jointly by the engine and aircraft manufacturers before detailed
design starts. These requirements are then assessed and refined as data becomes available from
component and full scale testing.
The specific environmental conditions that the engine will be subjected to must also be considered.
An advanced fighter aircraft engine may encounter gun gas, rocket exhaust or steam Ingestion.
By recognizing these problem areas during the initial design phase, aircraft configuration and engine
design features can be defined to eliminate Ingestion or minimize the effects.
The key steps to achievement of compatibility can be summarized as follows:
•

Recognition of potential problem areas (both engine and aircraft) and the voids
that exist in available data.
Clear delineation of responsibilities between the contractors and with the Government.
Initiation of the program with a design for the airframe and the engine which have
a reasonable level of inherent stability margin.
Identification of key program decision dates with joint integrated test programs to
provide data to permit the decisions.
Extensive, early analysis and testing, plus flexibility, on both sides of the interfaces
between the engine and the aircraft to readily adjust for unforeseen problems.
Concise specification of the role and missions of the planned weapon system.
Open and frank working arrangements between the engine and system contractors
management which directs the activities tc achieve compatibility in the most economical
and expeditious way.

Final Selection of Technology
The technology selected for the engine qualification program must be consistent with the levels
developed in the technology improvement programs. Care must be exercised in the selection.
Typically, advances in technology are first demonstrated in a laboratory atmosphere with a
configuration designed such that there is little or no compromise to the achievement of the goal.
The next logical step is to adapt that technology for inclusion in a development engine. Redesign
is usually necessary since the environment has changed from one that is highly controlled (the
laboratory) to one (an engine) where the conditions have operational variations that may exceed those
experienced in the laboratory. The resulting design changes may well reduce the performance
levels achieved.
Also required is an assessment of the technology relative to manufacturing considerations. Since
manufacturing cost was secondary during the research and development phases, design changes are
to be expected to allow the end product to be made economically.
The reliability and durability aspects, as well as the technology versus schedule risks, must be
weighed.
All the facets of the program must be considered in the final selection of technology level and
compromises made where necessary.
Technology, as used here, connotes aerothermo as well as mechanical design, material and
manufacturing process.
Aerothermo technology involves the levels of component performance, the
choice of the cycle parameters plus the consideration of compatibility requirements.
Mechanical design technology refers to the configuration of the engine such as
number of rotor bearings, number of frames, rotor construction.
Material technology involves the type of material used in the design such as
advanced titanium or nickel base super alloys, filament and plastic composites.
Manufacturing process technology includes, among others, unique welding,
diffusion bonding, or other joining methods.
Obviously, each of these technologies is dependent upon the others to some degree. Risks
associated with a challenging cycle selection must be weighed against the material required to
achieve a sound mechanical design, and in turn upon the manufacturing process to use that material.
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EFFECT OF CYCLE TEMPERATURE ON ENGINE WEIGHT

To illustrate this interdependence of technologies, let us consider a basic parameter,
engine weight. Since multi-mission aircraft
are relatively short range and limited in size,
great emphasis is placed on propulsion
system weight. In an augmented turbofan
engine, the physical size of the engine is
determined by the fan airflow and fan pressure
ratio required to achieve the thrust specified
for each mission point. Having established
the low pressure system size, the significant
variable remaining relative to engine weight
is core size. Core size is directly related
to cycle temperature. Figure 10 exhibits
the effect of cycle temperature on engine
weight. It is clear that the highest possible
cycle temperature is desired. The decision,
however, must consider the cooling concept,
materials and manufacturing processes
available.
Program success is dependent, to a great
degree, on a well balanced choice of
demonstrated technology level, that will
produce a reliable, advanced system, in a
reasonable time period, at a justifiable cost.

ENGINE
WEIGHT

CYCLE TEMPERATURE
Figure 10

CRITICAL SIZING REQUIREMENTS - THRUST
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Engine Size Selection
The technology level having been chosen,
including cycle parameters, mechanical
design, materials and processes, the
final decision to be made is the specific
size of the engine.
Engine size is established by assessing
critical installed thrust requirements
at key operating points throughout the flight
envelope. Figure 11 illustrates some of
these requirements plotted as a function of
engine thrust or size and bypass ratio.
These curves are for a given level of
technologies. The intersection of the most
severe augmented thrust requirement
(dictated by either a combat point or
maximum ceiling I and the most severe nonaugmented thrust requirement (usually
dictated by cruisi ceiling) defines ihe
minimum size engine to meet all requirements.

BYPASS RATIO
Figure II
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Engine size, foi range requirements, is
determined in a similar manner considering
the various missions to be performed as
shown on Figure 12.
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CRITICAL SIZING REQUIREMENTS - RANGE « THRUST
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Combining the thrust sizing and range
requirement reveals that, in general, multimission ai: cr ift which favor high levels
of performance b^ve engines oversized for
optimum ra.ig^. i'igure 13 shows this and
points oat that: a:, in many things, conflicting
requiremerts demand compromise and that
some requiiements must be more severely
compromised than others.

BYPASS RATIO
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Summary
The development of a modern multi-mission fighter engine requires a weapon system design
approach, with close integration of the engine and aircraft manufacturers, to assure a successful
program. I have briefly discussed some of the key decision points that are vital to such a program.
The criteria for full program initiation is a iota! system defined by •

Firm specifications.

•

Definitive interface agreements.

•

Verified technical approach.

•

Firm schedule and cost.

These criteria can be satisified by the proper system design process.
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L'INTEGRATION DU PROPULSEUR ET DE LA CELLULE
SUR UN AVION DE COMBAT SUPERSONIQUE

par

G. de RICHEMONT

Ingenieur de synthfese a^rodynamlque
aux

AVIONS

MARCEL

DASSAULT

Sommalre

L'lnt^gration du propulseur et de la cellule amfene l'avionneur ä Studier des compromls entre des exigences tr6s diverses.
Les id^es directrices et le processus de d^veloppement sont exposes, et illustres
par 1'analyse de la conception et de Involution des entries d'air et arrlire-corps des avions
DASSAULT. Les contraintes de dessin sont ^galement illustr£es fiar des exemples.
Les mäthodes d'essals en vol et en soufflerie sont pr^sentles, ainsi que les premieres tentatives de correlation ä l'alde de modules mathfeiatiques.

- AVANT-PROPOS Un avion de combat moderne est un compromis entre des exigences trSs diverses de performances,
de manoeuvrability et d'utilisatlon op^rationnelle. Ce compromis doit Stre r6alia6 dans le
soucl d'obtenir la meilleure efflcacit£ dans les missions types impos^es au depart du projet.
II apparatt particull&rement difficile dans le cas de 1'integration moteur - cellule sur un
avion supersonique dont le domaine de vol d^passe Mach 2, et qui doit Stre efficace non seulement comme intercepteur, mais aassl en mission d'attaque au sol,
Cette Integration est un probl&me d'adaptation qui peut Stre subdivlse schematlquement en trols
parties :
. Adaptation de 1'entree d'air au propulseur,
. Adaptation de l'arriäre-corps - tuyfere et fuselage arrlfere - aux conditions d'^chappement du
jet propulsif.
. Adaptation de la ventilation aux besoins du propulseur et de la tuyere,
Cecl JMT toute la gamme des conditions de vol.
Get expose a pour but de presenter :
, les idees directrices,
. le processus de developpement,
, les contraintes diverses,
et de les illustrer par l'expose de la conception et de l'evulution des entrees d'air et
arrl&re-corps aux Avions Marcel Dassault,

- LES IDEES DIRECTRICES

sont les suivantes :

La premlfere consiste ä chercher une solution simple et l'ameiiorer sur les avions suivants en
poursuivant parall&lement 1'experimentation en vol et en soufflerie.
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C'est cette continuity de la technique qul permet d'aboutlr avec le maximum de s£curit£ k un
compromls satlsfalsant sur 1'ensemble du domalne de vol. Nous Ivltons done tout changement radical d'orientation qul conduiralt ä une raise au point longue et al^atolre. Ce principe sera
illustre par le d^veloppement des entrees d'air et arrlfere-corps.
La seconde consiste ä £vlter la tentatlon de se placer trop prSs d'un optimum q-il ne peut Stre
blen d^finl qu'en envlsageant un seul des aspects du problfeme. Nous en verrons une application
dans le probl&mc des plages ä couche limite. Ce principe exclut en particuller la conception
d'avlons specialises, optimises pour des conditions de vol determinges, par exemple d'un avion
con^u pour Mach 3 qul ne pourrait y arrlver du fait de ses caracterlstlques transsonlques.
Ces principes vont 6tre malntenant illustres par la conception et le d^veloppement des entrees
d'air et arrifere-corps des avlons de combat DASSAULT,

3 - LES ENTREES D'AIR - La principale fonctlon des entries d'air est de fournir au propulseur le debit d'air qu'll
exlge en assurant :
a) Un bon rendement, cone de falbles pertes de pr_ssion genäratrlce.
b) Une distorslon acceptable par le moteur, c'est-ä-dire une presslon statlque et une vltesse
aussl uniformes que possible & 1'entree du compresseur.
c) Un niveau de turbulence suffisamment faible & 1'entree du compresseur.
Ces trols paramfetres d^flnissent la quality du debit d'air fournl au propulseur,
les deux dernlers s'exprimant sous forme de critferes variables avec le motoriste, sulvant le
mode d'integration choisi,
II faut de plus :
d) Assurer une marge süffisante par rapport au phenoraSne de buzz sur 1'ensemble du domalne de
vol, dans 1'Intervalle de temperatures prevlsibles.
e) Obtenlr une trainee additive suffieamment faible.
f) Un bruit aerodynamique de niveau acceptable.
•- La solution simple qul a ete adoptee par les Avlons Marcel Dassault tout au debut de la conception des MIRAGE III consiste it placer deux prises d'air seml-circulalres ä noyau monoconlque
sur les flanes du fuselage, k une distance süffisante pour assurer 1'evacuation de la couche
limite dans les conditions de vol les plus defavorables (vues n° 1 et n° 2).
- Cette disposition a ete conservee non seulement sur toutes les versions du MIRAGE III et du
MIRAGE IV, mais aussi sur les prototypes :
, BALZAC V et MIRAGE III V & decollage et atterrissage vertlcaux.
. MIRAGE III T : ler avion d'essals de turboreacteur ä double flux et k post-combustion.
. MIRAGE F 2

: Avion d'attaque au sol.

. MIRAGE F 1

; Avion d'interception et d'attaque au sol.

, MIRAGE G

: Avion polyvalent.

- L'evolutlon de ces entrees resulte d'une longue serle d'essals en vol et en soufflerle :
. Plus de cent configurations de plages - d'entrees d'air auxllialres - de dispositifs Internes - ont ete essayees en soufflerle.
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. En vol, les essals ont port^ sur :
Les plages h couche 1 unite : 12 configurations.
Les entries d'air auxiliaires : 7 configurations.
Les dispositlfs Internes : clolson de separation, pr£l&vement autour du fond de mar ehe pour
la ventilation.
Les Ifevres des entries principales : un avion a vol£ avec des Ifevres gpaisses.

f

Le d€veloppement a port£ surtout sur les points suivants :
. L'a6rodynamlque des pifeges i couche limtte a ^t^ am^llor^e. Ces plages comportalent initlalement un toit qui rellalt la partle sup^rleure de 1'entree au fuselage ; 1'experience a
montre que ce tolt nuisalt au bon fonctlonnement du pifege en r^dulsant le debit d'evacuation de la couche llmlte et en errant des chocs suppiementaires intcrferant avec les chocs
dfls ä 1'entree. Ce toit a done ete supprlme (vue n° 2).

i
|

1

La largeur du piige est evaluee, pour chaque avion, ä partir de calculs de couche limlte
et de regies pratiques decoulant de 1'experlence acqulse en vol et en soufflerie. Si I'on
se pla;alt du seul point de vue du bllan poussee - trainee, 11 seralt possible de redulre
legirement cette largeur, mais 11 est probable que cette reduction entratneralt des treuhies tels que instabilite de fonctlonnement et niveau de turbulence trop eieve.

*
I
i

, La forme des noyaux monoconiques a ete ameiioree, le but etant surtout d'evlter un decollement au pled du choc drolt qui se forme au voislnage de l'entree.
D'autre part, des noyaux biconiques ont ete essayes en soufflerie et en vol ; cette disposition, qui permet d'attelndre des Mach plus eieves, est en cours de developpement.
. La loi de deplacement du noyau etait ä l'origine trfes simple, le deplacement etant une fonction linSaire du Mach, sans faire intervenir la temperature ; nous avons conserve le prlnclpe d'un programme fonctlon du Mach seul, mais la lol actuelle se tradult par une succession de segments qui permettent de mleux s'approcher de l'adaptation de l'entree aux conditions de vol, tout en conservant une marge süffisante par rapport k la llmlte de buzz dans
la plage de temperatures possibles.

tl

. Les entrees d'air auxiliaires ont ete aussi fortement ameiiorSes en travalllant leur position en profondeur et en hauteur, ainsi que le detail de leur dessin (photo n° 3). Du fait
des contralntes resultant de la structure partlcull&re h chaque avion, leurs dimensions
different d'un avion ä 1'autre, mais elles se ressemblent beaucoup sur les avions d'une
mSme generation. Ces entrees auxiliaires permettent actuellement d'attelndre au cours du
decollage un rendement tr^s honorable pour des entrees & Ifevres minces, cecl avec une fälble
distorsion ä l'entree du compresseur.

>j
■*

\

'
■)

. D'autre part des essals en vol ont montre que des l&vres epaisses apportent un gain de rendement au cours du decollage, mais une perte en supersonique. Nous avons done conserve des
Ifevres minces.

i

I

. Enfin 1'experienee a montre qu'une clolson separant les debits drolte et gauche Jusqu'ä
l'entree du compresseur n'est necessaire que sur les entrees courtes du type MIRAGE III.

|
|
l-

Nous n'lndlquons pas les valeurs de rendement obtenues dans les differences
phases du vol, parce que ces chiffres ne representent qu'un aspect de la realite, car l'efflcaclte d'une entree d'air depend aussi de sa trainee additive - de mSme que I'effleacite d'unc
tuySre ne depend pas que de son rendement, mais aussi de sa repercussion sur la trainee externe 1'essentlel est que, globalement, no's avions soutlennent la comparalson avec les avions concurrents allies ou russes.

|
|
|
I*
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En conclusion, le d^veloppement de ces entries d'alr montre qu'une solution
simple, mals perfectionn£e de fa;on continue, a permis d'obtenlr un compromls satisfaisant
entre les diverses exigences d'alimentation en air d'un avion de combat ä Mach 2.

4 - LES ARRIERE-CORPS - Nous abordons maintenant le probl&me de la conception et du d^veloppement de l'arri&re-corps,
c'est-ä-dlre de la tuy&re et du fuselage arriöre.
Ces deux £16nents, qui sont materiellement bien distlncts, sont relics sur le plan des performances par les Interactions entre le propulseur et 1'avion, et äventuellement par la ventilation, si eile est r€alis£e par des entries auxiliaires.
- La tuyfere, qui est sous la responsabilit^ du motoriste, mais qui fait 1'objet d'une collaboration avec 1'avionneur, doit satisfaire aux exigences suivantes :
. Adapter la section du col aux conditions de fonctionnement du moteur, avec ou sans postcombustion.
. Minimiser la trainee de culot. Ce terme m^tite une definition ; aux Avions Marcel Dassault,
11 repr€sente la variation de l'^cart pouss^e moins tratn£e par rapport ä ce que serait cet
fcart s'il n'y avait pas d'interactions entre le propulseur et 1'avion,
II comprend Jone :
a) L'icart de pouss^e, par rapport ä la valeur donn^e par le motoriste, qui correspond ä l'int^grale des pressions relatives Stabiles k 1'Interieur du culot.
b) La trainee due ä la ventilation.
c) La variation de trainee externe due aux interactions du jet propulsif avec I'^coulement externe.
- De plus la tuyere et son mficanlsrae doivent fonctionner correctement dans tout le domaine de
vol, ce qui suppose que les temperatures et les efforts ne d^passent pas les limites admises.
- Enfin, I'^coulement doit 6tre sufflsamment stable pour ne pas engendrer de buffeting ou de
mouvement brutal de 1'avion, ce qui exclut tout amor^age ou d£samor;age brutal.
- L'ensemble de ces exigences - et en particulier la n£cessit£ d'obtenlr un compromls acceptable
entre le vol subsonique sans post-combustion et le vol supersonique avec post-combustion - a
conduit la SNECMA k concevoir une tuyere & volets chauds et volets froids articul^s et relics
m^caniquement par des bielles (vue n° 4). La tuy&re se compose done en fait d'une tuyere
chaude qui rfegle la section de col, et d'une tuyfere dite froide qui agit sur le taux de detente du Jet, les deux £tant du type multipetales. L'ensemble est actionn£ par des v^rins
r^partis autour du canal de post-combustion (vues n° 5 et 6).
- La section de col au regime plein gaz sec £tant beaucoup plus faible qu'avec post-combustion,
11 s'ensuit que le culot g^om^trique serait r.r&s important en 1'absence de volets froids, en
vol subsonique - ce culot £tant l'äcart entre la section du fuselage au bord de fulte et la
section du col. L'addltion de la tuy&re froide r^duit le culot en prolongeant le r£trelnt du
fuselage, et pennet d'obtenlr une trainee de culot acceptable, ä condition d'^viter le dicollement de l'^coulement externe sur les volets froids.
- Le dessin du fuselage arrlfere doit permettre de raccorder le maltre-couple du fuselage ä 1'emplanture des volets froids de fa;on aussi continue que possible, et sans r^treint exag£r£. De
plus, 11 faut loger les ^quipements et la structure de la zone arri&re, en particulier les
cadres d'attache des empennages. Le raccordement avec la tuyfere froide se fait par I'lntermidlalre d'une membrane souple appel^e "marguerite" qui assure le Jeu n^cessalre ä la dilatation
en maintenant une bonne continuity.

I
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- Enfin, la ventilation doit etre süffisante pour £viter un ^chauffement excessif de la zOne
arriferc, en particuller des verlns de conmande de la tuyfere et du canal de post-combustion.
De plus eile doit 6tre adapt^e aux conditions d'^coulement dans le culot de fa;on & se rapprocher de la tratn^e de culot minimum.
- La mise au point de cet ensemble a n^cesslt* un grand nombre d'essais en vol ef en soufflerie.
Ces essais ont eu pour but :
a) D'une part, de mieux comprendre les phfoomfenes d'interaction entre les ^coulements interne
et externe, et le rOle de la ventilation.
b) D'autre part, de d£flnlr des regies simples de dessin et d'adaptation de la ttiy&re froide et
du fuselage arri&re, et d'orienter le d^veloppemcnr ultSrieur.
Ils ont permis en particuller :
- De se rendre compte qu'un d£collement externe en supersonlque n'entratne pas n^cessairement
une augmentation de la trainee de culot.
- De d^finir une rdgle simple permettant d'^viter le d^collement externe en subsonique.
- En vol, les essais ont porti sur 24 configurations dlff^rentes de volets froids rigulia ou de
viroles fixes - c'est-ä-dire de tuyferes froides rigides.
- En soufflerie, prfes de 30 configurations ont 6t6 essay€es en subsonique - 15 en svpersonique,
plus 20 actuellement en cours - (vue n" 7).
- La m^thode et les moyens mis en oeuvre pour exploiter et relier ces essais sont exposes dans
la partle consacr€e au processus de d^veloppement - mais 11 faut signaler d6s malntenant que
la correlation des r^sultats obtenus en vol et en soufflerie n'est pas toujours bonne.
II paratt probable que les princlpales raisons de ces hearts entre soufflerie
et vol solent les suivantes :
a) La couche llmlte en bout de fuselage est tr6s diff^rente sur la maquette de celle qul exlste
sur 1'avion.
b) Les temperatures du Jet, de la ventilation, et de l'^coulement externe ne sont pas reprodultes
en soufflerie.
c) Les maquettes utilis^es ne repr^sentent que la partle arrlfere de 1'avion ; de plus elles sont
de revolution - alors que le fuselage de 1'avion ne I'est pas.
d) II est difficile d'^vlter toute Interaction du montage de soufflerie sur 1'gcoulement de
culot, et en particuller sur le sillage.

5 - LE PROCESSUS DE DEVELOPPEMENT - Nous abordons malntenant le processus de dgveloppement. c'est-ä-dire la m^thode et les moyens
mis en oeuvre pour aboutlr le plus rapidement possible & une mise au point satisfaisante des
entries d'air et arrifere-corps.
5.1 - Parlons d'abord des essais en vol La m^thode utllisfe vise ä obtenir des nSsultats significatifs dans le d^lai le
plus court. Pour cela nous cherchons ä gagner du temps sur les fabrications, la realisation
des essais, et leur exploitation.
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- Alnsl pour r^dulre les d^lais et coQts de fabrication, de nombreux essals de cuygres ont
6t6 r£alls£s avec des vlroles fixes qui repr^sentalent la configuration de la tuyere r£elle
r£gul6e dans certalnes conditions de vol.
- D'autre part, nous ne r£allsons pas 12 prototypes, par example, pour Studier un avion, mala
nous menons une experimentation continue de tots les dlsposltlfs ä mettre au point sur les
prototypes successlfs d'avions divers tels que MIRAGE III A, MIRAGE III T, MIRAGE F 2 et F 1,
MIRAGE G.
Ces prototypes sont constanment modifies, et l'on profltera, par exemple, des essals d'un
Systeme d1 armes pour essayer £galement une tuy&re fixe, ou une configuration de plige k
couche lltnlte. Cecl permet de r€aliser les essals dans le mellleur d€lal.
- Enfin la m£thode d'exploltatlon par ordinateurs en temps r£el permet d'obtenir tris rapldement les r^sultats sous la forme la plus £labor£e.
L'organisatlon est la suivante :
a) A bord de 1'avion, les instruments de mesure - gyrom&tres, acc£l€rom6tres, capteurs de
presslon et de vibrations, strain-gages, etc... - transmettent leurs informations d'une
part ft des enregistreurs magnitiques - d'autre part directement & un ordinateur au sol
par un systfeme de teiämesure.
b) Au sol :
- Pendant le vol, certains des paramfetres sont visualises et trait^s par 1'ordinateur, enreglstr^s sur bände magn£tlque - une partle £tant imprim£e h cadence rapide.
- Aprfes le vol, les bandes magn£tlques enregistr€es sur 1'avion sont tralt^es par 1'ordlnateur pour restltuer sous la forme la plus utillsable 1'ensemble des informations recuellllcs.

- Les mesures faltes pour la mise au point des entries d'alr et arri^re-corps portent sur des
pressions, des consommatlons kllom£trlques en palier, des temperatures d'impact, des paramitres g£om£triques tels que positions des volets chauds et des noyaux d'entr£e d'alr, et
des explorations de couche 11mlte.

5,2 - Parlons malntenant des essals en soufflerie Ils visent deux buts :
- D'abord, reproduire en soufflerie les configurations essay^es en vol - mals avec les differences slgnal^es pr£cedeniment - pour etabllr des comparalsons qui - alnsl que Je l'al d6j4
dlt - ne sont pas toujours bonnes.
- Ensuite, Studier de nouvelles configurations que 1'on suppose capables d'apporter des ameliorations.
La maquette est alimentee en air comprimS par l'amont et des vannes permettent de regier la
presslon genSratrice de l'Scoulement prlmaire - c'est-ä-dire du Jet - et de l'Scoulement
secondaire - c'est-&-dlre de la ventilation.
Nous mesurons :
les debits prlmaire et secondaire
les pressions internes et externes sur I'arriire-corps
les efforts sur diffSrents elements tels que fuselage arri&re, tuy&re frolde
la couche 11mlte en bout du fuselage.
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Nous pouvons done faire certains recoupements entre efforts et Integrales de presslon ^valuer une trainee de culot - puls comparer aux pressions et ä la trainee de culot d^dulte
des raet-LTes en vol.

5.3 - Nous avons d^jä Insist^ sur le falt que les recoupements vol-soufflerle ne sont pas touJours bons.

*

La decision rue nous avons prise pour rem^dier ä ce d^faut de correlation conslste ä Investlr dans le domalne thfiorique pour arriver ä un modfele math6iiatlque qul permette de retrouver avec une approximation süffisante les r^sultats d'essals en vol et en soufflerle. Cette
m^thode nous paratt la seule valable pour Interpreter ces essals, c'est-ä-dlre pour en tlrer des conclusions s^rleuses.
Ces modules sont actuellement en cours de d^veloppement. 11s comprennent :
a) Pour les entries d'alr, un progriume de calcul de l'^coulement non vlsqueux par la m6thode des caractärlstlques, et un programme de calcul des couches Uraltes.
b) Pour les arrl^re-corps, un programme de calcul d'un culot non amorce en vol supersonlque
et un prograrme de calcul d'ejecteurs.
Ces dernlers programmes tlennent compte des Interactions vlsqueuses entre les ecoulements
Internes et externes. 11s se basent sur les theories du melange turbulent Isobare et du
recollement turbulent supersonlque.
Ils permettent egalement de calculer un eventuel decollement de l'ecoulement externe dO
au choc de bord de fuite, et d'analyser ses consequences sur la trainee de culot.

-

•

C'est alnsl que nous avons constate qu'un decollement externe en supersonlque n'est pas
forcement nulslble.
Ces programmes ont 6t6 testes sur certalnes des configurations essayees en vol et en
soufflerle, et les resultats sont assez encourageants.

|
Neanmolns, les theories existantes ne permettent pas d'etudler un certain
nombre de probl&nes tels que :
a) L'ecoulement autour d'un culot en vol subsonlque ou transsonlque.
b) Les decollements en vol subsonlque sur un fuselage ou une entree d'alr, en partlculler
leur structure.
c) La determination de la frontiere d'un Jet non vlsqueux Issu d'un convergent tronconlque.
d) La z8ne de recollement supersonlque sur une parol solide ou flulde - et ce qul se passe
quand le recollement est perturbe - ce qul paratt le cas quand on a affaire h un ejecteur
court.
Nous souhaitons done que les speclallstes de ces questions arrivent k construlre des theories qul permettent d'aboutir & un modele representant ces phenomines avec
une precision süffisante.
Nous Inslstons en partlculler sur les problfemes que posent les culots en vol
subsonlque et transsonlque, oü l'absence d'outlls de travail theorlque compllque la tSche
de l'avlonneur, en affectant les previsions d'une forte marge d'erreur.

j
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LES CONTRAINTES - Nous abordons malntenan' I'expose de certains facteurs limltatlfs ou Imp^ratifs qui amfenent l'avionneur ä des compromls, ou k des cholx, dans 1'integration du propulseur et de
la cellule et qu'on peut appeler des contralntes.
Les prlnclpales contraintes restrelgnant la liberty de dessln des entries d'alr et arriferecorps sont impos^es par 1'organisation et la structure de l'avion.
Alnsl le logement du train d'atterrlssage principal dans le fuselage compiique le dessln
des canaux d'entr^e d'alr, qui guldent la diffusion depuls 1'entree proprement dite Jusqu'au compresseur.
- De mSme les cadres d'attache des empennages horizontaux et vertlcaux imposent des contraintes au dessln de la partle arrifere du fuselage.
Nous nous sommes efforc^s de rddulre le dlam&tre ext^rieur de ces cadres, afin d'^viter
de desslner un fuselage arrlfere trop r^treint, qui pourrait dans certalnes conditions de
vol, amener une augmentation de la tratnge de culot.
- Mais les imp^ratifs de la s€curlt€ peuvent aussi dieter certains choix - par exemple, la
ventilation de la zfine arriire du r^acteur fitait assur^e autrefuis par des prises d'alr
auxlllalres, appel€es Scopes - or 1'experience a montrS qu'en cas de fuite de carburant,
11 pouvalt arriver que du p^trole soit avale par ces Scopes, ce qui entratne des risques
d'incendle. Nous avons done remplacS les Scopes par des prises de ventilation sur la
manche d'alimentation du rSacteur, autour de 1'entrSe du compresseur - alors que sur certains avions, les Scopes sont mieux adaptSes si la presslon du culot reste peu SlevSe
dans tout le domalne de vol.
- Enfln, les exigences concernant les poids et leurs rSpercussions sur le centrage nous
ont conduit ä Slimlner certains disposltlfs lourds d'arriSre-corps, par exemple les
"blow-ln-door" du TF 30.

CONCUISION Une mSthode d'lntSgratlon du propulseur et de la cellule a StS prSsentSe, et
illustrSe par l'analyse de la conception et du dSveloppement des entrSes d'alr et arri&recorps aux Avions Marcel DASSAULT.
Nous ne prStendons pas que cette mSthode soit la mellleure, mais son efficacltS
est dSmontrSe par la rapidltS de realisation et la compStltlvltS des avions DASSAULT. Nous
pensons de plus que les solutions simples qui ont StS dSveloppSes constituent un bon compromls pour un avion de la classe Mach 2 +, sous 1'angle d'une efficacltS globale dans les
missions d'interception, de police du del, et d'attaque au sol.
Nous insistons enfln sur le souhalt concernant le dSveloppement de thSorles
permefant d'Studler I'Scoulement sur les arri^re-corps en vol subsonique et transscnique.
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Entries d'air vues de face.

"

Entries d'air vues de 3/4 avant.
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N" 3

Vue laterale des entries d'alr.

FUSEUGE ARRIERE

VOLETS FROIDS

N" A

Schema de la tuyere.
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I

N0 5

Tuyfere en position pleine P.C.

N0 6

-

Tuyfere fermöe.
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N° 7

B^

_

Quelques tuyferes et fuselages essaySs en soufflerle.
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Summary

The aircraft designer is obliged by analysing carefully the specific requirements
to present an optimum approach to a weapon system within a reasonable number
of iterations. Therefore more accurate data are requested from all concerned
scientific departments. Especially for optimizing the structure better knowledge
of weight prediction, materials, design research and production methods should
be available. These problems will be discussed by means of a number of examples,
some development trends will be demonstrated and in summing up recommendations
will be issued pointing out in which way and by what means preliminary design
with special attention to structural design should be improved.

Sow moire

L'ingdnieur rtalisant des projets a I'obligation d'analyser avec sain les caracMristiques
exigtfes et ensuite, par des quelques procddäs itöratifs, de soumettre un Systeme d'armes qui
präsente l'optimum. Des informations plus exactes de tous les domaines d'activittf en particulier sur le domaine du calcul de masse, des äudes du matöriel, des recherches
de construction et de la production- sont imperatives pour l'optimalisatian de la
structure. Ces exigences sont discuttfes au moyen d'une suite des exemples, et quelques
tendances d'tftude sont indiqutfes. Finalement, des recommandations sont exprimäes au
sujet de la manilre et des moyens perfectionnls qui devraient servir ä approfondir les
travaux de projet.
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1. Introduction
Within the scope of this paper and in adherence to the given theme I shall try to define the
requirements based around the structural design of an aircraft and to establish some guiding principles
foi realization of military aircraft. In doing so, emphasis will be placed on the design of fighter-type
aircraft.
Fundamentally the requirement to be met by the aircraft structure is the following one ;

The structure must withstand the specified ultimate loads and
it must take the loads imposed in operation during its scheduled
life without fatigue ( 1 ).

The weight of thr structure must be kept at a minimum which
can only be achieved by finding an optimum structural lay-out
and by loading all members of the structure as specified.
Optimum cross-sections should be . elected for stiffness and strength
reasons and the structural design should avoid stress concentrations
to meet the specified fatigue life with minimum weight imposed.

Independent of their specific performance requirements, advanced fighter-type aircraft have some
general features in comrion. They are aircraft with an average life time of 3000 to 6000 hours which
in consideration of their maneuverability, are subject to high g-loads ( 6 g to 8,33 g ) especially
at low level, are subject to severe gust loads, and consequently are at a low stress level when cruising.
During their mission most of these aircraft are flying at transonic anchor supersonic speeds and their
skin therefore is subject to kinetic heating. On account of the high thrust installation especially in
STOL or VSTOL configurations with integrateö thrust reverser or thrust des lection and also when guns
are fired, these aircraft are subject to severe sonic loads.

Fighter-type aircraft are expected to operate at a high degree of cost effectiveness. They therefore
require being designed for smallest wetted area, maximum utilization of available volume and high
installation density, but at the same time excellent accessibility for maintenance purposes should be
provided.

Hence it follows that the structure of such an aircraft is temporarily subject to high stresses, heat loads
and sound admission, and that in consideration of service life and high installation density this
structure should be made being reliable and maintenance free or at least nearly so.
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2, Mltslon onajyrii and lood cri:erio

A careful analysis of the specified mission profile will supply the design engineer with information
about the number and magnitude of g-loads the aircraft has to withstand, and where local stressconcentrations have to be assumed, e.g. caused by gun firing or weapon delivery. A typical fightertype aircraft load spectrum given in fig. 1 for a flight time of 1000 hours at sea level shows e.g. the
expected load cycles leading to fatigue expressed as load factors plotted against cumulative frequency.

Naturally these combined gust and maneuver loads, to which crew and aircraft are exposed, will
increase as the flight level of the mission is lower, the speed is higher, and the wing loading at equal
lift characteristic is lower.

At higher speeds depending on the flight level, with VSTOL aircraft also on account of direct jet
admission, the skin of the aircraft may be heated up to such a degree that the strength of the material
is reduced.
Fig. 2 shows two typical examples, one the temperature occuring locally on the structure of an aircraft
at vertical take-off in ground proximity, and the other one the skin temperature of an aircraft flying at
different flight levels and at variable Mach numbers. Accordingly temperatures up to 430 C at VTO
or temperatures from 160 C at M = 2,2 to 335 C at M = 3 may develop during the mission whatever
speed the aircraft is scheduled to fly.

Furthermore sound pressure distributions are to be expected in flight as shown e.g. in fig. 3 for a STOL
aircraft wher afterburner are lit or unlit and when guns are fired, or for a typical VSTOL-aircraft
according to fig, 4 at conventional, short and vertical take-off. The sound pressure occuring are of
a magnitude from 160 to 175 db and they can result in fatigue after a very short time, especially in
joints if the structure is not adequately dimensioned or shaped ( 2 ).

3. Task of the design engineer

It is the task of the design engineer in cooperation with the project analysis engineer to investigate the
military requirements and to select specified aircraft qualities, to establish design objectives and on
the basis of these to submit the design for the aircraft in question with only a few iterations. For this
purpose he analyses and optimizes the aircraft according to the total system-principle and not, as often
done in the past, by dealing with and optimizing aerodynamic or engineering details as isolated problems.
During this process specialists often have to tolerate that their particular demands will be abandoned
and replaced by compromises in favour of the overall optimum.

The flow of a typical design process according to ( 3) may be seen in fig. 5 which illustrates in
plausible form the flow of design and iteration loops whereas in fig. 6 the flowchart of a structural
weight determination of the first level is demonstrated. Aside from the fact that nowadays the design
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engineer ii capable of carrying out such an optimization calculation in a short time with the aid of
a digital computer/ the results on one hand are directly depending on the accuracy of inputs, e.g.
aerodynamic data and on the other one on the reliability of a number of partial optimization processes,
e.g. weight determination. The still existing uncertainty In predicting structural weights of advanced
aircraft by considering specific loads like sound, temperature and the progress of material development
is still the greatest problem to the design engineer. Even if concededly excellent achievements have
been made in this field during the last years, it is here where future efforts should be concentrated.

The subprograms for the weight calculation must be of sufficient variation width so that in case of
changes of performance requirements by means of the lay-out program the aircraft may be scaled
sufficiently accurate and growth factors (4) (5) (6) can be determinated, which are very
important for evaluation of the design.

Since the design engineer is urged to submit a design which upon changes in performance or in case
of added weight shows the slightest possible and not an avalanche of effects in return, he must be
furnished with accurate and improved methods which enable him to prove his point.
Giving a typical example, in fig. 7 the difference in growth factor quantities can already be seen
according to the fact that the aircraft, which fixed weights are varied, are CTOL or VSTOL types.
The VSTOL growth factor is greater since weight increase effects a greater number of aircraft
components in a more critical manner.

4, Structural optimization and produceability

The structure optimization of military aircraft also must be effected from the total system angle
considering especially the requirements for maintainability, reliability, vulnerability and the specific
loads mentioned before.

Actual selection of the type of construction strongly depends on the following problems :

1

-

load spectrum ( which means forces, moments, sound, heat, duration of mission )
and stiffness criteria

2 -

Produceability effected by
production methods available and production cost,
breakdown into assemblies for logistic reasons and
materials available
installation of equipment and maintainability especially with respect to
routine maintenance free or nondestructive inspection
accessibility
failure probability ( which means safe-lif« or fail-safe to be considered ) and vulnerability
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Hence it follows that structure optimization and selection of the type of cori*truct!on must be
accomplished with an eye on real disturbances like cutouts for doors and panels, joints, excentrlcities
etc. To this fig. 8 and 9 show a few examples of aircraft the structure of which had to be suitably
broken up only to provide access, and In fig. 10 it can be seen by some characteristic sections what
installation density often interferes with structural optimization.

It is interesting to note that again and again cutouts, e.g. access panels for maintenance purposes have
to be provided after the structural assemblies have been frozen and thus the selected optimum structural
design is rendered ineffective. In order to obtain a reliable structure, the principles of fail-safe and
safe-life, respectively, naturally must be considered and this with increased strictness if the aircraft
on its intended sorties will permanently be exposed to enemy threat.

The continously required struggle for minimum weight taking into account required reliability and that
production methods are available is reason to realise that the percentage of integrated parts made by
machining, pressing or precision costing is steadily increasing which fact, e.g. is illustrated in fig. 11
with some of the structural components of the VAK 191 B.

However, more concentrated efforts are necessary to develop almost notch-free joints in order to obtain
a better utilization of the material. This includes also improved welding methods like electron beam or
LASER welding and a foolproof quality control.

As a tight bottleneck in reliable realization the sonic loaded structure still must be considered. Although
these are useful and accurate calculation methods ( 7 ) for the determination of sound pressure
distribution on the ground and in flight available, there is a lack of test results for flat, curved, double
curved, stiffened or sandwich skin panels. These results are unobtainable in reasonable time on account
of the enormous scope of tests involved. Therefore appropriate calculation methods should be developed.
To this day there are not sufficient data sheets for sound loaded structures or corresponding airworthiness
requirements available. Regular checks of sound field distribution and determination of sound pressure
loads by strain gages and microphones in airborne aircraft are necessary to varify calculated data.

5. Material development

The aircraft designer wants for airframe optimization long-life materials which must be of light weight,
flexible, of high strength, temperature resistant, crack resistant, corrosion resistant, and possibly
weldable. The basic material now as before is aluminum. This material today has been developed to high
static strength values but without attaining contemporarily a significant improvement of its response to
fatigue. High-strength aluminum therefore must be developed to better ductility and in improved
response to crack propagation and stress corrosion which leads to a longer life before it can be used
with a corresponding weight saving.

MMaBaMMMMüMUMMa
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This naturally applies preponderant!/ to almost notch-free integral components with high tensile
streu level» where an improvement of material life really pay* off.

Titanium clloys with good properties in form of weldable sheet metal or forging material or with still
Improved temperature resistance will be available to a greater extent and result in a reduction of
airframe weight. If 30 % of the airframe weight are titanium, the structural weight is reduced by
approximately 10 per cent. ( 8)
As far as hot and cold working as well as weldability and stress-corrosion of titanium alloys is concerned,
they must be improved.

With steel and steel alloys continously advanced properties may be expected. Steel showing a static
2
strength up to 200 kf/mm also in forgings will be on the market before long, but the fatigue strength
as well should be improved. Highly heat-resistant nickel alloys with good creep behaviour and good
deformation behaviour are available and suitable for aircraft speeds up to the equivalent of M = 7,

Beryllium at present is an attractive new material, one third less weight than aluminum ( 8 )
withstanding up to 430 C without loss of strength, as yet only lacking ductility. The material is
rather expensive and its ductility may be improved by fiber-reinforcement.

That points to the probably most promising trend in material development, to composite materials. Best
known are glass-fiber, carbon-fiber, and baron-fiber compound materials. Depending on fiber orientation,
the weight of the two latter ones may be 15 per cent less than that of aluminum ( 9) and their strength
two times that of titanium alloys. Structural weight savings between 30 and 40 per cent are predictftd
for the future MO).

While glass-fiber reinforced plastic components today may be looked upon as seldom stressed but well
established nonstressed construction elements, the progress of carbon-fiber and boron-fiber compound
materials, apart from a few test applications is of some importance only in engine construction but
still slow in airframe construction. As example in fig. 12 the carbon-fiber compound material Hyfil, so
far well proved in engine construction,

is shown with its properties plotted against per cent fiber

content ( 11 ). Apparently all the difficulties which arose in producing compound materials have not
yet been overcome, and it will be in particular the change in production method which will concern
some aircraft manufacturers with respect to their park of NC-machines. In addition the application of
compound materials requires more engagement in detail design studies especially where joining
elements are concerned.

I

I

Cause for alarm, however, gives the fact ( 7 ) that the behaviour of the materials under sound
pressure loads practically is known only for aluminum whereas there exists a practically complete lack
of such knowledge for titanium, steel, beryllium and the before mentioned compound materials.
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Finally the designer must be interested in the way in which the materials selected by him can be
tested and controlled even in processed condition, too. Nondestructive testing of materials and joints
and inspection for cracks and corrosion by X-ray or ultrasonic methods are therefore of particular
increasing importance. Standardized regulations for recommended test methods are therefore to be
established and should be observed already in detail design to ensure adequate accessibility ( 12 ).

6. New detail design elements and trend in structure development

The development of advanced military aircraft does not only lead to application of nev materials but
also to the use of new detail design components the application of which if not thoroughly studied
might involve some risk for the development program.
Prior to the use of new detail design elements, the design engineer therefore is compelled o request
and conduct broad-based studies in order to eliminate taking any risk at all. Generally these studies
should show trade-off character and have to be conducted along with corresponding structural tests to
obtain a basis of sufficient broadness for evaluation purposes. As example several typical representative
new components are dealt with in the following.

Here belongs for example the "safe-life" swing-wing bearing of an advanced strike aircraft shown in
fig. 13 or the integrated thrust reverser of the same aircraft shown in fig. 14, Both parts are vital
elements of the aircraft the failure of which might result in fatal consequences.

Aside from aerodynamic or thermodynamic studies, the form of design is mainly to be varified by early
detail design investigations and functional and fatigue tests. The same applies to VSTOL aircraft where
combined thrust deflectors / air brakes as shown in fig. 15 are required which in addition to aerodynamic
loads have to take up high thermal stresses. In the same category of aircraft to be seen in fig. 16,
airbleed control systems are used which are fed by high-pressure air from the engine system; they are
subject to thermal and compressive stresses, occupy much volume for their installation and must be
matched to given aircraft contours (13).

In consideration of increasing performance requirements and thus high sound pressure and heat loads,
paying attention to excellent accessibility for good maintainability, and also for reasons of prolonged
exposure to enemy threat and thus resulting vulnerability, the trend in development of structures for
future fighter-type aircraft which possibly may have to follow a ballistic flight path, too, will be as
indicated in the following.

The stressed structure and as shown in fig, 17 especially that of fuselages increasingly will be moved
beneath the skin towards the interior where it is shielded from heat. In this way the fuel tank bays
simultaneously will be located more inwardly, and the outer areas will be used for installation of
subsystems, joining of heat loaded secondary structure or attachment of doors and panels.

i
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7. Conclusion and recommendation

Fpr optimization of a weapon system and in particular realization of an aircraft structure in future the
design engineer to a larger extent should be provided with

a)

better inputs from aerodynamics and flight mechanics in nondimensional
form, if not determined by tests then from a wide data bank ,

b)

quick and accurate methods for load criteria prediction and methods to analyse
their impact on the aircraft configuration ,

c)

improved methods for weight prediction and weight control including
retroaction on costs and flight performances ,

d)

aircraft lay-out programs with sufficiently spread weight subprograms to enable
determination of basic configuration and growth factors ,

e)

clearly defined maintenance criteria and models ,

f)

reliability criteria,

g)

models of enemy threat to be considered ,

h)

better information about new materials not only with respect to the static
properties but with respect to fatigue strength and the corresponding information
concerning corrosion, ductility etc,

i)

clear information on available construction methods and

k)

general instructions as to produceability.

It is necessary to computerize these information as far as possible so that they are at the disposal of the
design engineer on his call.

'*?
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LOAD ESTIMATION AND AKROKHSTICITY IN THE
INITIAL STASBS OF ADVANCED COMBAT AIKCRAPT DESIGN
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S D M M A R T

Within th« mtm of load ««tiaation and aaroalaaticity, th* «saantial meda during tha initial daaign
atagaa of an aircraft ara tha rapid proriaion of raaliatic loading informtion and tha axartion of a
favourabla aaroalaatio influanca on tha daaign. Thia papar axaminaa thaaa neada for tha tasks of load
aatioation and aaroalaaticity in tana of thraa baaic ataps, nanaly, data acquisition, aircraft atability aaaasaaant and rasponsa caleulationa, with apacial rafaranca to tha problana poead by typical adrancad coabat aircraft configurations and raquiraaenta. Tha daaign of such aircraft highlights tha
naad for an approach which intagrates tha various aarodynanic and structural dlaoiplinas, with tha najor
problaa baing tha acquiaition of aarodynaaic data, particularly for loading purpoaas«
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Th« taaka of load •stloatlon and aeroclaatleity «•• not fundamantally different for a particular
type of aircraft, but the design of an advanced ooabat aircraft doea emphaaiae certain faaturaa
of the work. Thia enphasia sterna either directly froa the operational requireaenta, typical for
auch an aircraft, or Indirectly froa the type of configuration which reaulta fro* satisfying
theae requirement«.
The circuoataneea which prevail during the initial design atages of an aircraft also affect the
nature of the work undertaken. There ia aeldon a predictable pattern of events during thia
evolutionary period: the elapsed tiae and the changes, both in configuration and requirement, can
vary tremendously fro« one project to another.
Thus, before discussing the technical needa for the load estimation and aeroelastio tasks on an
advanced combat aircraft, this report first attempts to identify certain objectives for the
initial design stages. The techniques and resources, available for the fulfilment of both these
aspects in conjunction, are then reviewed and the important deficiencies highlighted.

2.

LOAD ESTIMATION AND AEROEUSTICITY DURING THE INITIAL DESIGN STAGES
2.1

General Objectives
The primary objective, which confronts the loading engineer during the initial daaign stages,
is the rapid provision of realistic quantitative quasi-static loading information, keeping
in atep with configurations! changes. There is, however, a further and more positive objective which is often overlooked. This is the minimisation of the loads on the major components of the aircraft. The fulfilment of this objective is generally consistent with designing for good stability and control characteristics. Thus, if large loads are predicted
within the required flight envelope, or rapidly increasing loads are predicted on the
boundaries of the envelope, then alleviation by conflgurational changes should be Investigated, as an alternative to increased structural strength.
The objectives confronting the aeroelastician are the rapid provision of quantitative quasistatic aeroelastio information (suitable for both loading and stebility and control purposes) and assessment of the aircraft's flutter characteristics and any significant associated dynamic problems. Stemming from these aeroelastio investigations will come recommendations for stiffness, mass balance, damping or choice of configuration. The latter recommendation will cover items such as planform shape, store position and sensor
<li>g, for
any automatic flying control systems. The primary aim of the aeroelastician '. , therefore,
to exert a favourable aeroelastio influence on the design, in reconcili&f ..«v ..1th other
design considerations. Early involvment in the design cycle is the most erfeetive way of
achieving this objective.

2.2

The Pattern of Work
In the initial design stages, it is obviously impossible to supply füll information on the
loads or aeroelastio characteristics for every current configuration. To fulfil the broad
objectives, it thus becooes necessary to identify or impose a pattern for any work undertaken, before specific tasks can be defined. Two classes of configuration are therefore
recognised, the short duration configuration and the long duration configuration. At the
outset, any conflgurational change must obviously be regarded as being of short duration,
although in the event, it may prove to be a long on«. On other occasions, the duration
of a particular configuration may be deliberately sustained, even though it is not current.
By this means the more detailed descriptions of a project, which are associated with a long
duration configuration, can be obtained at suitable Intervals. This provides the necessary
basis for work in areas, such as load estimation and aeroelasticity, which demand fairly
comprehensive data in order to proceed. A further distinction in the pattern of work can
be drawn between the quantitative items of loading and aeroelastics, which define the quasirigid aircraft characteristics and design the structure, and the more qualitative nature of
certain flutter and dynamic problem investigations. Whatever the duration of the configuration, some standard of information will normally be required for all the quantitative items.
For the qualitative Items, investigations are limited to significant items and significant
conflgurational changes only.

2.3

Specific Tasks
For the long duration configuration, the aim Is to supply detailed quasi-static loading information for all the major components of the aircraft, in a form appropriate to the method
of structural analysis used. On the minor components only overall loading information I.e.
total load and centre of pressure position, will normally be provided. Local pressures
will aleo be estimated as required. Detailed calculations of the quasi-static aeroelastio
effects are made for the major components, together with estimates of any significant
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•ffccts on th« minor eoapoMuts. Flutter investigations on th« long duration configuration, aim to oak* an initial assessiwnt of all th« primary surfaces indspsndsntly. This
is than followad by an assessment of any structural or aerodynamic coupling problems adJudged to be significant. Secondary surfaces e.g. flaps, rudders etc. may only be assessed in terns of simple criteria, rather than from comprehensiTe flutter calculations.
When it is considered necessary, the determination of dynamic loads and vibration environment is also associated with the long duration configuration. However, such tasks will not
normally be undertaken during the initial design stage, unless the proposed design has
features which recommend investigation. Even then, the data produced should only be regarded as qualitative, since these problems tend to be sensitive to relatively minor differences in dynamic representation. A similar attitude is adopted towards any detailed
assessment of coupling problems involving the basic aircraft and automatic flying control
systems. Some detailed flutter and quasi-static aeroelastic trend studies may also be
made for possible configuratlonal variants, appropriate to the particular project; these
studies essentially fall within the long duration category as well.
For the short duration configuration only overall load information for the major components
is possible within a typical timescale. Estimates of quasi-static aeroelastic effects are
made, but detail calculations will not be performed. Seme estimates may also be made for
other aspects of the aeroelastic task but, in general, no more than critical comment is
provided. The basis of these estimates or caamMcts is experience, supported by the results
of prior long duration calculations.
CHABACTERISTIC FEATDRES OF AM ADVANCED COMBAT AIRCRATT

3.1

Operational Requirement
The starting point of any project is an operational requirement and the requirement for an
advanced combat aircraft is typified by the following key features.

3.2

(1)

An aircraft of reasonable sise and weight.

(2)

The ability to carry a large weigh", of stores selected from a wide range.

(3)

Qood airfield performance.

CO

High manoeuvrability (both symmetric and antisynmetric) particularly at high subsonic/transonic speeds.

(5)

At least some supersonic performance.

(6)

flood high subsonic low-level capability.

(7)

Qood ferry range.

Configuration
The satisfaction of such a requirement will, in turn, tend to produce certain characteristic features of aircraft configuration» Thus items 1 and 2 will almost certainly ensure
an aircraft with external stores, mounted on wings and fuselage; the size of many of the
store configurations will be large relative to the aircraft. Bigines will need to be
situated in the fuselage to leave the wings clear for store carriage. Item 3 is best
satisfied by the use of swept, reasonably low aspect ratio aerodynamic surfaces, with a
strong bias towards thin aerofoil sections, and fairly slender fuselage lines. The choice
of wing. Involves items 3« ^ and 7, which are suited by a low wing-loading and item 6,
which demands a high wing-loading. The resultant compromise may produce a swept wing, of
moderate aspect ratio and fairly high wlng-loadlng, or the alternative solution of variable
geometry, nie wing will then have extensive high-lift devices, such as flaps and slats to
meet Item 3.
Pitch control will be achieved with an all-moving tailplane to cater for item k in conJunction with item 5. Since the needs of items 2, k and 5 will entail incorporation of a
large effective fin, an effective yaw control - probably a large rudder - Is then necessary to satisfy the cross-wind requirements, which will be a part of item 3« Roll control
is best served by a combination of spoilers and differential tailplane, to cover the complete speed range. The choice of spoilers leaves the wing tralllng-edge free for the incorporation of high-lift devices and gives a natural advantage of much enhanced rolling
power, when these devices are in operation.
There are obviously other configuratlonal features which are influenced by the operational
requirement, but only those considered relevant to the subject matter of this report, have
been summarised above.
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF THE LOAD ESTIMATION AND AEBOELASTIC TASKS
major point, which is coanon to all technical aapacta of adrancad combat aircraft design, ia
th« sis« of th« task. This arisas from th« large number of configurational variants possible
from meeting store carriage requirements and the significant changes to the clean aircraft mass
and aerodynamic properties, produced by these stores. If variable goometry is embodied in the
design, this further increases the number of configurational variants to be oonsidered. Hie
volume of work aasociated with tasks involving a high aerodynamic content, such as load estimation and aeroelasticity, is also influenced by the need to consider subsonic, transonic and
supersonic flight conditions.
CM

Now the typical configuration characteristic of thin aerofoil sections on an aircraft operating
at high dynamic pressures inevitably demands consideration of aeroelastic phenomena. The
carriage of stores is also a potential source of dynamic problems. Nevertheless, the ait»,
weight and stiffness characteristics of the typical advanced combat aircraft should provide sufficient frequency separation between the rigid aircraft motions and the elastic modes of the
structure, to permit the usual practices of considering the quasi-rigid and elastic representations of the aircraft independently. These quasi-static aeroelastic effects need to be determined,
not only for stability and control investigations, but also for loading purposes. Temperature
effects, on the stiffness properties, due to kinetic heating, will be minimal for the typical
supersonic performance requirements.
The design loads are controlled by the requirements of such documents as Mil. Specs, or ATP970,
and the form of these requirements means that the majority of design conditions are associated
with the quasi-rigid aeroplane. The high manoeuvrability requirement for a combat aircraft also
means that these design loads are predominantly baaed on manoeuvre cases. The cases can be provided by either symmetric or asymmetric manoeuvres: tru»antisymmetric manoeuvres will seldom
occur because roll-coupling tendencies are inevitable for the typical configuration. lateral
controls, such as spoilers, contribute to the degree of asymmetry present in such manoeuvres,
since they produce asymmetric inputs. Rudders and differential tailplanes, although nominally
yaw nnd roll controls, will produce significant inputs to all the lateral degrees of freedom of
the quasi-rigid aeroplane. To some extent, a favourable influence on roll-coupling behaviour can
be exerted by the use of coupled control gearings, but it is not really practicable to cater for
all regions of the flight envelope.
The major implication of roll-coupling behaviour on the loadixg task is that it is no longer
possible to define loading cases simply, on the basis of limited degree of freedom responses
e.g. rolling. It then becomes difficult to identify possible critical flight conditions and configurations and, for certain parts of the aircraft, extremely difficult to associate the critical
loading condition with the occurrence of a significant event in the time-history of the response.
In these circumstances, a large number of responses need to be examined, with monitoring of significant stressing parameters. The definition of a significant stressing parameter can, in Itself,
prove difficult for typical advanced combat aircraft structures. Taken to the ultimate, this
process could involve the monitoring of individual stresses, but it is obviously preferable if
parameters, such as, bending moment or combinations of bending moment, shear and torque can be
used.
An outcome of high wing-loading design in conjunction with the high manoeuvrability requirement,
is to produce design loads for the major components which are associated with high aircraft incidences at high subsonic/transonic Mach Numbers, nie design loads therefore need to be defined
for flight conditions where the aerodynamic characteristics are decidedly non-linear and sensitive
to small changes in Mach Number and incidence. The carriage of underwing stores can also have a
profound effect on these aerodynamic characteristics. The corresponding quasi-static aeroelastic
effects therefore, need to be defined for a non-linear system of equations governing th« motion
of the quasi-rigid aeroplane. If the design features variable geometry, thia need to define
aeroelastic effects for a non-linear system, extends to lower incidences, when the wing is fully
swept.
Further aeroelastic phenomena, associated with a variable geometry configuration, arise from wingtailplane aerodynamic interference effects. If the geometric separation between the wing and
tailplane is small, quasi-static aeroelastic distortions essentially change the geometry of the
•
aircraft and thereby introduce another source of non-linearity, via the interference effects.
Wing-tailplane aerodynamic interference effects must also be considered in assessing the flutter
I
characteristics of the aircraft. On advanced combat aircraft, in general, flutter considerations
[
are most likely to have design repercussions on the tailplane and the wing with stores, nie
flatter may also produce dynamic loading problems due to carriage (both in the air and on the
ground) and when they are Jettisoned. Quasi-static aeroelastic considerations will normally
influence the fin and rudder design and thereby ensure freedom from flutter. The sis« of the
typical aircraft and the high design loads, make flutter and dynamic problems associated with
the skin panels, very unlikely.
For dynamic loading problems involving responses of a transient, rather than an oscillatory nature,
difficulties can occur, similar to those previously mentioned in connection with quasi-static loads
from asymmetric manoeuvres. These are the difficulties of identifying critical cases and of
specifying significant stressing parameters, both of which can become very difficult if a large
number of elastic modes is needed for adequate problem representation.
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5.

THE TEC'1NIQ1JE3 AVAILABLE FOR LOAD ESTIMATION AHD AFJHOKLAaTIGITY
5.1

Fundamental Deacrlption of the Taalm
Discussion of the available techniques is asr.isted by describing the two tasks in the more
fundamental terms given by breaking down the necessary processes into three basic steps,
namely,
(i)

Data Acquisition

(ii)

Stability Assessment

(ili)

Response

The first of these steps is concerned with the acquisition of all detailed mass, elastic
(structure and syetems), flying control systems -ind aerodynamic information, necessary to
represent the aircraft. This representation will Include automatin flying control systems
when they are appropriate to a particular study. The second step involves assessment of
the stability of the overall aircraft and the final atep is broadly concerned with the
response of that aircraft to various types of input. As previously mentioned, the latter
two steps will normally be subdivided into quaai-rigid and elastic investigations. It
should also be noted that, throughout this report, definitions of stability are confined
to problems described by equations of a linear cnnutant coefficient type. For other types
of equation, any assessments made are described in terms of the response to a defined input.
For quasi-rigid investigations, if the incremental aerodynamic and elastic forces tre linear
functions of the distortion. It is possible to perform the customary intermediate stage of
introducing aeroelastic correctionR to the coefficients of the rigid equations. The equations which govern this intermediate nta^e are then in the form of a response problem, with
aeroelastic distortion as the unknown v rriable and the forces due to rigid aircraft motions
as the input. Since dynamic pressure mn^ be written as a scalar operating on the matrix of
incremental aerodynamic forces, the stability roots of this system of equations can also be
determined, in terms cf critical values of dynamic pressure. An unstable real root indicates a static divergence, but, in general, real roots of either sign and complex roots will
exist. Response solutions, for a specified value of dynamic pressure, give the corresponding
aeroelastic distortions and hence the aeroelastic corrections. If the incremental aerodynamic forces are non-linear functions of distortion, then the above stability concept is
no longer valid and if these forces are also functions of the rigid aircraft motions, then
aeroelastic corrections can no longer be applied. Solution of the quasi-rigid response
problem, in the latter circumstances, requires the equations of motion of the rigid aeroplane to be considered inclusive with the equations of aeroelastic distortion.
Describing the tasks of load estimation and aeroelatt icity in terms of stability and response, automatically involves the 'stability .nd control' aspects of aircraft design. This
is inevitable, because although the stability of the quasi-rigid aeroplane might possibly
be regarded as a distinct task, the response aspects are indistinguishable, whether the
output be quasi-static loading data or output for handling criteria. In this context, it
is worth noting that even when aeroelastic corrections are permissible, some terms in the
differential equations, governing the quasi-rigid motions of an advanced combat aircraft,
will not normally be of a linear constant coefficient type. Stability assessment is then
replaced by an assessment of the response to suitable pilot inputs. The stability and
response of the elastic aeroplane have more usually been treated as related topics.
5.2

Data Acquisition
5.2.1

Mass. Elastic and Systems Data
The last dt-cade or so has seen the development of matrix methods of structural
analysis (in parallel with the development of the digital computer) throughout
most of the aircraft industry. These methods are almost universally applicable,
regardless of configuration, so that a theoretical definition of an aircraft's
elastic properties is always possible, although the preparation of input data can
still be a considerable task. When they are applicable, the more traditional,
simple beam methods of structural analysis may be used instead, but these methods
are not adequate for many structural components typical of an advanced combat
aircraft. However, structural idealisation is the precursor to any form of
structural analysis and this process is not so amenable to precise theoretical
treatment. Many simplifying assumptions must be made at the idealisation stage
and resort %o data sheet methods may also be necessary, particularly for many of
the structural attachments between components. Nevertheless, satisfactory methods
of idealisation have been developed for many structural items and the publication
of structural data sheets is well established. To the latter can L* added unpublished information obtained by an individual firm, from test specimens made for
the specific project or a prior one.
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Us* of th* aboT* thtor»tic«l Bathods of analysis, presumes a linear relationship
between forces and displaceaents for the aircraft structure. This is the usual
asauaptlon made in defining the elastic properties, although variations in stiff-»
ness due to the changing geometry of mechanical linkages are considered, nie assumption of linearity is probably reasonable in most circumstances, but there are
two posmible exceptions: these are when the structure is lightly or heavily loaded.
In the former case, back-la«h or soft-centring may exist, whilst in the letter,
panel buckling nay ' scur. A further deficiency of the theoretical methods is the
inability to predict structural damping properties, though the order of typical
values is well known for the normal modes of vibration measured during resonance
teats on existing aircraft.
Systems data fall into two distinct categories. Data within the first category
originate from investigations made for the purposes of specifying the required
system properties. Biese data are predominantly theoretical and will be produced
by the aircraft design organisation: the data will not normally provide a system
description which is completely adequate. Data within the second category are
ba^ed on the actual system properties, as supplied by the equlpoent manufacturers,
and are only known when the hardware has been defined. Unless existing hardware,
or something similar, are Incorporated in the design, then data within the second
category may not be defined until late in the design cycle, as information becomes
available from bread board studies (when appropriate) or hardware testing. At
different stages throughout the design period, various combinations of data from
theoretical representations and experimental analyses will be used. The definition
of system characteristics suitable for loading and aeroelastic purposes will often
involve some prior response Investigations of a complex system; this system may be
a «ingle item or a combination of several. Such investigations will normally require computational aids and both digital and analogue computers are used. The
latter are often favoured, because of the built-in non-linearities which are typical of many practical systems, but for many analyses some degree of linearisation
is accepted.
nie provision of adequate detailed mass information has generally been a possible,
even if a somewhat laborious task. Compared to simple beam methods of structural
analysis, requiring mass, moment and moment of inertia properties at a limited
number of stations, the advent of matrix methods of structural analysis has considerably increased the magnitude of this task. Thus for en advanced combat aircraft, masses will generally need to be defined at the node points of structural
analysis grids, for most of the aircraft components.
Apart from the difficulties sometime« encountered in obtaining satisfactory systems
information, the major outstanding problem of mass definition concerns the
(or more strictly the dynamic properties) of fuel for other than steady-state
conditions. Some limited theoretical and experimental information on fuel-sloshing
behaviour exists, but mainly for regular tank shapes which are not characteristic
of most aircraft fuel tanks.
Before aeroelastic work can proceed the representation of the aircraft needs to be
of a manageable else, so that a reduced form of description of the aircraft's
elastic properties is ncrmally required, particularly if matrix methods of structural analysis have been used. This is best achieved, firstly, by describing ^.he
aircraft in terns of branch items; these items will correspond to the major components of the aircraft and any other components which have independent elastic
characteristics. Parameters which are aeroelastioally significant, such as control
actuator stiffness, are included in the latter category. The next stage of reduction is to represent the structural components by a minimum, but sufficient,
number of displacement and angular freedoms. For flutter and dynamic problems,
reduction is then carried a stage further and the dynamic characteristics of these
components are represented by s limited number of normal modes of vibration. This
Involves the solution of eigen value problems with real roots and, as such, presents
no difficulties for quite large order matrices on a digital computer. Reassembly
of the component modes and the branch Items will then give the required reduced
description of the total aircraft.
On« other essential requirement for aeroelastic work is the ability to express the
displacements and angles at points on the aircraft, relevant to the aerodynamic
description, in terms of the displacements and angles given by the structural analysis. This is not an exact process, so that various methods, from graphical interpolation to digital programs for polynomial and spline fitting techniques, have been
evolved over the years. The difficulty of defining a suitable transformation process is much greater when matrix methods of structural analysis have been employed
and none of the existing published methods is entirely satisfactory.
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5.2.2

ATOATIMUBIC

dtt» - ClaaalflMitlon and Oyrall We«da

Tht major diffvranc« b«tw«en the aerodynamic data and th« other types of data r
quired, ia the atrlctly Halted capability of current theoretical aerodynamic
methods. Aerodynamic data are therefore obtained from three different sources:
these sources ara:-

(1)

Theoretical Data

(11)

Measured Data - from wind-tunnel measurements directly appropriate to
the particular design configuration.

(ill)

Bapirical Data
configurationa.

correlated data from data sheets or measurenents on lixe

The above definition of measured data means tl-at if the project configuration changes
from that tesfed, then the corresponding measured data are reclassified as empirical
data. These data sources are discussed in more detail in Section 6.
The required aerodynamic description of the aircraft is baaed on an amalgam
of data from these three sources. For loading and aeroelastic work, this description needs to be defined in terms of forces (and moments if required) at points
relevant to the structural description. Thus, forces will be defined at the grid
node points for matrix methods of analysis and bending moments, shears and torques
at various spanwise stations for simple beam methods. It is also preferable that
consistency ia maintained between these quantities and an/ pressure information.
Exact methods for these processes do not exist and most sections of the industry
will have proprietary methods, with the more precise methods demanding digital
computation. These processes can be avoided with the customary approach to flutter problems and are sometimes avoided for quasi-static aeroelastic calculations,
but if loading information is subsequently required, this is a short-sighted
approach.
5.3

Stability Asaesament
Before the advent of computera, both analogue and digital, the only difficulty in obtaining
stability solutions was one of computational effort, with a three degree of freedom, second
order system, providing a practical limit. These days it is a fair generalisation to state
that the stability of both quasi-rigid and elastic representations of an aeroplane can be
determined without difficulty, for an adequate number of degrees of freedom. This statement is also applicable to stability problems involving aeroelastic distortion, such as
static divergence. Analogue computers still have some merits in flutter work for making
rapid assessments of parameter changes, but the number of degrees of freedom is restricted.
Stability solutions are therefore mainly obtained by using digital computers and, in conJunction with plotting facilitlea, these solutions are readily presented for easy assimilation.
For flutter problems involving many degrees of freedom there are, however, quite often difficulties of interpretation. Apart from the natural wish for basic understanding, interpretation of the results is necessary if cures are sought to a potential flutter hazard.
It also helps to provide a basis for a minimum of controlled parameter changes, in assessments of problem sensitivity. Formulating the problem in terms of branch modes enables
structural and mass parameter changes to be inveatigated easily, but it is of less help
for studying aerodynamic variations. An approach (1) which reducea any flutter problem to
binary form, promises a possible answer to the difficulties of problem interpretation and
also minimises the number of parameter variations to be considered.
There is another method of assesaing the stability of the elastic aeroplane, which obviates
the need to define aerodynamic data, and that is to build wind-tunnel flutter models. These
can vary tremendously both in complexity and scope, ranging from large low-speed complete
aircraft models, with interchangeable components, to small high-speed models of perhaps a
single surface. Tests can be made, either by trying to establish the critical flutter
speed (employing measures aimed at preventing model destruction) or by using a sub-critical
response technique to determine the roots of the system, stopping short of actual flutter.

5»1*

Rasponse
Since the response of a linear system, in essence, merely involves solution of the stability
aquations with appropriate forcing terms, many of the comments made on stability solutions
in the previous sub-section also apply to the response. Thua the impact of computers on
the solution of linear response problems is identical but, in addition, they have enabled
larger order non-linear problems to be solved. This has been of particular benefit to the
investigation of roll-coupling behaviour and to the definition of the related quasi-static
loads. Digital computation is essential to solution of the quasi-rigid response problem
with non-linear aerodynamic forces due to aeroelastic distortion.
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Most of th« rtaponats inT*atlgat«d art for th« determination of loading Infonation from
the response of the quasi-rigid aeroplane, to Inputs defined by official design requlre■ents. Either steady state solutions e.g. longitudinal balances, or transient solutions
e.g. control inputs and discrete gusts,are required. However, in parallel with computer
developoent (digital in particular), there has been an increasing Interest In randoa and
dynamic loading problems, which is now being reflected in some of the official design
requirements. These problems tend to fall into two categories, namely, responses originating from either «nvironaental or self-generated excitation. Gxamples of the former
category are atmospheric turbulence and rough runways whilst store Jettison, system
failures and buffet fall within the latter category.
Obtaining solutions to these types of problem presents no additional difficulty, with
either transient and indicial or oscillatory steady state solutions (for the preparation
of pow-tr spectra, etc.) being required. Careful choice of method and the form of results
presentation can, however, materially assist in the interpretation of the large order
problem. An experimental approach to obtain solutions of bulfet loading problems can
also be adopted, utilising the dynamically scaled models produced for flutter testing.
This again obviates the need for aerodynamic data acquisition, in particular, the difficulty of defining the input forces due to buffet. However, strength limitations restrict
the level of steady-loading to which the codels may be subjected and some reservations
must be retained about this approach, because of possible scale effects.
6.

THE AOiPISITION Of AERODYNAMIC DATA
The three sources of aerodynamic data have been identified in the previous section. This section
enlarges on these data sources and reviews the means of producing an overall aerodynamic description of an aircraft.
6.1

Theoretical Data
Current three-dimensional aerodynamic theories (which are necessary to combat aircraft
design) are strictly limited to potential flow assumptions on wings or slender bodies of
revolution, in truly subsonic and supersonic flow conditions. Subsonleally, a trailing
edge flap theory has yet to be established. There are, however, linearised subsonic
interference theories now available for two surfaces in parallel plans« (2) (ignoring wake
effects) and for T-tails without dihedral (3). Unsteady aerodynamic theories are strictly
valid for only oscillatory motions and invalid for transient conditions. Various theoretical methods for the Isolated wing are used throughout the industry, but reservations must
be expressed about the assumptions made and the numerical integration techniques used, for
some subsonic theories, whilst certain supersonic theories si's not orientated towards the
provision of loading and pressure distribution Information. Digital computation is essential for all theoretical aerodynamic methods.

6.2

Measured Data
The commonest form of measured data available, comes from wind tunnel measureMnts of
overall steady force and moment data on rigid models of the complete aircraft. These tests
will normally cover different tallplane settings, for combined ranges of incidence and sideslip angle, over the required Mach Number range. Tests may also be made for other control
surface settings such as differential tallplane, spoiler and possibly rudder. These latter
control surface settings will be tested independently, for perhaps a couple of different
tallplane angles and probably over a limited Nach Number range. Low-speed model tests will
also be made for combined ranges of Incidence and sideslip angle with various combinations
of slat, flap and spoiler settings. All of the above tests are orientated towards stability
and control work but for quasi-static loading purposes It is normal practice to cover the
incidence ar.d Mach Number range with the tallplane off. Occasionally some lateral testing
may be made with the fin off. Loading information may also become available from strain
gauging of flaps, slats, spoilers and, possibly, undercarriages and airbrakes on low speed
models.

|:
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Models specifically designed for quasi-static loading purposes are pressure models and component load models. The latter type of model is strain-gauged to oeesure forces and moments
on major aircraft components i.e. wings, tallplane etc. and nay also include other components
such as stores. (Strain-gauged stores may sometimes be fitted to the models measuring overall forces and moments, but this is a far less satisfactory arrangement). Component load
models will normally be tested for the same range of parameters as the overall stability
models but pressure models may be tested for a reduced number of sideslip angles and Mach
Numbers. Further pressure information is sometimes available from other models, particularly
low speed models, which have not been specifically built for loading purposes.
Unsteady measurements tend to be confined to a few specia? rigs or facilities designed for
these purposes. Two main types of testing are made and both types are almost invariably for
small amplitude oscillatory motions of nominally rigid complete, or component, models. In
the first type of test, forces and/or moments are measured and in the second type, pressures
are measured. Tests of the latter type are one of the more Interesting recent developments
CO. Unsteady tests will be made for one, or possibly two, amplitudes of oscillation and a
minimum of incidence and sideslip conditions, at Mach Numbers of particular interest. For «complete model, oscillations in five rigid degrees of freedom are possible,whilst for a surface.
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two, or thra«, dlsplaetuMnt and angular fraadoma (producing notlona normal to tha plana
of tha aurfaoa) will ba arallabla. A trailing adga flap, »"ddar ate, would ba rastrictad
to angular notion« about tha hioga.
In ordar to provid* soaa guldanca on quaai-atatic aaroalastic affacta for tha particular
Tariabla gaooatry problaa of a highly awapt wing, with a tailplana in eloaa proximity,
anothar typa of modal has raoantly baan taatad at tha author'a firm. For this modal, a
aariaa of diatortad wings was manufacturad, with tha aaoa non-dimanaional ahapa but diffarant nagnitudaa of diatortion. Thla ahapa was basad on thaoratieal aaroalastic distortions, but only bending and root flexibilitias wars conaidarad as tha ahapa was found
to ba ralatiraly insanaltire to toraional flaxibility. Tha thaoratieal calculations also
ahowad that it was practicable to ehooaa a unique shape, alnea only anall differences In
this shape ware indicated over the incidence range. Overall and component measurements of
force and moment were made for the range of parameters, usual for these types of nodal.
The increasingly large amount of data produced by wind-tunnel testing, particularly by component load and pressure plotting models, makes stringent demands on the procesaing capacity
of an organisation. The digital computer has already made some impact on this task, in providing processed graphical and numerical data. On occasions these data may also be made
available on a magnetic tape, either for subsequent operations, such aa pressure integration,
or as a limited form of data bank, but there is still much that can be done in this field.
6.3

Bnpirical Data
Bapirical data sources cannot be summarised by quoting a few well eatabllahed documents,
since such documents do not exist. Documents of the data shent type e.g. R.Ae.S. data
sheets and Datcom, can be of aome use for determining quasi-static component loads, but they
are really preoccupied with providing rigid aircraft data for stability and control purposes. Thus, for example, one outcome of this exclusiveness is that apanwisa centre of
pressure positions are not normally considered, unless they are required in the estimation
of a particular derivative. Also the reliability of some of the data sheet methods becomes
suspect if the flow is not attached, ao that their utility for loading purposes is thereby
depreciated. Apart from daficienclea of the above nature, the use of auch data sheet methods
for load estimation demands that plausible load or pressure distributions can be associated
with the estimated component loads and their point of action. This will often place more
stringent requirements on the accuracy of such estimates. Data sheet methods for the determination of the required load and pressure distributions are few. Those that do exist are
usually based on two dimensional and lifting line or limited three dimensional theories,
applicable to fairly high aspect ratio wings, flaps or trailing edge controls. Such methods
do not contribute greatly to the proceases of load estimation, though they may be relevant
to unswept wing configurations on a variable geometry aircraft at moderate incidences.
There is obviously a vast amount of measured wind tunnel information, both published and
unpublished, which gives overall aircraft steady forces and moment« on rigid models of
various configurations. There is somewhat less data on steady forces and moments for the
major aircraft components and components such as flaps, slats, spoilers, trailing edge
controls, airbrakes and stores. A still smaller quantity of data will exist in the form
of measured steady pressure data. To all this data can be added the relatively small
amount of aerodynamic information, suitable for loading purposes, available from flight
measurement. Of this total accumulation of information, presumably aome of it has influenced the existing data sheet methods for stability and control purposes, but the main
interest for loading work concerns those items not covered adequately by existing data
sheets, namely, the forces, moments, load distributions and pressures on components, particularly at high incidences. Unfortunately, little of the testing made to obtain data on
certain of these items has been systematic, and collation and correlation of such data has
not been attempted to any great extent. Host design organisations will have accumulated
empirical data for their own use and some of the more valuable data will be that obtained
en route to the current configuration of a project. However, the use of this dat,.», like
all empirical data, presumes the ability to correlate it in terms of significant parameters. Too often the methods of utilisation are bom of expediency.
The amourt of reliable published unsteady information provided by wind tunnel testing is
fairly small, particularly from the relatively recent technique of unsteady pressure measurements. Forces and moments measured on rigid wing models subjected to small amplitude
pitching and heaving motions (rolling also for half models) constitute the majority of
available data and a good prcportion of these data are for low reduced frequencies. Some
of the more useful measurements concern quantities, such as wing pitching momenta and
trailing edge control hinge moments, which nay change rapidly in both magnitude and/or
sign in transonic regions. In general, however, there is not sufficient data from unsteady
measurements to permit very effective correlation. One other source of empirical unsteady
data remains and that is two dimensional theory. The classification of empirical is considered Justified, Because an aeroplane is indisputably three dimensional. The theory needs
to be modified to give sensible lift slopes (usually, simple overall factors are applied)
but it may then be used for flutter work at moderate reduced frequencies on surfaces of
reasonable aspect ratio in subsonic flow conditions. Supersonically two dimensional methods
are of little use for the typical advanced combat aircraft configuration, except possibly
on flaps or trailing edge control surfaces.
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Unlaaa • fin» has ohoaan to construct a digital source of data, publiahad •mpirieal data
ars normally availabls in tlthar graphical or tabular form, but occasionally thay art
praaantad aa aaplrical foraulaa« Unpublished data ara oftan In a aiailar forn, but if
thay hava baan obtalnad diractly fro« wind-tunnal tasting on a prior configuration or
projaot, thay may alraady ba atorad on a magnatic taps.
6.4

foraatlon of an Aarodynamio Daacrlption
For an aircraft which is not rigid, the aerodynamic daacrlption should, ideally, ba uniquely
related to the diatortions and motions of the aircraft, defined at aoma set of discrete and
aarodyiuunically relevant points. However the deficiencies of aerodynamic data, currently
make it neceaaary to produce, more or leaa, independent deacriptions for the rigid and
elastic aeroplane.
The preceding review of data sources indicates that aerodynamic data are available at three
different levels of detail, namely, pressure informatiou, component forces and moments and
overall aircraft forces and moments. To obtain a description of the rigid aircraft in tha
desired form, requires aerodynamic data to be available at the level of detail provided by
pressure Information, but such data are not normally considered to be the most reliable.
If overall aircraft measuramenta are available these set the standard, if not, it will be
set by component values defined empirically (or sometimes theoratioally). A consistent
description of the aircraft is attained by ensuring compatibility between tha forces and
moments of the overall aircraft and its components (adjusted if necessary), together with
component forces and moments provided by integration of suitably modified component pressure information. The key to this process is the ability to modify the pressure distributions in a plausible fashion. If accurate measured pressure information exists then
compatibility will usually be achieved by relatively minor adjustments. If only theoretical
or empirical pressure information is available, this process becomes a completely arbitrary
and often difficult task. This is particularly so for high incidences, transonic conditions
or for any other non-potential flow condition.
For the elastic aeroplane, it follows from the review of data sources, that the aerodynamic
desoriptlon must usually be entirely theoretical, but modifications to the basic theoretical
data may sometimes be made, to give some degree of compatibility with measured or empirical
data, for the rigid components. When applied to unsteady theory these component data may be
either steady or unsteady in origin. It is not usually possible to obtain complete compatibility, without attempting modification of the theoretical pressure distributions and
this is not normally done unless it is absolutely necessary, or measured pressure data are
available. An alternative approach towards compatibility is soaetlmes adopted, using striptype methods and modified two dimensional derivatives. This approach may also be used, If
no theory exists for a particular component, or as a means of studying problem aensitivlty
to aerodynamic variations in flutter work. If strip-type methods are used, however, the
desired form of aerodynamic description is not automatically available. It should be noted,
that because the aerodynamic description of the elastic aeroplane •'s usually of theoretical
origin, it is subject to all the associated theoretical limitations.
When the aerodynamic characteristics of the elastic aeroplane ara not linear functions of
the distortion, it is no longer possible to consider the descriptions of the rigid and
elastic aeroplane separately. It then becomes necessary to define non-linear aerodynamic
characterlatlea which are valid for rigid aircraft motions and motions and distortions of
the elastic aircraft: currently thia is virtually impossible. Other notable aarodynamio
deficienclea are the dearth of quantitative data suitable for the prediction of buffeting
phenomena and tha limited nature of data available on transient aersdynamie conditions.
Tat another item, which has not been reviewed in this section, is aerodynamic data associated with drag. Such data are not available In detail form, so that only restricted
loading information Involving drag forces, can be estimated.
It must also be emphasised, that even when good wind-tunnel measuramenta are available for
tha correct configuration, this does not guarantee a true description of the ftall-soale
aircraft. Apart from acale effecta, there are additional wind-tunnel effeota, such as
transition fix, blockage, flow variations and wall effects, which It may not be possible
to eliminate or correct for. Unfortunately all these effects are most likely to produce
data errors in measurements at the transonic and/or high incidence conditions which ara
relevant to critical quasi-static loading cases.

THE mATIONSHIP BETWEEN DATA STANDARDS. APPLICATION AND REQÜIRB<a<TS
7.1

Technical Aspects
7.1.1

Aerodrnamic Data
The deficiencies of aerodynamic data, in aome respects, are very apparent, but when
using them for certain types of investigation several mitigating factors can be
invoked. The least exacting requirement is associated with flutter where theoretical methods are used almost exclusively, despite their limitations. There is, however, some Justification for thia, because the more significant problems tend to be
dominated by the aaro4ynamlc contributions fro« the surfaces, with other contributions being of minor Importance. Flutter also conforms with the theoretical
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linltationa of small parturbationa and oscillatory motion (at the critical fluttsr
■pttd). Dttaila of praaaur« distribution are not too Important, sine* only ganaralImad aarodynaaio foroaa art raquired i.a« tha forces aaaociated with modem of deformation of a complete component. Other uncertaintiea such aa high incidence
effeota and, to some extent, even transonic characteristics, are implicitly
catered for by speed margins. This does not absolve one from assessing the sensitivity of these margins to possible aerodynamic variations, but such exercises are
basically qualitative in nature.
For assessment of the stability and control aspects of the quasi-rigid aeroplane,
the aerodynamic requirements are more stringent than for flutter, but they are
not too difficult to meet. The aerodynamic description of the overall rigid aircraft is usually obtained from measured or well established empirical data. Aeroelastic effects are perforce based on theory and can therefore be applied as corrections to the rigid aircraft description. As for flutter, this is reasonably well
Justified, because these effects will be dominated by surface contributions and
detail discrepancies in pressure distribution usually have only minor effects on
the resultant overall description of the quasi-rigid aeroplane. This latter statement is not always quite so well Justified for spoilers or tralllng-edge control
surfaces* Stability and control investigations are also similar to flutter investigations in being, basically, of a qualitative nature. It is only necessary to
establish that control powers ar.d handling qualities are adequate and that the aircraft la stable with adequate stability margins.
Raaponsa investigations of the quasi-rigid aeroplane for loading purposes, place
far nor« stringent requirements on the aerodynamic description. Pressure distribution details become important and assunptions of linearity for the aeroelastic
aerodynamic contributions, are far more suspect, at the high Incidence conditions
associated with design cases. There is also a fundamental difference between loading
and stability and control work since quantitative, realistic information is demanded
from the former whilst, from the latter, only a qualitative assessment is required.
The determination of accurate loading data from the response of the clastic aeroplane, can produce the most exacting aerodynamic description requirement. Compared
to the quasi-rigid representation one is relying solely on theoretically determined
pressure distributions. The restrictions of small oscillatory perturbations will,
nevertheless, still be satisfied for small oscillatory inputs. Providing the aircraft incidencea are not too high, theory can therefore still provide a reasonably
valid representation for some fatigue loading conditions. Discrepancies in the estimated loads will, in any case, not be as significant as the uncertainties inherent
in the methods of fatigue life estimation. For some types of oscillatory aerodynamic
loading, such as buffet, because it is difficult to obtain any satisfactory input
information, little meaningful work can be done. For transient types of input,
particularly if they are large, the aerodynamic description of the elastic aircraft is no longer very adequate. If such problems provide a design case for any
part of the aircraft, then the predicted loads need to be used with some caution.
In general, however, the aircraft is almost entirely designed on loada produced by
the response of the quasi-rigid aeroplane, so that the most exacting aerodynamic
data requirement is identified with the prediction of quasi-static loading.
7.1.2

t
I

I

Mass Elamtic and Systems Data - Without A.f.C.S.
Without automatic flying control systems (A.F.C.S.) the least exacting requirement
for mass, elastic and systems data is associated with aeroelastics for stability
and control purposes. The assumption of linear elastic properties for the structural components is reasonable and the likely order of stiffness reductions, due to
temperature effects and high and low loading, will produce little change to the aircraft's stability or respnut characteristics. Stiffness and mass details are
generally unimportant, wi^'i the possible exception of attachment stiffnesses, particularly those involving tne flying control systems. However, even for these items,
it is only necessary to qualitatively demonstrate that margins are adequate for the
possible range of linearised elastic values, nie determination of loads from the
response of the quasi-rigid aeroplane, places greater demands on the accuracy of
detail mass properties and, indirectly, may do so on stiffness properties, because
of the effects of local distortions on the aerodynamic pressure distributions. If
panel buckling occurs, this could be important, as could flying control system nonlinearities. The system response characteristics due to control surface inputs will,
however, often be overruled by mandatory design requirements e.g. 'assume maximum
rate of application'.
In flutter work, a situation parallel to that for the aerodynamic data exists for
the mass and elastic data, since only generalised masses and stiffnesses for component mode shapes are required. Detail mass and stiffness data are, therefore,
generally not so important for the structural components. Attachment stiffnesses,
including flying control systeria effects, can often be very important, but the
branch mode approach to flutter problems is orientated towards the investigation
of stiffness effects to ensure adequate margins. Thus, assumptions of linearity
for the elastic properties are acceptable and certainly far less sweeping than for
the aerodynamic characteristics. Large concentrated masses attached to the
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aerodynamic surfaces can also be significant and, if these are present, the details
of the mode shapes, at the point of attachment need to be reasonably accurate. The
deficiencies of structural damping data are not too important, since flutter clearances will normally be established assuming none is present. On the comparatirely
rare occasions when it is invoked, the minimum likely value is used.
For dynamic loading work, as for quasi-static loading work, details of mas« and
stiffness can be important. Flying control system non-linearities may also need to
be taken into account but the greatest potential shortcoming is the lack of quantitative data on structural damping characteristics. If there are any dynamic leading
problems, they may well be associated with a poorly damped mode in which structural
damping dominates. Nevertheless, the more exacting overall data requirements are
still associated with quasi-static loading (for the reasons given in the previous
sub-section on aerodynamic data) even though the requisite standards are easier to
achieve.
The influence of fuel sloshing has not been mentioned in the above discussions of
mass data, although they could obviously be relevant to every type of investigation.
To include these effects properly is, currently, hardly possible, but it cannot be
categorically stated that they can be ignored, even if they are very unlikely to
cause problems on the typical configuration. The lack of problems results from the
simple, though arbitrary, approach of introducing fuel tank compartmentatlon to
control the static fuel centre of gravity position and inertia, and hence Achieve
stability of the quasi-rigid and elastic aeroplane (with mass properties defined by
these static quantities). For external jettisonable fuel tanks the above static
properties may be similarly controlled to obtain satisfactory Jottison characteristics. This may be neither very precise, nor the optimum design solution, but it
probably ensures a satisfactory aircraft whilst leaving the difficulties of defining a correct fuel mass representation unresolved.
7.1.3

Mass. Elastic and Systems Data - With A.F.C.S.
The inclusion of A.F.C.o. obviously requires a far more detailed systems description,
in the form of additional equations (often non-linear) governing the motion of the
aircraft. Non-linear effects e.g. authority limits need to be retained for both
stability and control and quasi-static loading purposes, but it should be possible
to omit high order frequency effects from the system's description. When the system
is operative, a theoretical definition may be adequate for the quasi-rigid aeroplane,
because it should conform to design requirements established for this representation.
For loading cases associated with a closed-loop system malfunction, the theoretical
description may no longer be adequate, but for open-loop malfunctions, no A.F.C.S.
description is required and the magnitude of the control surface inputs is simply
dictated by the authority limits. Even with the system operative. It is also possible, that certain design loads may be unaffected by the presence of the A.F.C.S.,
either because they occur in a particular steady state condition or because the
authority limits are overridden.
The elastic aeroplane requires a system description applicable at high frequencies
(the off-design state) and it is consequently more difficult to produce an adequate
definition. The response of the A.F.C.S. is governed by acceleration and velocity
inputs to the sensors, so that details of mod« shape at the sensor location are important. Moreover, most sensors are located within the fuselage, which 1« the most
difficult structural component for which to define accurate mode shapes; this difficulty is increased for rate gyros which require angular information. Stability assessment of the elastic aeroplane with A.F.C.S. necessitates linearisation of the
system description and evaluation of gain and phase margins throughout the loop.
If linearisation is not really adequate, response Investigations are necessary for
a large order problem governed by a non-linear set of equations. Providing that only
a few of the lower frequency modes of the basic aircraft are effected by the A.F.C.S,
and no marked changes are produced, stability assessment with a linearised theoretical description may be adequate. This description should then be adequate for small
amplitude periodic dynamic loading problems. Large amplitude transient problem« can
be accommodated, if the authority limits are overridden. If the above proviso« are
not satisfied, a non-linear and probably non-theoretical syste« description will be
necessary. A description of this latter form is likely to be required for the study
of closed-loop system malfunctions. As for the quasi-rigid aeroplane, open-loop malfunctions do not require an A.F.C.S. description and any associated periodic dynamic
loading information is governed by control surface Inputs between the authority
limits.
Because of the compounded uncertainties of the data from the various source« required
for stability and response investigations on the elastic aeroplane with A.F.C.S.,
this is considered to produce the most exacting requirement for systems data.
Instabilities and dynamic loading cases nay, or may not, exist, but it can be a very
considerable task to even assess the situation. It is perhaps better practice to
design a good basic aircraft and thereby avoid the need for high-gain systems, to
minimise the chances of such problems occurring.
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7.2

Th« Initial D^aign Stwe
The start of a project is typified by a series of short duration configuratioiks leading to
one of long duration. This is then followed by interspersed short and long d'iration configurations, culainating in a firm design. For the early short duration configurations,
an aerodynaaic shape is drawn to accoonodate the necessary internal installations, possible
foras of structure examined and orerall weight and centre of gravity estioatea made.
Performance (including high-lift) and'stability and control'design aspects will largely
control the aerodynamic shape at this stage, but some rudimentary quasi-static loading information may be requested and aeroelastic advice sought. These loads will be based on
theoretical and/or empirical data and specified at the level of detail set for the short
duration configuration. Assessoents of the resultant configuration will also be made for
all other relevant design aspects and the whole process repeated for several configurations,
until the first long duration configuration emerges. A major effort, on the tasks of load
estimation and aeroelasticity, can then proceed. This event will be marked by the production
of one, or more, rigid wind-tunnel models aimed at measuring steady quantities for performance and'stability and control'design aspects. At the same time, some corresponding structural and flying control systems design will b« in the process of definition. Theoretical
or empirical analyses of the various items, as they are designed, will then progressively
provide elastic data, together with detail mass data. The quality of these data will be
largely set by the quality of the prior loading information on which the design was based.
Ctoly elastic systems data will usually exist at this time, as the main emphasis, during the
initial design stages, is on the definition of the necessary system parameters. The relevant aerodynamic data will be obtained from the test results of the wind-tunnel models
(when these result» become available), and theoretical and empirical sources.
If testing is confined to models of the form specified, then for load estimation and aeroelastic purposes where existing theories are Inadequate, the standard of these aerodynamic
data is obviously inferior to the corresponding elastic and mass data, as well as being more
restrictive in its application. An improvement to the standard can be achieved, if an early
decision is made to build further wind-tunnel models, specifically for the purposes of load
estimation and aeroelasticity. Thus component load models and pressure models may sometimes
be built to the lines of the first, or a subsequent, long duration configuration: these
models will be rigid and will measure steady quantities. Even though such additional models
may be built, it is unlikely that the project configuration will still be same, when the
test results become available. It is therefore almost inevitable, that all the wind-tunnel
results, obtained during this period of project design, must be classified as empirical data.
Furthermore, unless one is prepared to assume that certain aerodynamic quantities are insensitive to the variations of configuration being studied, then the test results need to be
expressable in a parametric form for further use. The parametric form should also, preferably, permit correlation with data from other empirical uources. Thus whilst a better estimate of data, essentially for quasi-static loading purposes, is obtained with the additional
models, the data still have many deficiencies.
Flutter models are sometimes built during the initial design stages, as well. These again
are likely to be outdated by the time that test results become available so that empirical
correlation or theoretical matching techniques cure necessary to make use of the Information
for a different configuration. Flutter models can, however, fulfil another qualitative
function, by indicating which flutter problem» cure likely to be the more significant. As
the design proceeds further models (or modifications to existing models), for performance
and stability and control purposes, will often be tested but no parallel developments will
normally occur for loading models. Some guidance on empirical procedures for modifying
aerodynamic data for load estimation is, nevertheless, provided by the test results of
these other later models.
During the initial design stages, the rapid provision of adequate information is essential,
if an effective contribution is to be made towards the design. Now, many of the requisite
theories for acquiring input data, and the subsequent processes for producing stability and
response solutions, are totally dependent on the digital computer (particularly for aircraft
of the advanced combat type). Fulfilment of the dual requirements of speed and adequacy is
thus automatically provided by use of the computer. Even when this total dependence on the
computer does not exist, it is still both advantageous and economic (unless very large manpower resources exist) to utilise the computer for calculations of a repetitive or routine
nature. Since it is virtually always possible to obtain digital solutions, given the necessary input data, any failures to meet the requirements of speed and adequacy will be confined to methods of data acquisition.

I

Of the required data, failures therefore tend to be associated with non-theoretical methods
of acquisition, which do not utilise the digital computer. Once again, it is the data
needed for quasi-static load estimation that proves unsatisfactory, because of the time
taken for data acquisition and processing. If wind-tunnel test data are not available, then
the data must come from other sources and will require fairly extensive and time consuming
manual manipulation to produc» an aircraft description in digital form, suitable for subsequent digital operations. When test data are available, the standard of data is increased
but so too is the quantity, particularly for the loading type of model. So that, apart from
the inevitable delay caused by the time needed to build and test a model, a further delay is
introduced, because of the time needed to digest and process all the data produced. Current
digital processing on such data, mainly covers data presentation and does not extend into
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th« aubs«qu*nt proccso«« M«d«d to dafliw «n acrodynaaie daserlptlon of tiw rtqulait«
for«.
7.3

Th« Spaclflcatlon «nd D»«lgn Baoulrwnte
Th» specification and daaign raqulraaanta influanc« all taohnical aapacts of aircraft
daaign but load ••tination is ona of th« araaa for which fairly rigoroua quantitativ«
raquiraaanta ar« fomulatad. Thtra ara obrious advantagaa in thia, in that it raaoTaa th«
onua and raaponaibility of : • ncifjring auitabla daaign critaria fro* tha industry. Howavar,
quantitativa raqulraaanta danand quantitativ» information and, if ona praaumaa that tha
raquiramants ar« raallatio, th« information «uppliad nuat alao ba raaliatic. Thia aaphaala
on raaliaa for loading inforaation ia nacaaaary if an aircraft is to b« aaf« and at th« aaa«
tia« not b« coaproaia«d by axeaasiv« weight p«nalti«8. If thia philosophy ia «ccaptad, than
th« necessary standards of data accuracy can obviously be affected by the specification and
daaign requiraaenta. Aerodynaaic data ar« probably tha data aoat aff«ct«d in this way,
because of th« uncertainties often associated with many of the critical loading conditions,
whan even wind-tunnel aeasuraaenta auat b« regarded with aoae suspicion.
When asked to produce raaliatic loading information in these circuastancea, one would like,
therefore, to feel confident that the demands resulted from genuinely realistic r«quir«B«nt8.
Thus, for «xaapl«, when the design flight envelop« ia specified for an aircraft, a firm diatinction should ba drawn between strictly necessary and deairable characteristiea; th« corner
points of that envelop« should be related to practicable overshoot conditions rather than
dictated by an arbitrary formula or the desire to produce an aesthetically pleasing diagram.
In addition, assurance would be welcome that the origin of some of the loading rvquiraaents
concerned with pilot Inputs to the control surfaces ar« not related to a different generation of aircraft and possibly pilots as well. In the early daaign stag««, it is alao iapracticabl« to aak for loading inforaation which ia very dependent on detail« of th« aircraft description: the standard of the information produced ia no better than the standard
of data used to oak« the necessary calculations. The above situation can occur in certain
problaas of dynamic load estimation.

8.

COWCLDSIONS AND REC0HMEHDATI0N3
The aain conclusion of thia report is, that the deficiencies of aerodynaaic data, particularly for
quasi-static loading purposes, produce the greatftst obstacles in the activities of load estimation
and aeroelaaticlty. nie inadequacies of such data are highlighted by the operational r«qair«m«nts
and resultant configuration, typical of an advanced combat aircraft, nnd by the initial design
stag«« of a project. Fundamentally, the Inadequacies stem from the very restrictive limitations
of aerodynaaic theory: «am« of these limitations reflect th« current stat« of th« art but othara
ar« th« outcoa« of restrictiv« approaches. Any aerodynaaic theory developed should be usable for
loading and/or a«ro«lastic work, enabling, ultiaately, th« determination of loads and aoaenta on a
general quadrilateral panel, together with consistent pressures at any points on that panel.
Aerodynamic theories for aeroelastic applications should be formulated in terms of distortions
which are more typical of a real structure, rather than overall polynomial nodes (for example) or
undefined distortions, lost in the oethocfeof numerical analysis. Theoretical aerodynaaicists
should also be far acre concerned with the real, although perhaps difficult, configuration«!
features of an actual aeroplane and the development of methods of aerodynamic idealisation should
receive the same sort of consideration, as that given to structural idealisation. In addition,
most of the real aerodynamic problems requiring attention ar« associated, perhaps unfortunately for
the theoretician, with ti.\nsonic and/or high incidence conditions.
Since it is very unlikely that the necessary improvements in aerodynaaic theory will occur rapidly,
means of improving the standard of data and the processes of acquisition from measured add empirical sources, also need to be considered. The conventional rigid wind-tunnel model measuring overall
forces and moments has diminished utility for an advanced combat aircraft since, in many of the
critical regions of the flight envelope, quasi-static aeroelastic losses, ranging froa 10$ to 75%
on different parts of the aircraft, will usually be present.
lite possible alternative of building models, capable of producing representative quasi-static
aeroelastic distortions, is not a practicable one, if adequate coverage is to be given to the
necessary range of flight configurations and conditions. Models can, however, play a part in the
developaeat of suitable quasi-static aeroelastic methods, which would, ideally, be basically
theoretical with empirical modifications when necessary. Since the test results from a rigid
model, measuring overall forces and moments, must be empirically broken down into components,
prior to the determination and incorporation of quasi-static aeroelastic effects, it would seem
a logical step forward to use rigid component load models from the outset, even if some limitation
on the number of component measurements h-u to be accepted. The Information provided by more
general use of such component load models, would also provide an additional fund of empirical data
for loading purposes. This would assist the development of empirical data sources and methods, to
provide a consistent counterpart to 'stability and control' data sheet methods. It is also concluded that, when theoretical methods are unsuitable, the digital computer needs to be used to a
greater extent, for the storage and subsequent processing of data to produce aerodynaaic descriptions with ti e necessar" speed and consistency. When suitable theoretical methods later become
available, if large computer tlaes are required to produce information for a single condition, it
may still be economic to treat these data in a similar fashion to that devised for empirical and
measured data.
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Othar notable data daficienolM txlet in th« r«prea«ntationa of fiwl mass and autoaatio flying
control ayatMM, particularly for tha fraquancy rang« aaaociatad with tha alaatie aaroplana.
Rowavar, tha oorract rapraaantatlon of fual naaa would ba unlikaly to provida any critical problaaa on an aircraft which adharaa to tha convantional daalgn procaduraa, whilat tha aUmdard
of ayatana data ia not too critical in tha initial design atagaa. Tha aubsaquant aolution of
tha atability and raaponaa aquation«, which ara nacaasary to tha taska of load aatimation and
aaroalaatlolty, can ba rapidly accoopliahad to an adaquata standard by using digital computation.
Th« daaign of an advancad ooabat aircraft, strongly ampbasiaaa tha intagratad natura of work which
involvas aavaral different technical disciplines. The boundaries between stability and control
aspects, quasi-static loading, flying control system« analysis, flutter, dynamic loading and
stressing cannot be clearly defined, «specially when the aerodynamic characteristics are not linear
functions of aircraft motions and/or distortions. Particular examples of interdependence, of
direct Interest to advanced combat aircraft design, concern the formulation and solution of the
equations of motion for the quasi-rigid aeroplane with non-linear aerodynamic characterlatica (as
above) and the definition of auitable stressing parameters for monitoring loads, during transient
responses of both the quasi-rigid and elastic representations of the aeroplane. A policy of segregating the work into isolated specialist sections is therefore not conducive to the rapid and
consistent appraisal of a propoaed design. Groups of people, capable of dealing with several disciplines ara needed, with a level of specialiat knowledge not much below that already existing
within specialist areaa. This is not an inauperabl« objective, since, as this report has indicated, many of the tasks with aerodynamic associations are only basically concerned with assessments of aircraft stability and/or response characterlatica. One of the main handicaps to progress
in this direction is specialist Jargon, which in so«« casea ia a product of outnodad conception«
and methods.
flier« is also an important relationship between the operational and design requirements, which
control the specification of loading information, and the standards of data which can be achieved.
Th« acquisition of adequate aerodynamic data, for the prediction of realistic loads, can often
prove difficult and the resultant effort serves little purpose if unrealistic, or unnecessarily
sever«, r«quir«n«nt8 «re imposed. If realiam is not the objective, then much of this report becoaes Irrelevant, since improvements in technique or even existing techniques are unjustifiable
elaboration. A further type of unrealistic requirement in the initial daaign stages (when data
standards are not completely adequate) concerns requests for dynamic loading information, likely
to be sensitive to the elastic representation of tha aeroplane.
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SUMMARY

An Investigation of military aircraft characierlstlcs and performance trends Indicates that
Important advances have been made In almost all aspects and that orderly evolutionary changes
should continue. Currently available materials are reviewed and their limitations and future
potentials discussed. New materials and their application and development programs, which were
Initiated to validated ti.elr design potentials as well as to establish confidence in their
structural Impact on future nllltary aircraft, are highlighted.
The findings are that significant potential savings will be possible, if new metals are
utilized to the fullest extent, but that revolutionary advances In aircraft design and performance
could be made by the utilization of the new advanced filament composite materials.
It is also noted that many potential advances have not been made because of low cost effectiveness potential, lack of confidence In the new material, extensive data requirements, the requirement
for large capital investment In new machine tools and the presence of a highly skilled labor force.
Finally, the requirements for a better mutual understanding between the technical specialists,
which are necessary if these new materials are to be Integrated Into new military aircraft, are
outlined.

Sommalre

Les resultats d'une etude des caracterlstlques et d'une analyse des perspectives pour le
rendement futur des avlons mllltalres Indlquent que des progres slgnlflcatlfs ont ete fait en
presque tous les domalnes et qu'on dolt compter avec des ameliorations systematlques. Les
materlaux disponibles sont catalogues et leurs limitations et leurs possibllites sont presentees.
On a mis en relief des nouveaux materlaux aussi que les programmes d'exploltatlon et de developpement
correspondants. Ces programmes ont ete lands afln de mettre a 1'epreuve la vlabilite de leur
construction et de fonder une connalssance plus detalllee sur la resonance qu'lls auront d'avoir
au dessin des appareils mllltalres.
On a constate qu'il sera possible de reallser de grandes economies en utlllsant touts la gamme
des possibllites des m^taux recemment apparus. D'ailleurs des avancements boulversants peuvent
Stre atteints dans le domaine de la construction et de la performance des avlons par l'emplol des
nouveaux materlaux au filament compose avance.
On a souligne en outre que des nombreux avancements dejä reallsables en vue de la technologie
existante ont ete empeches par un facteur de rendement economlque reduit, la manque de conflance
en ce qui conceme les nouveaux materlaux et la necessity prlilable de ramasser une quantity
considerable de donnees, de faire de gros placements en nouveaux machines outils et de maintenir
un corps de personnel tres specialise.
Enfin on a txpose a grands traits les conditions sous lesquelles des speclalistes techniques
peuvent mieux s'entendre les uns les autres, ce qu'il s'lmpose si les nouveaux materlaux ont
d'etre incorpores aux avlons mllltalres futurs.
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THE INFLUENCE OF NEW MATERIALS ON AIRCRAFT DESIGN
R. F. Hoener

1.

INTRODUCTION /

It has often been stated that Materials are the Key to the future. An examination of new
materials and their Influence on future military aircraft will, therefore, provide an Insight
Into new military aircraft systems and Indicate the key new potentials as well as highlight areas
for Increased emphaals.
The aircraft will be the means for this review and assessment, and the natural and Induced
environments to which It Is exposed during Its operational life time will be considered as the
obstacles to be overcome.
Basically, no aircraft Is any better than Its structure, and no structure Is any better than
the materials utilized; for the materials/structures system provides the physical form of the
aircraft as well as satisfying the following requirements:
Aerodynaiulc
Smoothness
Correct Contour

Erosion Resistant
Distortion Resistant

Structural
Loads Transmission
Maintainability

Stiffness
Reliability

Vehicle

Performance
Life

Containment
Shelter

Prior to delineating the new materials and their Influences, It Is deemed appropriate to
establish a basis for comparison by reviewing the past in order to establish prior accomplishments,
capabilities and trends In military aircraft.
Since a normal aircraft development program requires four years, and since a new material
requires from ten to fifteen years from the time of Its conception until Its wide application In
aircraft, this discussion will be directed toward aircraft of the post 1975 period.
2.

CAPABILITIES AND TRENDS

A review of the current and projected operational environments, development trends and potential
future capabilities indicates an expanding frontier complex In scope which will pose a continuing
challenge to materials/design research in the future.
The flight regimes shown by the altitude-velocity plot of Figure 1 (1) include areas of
sustained flight, those considered feasible for future sustained alrbreathing flight, and the
broad corridor potentially available for boost glide or lifting reentry flight. Almost all flight
experience to date has been confined to the subsonic regime - small solid portion; however, the
area up to 50,000 feet and 2,000 feet per second has also been utilized for extensive operational
military flying. Experience in the expanded envelope shown for current sustained flight has been
gained with only a few aircraft, such as the B-57D, U-2, XB-70, and SR-71. Potential expansion of
this regime by ramjets, scramjets, or mixed cycle engines is shown up to speeds of 12,000 feet per
second. To date, only a few ramjet missiles and the X-15 have probed this regime. Expansion to
even higher speeds has been studied but is currently speculative. The glide and lifting reentry
regime has been probed by the X-15, ASSET, and PRIME flights. While total flight time above Mach 3
is limited to relatively few hours, significant progress has been made in developing the needed
technologies through those flight programs, the X-20 (DynaSoar) development, NASA research efforts
and contractor programs. Numerous studies of boost glide systems, reusable launch vehicles, and
lifting reentry spacecraft have examined potential system capabilities, the structural development,
and material research requiring emphasis. Although many orbital launches and several eminently
successful manned reentry flights have been made, much remains to be accomplished in these areas.
On this Flight Regimes Figure - Figure 2 - there are superimposed the dynamic pressures and the
equilibrium temperatures for the lower surface skins five feet aft of the leading edge of the
lifting surface in order to indicate the magnitude of the induced environments encountered by the
flight vehicles in the various portions of the flight regimes.

;

Progress as indicated by these Flight Regimes figures and the trends depicted by Figures 3
through 7 forecast the expanding frontier, scope, and complexity with which the materials specialist
must cope.
Figure 3 shows the trends in design speed over the past twenty years while Figure 4 shows the
trends in design gross weight over the same time span. A simple projection of the maximum gross
weight trend indicates that, if the trend continues, we shall have the million pound airplane by
1980.
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A relacively new environmental phenomenon Is that 01 aonlc fatigue which la Induced by the high
proportion of the energies In the exhausts of the propulsion systems or In high speed flows that
are converted to noise of sufficient Intensity to faU the structure and to degrade the performance
of aquipmant and the crew. The awlft Increase of this noise environment with time Is presented In
Figure 5. Simple physical considerations Indicate that near field noise for limited areas of VTOL
vchlclca can reach 170 decibels caused by the doubling of noise sound pressure levels by full ground
reflection.
Shown In Figure 6 (2) Is the trend In alrframe materials application which la Influenced by the
loading Intensities, the environmental effects, the Improvement of the materials' characteristics,
manufacturing capabilities and costs.
The universal yardstick for measuring structural efficiency has been the structural weight
fraction (Xg), or the ratio of the atructural weight to the take-off gross weight. In the 1938
edition of their Airplane Structures. Niles and Newell noted that
"structural weight of
landplanes varies from 25 to 35 percent of the total". The trend, slightly downward in this measure
of efficiency, as shown in Figure 7, is a tribute to the designers who in the face of the requirement
for the increased complexity and the more severe operational environment (Figures 2 through 6) have
been able to make such an improvement possible partially through the use of Improved materials but
primarily through new design concepts. The only alrframe that apparently does not comply with the
trend la one which not only incorporates most of the features which tend to increase the structural
weight but also la of a size never before attempted in airplane design and is the only one - since
it haa only recently flown - which has not benefited from potential growth.
The reduction of the structural weight fraction is one of the most significant means of increasing
aircraft operational efficiency. Since pay loads vary from 2 to 30X of the gross weight, depending
on fuel load, flight distance requirements, and vehicle type; the reduction of the structural fraction
by 40Z could result in sizable increases in the payload fraction, 25X in one case and 40031 in another;
for example.
And structural weight savings of this magnitude will be attainable by the utilization of the new
materials and design concepts to be discussed later.
Prior to investigating the influence of new materials on aircraft design a review of existing
materials and materials development programs will be made in order to establish a basis for
comparison. An example of the materials employed in a recant aircraft design by type and fabrication process is shown in Figure 8 (3).
3.

MATERIALS REVIEW
3.1

Aluminum

Aluminum alloys are the backbone of many aerospace vehicle structures and provide the designer
with a broad spectrum of materials properties. In general, aluminum alloys suffer from three
primary deficiencies, namely low fracture toughness, stress corrosion susceptibility and poor
weldability, in various degrees, at high strength depending upon alloy composition and heat treatment.
These problems are being attacked and advances have occurred in the development of improved
stress corrosion resistant alloys by the use of new thermal treatments such as overaging to the
T73 condition. The 7075 and 7079 plate and forging alloys in the overaged T73 condition have
largely replaced the higher strength tempers because the improved stress corrosion resistance is
more valuable than the 12 to IS percent loss in strength. For large parts procedures for selective
overaging of the stress corrosion critical areas are being developed. Development efforts on alloy
additions which will provide the requisite stress corrosion resistance and the higher strength are
being vigorously pursued.
A large inventory of alloys exists with wide latitude for trade-offs in material properties.
It is anticipated, however, that only modest increases in strength will be attained, but significant
improvements will be made in welded Joint strengths, ductility, fatigue and stress corrosion
resistance.

3.2

Titanium

Titanium has been established as a prime flight vehicle structural material having been used
in the P-100 (Aft fuselage), the XB-70 (fuselage), the Mercury (Heat shingles) and the SR-71 as
well as in commercial aircraft. Titanium alloys in the alpha, alpha-beta and beta phases exhibit
a wide range of desirable physical properties with the beta alloys having the highest yield strength
with high elongation and the alpha alloys having a wider temperature range of good ductility and
toughneas.

if

Requirements for sustained operation at cryogenic temperature, as well a moderately-hightemperatures, will result in the wide application of titanium to such structures, as it shows
definite strength and ductility advantage in both areas. It is possible to achieve high strength/
weight ratios with titanium alloys, and the lighter weight permits increased geometrical cross
section for a given weight, resulting in superior performance under compressive buckling. Titanium
is resistant to atmospheric and aalt water corrosion and completely compatible with most common
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fuel« and oxidlsera. In addition, titanium alloys are fabrlcable, many are weldable and they
generally provide good fatigue properties.
A wide variety of alloys are available for use over the temperature range from -423 to 950oF.
Research Is aimed at developing a stable alloy for extended use up to 1200oF and In Improving the
strength, ductility, fracture toughness and stress corrosion of current materials.
In 1966, however. Titanium Metal» Corp. of America reported that total mill product shipments
were only 12,000 tons - approximately 14 percent briow the previous year - and substantially below
the expanded Industry capacity.
3.3

Steels

Steels have found and will continue to find a wide application In the aerospace vehicles because
of their ready availability In many forms and shapes, ease of fabrication, wide range of physical
properties, low costs and broad base of applied knowledge concerning their application, wide range
In temperature capabilities, and the intensive research performed by almost all industries to Improve
their properties.
Maraging steels are a new family of alloys which possess a combination of high strength and
fracture toughness that cannot be achieved with current high strength, low-alloy steels and should
find wide application. Two deficiencies in these alloys are low fracture toughness in weldments
and delamlnatlon in thick sections which must be overcome.
Air Force Material Laboratory (AFML) research has produced a martensltlc high strength, high
temperature, corrosion resistant steel known as AFC-77. This steel,which is the strongest of the
current metals, can be used to replace more costly superalloys below 1200oF as well as to replace
ferrltic stainless steels when higher strength and Improved oxidation lesistance are required.
Alloys with a wide range of properties are available. Current effort is directed at Increasing
the reliability of available steels by improving their toughness and resistance to environmentallyinduced delayed-fallure mechanisms such as stress corrosion cracking, hydrogen stress cracking and
surface adsorption effects.
3.4

Beryllium

Beryllium is finding its place, although a limited one, in the structures of launch and space
vehicles. The properties which make this material so attractive to flight vehicle structures are
its high modulus of elasticity, low density, high melting point, good thermal conductivity, and
high thermal capacity. The biggest single deterent to the wide spread application of this material
in the aerospace industry has been its Inherent brittleness. Alloying with aluminum has produced
Improved ductility but at a sacrifice of other properties.
This Inherent deficiency has now been accepted and has resulted in Increased studies of "design
with brittle materials". Current advanced development programs are directed toward determining the
extent of possible application of beryllium in both primary structure and propulsion systems. These
results will influence the degree of future use.
Beryllium is commercially available, and future effort will be concentrated on Increasing its
reliability and reproduclbility by control of purity and production processes.
3.5

Superalloys

Alloys of nickel and cobalt are available for high temperature applications and have been
utilized extensively in gas turbine engines and high performance aircraft structures because of
their good strength and oxidation resistance in the temperature range 1200-1800oF.
The discovery that the addition of thoria particles to nickel and cobalt produced increased
stability at high temperature promises significant advancement in superalloys. The use of this
dispersion strengthening mechanism together with alloying elements such as chrominum and molybdenum
have resulted in experimental alloys with improved <i:rength and oxidation resistance at temperatures
up to 2200oF at low to moderate stress levels. Developnent of oxidation resistant coatings is in
progress and will be essential for long-time component integrity.
Conventional alloys are available for use up to 1800oF for structural and propulsion applications.
Continuing research is expected to produce further increases in strength and oxidation resistance
by dispersion strengthening and alloying to permit higher temperature operational levels.
A new superalloy, Rene' 95, has been developed for the AFML. This new alloy has exceptionally
high strength in the intermediate temperature range - tensile yield 190,000 psl at 1000oF - which
will provide an estimated 25 percent savings in weight ir turbine engine compressor discs.
3.6

Refractory Metals

Columblum, molybdenum, tantalum and tungsten, because of their high temperature melting points
and their strength capabilities above the temperature limits of the superalloys, have been exploited
for use in radiative heat shields, rocket nozzles and structural elements In hypersonic cruise and
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reentry vehicles. Their prlmnry limitation 1H poor oxidation reslstance at hl^h temperature
requiring a protective routing. Many of the cnrly difficultleH In procesalnR, forming, fabrlcatInR and Joining theHe materials have bt-i'n iwercomc, Ttie feuHlhlllty of ualnR and reusing columblum
and molybdenum In reentry structure has been proven by t it' ASSET fllghtfi. Tungsten has shown Its
merit as a rocket nozzle Insert and In high temperature fasteners.
Alloys, with protective coatings, are available for use up to 3000oF. Continued Investigation
of alloying additions *nd strengthening mechanisms will provide Improvements In mechanical
properties at temperatures, with emphasis on columblum due to Its versatility for a wide variety
of applications; and tantalum because of its ease of fabrication and weldablllty.
3.7

Coatings

Coatings to protect refractory metals from oxidation at high temperature are mandatory. Coating systems have been developed which afford protection from one hour to one hundred hours dependent
upon the alloy, temperature and environment. Coating development for the refractory metals can best
be described as at the advanced laboratory state, ranging from seml-coiranerclal coatings for molybdenum; through pilot-work on columblum; to promising developments for tantalum and tungsten.
The development of fused slurry slliclde coating systems has provided a quantum jump in coated
refractory metal alloy life. Fifty or more reuses of reentry vehicle heat shield applications art
now possible.
3.8

Ablatives

Ablative materials, which have alleviated the thermal problem in hypersonic flight, have a
number of inherent advantages such as; light weight, low cost, ease of fabrication, passive in
operation, resistant to high heat fluxes, insulate substructure, and no upper limit to service
temperature. Among their limitations, which are few, are decreased efficiency with long
exposure time, out gassing in vacuum, and susceptibility to mechanical damage.
The large number of materials which have been developed for ablative uses have been utilized
in a homogeneous state or as a composite material. Homogeneous materials Include: epoxy,
phenolic, polyamlde, polyurethane, polytetraflouroethylene and pyrolyzed resins. The composite
materials are further classified as reinforced plastics - organic or inorganic resins containing
various reinforcing agents, filled plastics, organic or inorganic resins containing powdered
fillers, and Internally ablative plastics - low temperature ablating resin In a charred resin
matrix, charring resins impregnated with a subliming endothermlc salt, low-temperature ablating
resin in a porous ceramic matrix.
Although the current ablative materials have performed well efforts are underway to: provide
low modulus polymers by adding plasticizers to the basic polymer, extending the polymer chain, or
copolymerizing the resin with other elastomerlcs polymers; Improve the char strength of phenolic
resins by increasing the carbon content of the phenollcs by copolymerlzation; increase the
molecular weight of moldable polyphenylenes. Improve their thermosetting characteristics, provide
new curing agents; and develop organoboron resins as ablative materials.
3.9

Filament Composites

The previously discussed materials have made and will continue to make possible significant
evolutionary advances in aircraft design. The filament composites which are the subject of this
section will provide for revolutionary advances in aircraft design because of their high strength,
great stiffness and low densities.
Glass fiber reinforced plastics have long been used for secondary structures, radomes,
antennas, pressure vessels, fluid containers and rocket motor cases. They are characterized
as having excellent fatigue life, high strength to weight ratios and as being non-corrosive.
In addition, they can be "tailor-made" to specifically meet various loading and environmental
conditions. Initial efforts with these materials had been based on glass filaments or cloth as
the reinforcing agent in phenolic, silicone or epoxy resin matrices.
Recent advances in both reinforcements such as boron and carbon filaments and In matrix
materials such as polylmide and polybenzlmidizole resins will create a completely new set of
materials and with a vastly increased scope of applications. Reinforcement of ceramic and
metal matrices is also being accomplished In order to produce higher strength to weight,
temperature resistant and shock resistant composite materials.
A broad and expanding base of composite technology for structural applications currently
exists. Present studies and manufacturing technology programs are directed to analysis, design
and fabrication efforts to more fully explore and extend the application and use of conventional
composites. Advanced composites are being rapidly exploited by the development of engineering
materials and hardware demonstration.
A summary of material usage ratings and costs Is contained in Table 1 (4).
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4.

APPLICATION PROGRAMS
4.1

Beryllium

To acquire necessary test and operational experience and to provide confidence which will lead
to applications exploiting beryllium's very favorable high strength-to-weight and modulus of
elastlclty-to-welght ratios, high thermal conductivity and specific heat, two programs were undertaken to provide design data and structural concepts, to Improve production and processing
techniques, and to perform evaluation tests.
In the first program the contractor (3) designed, produced and tested two box beams to the
requirements of an aerospace plane type vehicle. The wing box structures were designed for
operation In the -6S0F to 500°? temperature range with representative external loading conditions.
The first of these boxes failed at 1561 of limit load In a section approximately two Inches
outboard of the root fitting with the initial failure attributed to a local compressive Instability
In the upper surface skin and stringers. The test temperature was -6S0F. The second of these
boxes failed at ISO* of limit load for maximum temperature gradients at a significant time after
application of a maximum temperature gradient. The failure was initiated by a post buckling shear
type failure in the outer panel front spar web when the stabilizing tensile stresses in the web
began to decrease with the decrease in temperature gradient.
In the second program, the contractor (A) designed, produced and tested a rudder for the F-4C
airplane. The rudder. Figure 9 (4), consists of all beryllium parts aft of the hinge line with
the exception of the aluminum honeycomb core, the mechanical fasteners, and some shear clips. The
core and fasteners are not available in beryllium, and the cost of the clips was considered too
high for the weight saved. No attempt was made to utilize beryllium forward of the hinge line
because a portion of the weight saved would only have been placed back into the balance weights.
This rudder, which resulted in an overall weight saving of 40Z (37.5 pounds versus 63.03 pounds
f
or aluminum), has satisfactorily passed all test requirements for: (1) balance weight fatigue 50,000 cycles at 40g; (2) a rolling pull-out flight condition in which both the fin and rudder
supported 150% of the limit load; and (3) full available actuator hinge moment condition with the
airload cp at 30Z of the chord.
Two tests were conducted for condition number 3. The first test was discontinued at 150Z of
the limit load. Since the aluminum rudder had previously sustained 225X of the limit load, a
second test of the beryllium rudder was performed in order to obtain a direct comparison. At 20SZ
of limit load a crack occurred at the forward end of the trailing edge lower closure rib. However,
the applied load did not fall off as a result of this crack. The test was, therefore, continued
to 250% of limit load without further incident.
This rudder was subsequently Installed in the Sonic Fatigue Facility at WPAFB and sustained 12
hours of test at 150db and 10 hours of 153db without serious consequences but experienced a sonic
fatigue failure in the lower torque box skins and ribs after 45 minutes exposure to 156db. An
x-ray taken prior to sonic testing indicated the presence of a crack in a rib web to flange radius
which was the result of the static testing. Subsequent x-rays taken at 4, 8, 12, 16, 19 and 22
hours showed the growth of this crack and additional damage. This performance exceeded the requirements. After completion of the sonic tests, a residual strength test for the loading of condition
3 was conducted. The rudder, In the damaged condition, momentarily supported 200% of the limit
load.
In order to further evaluate this material and to prove its adequacy for combat aircraft,
surplus small panels were subjected to gunfire tests with satisfactory results.
Based on the successes of this program another beryllium rudder was fabricated for flight test
evaluation which was started In May 1968.
While performing a rolling pull out maneuvering In the tenth hour of the flight testing, the
pilot lost control as the result of the aircraft becoming roll-yaw coupled and two 360° rolls were
made before the pilot gained control. The strains recorded during this Inadvertent maneuver
indicated that both the fin and rudder were subjected to loads in excess of design. The rudder,
in fact, was permanently buckled (12 Inches long, 5 Inches wide and .04 inches deep) on the right
side with the buckle extending diagonally down from the lower hinge. Since no other damage was
Incurred and since the buckle did not detract from the ability of the rudder to support the design
loads, flight testing was continued. At the time of this report (1 May 69) fifty three hours and
eighteen minutes of flight time have been accumulated without further incident.
Studies made in conjunction with this program have shown that an additional significant savings
of 770 pounds out of 2240 pounds could be made in the basic F-4C alrframe by substituting beryllium
for aluminum, titanium anJ steel - Figure 10 (7), and that savings up to 75% could be made In the
control surfaces of Mach 3 aircraft.
The weight savings predicted for the main landing gear brakes, as indicated on this figure,
have been verified by the contractor who successfully flight tested the brake discs on two F-4
aircraft. Another Interesting application in a brake system Is that for the C-5A. In this system
both the stator and rotor discs on all twenty four wheels were designed for beryllium at a weight
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■avlngs of 1S00 pounds for the airplane.
A.2

Dispersion Strengthened Metals

In order to efficiently and effectively bridge the gap In materials application between the
superalloys and the refractory alloys In the 1A000F to 2400oF range, exploitation of the good
strength and Inherent oxidation resistance of dispersion strengthened metals (DSM), both nickel
and cobalt based,has been Initiated. A three phased effort is underway to determine representative
structural components of future vehicles which could advantageously utilize these materials,
establish materials acceptance requirements and develop engineering design data. To date, the more
promising structural configurations have been selected, structural design data developed, preproduction components fabricated and tested, an aircraft component designed, and efficiency studies
initiated.
4.3

Refractories

The refractory metals, which have high melting points, high-temperature strength, high thermal
conductivity and low thermal expansion, will be the basic materials for heat shields and primary
hot struotute for hypersonic cruise vehicles and high L/D reentry vehicles. Unfortunately, these
materials oxidize rapidly, are expensive, are difficult to fabricate and are extremely low in
specific strength.
Much has been learned, however, from the several flight vehicle development programs that have
provided structural material systems design concepts, manufacturing methods and design data for
hypersonic flight vehicles utilizing the super-alloys, refractory metals, and ablators. Notable
among these were the: X-20 (DynaSoar), ASSET, ASCEP and the PRIME reentry vehicles. Several
advanced development programs now underway will provide supplementary data. Materials and types
of construction for two of these programs are shown In Figures 11 and 12 (8, 9). Notable contributions made by these programs to the structural materials areas of processing, fabrication, and
testing of:
REFRACTORY ALLOYS
CERAMICS
SUPERALLOYS
CYROGENIC INSULATION

REFRACTORY ALLOY COATINGS
REFRACTORY ALLOY FASTENERS
HIGH TEMPERATURE INSULATION
BRAZING ALLOYS

Much more must be learned about the processing, joining, coating and long term characteristics

of these most interesting materials prior to their utilization in manned flight vehicles.
4.A

Composites

Recognizing the need for a concerted effort in order to gain engineering design data, to develop
hardware, to establish manufacturing techniques and machinery, and to instill confidence in the
technical community for these materials as well as to Insure its earliest possible application in
aircraft design; the Air Force Materials Laboratory initiated an Advanced Development Program to
accomplish those objectives for Advanced Filament Composites.
Fundamental phases of the program provide for the simultaneous investigation of the composites
on the micro, macro, and engineering levels with the efforts directed by both materials and
structures engineers.
The tremendous advantages of filament composites are readily apparent from the data contained
in Table 2.
The initial phases of this program Included the fabrication of a number of representative
structural components for aircraft, helicopters, reentry vehicles and turbine engines.
For aircraft application two identical 5 foot x 5 foot load bearing components from the
stabilizer of the F-lll were designed, fabricated, and tested. These components, which utilized
boron-epoxy skins, full depth honeycomb core, fiber-glass closure spars along each edge, and
titanium end fittings, were determined by test to be one percent stiffer under supersonic loadings
and four percent stiffer under subsonic loadings than the design requirements. One component was
statically tested to destruction at 133S of the limit loading (89% ultimate). The other component
was successfully exposed to four life times of the fatigue spectrum and then static tested to
destruction. This component failed at 113% of limit load (75% ultimate). Both failures occurred
in the attachment of the composite structure to the titanium end fitting.
This program demonstrated that the computerized design techniques established for the program
are adequate for hardware design, that adequate controls can be attained for the hand layup technique of fabrication, and that a projected weight payoff of 32% can be achieved.
In another alrframe structural
the T-39 center box were designed,
components - 24 inches x 16 Inches
skin with aluminum honeycomb core.

component program, two identical wing boxes representative of
fabricated and tested by North American Rockwell. These
x 6 Inches - Included upper and lower plates of boron-epoxy
fiberglass and stainless steel test attachment fittings.

The first box was static tested to destruction with failure occurring at 90% of limit load
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(60X ultimate). This failure, which occurred well below the design requirements, was attributed
to the extreme difference In stiffness between the specimen and the steel test fittings which
resulted In excessive shear stresses.
The second box was fatigue tested and successfully attained three life times of the service
load spectrum, but failed two-thirds through the fourth life time.
The results of this program highlighted the Importance of matching the design stiffneas in the
boron-epoxy to metal attachment areas.
Three major helicopter rotor blade components were designed, fabricated and tested by Boeing
Vertol. The first, a 28 Inch section of the UH-1F tail rotor constructed of boron-epoxy sklne,
trailing edge and spar cap with an aluminum honeycomb core and a stainless steel leading edge
erosion cap, proved to be 36Z stiffer in bending, 41% stlffer in torsion, and 20Z lighter than its
aluminum counterpart. The second, a 6 foot representative section of a main rotor blade, was made
entirely of boron-epoxy and fatigue tested in the free - free beam mode. The failure which occurred
after only 81,400 cycles was attributed to poor fabrication techniques which allowed a 30X void
filled composite material to be produced. The third, a main rotor root end component, was fatigue
tested through five million cycles of the fatigue load without failure.
In addition to these laboratory test programs, a functional flight test program is currently
being performed on the F-lll airplane on a wing lower surface air deflection door S^ feet x 1 foot
with boron-epoxy skin and full depth honeycomb core, a wing panel and an aft main landing gear door.
Other programs, which exploit this new material system, are currently in the planning phase. Of
particular interest is the boron-epoxy F-4 rudder being developed by the contractor as a part of
his Independent Research and Development program which will provide a basis for comparison with the
aluminum and beryllium rudders.
A second F-lll horizontal stabilizer program was initiated to make a more extensive application
of filament composites. This stabilizer utilizes a full depth honeycomb sandwich with boron epoxy
skins with 0° i 45° fiber orientation. The weight saving in this application arounted to 25 per
cent overall but to 60 per cent for the boron members only.
In addition to these laboratory test programs, functional flight test programs are currently
being performed on:
F-lll
Wing Trailing Edge Panel
Aluminum
16.3 pounds
Boron
14.0 pounds
Sandwich Structure with boron face sheets with 90° t 30° orientation
Flown for 2 years with no visible degradation
F-lll
Landing Gear Door
Aluminum
20.8 pounds
Boron
17.3 pounds
Sandwich Structure with boron face sheets
Flown for 2 years with no visible degradation
F-4

Rudder
Aluminum
64.0 pounds
Boron
40.0 pounds
Sandwich Structure with boron face sheets with
0° ± 45° orientation (Torslonal critical)

A-4 Flap

Aluminum
21.6 pounds
Boron
16.9 pounds
Carbon
13.2 pounds
Sandwich Structure with boron face sheets 0°, 90° t 45° orientation,
(Deflection critical)

F-S

F-5 Landing Gear Door
Aluminum
17.5 pounds
Boron
1? 4 pounds
Sandwich Structure bturi face sheets 0°, 90° t 45° orientation,
(Stiffness critical)

F-5

Leading Edge
Carbon

Except for the new F-lll horizontal stabilizer program weight saving was not the motivating
factor behind these programs. The primary goal had been, as mentioned previously, to gain
engineering design data, to develop hardware, to establish manufacturing techniques and machinery
and to Instill confidence In these materials. That these goals have been attained can be attested
to by the fact that boron epoxy structures are being developed for: the C-5A leading edge slats,
the F-4 rudder and the F-14 horizontal stabilizer.
5.

DESIGN CONCEPTS
In order to improve the performance of the structural materials available the designer has
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developed means for more effectively utilizing the mechanical properties of the materials by
Improving joining and attachment techniques and methods, by utilizing cross sectional shapes which
more efficiently utilize the material employed or by utilizing materials with different properties
in such a manner as to exploit only those outstanding qualities desired.
Currently, design concepts which show promise for the future are the extensive use of welding
for joining and attaching, particularly the use of electron beam welding which has llttl» effect
upon the material's properties and which can weld very thick sections in a single pass; the use of
diffusion bonding which offers even greater advantages than welding as there is no degradation of
the material's properties, there is no need for excess material nor space required for joining and
the pieces to be joined may be so oriented as to take full advantage of their best properties (no
«rain flow or low short transverse properties for forgings); and the use of laminated structural
'■. mbers in which thin gage, high strength sheets are bonded together to form not only a much
stronger unit but one which has greater resistance to crack propagation and sonic fatigue.
6.

MATERIAL INFLUENCES

The major direct influence that a new material can exercise on aircraft design is that of
saving weight *,'t the basic airframe. A saving that may then be reflected as improved performance Increased range, higher cruise altitude, improved take-off and landing characteristics - greater
payload or a smaller aircraft to accomplish a given mission.
A preliminary estimation of the weight saving potential of a new material can be made by a
weight merit factor which consists of the ratio of that specific mechanical property - mechanical
property divided by the density - for the loading state being evaluated for the base material to
the new material.
Examples of these weight merit factor parameters are: Ftu/p tension, FCy/p local buckling,
E^/p general instability, E1'3^) lateral deflection or shear buckling where: Ftu is the ultimate
tensile stress, FCy is the compressive yield stress, E is Young's Modulus and p is the density.
Table 2 (10, 11) contains a listing of the specific properties for representative structural
materials at room temperature. An item to note is that no one material is outstanding in all
factors.
This method of estimating potential weight savings is for those instances in which the load is
transmitted over the same distance by geometrically similar structures.
In conducting these influence studies it Is necessary to consider not only the already delineated strength and stability factors but also the potential gains or losses due to fatigue, stress
corrosion, fracture toughness, joining effectiveness and minimum gage requirements.
Figure 13 (10, 11) is a plot of specific strength - Ftu/p - for several candidate materials
plotted against temperature. Also noted on the ordinate are the Mach numbers which generate lower
surface equilibrium temperatures of those magnitudes. The Mach numbers and the associated temperatures are plotted in this case to emphasize the fact that, for high speed aircraft, once the
structural material is selected the upper limit of the aircraft's speed capability is established.
AD item of even greater note, however, is the relatively low position of aluminum - the current
b».' ' material of aircraft construction - in comparison to steel and titanium. A fact that can be
««;V4iDed by cost, acceptance, machine tool availability and the presence of a large labor pool.
Al. of *•".■ sh mitigate against a change in materials except for those components such as engine
bays, pylons, cowlings, and aircraft when the operational temperature is above the limit for the
successful application of aluminum. In most of these Instances titanium has been successfully
employed C.» not only make the component or airplane possible but to also provide a weight savings
of 10 M £6 percent.

Ber/lU.um offers evei. greater potential and, in fact, is the best of all the metals. And when
the spiecKii modulus (E/p) is considered the margin is even greater. Beryllium hasn't seen wider
struttutil application other than in the Minuteman interstage, Agena and C-5A brakes because of a
lack 'sf ductility. Its toxiclty, high cost and lack of confidence in its suitability.
i .-. thtie failure modes which are not directly associated with strength or for resizing
p. ^K-e«. i: is necessary to compare the materials or structural design concepts by means of a
■ .»•• Cur«1. Index which characterizes the relationship between strength and size that is common to
•n 5iUi«« ^laily of structures obtained by the dimensional similitude transformation.

1

• w'j le of material and design concept effectiveness in weight saving is shown in Figure
14 (12).
Figure i - (12) indicates the potential reduction in the take-off gross weight versus the percentage of titaniuni utilization in the structure for a fixed size aircraft and a resized aircraft
in which the original performance functions of wing loading, thrust to weight ratio and fuel
fraction were held constant.
The materials with the greatest potential for structural weight saving and consequently the
greatest potential for performance Improvement are tlv! filament composites. For, in addition to
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their great specific strengths and stiffness, they possess the capacity of bulng "tailored" to
Ideally transmit the required loadings with maximum efficiency. It Is these materials which will
also present to the designer the greatest of all challenges because their outstanding potential
for weight saving will require more precise definition of all loading conditions, an Increased
understanding of their engineering characteristics and an Increase in the ability of the designer
to "tailor" the material to the design conditions.
For a combat aircraft where even a small performance improvement can well make the difference
between having a positive win/loss ration because of the "S" shaped curve of military effectiveness
versus performance and where the growth factor Is In the order of ten to one, the effective application of new materials Is essential.
7.

PROBLEMS IN THE EARLY APPLICATION OF NEW MATERIALS

In the preceding sections the trends In aircraft operation and design were noted and discussed,
the developments in new and Improved materials were highlighted and the potential Improvements in
performance were outlined. It must be noted, however, that the introduction of new and/or Improved
materials - Figure 6 - into aircraft design requires an inordinately long period of time, If, Indeed,
it Is accomplished at all.
Associated with Improved performance Is the requirement for additional materials data and more
data particularly as related to real time data for supersonic and hypersonic aircraft or even long
life subsonic aircraft.
Why In this era of increased emphasis on and formalized tools for management to reduce the time
required to develop aircraft does such a situation exist?
Explanations range from too costly to lack of confidence, inadequate or inexperienced labor
pool, limited production sources or suppliers, or offsetting materials characteristics. All of
which are true and reasonable, to a degree. Moreover, the situation Itself - the greatly reduced
development time and the warrantee requirements within the contract - forces the designer to stay
with proven state-of-the-art materials.
Another and equally Important reason does exist, however. In the form of a lack of communication
and understanding between the materials specialists and the designer. As a result, new alloys are
developed or certain mechanic properties of a material are Improved for a specific application without a thorough understanding of the critical parameters with the ultimate result being the failure
of the part or component In service. For example, the emphasis on Improved ultimate tensile
strength without regard to fatigue or the high strength forging materials with high susceptibility
to stress corrosion.
Problems such as these. In conjunction with other service failures and the demand for increased
reliability have resulted in the designer placing so many and so stringent demands upon the
materials specialists that it is virtually impossible to obtain all of the required data in the
10 to 15 years required to Introduce a new material into the production cycle much less in the
4 year aircraft development time.
8.

CONCLUSIONS

It is concluded that there are many materials available whirh, if applied, could exert a considerable Influence on the performance of a military aircraft t it that they are being withheld for
numerous reasons, the most likely being that of cost effectiveness.
The only solution to this dilemma is the improvement of communications and a better understanding of these requirements between the materials specialist and the designer who will then set up a
program^ modest in scope but sufficient in detail, to enable f> new material to transition from a
laboratory curiosity to development hardware to aircraft components with the proper data in the
correct amount being obtained for each phase of the development. To guide both the designer in
his quest for materials with improved properties mission analysis/parametric trade studies should
be made to determine those mechanical and physical properties of the materials which, if they can
be Improved, would have the greatest potential payoff and their physical limitations.
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AIRFRAME SYSTEMS DESIGN EVALUATION

LAWRENCE P. GREENE
North American Rockwell Corporation*
El Segundo, California

SUMMARY
A general view of the compromises a designer must make In aircraft subsystems to achieve the correct
and optimum effectiveness of the total aircraft system Is presented. The emphasis Is directed at
resolution of problems relating to flight mechanics functions. It Is Intended to Identify the contribution an Imaginative systems designer can make to an effective flying machine, which In turn is
recognized to be one of the necessary assets of military aircraft.
The essence of any successful design is the understanding the proponents of each associated discipline exercises when dealing with others of the design team. Examples of design ingenuity are
shown to illustrate some of the areas whore Innovation provided reasonable answers to otherwise
troublesome problems. General observations of the requirements Imposed on supporting alrframe
systems are developed, with particular attention to control system options, power sources, environmental problems, and total system dependability,
INTRODUCTION
For Aeronautical Generations, the old cliches about a designer's dream vehicle has been a Joke with
a very pointed meaning. The Importance of "true" optimization is upon us and optimization takes
different forms. Now, it is several talents, several disciplines working together to produce a
really useful machine. Aeronautical engineers used to get locked into their own discipline — then
gradually they began to realize that the old quote about "if you put enough power on it, you can fly
a barn door" was not enough. It is no longer enough to Just fly, the Job now is to fly well, to
develop the best compromise.
A military preliminary designer today knows that he must exercise many tradeoffs between the "best
of one disciple and the best combination. Today, It must be worth it. It is the Intention of the
author to identify examples of the values that are realized in making a good design a_ great design.
Many times the success or failure of a design rests In the hands of a man who is an Imaginative,
innovative designer, without whom, the great "breakthrough" in scientific application will be a
hollow thesis. He may not be a scientist but it Is his Ingenuity that makes the Idea live.
DISCUSSION
The great designs, however, are the culmination of a set of challenges that produce something that
is not Just "old hat". It is "way out". That great design is not the greatest power plant, aerodynamic design, structure or system but the greatest combination. It is the product of a group
that surpass themselves and produce something that is Just a little, but an Important, bit better
than their competition.
Some of the most demanding of design trades are involved in the application of the "same old stuff".
Here in the mechanical, electrical, and fluid power systems are the frequently unsung innovative
efforts which contribute promlnantly to a great flying machine. The design conditions are often
demanding, the operating environment challenging, and here are the opportunities for system failure,
for poor servlreablllty, for missing peak performance.
The trades are well recognized; weight or simplicity versus performance, serviceability and accessibility versus performance, complexity and redundancy versus safety, etc. The preliminary designer
trying to get the maximum out of his particular combination of payload/range requirements, speed/
altitude/acceleration spectrum calls upon the system designer for help.
An exotic aircraft of a few year& ago was designed to explore the unknown of speeds of 4,000 miles
an hour at altitudes that qualified its pilots us astronauts (over 50 miles high). For the complex!!;
of the system, the preliminary design specification was a masterpiece of simplicity, (Figure 1)
The vehicles objective was to explore the unknown, achieve a speed of Mach 6, reach an altitude of
250,000 feet and make the structure tolerate a skin temperature of 1200oF, Except for the subjective quality of the unknown which pervaded everything, no two of these requirements could be achieved
simultaneously. It was recognized during the preliminary design that every discipline would be
stretched to the maximum.
The vertical tall configuration was an example oi several component design requirements being met
with a unique combination. The directional stability requirement was most difficult to meei. at the
high Mach numbers; very effective speed brakes were required for speed control. Directional control
was required to be excellent at all Mach numbers and minimum weight was required. A relieving factor
was that drag was relatively unimportant for the mission.
^Author is now Director, Civil Aviation R&D, Office of the Secretary, Dept. of Transportation.
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These combined requirements resulted In the vertical tall configuration shown on Figure 1. The airfoil section was a 10 degree wedge. The wedge with Its blunt aft end would not have been acceptable
if drag had been an Important consideration. However, the wedge section does Increase the surface
lift curve slope at hypersonic Mach numbers, Just where the vertical stabilizer contribution to
directional stability was needed most. Figure 2 shows the directional stability parameter Cni. with
the vertical tall off, with a diamond shaped vertical stabilizer, and with a wedge shaped vertical
stabilizer, as measured In early wind tunnel tests. (As a matter of interest, the final configuration did exhibit positive levels of Cnn throughout its Mach number range rather than inuirai .stability shown for this early wind tunnel model.) It can be seen that the wedge airfoil sfrtUni did
provide a significant Increase in the vertical stabilizer contribution to CnR. A simlhir iiariati«.in vertical stabilizer effectiveness, Acnx , was also realized.
Figure 2 also shows an Increase in directional stability when the speed brakes were opened. This
was a desirable feature, in that it provided a readily available means of increasing directional
stability, sho.ild it be desired. The speed brakes In this location also provided the required drag
Increase throughout the airplane's flight envelope, and a minimum input to the airplane's longitudinal characteristics.
The configuration was attractive only when a satisfactory structural arrangement was
Figure 3 shows the general arrangement. The wedge airfoil section provided adequate
movable stabilizers torque tube, and the speed brake actuator was located within the
aft of the torque tube.
Thus an unusual vertical tall configuration was evolved to
liar requirements of the world's first hypersonic airplane. But in doing so, it put
demands on the hydraulic system.

found.
space for the
wedge section,
meet the pecusome real

The hydraulic system consists of two completely separate, airless, modified type III, 3,000 pai
systems operating in parallel. Only the flight control surfaces are driven hydraullcally, as there
is no utility system. The operating temperature range of the equipment, lines, and fittings is
from -650F to 400°F. The main problems encountered in the design of this system are due to the
extreme temperature and vibration conditions. These problems made it necessary to find a new hydraulic fluid, new seals, new materials, better methods of fabrication, installation, and contamination
control, and tighter "quality" controls.
In order to establish temperature requirements for the hydraulic equipment, an analysis, based on
the high-altitude maximum-speed mission which appeared to cause the most severe heat problem, was
made. It was calculated that if the temperature of the hydraulic fluid was maintained at approximately -20^ at take-off time (Fig. 4), it would rise to O'F during captive flight, reach SO'F
during the five minute warmup period, and 300°F to 400°F during the last eight minutes of free
flight. In addition, there would be an estimated 22 minutes of soak after landing. For IS flights
of this type, the total time that the system would be at or near 400°F would be about 7.5 hours.
All the hydraulic equipment was designed on the basis of these data, together with low temperature
(-65°F) and proper transient-condition considerations. Considerably more hours of usage are available at lower temperatures as determined by testing.
Many fluids were considered and those most likely to meet the requliements were tested, and comparisons made. Viscosity at 400<>F was considered very critical in that this property, if too low, would
reduce the volumetric efficiency of the pump and also would allow for excessive leakage iu our
valves, so that Increased pump output would be required, and this in turn would cause system fluid
temperatures to be elevated. Lubricity was considered a very Important factor in that the operation
of the hydraulic pump, especially at 400°F, is the "heart" of the vehicle.
This is an example of a very complex machine that set the pace for some of the later military designs.
This was a transient aircraft designer for a single purpose. It is a tribute to the system desi^n^rs
that the aircraft were modified and adapted, extended and flown tor longer than anyone had expec ;-J.
The systems were dependable.
Let us examine another unique approach. We tried to optimize a vehicle for a long duration operation in a very hostile environment. There were many detail changes between preliminary design and
final construction and operation but the basic design was maintained, accomplished and proven
satisfactory. The speed altitude diagram is shown in Figure 5 with a time sequenced set of arrows
that shuwa the speed altitude combinations maintained throughout the mission. Ninety percent of
the distance covered on the design mission was to be done at M-3, this required about 70 percent of
the time of the mission (about 2.5 hours). Structural temperature stabilization was achieved in
about IS minutes at M»3. The combination of temperature, altitude. Mach number, maneuvering
requiremsnt, size and weight of the airplane summarized the flight mechanist's Interests but that
only described the starting conditions on the systems design. Figure 6 illustrates the primary
novel configuration features of the airplane; I call attention to the t.ro position windshield first.
The aerodynamic design required a high cruise efficiency at the design cruise speed of 3.0 Mach
number. To optimize the aerodynamic efficiency, as represented by the ruise lift-drag ratio (.L/D),
it was found that a smooth faired canopy line would result in a significant reduction in drag. The
smooth faired canopy did not provide the necessary pilot visibility for take-off and landing,
therefore, a movable ramp canopy was designed. Drag tests indicated that at subsonic speeds, there
is no drag differences between the two canopy configurations (Figure 7). At supersonic speeds, the
difference in drag amounts to a change in maximum (L/D) of .25.
Sk.
i

The windshield consists of two transparent subsystems, providing forward, upward, and side vision
for the pilot and co-pilot (see Figure 8). The outer glass subsystem is part of the air vehicle
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mold line, forming a continuous, unbroken contour during high speed flight. For maximum vision
during landing, take-off, or In-flight refueling, the outer windshield may be depressed. AD air gap
separates the outer glass assembly from the inner windshield subsystem which is fixed to the
structure, forming part of the cabin pressure barrier.
The outer windshield is composed of five monolithic full-tempered glass panels, each with its own
titanium alloy frame. Each panel, mounted in its frame, forms an inter-changeable unit.
The movable windshield assembly is sealed to the fixed structure by a metal bellows at the aft end
and silicone rubber impregnated fabric seals along the sides and front. These seals prevent dust
and moisture from entering the gap between the inner and outer glasses. However, should the glass
require cleaning on the inside of the gap, the upper outboard panels may be hinged open for access.
Vision through the windshield under all extreme climatic conditions is implemented by three air
vehicle subsystems. A hot air de-icing and rain removal system clears the outer surface of the
movable windshield. A filtering and drying system prevents contaminants from entering the air gap
between tb«: inner and outer windshield and depositing on the glass surfaces. An electrical defogling system heatl the inner windshield glasses, preventing moisture from collecting on the inner
surface.).
Going back tc Figure 6, 1 wish to call attention to the folding wing tips. The valve of this concept to tt ' 'light mechanist was three fold: Improved directional stability (Figure 9), Improved
leng stability characteristics (Figure 10) which in turn decreased the trim characteristics
requisfed and reduced drag. With these design features incorporated, the airplane was capable of
being flown ciflclently and safely without stability augmentation systems at all speeds. SAS was
included for optimized flight characteristics but was not required for safe operation. These capabilities were achieved through the efforts of some highly ingenious mechanical and hydraulic design
contributions.
In the case of this airplane, the mission profile took it into a hostile temperature environment
that required development of entirely new approaches to operational equipment. The stagnation
temperature of up to 630° F at Mach 3 with the resulting high temperature for critical systems aboard
eliminated much of the conventional hardware available. Innovation was necessary to insure the
presence of components which could perform compatibly in this higher temperature regime. These
points are Illustrated on Figures 11, 12 and 13, and the technical aspects summarized here.
Wing Fold Data
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Hinge Material
Operating temperature
Hydraulic Motor Drive
(two units per side)
Speed Reducer Ratio
Hinge Ratio
Total Gearing Ratio
Hinge Shaft Speed
Wing Fold Ratio
Hinge Holding Torque
Hinge Operating Torque
Hinge Stall Torque
6 Hinges are used per wing
Stiffness/Hinge

14.
15.

Weight/Hinge
Hinge Efficiency

H-ll steel
-65 to 600'F
380 in-lbs 9 4000 psl, 340 in -lbs S 3600 pal
(static)
a 5500 RPM
12.552 to 1
2534.1 to 1
31,812 to 1
438 RFM

l.OA'/aec
4.08 x 106 Jn-lbs/unit
.67 x 106 In-lbs/unit
2.4 x 106 in-lbs/unlt
195
169
105
193

x 106 in-lbs/radian 9 0° position
x 106 in-lbs/radian 9 2b° losition
x 106 in-lbs/radian 9 65' position
lbs

47Z

An example of the importance of a full system approach to the solution of an operating problem can
be seen in the design of the fuel subsystem (Figure 14). The high structural temperatures from
aerodynamic heating would raise the temperature of the fuel contained in the Integral tanks. The
demands on the hydraulic system required operating pressure of 4,000 psl which necessitated a cooling system for the fluid. To save space, the hydraulic lines were routed through the fuel. The
environment control system also had to dissipate heat. Because the fuel would be consumed, it was
a logical medium of heat exchange. (Figure 15) Therefore, the fuel system provided a series of heat
exchangers for the various supporting systems, but the airangement Jnd capacity of these heat exchangers had to be such that the resulting temperature of the fuel entering the engine would not
exceed that which would deteriorate the fuel quality to the point where it would affect engine performance, vaporize, or cause coking. Consequently, the fuel systen was designed to operate at a
high pressure level to avoid fuel boiling, the supporting systems heat exchangers were sized and
arranged to deliver fuel to the engines at a maximum of 300*F, and the pumps, valves and controls
were designed of new materials and seals to perform at 300°F Instead of the former 160*F temperature. (Figure 16) This situation demanded the total system approach to the problems (and the
requirements) and entailed intimate coordination between the fuel system designers and the engine
manufacturers, the hydraulics engineers, the structural engineers, the environment control engineers
and the petroleum industry.
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Similarly operation of the airplane In a high temperature environment posed a problem never before
satisfactorily solved, that Is, prevention of explosion of the fuel vapors In the tanks due to autoIgnltlon as the vapor temperatures reached 430°F. This could result from the high structural
temperature anticipated at Mach 3 when the tanks were empty. This situation required the development first of a concept which would prevent Ignition and second of a hardware system that would
Implement that concept. The highly successful fuel tank Inerting system utilizing nitrogen to
reduce the oxygen concentration In the fuel tank vapor space to a level which would not support
deptiactive combustion was the result. This system development required careful analysis and testing to determine pertormance requirements. Then a completely Integrated system of components was
developed to accomplish the required performance. This system had to perform with complete assurance that the fuel vapors were Immune to explosive concentration and In addition It was utilized to
Invoke a tank pressurlzatlon schedule to reduce fuel losses from boiling. Because of these high
pressures. It was difficult to seal the tanks to contain nitrogen. It can be seen that the design
approach In this critical appllcaMon had to be such that 100X reliability was assured.
Now let's talk about a "simple airplane". Here (Figure 17) Is a two-place, twin turboprop airplane
designed primarily for armed and visual reconnaissance, helicopter escort and forward air control
and secondarily, to deliver troops and provide logistics support. It is designed to operate out of
short, unprepared rough fields with a minimum of maintenance and support equipment. The basic configuration is shown in this three-view chart (Figure 17). The weight empty is 6,969 pounds and the
airplane Is designed for a load factor of 8 at 9,390 pounds.
The design landing sink rate is 18.8
feet/second at 10,044 pounds on rough fields and the maximum overload takeoff weight is 14,466
pounds (more about this later). The flight control systems are manually operated and aerodynamically
balanced. The lateral control system consists of ailerons with both geared and spring tabs with
rotary plate spoilers located ahead of the outboard flaps. The spoilers are mechanically connected
to the aileron through a mechanism which varies the spoiler travel with airspeed. The rudders are
aerodynamically balanced and do not have tabs. Force trim is utilized on all three axes. Four
equal span, double slotted flaps provide additional lift for takeoff, landing and low speed maneuvering.
The design flight envelope of pressure altitude versus equivalent airspeed is shown in Figure 18.
The significant features are: The 430 knot limit speed from sea level to 4,000 feet, where the
maximum permissible Mach number is reached, the 220 knot average cruise speed at normal rated power
at sea level, the 120 knot average loiter speed at sea level and the 70 knot landing speed at 8,500
pounds gross weight.
This is the airspeed/load factors diagram for th-i design combat weight of 9,390 pounds at 4,000 feet.
Shown are the positive 8 and negative 3 "g" limits for symmetrical maneuvers and the 6.4 "g" limit
for rolling pull-outs. The buffet boundary and dynamic stall regions are shown on the left.
With this general background of the 0V-10A presented, let us now review the control system development (Figure 19).
In order to provide the lifting capability required to allow operation at the low speeds necessary
for short takeoff and landing, a powerful high lift device was required. In addition, placing a
large percentage of the wing span in the propeller wash produced significant lift due to power and
as one might suspect, provided many problems.
Slotted elevators were incorporated to provide effectiveness for angles up to the 35 degree tr<illlng
edge up. Elevator hinge moment control Is provided by aerodynamic balance and trailing edge tabs.
In keeping with the design goal of minimum maintenance, an unboosted mechanical system was required.
A spring tab system was selected because of tiie ability of this type of system to compensate more
completely for the widely varying requirements over the complete Mach number and dynamic pressure
range.
The pilot's stick is connected to the spring tabs through a series of push rods and a cable-crank
system. Trim is provided by an electrically actuated torsion bar which mechanically relieves the
pilot force. The design requirements for maneuvering stick force gradients dictated extremely close
hinge moment balance; consequently, rather large tab gearing ratios were necessary. The system
provides boost ratios of about 10, thus producing the same trick force reduction as a representative
boosted system. All of this merely illustrates that the challenge to a control system designer was
for innovation, imagination to the same degree as required for the more sophisticated aircraft.
The airplane was also required to operate at low altitudes and at all flight speeds In a hostile
environment of ground fire and would be subject to extensive battle damage. To further Increase
the longitudinal control system reliability, the control system cables, bellcranks and push-pull
rods were run from the fuselage through each boom ta separate the system. Severance of the actuation through one boom still allows control by the remaining side for only a modest increase in
control force.

I

A similar concept was used on the lateral control system. Severance of a single control system
cable still allows a high degree of lateral control. In addition, the plate spoilers operated
normal to the wing surface and airflow produce rolling moment with essentially no hinge moment.
The directional control system did not require tabs for force reduction,
system Is Inherent with the twin vertical tails.

m"

The redundancy in this
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The definition associated with unprepared airstrips required the airplane to have good flotation,
the ability to land on bumps, steps and holes, and to taxi over series of undulating contours. At
the same time, it was clear that fulfillment of the specification requirements would present a real
challenge In the design and development of its landing gear and maintain a rugged structural design.
The requirement that the airplane be able to operate off of rough terrain and unprepared airstrips
was of primary importance in the design of the landing gears. Since these operations showed such
wide variation in directions of applied loads that gear stroking difficulties could be anticipated
for the conventional telescoping gear configuration. Because of the favorable drag-vertical load
relationship, the main gear is articulated and Includes a neutral oleo assembly mounted on right
and left hand post, txle beam and drag brace assemblies. The nose gear uses a levered geometry
known as semi-articulated because of the torque link to the axle beam permitting a fixed center for
full 360" castering.
In conclusion, it was intended to illustrate the extensive and important contribution of the airframe subsystems desigaer In adjusting to the demands put on him by the importance of the military
mission. The flight mechanics characteristics are the things the military operator feels. What he
doesn't see and frequently doesn't appreciate is the ingenuity that has been used to achieve any
capability at all. The greatest theories of aerodynamic efficiency, the wildest dreams, which begin
with "If only ..." would be nightmares if it were not for the creativity of the designer. I leave
you with the thought "... exceptional design involves exceptional ingenuity".
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STITDBS AVANCKBS HISS LB BOmiME IffiB COMKAMaB 05 VOL
1e PiRTIB

CONCEPTION mS COMUNEBS OB VOL DBS AVIONS M COKBA? MODEEKES

La itatMTdtm de pcrfonnanou d« plua «n plua älevfea, dan« daa domainaa da vol da plua an plua
4tandua pour laa aviona da oombat oodaroaa, a poa< auz Irstfniaura da I'a&ronautlqua tm oartain
acnbra da pxoblteaa llim k I'aussantatlon da la puiaaano« n^oaaaaira pour aotionnar laa gouvaisaa at auz variation» importantaa daa oaraotlriatiquaa da atabilit^ at da maniabillttf*
iprka avoir Indiqu^ laa aolutiona partiallea, anviaagtfaa atfparAiant, da oaa dlfffoa&ta probltaiaa, daa aolutiona globalaa aeront prtfaanttfaa ainsi qua I'frolution aotualla parmiaa par
laa amelioration» taohnologiquea importantaa dont I'tflaotronlqua a b&^ficirf oaa damlbraa
anntau
1. - PROBUMES HENCOmiRBS 3UR LBS AViafS HDIBRllES Pami laa problimea renoontrös dans oetta rocharohe da perfoxnanoea da plua an plua tflartfaa«
on paut citar, aana qua oetta liste aoit azhauativa i
- I'au^oantation da la puiaaanae n^oeaaaire pour aotionnar laa gouvexnaa.
- daa oaraottfriatiquea a^rodynamiquaa variant oonaid^rablanent d'un point du domaina da vol
k un autra aa traduiaant t
- par daa atabilit^a dynamiques aouvant narglnalaa.
- par daa maniabilit^a trta diffloilea k homog&itfiaar par auite das variations importantaa
dea affioaoit^a da gouvema an fonction da la vitaaaa, da 1'altituda at du nombre da maob.
- 1* introduction da perturbations sävbrea, indöputMaamant daa perturbations d'ordra amrodyaamiqua dues it la turbulence de I'atinoapb&r«, liöea au nonbra da nach, oams le recnl du centre
da pouaarfa, ou litfaa auz ohangamanta da configuration aa I'avion aur lea appareila 4 giomitrie variable.
- laa dtffcmationa atruoturalea.
- an oorollalre lea problfenaa da aoourit^, introduita par la iniaa an place de diapositifa plus
ou moina aophiatiqurfa, dont la fiabilittf eat loin d'Atra oomparable k oella d'una aimpla
tloonerie mtfcanlqua.
2. - RAPISL m WmSJSS 30LDTI0NS HXSES JJJ POINT POUR HESCfDIRE CBS HlOBia^ES Pour obtenir dea qualitfa de vol convenablea qua dea moyens puranant airodynainiquea aa noatraiant iapuiaaanta it obtenir, il a M fait appal s d'una part k dea moyens aasantlalleaient
mtfeaniquaa at hydrauliquea, d'autre part k dea moyena ^leotriquaa utiliaant dea ohatnaa da
pilotage autooatiqua i aarvo-amortissaura at pilotage transparent.
C'eat ainsi qua pour vainore lea efforta importanta ndoeaaaires pour ddplaoer lea gouvamaa,
on a M conduit k l'utiliaation da aervo-coanaades hydrauliquea, nais oetta utilisation
davait ttra eompW-We par la miaa en place de ayatanea de restitution d'effoi'ta artifioielle,
donnant au pilots daa efforts da manoeuvre qul ne peuvent plus lui fouxoir directement les
forces afoodTnamiquea agiasant sur lea gouvemea ;
.../
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Cast aiiuii <SgalaD«nt que pour amällorN: la stability de l'appareil, on a mla an plaoa, an »iri»
dans las tlmonariati, das yirioa offlamand^s par das dlapositifs servo-^unortissaurs (da tanga^a,
da roulis, da laoat).
2.1 - Cdmianda da vol olaasiaua Cas difftfrants d^raloppaawnta ont conduit oas daml&ras anndas k oe que I'on pouixalt appalar
la oaananda da vol olasalqus d'un avion moderne qui oomprenalt i
- le dispoaitif da oomnande k la disposition du pilot« i manoha ou volant at palonniar.
- das ^l&iients de transmission des döplaoements du mauoha auz gouvemas i oAblas ou bialles.
- des organea de restitution d'efforts, utilises conjointament aveo des dispositlfs de dAaultiplioation variable ou de non linäaritä pour tanir oompta das variations d'effioaoit^ das
gouvanas et pitablir au niveau du pilot« das efforts de manoeuvre homogknas dans tout le
dooain« da vol da 1'avion.
- das vlrina months an aixi« dans lo Imonarle, cciinand^s par les dlspositifa servo■aiaortisseurs.
- des organea da puissance oonstitu^s par des v^rins hydraullques asservls, aotionnant diraoteaant las gouvemae»
Cat eusamble eat prtfaenti sur la figure (l). L'avantag» prinoipal de oes dispositlfs k baa«
■taanlque reside dans leur slapliolt^ de fonctionnMent et de realisation qui entrains par
vole d« oaaa^quanoa uns bonne sjouritj de fonctlonnsnant«
L'inoonvtfnlent majeur provient du manque de aoupleaae de tale matlrlels dont lea rtfglages aont
fixes ou au mleuz oommoUa en bouola ouverte k partlr d« oertaines conditions de vol, at qui
par suite na aauraiant Itre adapt^s oorreotement pour tous les points d'un donaine de vol aussl
tftandu r|ue oelui d'un avion superaoniqua. Far ailleurs I1 introduction de oertaias iliomnta dans
la tloonarie ne doit ae fairs qu'aveo uns oertaine prudence car oes nodlfioations rlsquant
d'lntroduire des oauaes d'instability par oouplage timonerie-avlon (risquea d^inatablllt^ introduites par masse d'affort par g). Le boa fonctionnament d'una teile ooemande de vol impllqus
anfin pour obtanir das caracMristiques da pilotage correotes, de limiter au ataüMM les frottaaenta rtfaiduela, les scuila, les faystdi^sis dans les timoneries mteaniquas, «t d'ttra aussl
ioddpendant qua possible des d^fornations structurales, problhoas qui ne sort pas toujoun trks
faoiles k rtfaoudra.
Ca.andant uns aaillormtion sensible a tfU apporU« k
olasslqu«, d'un« part par l'utlllsation an parallele
«ont venus s« graffer sur les tiaonsrisa «xlstantas,
tifs sarvu auiortlssaurs dans Iss verins hydraullques
da vol tflaotrlqus.

1'utilisation da oette oonmande da vol
du pilotage transpsnnt, dont las tfUmants
d'autr« part par 1'integration dea dlaposide gouvernss, premier paa vers la ooounda

2.2 - Pllota« tranaparent Le pilotag« transparent qui pamet d'obtenlr des qualltis de pilotage an prinolpe indäpendantes
du vÄiloule support, utilise uns ohatoe da pilotag« automatique venant a'lastaller en parallele
sur la tiaonerle olaasique.
C« prlnoip« d« pilotag« a 6U utilise sur im certain nombr« d'avions da combat frangaia, sous la
nom d'auto-oonaande de profondeur.

.../
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2.2.1 - FonctloM de I'aato-ocBBanto dg profondeur Lte fonotlons dtmand^aa k una teile ehalne de pilotage automatique aont lea auivanteo t
-

obtenlr dans tout le domalae da vol de l'apparell dea offorta par g oorreots et hooogtaes.
maintenlr I'aaalette aveo w» etabillt^ oomrenable«
rMulre I'effet dea oouplea perturbateurs*
aooesBOiranent, oar trha sourent r^alla^ par un aervo-amortisaeur de tangage dlatlnot, amortir
l'oaoillatlon rapide d'lnoidenoe*

2.2.2 - Prlnolpea du pilotage traaaparent Le prlnoipe de pilotage oonaiate k dötecter I1 effort exarch par le p.'J.ote
ooomaiider un faoteur da oharge proportlonnel h l'effort du pllote.

BUT

la tlmoaerie at it

Pour oela deux porootfdla peuvant 8tre utilisda i
- aolt ooimander direotement un faoteur de oharge nsaurtf par un aoc^l^roaiktre noinal,
- aolt ooounander un« vltease angulaire moduli» en fonetion de la ▼itease, cetta vitesee angulair«
dtaat mesur^e par un gyrom^tre,
C'eat oette deuxikae m^thode qui a 6t6 utllla^e dans lea räaliaationa actuellaoent «n oours ao
Franoe«
Compte tern» du retard de la variation du faoteur de oharge sur la vitesae angulaire, 11 eat ntfoeaaaire d'lntroduire un tense d'avanoe de phase, surtout Important en vol aupersonique k haute altitude, pour obtenir, par I'lntem^diaire d'uns viteaae angulaire ocnniiandäe fonetion de l'effort, une
variation du faoteur de oharge, proportionnalle h l'effort.
Le gyronktre eat utiliaö par oilleura, aprka unb double integration, pour la atabillaatlon de
I'aaalette et la reduction de l'effet dea oouplea perturbateurs en transoniqus.
2.2.3 - IKaliaatloa La figure (2) donne le sohdna g^nfral d'une auto-ooomande de profondeur, et 1'implantation des
difffeenta ^laments dans la tinonerie.
On y distingue en partioullar le dynaoonktre, plaotf le plus prbs possible du pllote, qui mssure
l'effort ezerotf par le pilota ainsi que le disposltif de trim automatique utilise pour Writer tout
k-ooup au döbrayage de 1'auto-ooomande. Far ailleurs oompte tenu des oaraottfristiqusa de pilotage
partioulikrenent dälioatea des avions rapides, en partiouller aux grandes effioaoit^s de gouveme
dans certaines conditions de vol, un certain nonbre de disposltifs de säourltä ont it6 mis an
place qui dtfteotent les älänents ou les circuits dttalllanta «t ooupent la ehalne de pilotage
automatique avant toute manoeuvre dangereuse de l'apparell.
Cette auto-oommande 'eat en effet utillsle dans tout le dcmalne de vol d'un appareil supersonique,
du däoollage k l'at^arrissage, Jusqu'k des faoteurs de charge de l'ordre de 9.
2.3 - Intonation des servo-amortisseurs dans lea vfelns hydrauligues de twuveme Sur un appareil de combat supersonique, oette integration a 4t6 realiaie par la mise en place
d'une ehalne de pilotage eiectrique, doubl4e en cos de panne par la tiaonerie clossique.
Les aervo-commandes de gouvemea sent, dans ce but, eiectro-hydrauliques et resolvent d'uns part
les ordres du pllote introduits par l'irtennedlalre de potentiomktres deteotant les variations
de position des oonmandes de profondeur et de gauohisseinent, d'outre part les ordres provenant de
servo-amortisssurs de roulla et de tangage.
,,,/
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L'atrlon tftant un avion k ail» delta, 6q,\xip6 d'ölevonu, oee ordres da profondeur et de gauohissement font m^lang^s jleotrlquement avant de venlr attaquer lea aervo-oommandeB ^lectro-hydiaullques d'tflevona«
&i caa de panne öleotrlque, un ayst&me d'embrayage vlent roller m^oanlquement les eenro-commandea
de gouveme h la tlnonerie»
On a alnal rtfalla^ une veritable oommande da vol ^leotrique dont le aecoura eat oonatltuö par
una tlmonarie mäoanlqua.
La figure (3) donne le sch&sa d'ensenble de oette oommande de vol. On y retrowre, en amont de
sarvo-oomnandea interm^dlairea, les diffirenta ^l^menta t ayatime de reatltutlon d'ell'ort, trim
tflaotrlqua, de la oonmande olassique.
Catte dlapoaltlon, en Ällminant lea frottamenta de tlmonerle, et en Integrant lea aervo-amortlaaaura dana lea T^riae de gouveme, a permla de r^allaer un gain appreciable dana les quailWs de
vol da 1'appareil (r^ponsea plus rapldea et plus pr^olses) et dans le devis de masse de I'ensemble.
Ce aont par ailleura oea prlnolpas de baae qul ont 6ti appliquis dans la conception dee oommandea
da TOI da 1*avion de transport olvil supersonique Concorde, d^orites dans la deuzl&oe partle de
oat azpoal«
3. - COKCKPTIOM D'OM afgPaiE DE OOMMAME IE VOL MOOBRME Lea tftudaa at rfollsationa prtfo^dantaa dana le donalne des oommandea de vcl älectriquea et du
pilotage transparent ont permla d'oraa at iiih d'am&iorer de fa?on sensible lea qualltls da
vol dea avions de combat»
U raate oapendant encore un pas important h. franchir avant de parvenir k un ayst^me de oommande
de vol vralmant rationnel r^pondant k toutas les exigences entralndes par la recherche de perfoiv
nanoaa da plus an plus tflevies dans das domaines de vol de plus en plus ätendus*
Dh tal pas ne paut Itre franehi qua par una integration totale du pilotage transparent dana le
aysttaae de oommande de vol et la generalisation de la oommande de vol eieotrique.
La prlnoipe de base d'un tal systtea serait oonatitue par une oommanda dlrecte, «n bouola femee,
da la trajeotoire da I'avion, dont lea gouvamea regolvent egalement par ailleura tous les signals
neoaaaairas k 1'amelioration da la stabilite de l'appareil, et k 1'eilmination dea effete dea perturbations axterieurea*
Vom tails conception lapllque de repensar ooUipl&tanient la diapoaition das organas de ocanunde it
la dlaposlTion du pilots, afin d'an randre 1'operation plua loglque at plus naturelle« Elle
Inpllqu« egalanant de mener an parallele lea etudes des seourites neoassairas pour un fonotionn»■ant aussi attr qua oelul dea oanmsndas da vol aotuelles«
La aoheBS da la figure (4) indiqua quelle pouxrait Itre la diapoaition d'un tal systfeme de
da vol.
La «ultlplioite dea ohalnea de ocmanda, randua neoeaaalra pour ranpllr les objeotifs de seourite
na paut blen antandu Itre realiaee da fa^on aatiafaisante, qua oompte tanu da la miniaturisation
das eienanta oaloulateurs, randua possible par lea progrka aotuela da I'eieotroniqua*
Ii'aboutlsaaaant d'un tal systtea oonatitue alnal la aynthkae das etudes neneea ausai blen dans le
donalna de I'aerodjmaBlqua at dea qualltea da vol qua dana le dooaina da la taotmologia avanoee,
hydrauliqua at eieotronique«
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2e PARTIE

L E_ _SY ST EM E_ DE CO MM AN DES DE _V 0_L DE _L ^A VIO]* I) E _T RAN S P OR T_ CJVIL
SUPERSONIQUE CONCORDE

Les conceptions et les technologies avancöes des avions militaires trouvent leur applicatlon^avec un certain d6calage de temps pour des raisons d'öconomie industrielle, dans
les avions civils. Mais ces conceptions doivent 6tre revues ä la luraifre des regies de
fiabilit^ propres aux avions civils. De sorte que les conceptions civiles possödent des
aspects originaux que nous nous efforcerons de mettre en relief avec l'exemple du Systeme de commandes de vol de 1'avion de transport civil supersonique CONCORDE.
Les objectifs de performances et de fiabilitg au sens de la navigability et de l'utilisation
op6rationnelle) seront d'abord ätablis. Les conceptions de principe qui en ddcoulent et
certalnes realisations technologiques particull^res seront ensuite pr£sent6es.
1. - OBJECTIFS DE PERFORMANCES Les objectifs de performances sont imposes par les qualit^s de vol et le pilotage, la resistance structurale et 1'environnement.
1.1- Quallt6s de vol Dans l'£tendue du domaine de vol d'un avion supersonique, les lois de l'agrodynamique
ont d'^tranges consequences. Aux basses vitesses : instability de vitesse entrafti£e par
la variation inverse de la finesse avec la portance. Aux hautes vitesses subsoniques ;
hypersensibilite des gouvernes. Aux vitesses transsoniques : instability statique en vol
£qullibr6 provoqu^e par le d^placement du foyer. Aux vitesses supersoniques : limitation de manoeuvrability par la perte d'efficacite des gouvernes et l'accroissement des
moments de charni^res - perte de stability dynamique transversale, etc... A tous ces
problfmes le Systeme de commandes de vol doit faire face, pour r6duire la täche du
pilote.
A la v6rit£ les objectifs de s6curit6 et des considerations de nature psychologique ont
conduit k imposer au TSS des qualites de vol acceptables en I'absence d'aides artificielles au pilotage. Mals il est apparu, en particulier par des etudes preiimlnaires
sur un slmulateur de vol, que les qualites de vol ainsi manifestees ne pouvalent 6tre
acceptees operatlonnellement que dans des conditions occasionnelles, du fait de 1'attention requise par le pilotage et de la charge de travail resultants, particuliörement
dans les conditions atmospheriques turbulentes. Des dispositifs d aides au pilotage
sont done necessaires.

I
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1.1.1 - 9uaLltJ5.1.e_v2l_c'£ L'^yiPD. ä^^asejLes qualitßs de vol requises pour l'avion de base ne sont pas particullöres au TSS, mais
il est admis de les apprC'Cier en relation avec les objectifs de s6curlt6 (Voir chap. 2).
L'avion dolt done pouvoir voler correctement et sürement sans exlger une habiletfi exceptionnelle du pllote.
Portons «eulement notre attention sur un problCme spöcifique concernant la manoeuvra-

T

bilK6 longitudiuale dans le domaine transsonique et supersonique. Pour le TSS, le passage trenssonique est marquö par un accroissement considerable de la marge statique,
une perte d'efficacitfi des gouvernes et une augmentation de leurs moments de charniöres (Flg. 1) telles que la manoeuvrability serait rßduite k rextrfime sans un artifice,
sauf au prlx d'un dlmensionnement exorbitant des gouvernes et de leurs v§rlns de manoeuvre. Cet artifice consiste ä d£placer le centre de gravity au moyen d'un transfert
de combustible de fa?on ä conserver une marge statique normale. (Ceci a par ailleurs
pour effet de r^duire la trafnöe d'fiquilibrage en vol supersonique, et m6me de permettre une adaptation tridimensionnelle optimale des profils de voilure du point de vue de
la trainee). Les objectifs de manoeuvrability fix6s par les reglements officiels aux
grandes vitesses imposent ^ee facteurs de charge suivants, une certaine derogation
Stant admise pour les phases de vol transsoniques (x) :

Etats :

Domaines de vol

( Autorisß
)
(
) P6riph6rique
(

Frequent

Occasionnel

0,5-1,6
(0,8 - 1,3) x

0,8 - 1,3
0,8 - 1,2)

0,6 - 1,3
(0,8 - 1,2)H

0,8-1,2

K

Les objectifs sont particuliferement critiques pour les conditions de vol occasionnelles,
telles que resultant par exemple de la panne d'une source de puissance hydraulique. Ils
ne peuvent fetre räalisds que grace ä un compromis entre la capacity de tran&iert de
combustible (qui conditionne la disposition et le volume des reservoirs d'6quilibrage,
le debit des pompes de transfert), la puissance des vürins de commande des gouvernes
(qul conditionne leur masse, la trainee de leur larenage, leurs performances dynamiques), et les centrages limites.
Bien entendu, la panne complete du transfert de combustible doit etre consideree comme improbable dans le cas du transfert vers I'avant, ce qui exige une large redondance
du Systeme (triplication des pompes, largage de combustible en ultime secours). Mais
en outre la deceleration de l'avion doit etre compatible avec le taux de transfert du
point de vue des qualites de vol. Le ralentissement rapide sans transfert, necessite
par une urgence quelconque ou involontaire (panne totale de propulsion) doit permettre
de conserver le contrOle de l'avion. II doit done exister un certain domaine subsonique
permettant lo vol ä des centrages supersoniques pendant un Intervalle de temps süffisant pour assurer le deplacement du centre de gravite. Ce domaine exlste effectivement, d'aprfes I'experimentation effectuee sur un simulateur de vol. (Fig. 2).

I
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1.1.2 - AinölipLay?.nj'£8_<iyyi6J J?.YPlayec_le8_dl8ßqsltif8_artlflciel_8_Les objectifs de qualit^s de vol dans les conditions courantes, y compris les turbulences,
Impliquent I'utilisation d'aides au pilotage. Leur degr6 d'lntögration avec le Systeme de
commanOes doit etre soigneusement 6tudi6 en fonction des objectifs de säcuritö (Voir
chap. 2).
1.1.2.1 - AutqmaneUe Une automanette est näcessaire pour rgtablir la stability de vitesse, aux basses vitesses.
En effet la divergence de vitesse en approche finale se traduit par le doublement d'un
£cart de vitesse en 20 secondes. Un amortissement correct, räduisant de moitid un 6cart
de vitesse en 4 secondes, est obtenu avec une loi d'asservissement de la poussöe de la
forme (mode malntien de vitesse) :

-[N^K^^-S^]

1^

On peut noter que l'asaiette longitudinale est utilis^e pour corrlger l'asservissement
dans la mesure oü cette action n'est pas döfavorable de fagon appreciable ä la stability
dynamique autour du centre de gravity.
1.1.2.2- Autostabilisateurs JJJg. J^ 4)_Des autostabilisateurs sont utilises sur les 3 axes. Sur Taxe de tangage, l'objectif fix^
initialement ä basse vitesse 6tait que 65 % du facteur de charge stabilise soit obtenu en
2 secondes sur une action de la gouverne de profondeur. Cette condition avait 6t6 Stabile ä priori, faute de critSre rfeglementaire, pour par er au retard introduit par la 66portance initiale des Elevens et ä la lenteur des mouvements autour du C.D.G due & la
faible marge statique. Dans ce but une loi de pr^commande ötait envisagöe. Mais 11 a
6t6 reconnu ult^rieurement que cet objnctif n'Stait pas fondamental et qu'il Stait pr6f6rable d'assurer un amortissement correct des mouvements de l'avion dans une turbulence, au moyen d'une loi simple du type :
^ST^l^^

Cs
1 + Cs

A grande vitesse l'objectif fix6 est l'obtention d'un amortissement räduit de roscillation
d'incidence sup^rieur ou 6gal ä 0,6. La loi pr6c£dente y r^pond, moyennant une variation
convenable des gains. D'autre part, l'autoritö du stabllisateur a 6t6 fixie de fa^on ä 6vlter
-3
la Saturation dans une forte turbulence (probability 10 ) pendant 95 % du temps.
Pour les axes transversaux, les objectifs fix6s aux stabilisateurs correspondent k un
amortissement r^duit du roulis hollandais de 0,4 et ä la reduction maximale de la susceptibility de l'avion aux turbulences transversales, caract£ris6e par un taux d'inclinaison
ff / V införieur ä 0,2. En outre il a 6t6 demand^ aux stabilisateurs de mlnimiser les
perturbations dynamiques resultant de pannes de moteurs. Mais il est apparu que 1'action
des stabilisateurs de roulis entraftiait, dans leur limite d'autoritS, une reduction excessive de maniabilitö en gauchissement, qui devait 6tre corrigöe par une loi de prßcommande. Les lols de stabilisation retenues sont alors de la forme :
.../
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PST = K1 p + K2

r

ST=K

1 + Cs

d Pc

en roulis

r

enlacet.

les gains et autoritäs variant avec le nombre de Mach.
Avec ces lois l'effet des pannes de moteur sur la r^ponse dynamique de 1'avion eat mlnimisfie : l'action du stabilisateur de roulis pour limiter l'inclinaison laterale est remarquable. Cependant les stabilisateurs seuls ne se montrent pas suffisamment efficaces
sous I'aspect particulier de la protection des entries d'air centre l'effet d'un d6rapage
excessif lors d'une panne de moteur en vol supersonique. II a fallu avoir recours ä un
dispositif special, braquant la gouverne de direction sous l'action directe d'un paramfe1

tre caract^ristique d'une teile panne, c'est-ä-dire en definitive la pouss^e, plutflt que
sous l'action retard£e du lacet ou du d^rapage qui en r£sulte.

i
1.1.2.3 - Autotrim Malgr£ le döplacement du CG., la marge statique ne peut 6tre maintenue constante au
passage transsonique, d'oü il r^sulte une instability statique en vol £quilibr£ (Fig. 5).

i

\
\

Cette instability fait l'objet de controverses. La r&glementation amfiricaine pr^coniae
qu'il y soit remödiß. Dans ce but un trim automatique as-jervi au nombre de Mach modifie l'Squilibre de la commande de profondeur de fa9on ä exiger du pilote une poussäe aur
le manche croissant conventionnellement avec la vitesse. Mais certains pllotea eatiment

|

ce dispositif sans intßrßt, du fait du caractfere temporaire du passage transsonique, de

1

la lenteur de la divergence, de la gftne cr££e par la necessity d'ajuster en permanence

t

l'Squilibre de la commande ä effort nul.

^

1.2- Pilotage -

j
I

Consid^rons deux aspects typiques des objectifs de performances du Systeme de commandes de vol imposes par le pilotage : la precision et l'autoadaptation des lois d'efforta
artificiels.

1.2.1 -PrecisionLe contrOle des braquages de gouvernes doit etre precis en pilotage manuel dans lea
phases de vol subsoniques de grande sensibility de gouverne ; vols ä basse vitesse avec
une marge statique minimale, vols k grande vitesse avec une efficacite de gouverne maximale. Pour qu'il en soit ainsi l'erreur de commande attribuable aux Clements situ^a dans
la chafne de commande entre les v£rins de puissance et le dispositif d'effort artificiel
et de trim doit 6tre minimale. Avec une commande dlectrique cette r£gle de 1'art est
satisfaite d'elle-mftme car la precision d'une chafne de synchrod£tection est excellente
et indöpendante de la longueur de la chafne.
Les systfemes automatiques, d'autre part, ne s'accommodent pas d'une commande impr6-

I»

eise, contrairement ä l'opinion courante. La simplicity, l'efficacit£ et la stability du
pilote automatique et des autostabilisateurs sont li6es 4 une faible valeur de rhyst6r£-

•m
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als des organes de puissance. C'est pourquoi les ordres de stabilisation sont injectös directement au niveau des servovalves des vßrlns de commande de puissance, dont les performances statiques et dynamiques sont excellentes (Voir Chap. 3.3).
Les ordres du pllote automatique ne sont pas inject6s au mfeme niveau, mats au niveau de
virlns relais, pour r^aliser l'objectif de s6curit6 d'une limitation d'autoritö möcanlque.
Lss hautes performances statiques et dynamiques de ces vörins relais et des chafties de
commande 61ectrique conf&rent ä 1'ensemble de la chafne de pilotage automatique les
performances de precision exig6es. Les problömes de stability qui apparaissent normalement avec des systfemes de ce niveau de performance statique sont r6solus par l'adjonction de filtres hydrauliques, pour les v^rins de puissance, et par un choix judicieux
des gains de ces v^rins. Aucune oscillation limite mesurable n'apparaft.

1.2,2 - Autqada_ßtatio_n_de8_effqrt8_artificiels Les dispositifs d'efforts artificiels d'une commande classique, teile qu'elle a 6ti choisie
pour le TSS, r£alisent une liaison cin£matique döterminße entre le pilote et les gouvernes.
Ils ont essentiellement pour röle de.donner au pilote les informations musculaires <mmgdiates pour le dosage de son action, les informations ä plus long terme 6tant fournies
par les instruments de pilotage et les sensations musculaires et visuelles resultant de
la röponse de 1'avion. Ces informations lmm6diates doivent fetre programmöes en fonction des conditions de vol.
Or celles-ci sont nombreuses et complexes (centrage, masse, vitesse, nombre de mach,
altitude...) et il n'est pas raisonnable d'envisager le calcul des imormations näcessaires
par un programme complexe impliquant des capteurs et des calculateurs appropriäs. II
est nficessaire de determiner des param&tres d'influence synth^tiques.
Pour assurer le contrOle en tangage, l'information la plus utile est le taux de variation
d'assiette ou le facteur de charge. L'objectif fix6 est done un taux d'effort par unit6
d'aecroissement du facteur de charge determine dans tout le domaine de vol. Le Probleme consiste ä programmer une relation simple entre cette information et l'effort artificiel. La solution retenue est fondle sur une remarque eidmentaire : le braquage est
proportionnel au facteur de charge, le coefficient de proportionnalitö £tant le braquage
d'iquilibre pour n = 1. II en serait ainsi pour un avion idfial possgdant une sym^trle
a6rodynamique en tangage, ce qui est approximativement le cas d'un avion dans la configuration de croisi£re.
Ainsi done pour röaliser l'objectif

A F
„.
;— = Cte
An

il suffirait, compte tenu de la remarque
de r6allser une loi d'effort

^ F =

A dq =

J

« Q

_ .

" n

A o q,
q

n = 1

le coefficient de proportionnalit6 variant comme l'inverse du braquage röallsant l'6quilibre du tangage pour n =- 1. Pratiquement on peut utiliser la valeur du braquage de trim
d'effort o qT comme mesure du braquage d'ßquilibre. D'autre part on tient compte
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de la non symgtrie a^rodynamique par une correction

äF=
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Enfln l'objectlf de s^curltä imposant une certalne contribution puremcnt mficanlque, la
lol d'effort prend la forme suivante, söparant les contributions möcanique et ilectrohydraullque

ÄF

Aiq+

[ hq„ -

ac

•i

AS

Contributions : m^canique + ßlectrohydraulique
La realisation pratique dc cette lol fournit pour le TSS des rösultats confermes ä l'objectif. Alors que les taux de braquage par rapport au facteur de charge varlent de 1 & 4
dans le domaine de vol, le taux d'effort reste voisln de 1'optimum flx6 de 30 daN/g
(Fig. 6). Le dispositif realise une autoadaptatlon remarquable aux conditions de vol les
plus diverses.
1.3- Resistance structurale La resistance structurale du TSS impose au Systeme de commandes de vol des contralntes de definition. Tout d'abord au contraire d'un avion militEire de mSmes performances,
la manoeuvrabillte dolt 6tre limitee au strict objectif des qualltäs de vol, sous peine
d'une penalite inutile pour la structure et les sources de puissance. Tout systöme de limitation ä butee mecanique etant proscrlt par securite, la limitation de manoeuvrability
a ete recherchee par les efforts artlficiels. D'autre part la conception aerodynamlque et
structurale (voilure mince, fuselage effiie) imposee par les performances, ampllfie les
phenomdnes aeroeiastiques generateurs de couplages dynamlques pour les dlspositlfs
automatlques.
A cause de sa for mule geometrlque et aerodynamlque, la resistance du TSS est condltlonn6e en tangage par les manoeuvres, avec un facteur de charge limlte 2,5, plutOt que par
les rafales. Or la manoeuvrabillte, determinee par les conditions aerodynamlques trans
et supersoniques est surabondante en regime subsonique, specialement ä basse vitesse,
et doit etre limitee. Parmi les solutions possibles et compte tenu du choix d'une liaison
cinematique directe et invariable entre le pilote et les gouvernes, il a ete choisl d'assurer cette limitation au moyen du dispositif d'effort artificiel. La solution retenue assurant l'autoadaptation du taux d'effort relatif au facteur de charge rlsoud slmplement
le problfeme, en donnant au pilote une indication musculalre et invariable du facteur de
charge de manoeuvre dans tout le domaine de vol.
En roulis la limitation de manoeuvrabillte assuree par un dispositif d'effort artificiel
classique est satisfalsante.
En lacet une limitation programmße du braquage du gouvernail de direction est necessaire. A une butee m6canique variable, a et6 pr6f6ree, par securite, un saut d'effort
de 10 daN dont la perception suffit au pilote pour lui donner l'indication de la limite.
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Quant aux effets aöroölastiques, ils ont fait l'objet d'exposös au symposium d'Avril 1969
de l'AGARD ä Marseille. Notons seulement que l'existence de modes de vibration d'assez
basses frequences ne dolt pas Stre negligee dans la definition des dispositifs automatiques et spficialement les autostabilisateurs. Les couplages qu'lls peuvent provoquer sont
ä eilminer grace ä une connaissance pröcise des formes des modes structuraux, par un
choix judicieux de l'implantation des gyronntres et des plate-formes gyroscopiques, et
par I'lncorporation de filtres approprifs.

1.4- Environnement L'envlronnement du TSS est nettement plus sfivfre que celui des avions subsoniques actuals.
L'echauffement clnetique est appreciable, bien que la temperature maximale operationnelle soil limitee ä 400,K. Les servocommandes de puissance, par exemple, avec leurs
synchrodetecteurs et leurs servovalves, dolvent pouvoir supporter cette ambiance pendant 20.000 heures. A l'oppose des temperatures de - 40'' peuvent 6tre rencontrfces pendant les phases de vol subsoniques. Dans cette gamme de temperatures, les reglages
et la precision doivent rester sensiblement constants. Les materiaux des joints doivent
conserver leur qualite et le fluide hydraulique doit conserver ses caracteristiques.
De möme les hautes vitesses (V..-. = 530 kts C.A.S en debut de croisiere) et le haut
niveau de propulsion induisent une ambiance vibratoire acoustique et structurale qui
conditlonne la definition structurale des gouvernes et de leur commande.

2. - OBJECTIFS DE FIABILITE Le systf me des commandes de vol est con^u pour repondre aux objectifs de fiabilite imposes par la söcurite et 1'utilisation operationnelle d'un avion de transport civil moderne.

2.1 - Oblectlfs et princlpes de securlte Les r^glements de navigabilite applicables au TSS, etablis par 1'AIR REGISTRATION
BOARD britannique et le SERVICE TECHNIQUE AERONAUTIQUE fran^ais, considfrent
la securlte sous un jour nouveau. Le Systeme des commandes de vol est en effet consid6re sous I'aspect synthetique de sa contribution ä la navigabilite et specialement aux
qualltes de vol de 1'avion, compte-tenu des conditions de pilotage. La securlte de l'avion
est d'autre part analysee d'un point de vue probabiliste, temp6re par le bon sens.
Ainsi :
a) de bonnes qualltes de vol sont requises dans les conditions courantes. Ceci slgnifle
que le comportement de l'avion dolt correspondre au ler, 2e et 3e degres de rechelle
de COOPER dans toutes les conditions (domalne de vol et etat de l'avion et des systemes, conditions atmospheriques) dont la probablllte d'occurence est superleure ä
lO"3'5.
b) une degradation progressive des qualltes de vol est admlse dans des conditions occasionnelles. Ceci correspond ä dec degres de rechelle de COOPER compris entre le
I
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4e et le 6e pour des probabilltds comprises entre 10

-3 5
-7
' et 10

c) un taux global de pannes catastrophiques dues ä la navigability extrfimement rare,
-7
c'est-ä-dlre Infßrieure ä 10 par heure de vol.est exlg6
d) le risque moyen au cours d'un atterrissage automatique doit avoir une probability in_7
färieure ä 10 , et le risque au cours d'un atterrissage particulier, lorsque les conditions sont connues, ne doit pas avoir une probability sup^rieure ä 3.10

—fi

A ces regies s'ajoutent des considerations de bon sens tenant compte de 1'incertitude
des donn€es ou des estimations probabilistes, au stade d'un projet ou au d£but de l'exploitation d'un avion, ou simplement de l'impossibilitä pratique de d£montrer les taux
d'occurence les plus faibles des conditions exceptionnelles. Ainsi :
a) Aucune panne simple ou combinaison de pannes non improbable ne doivent avoir un
effet catastrophique
b) Des pannes rares ne doivent pas avoir d'effets dangereux
c) Des pannes courantes ne doivent avoir que des effets mineurs
En outre les possibilit^s d'erreurs de pilotage, de contrOle ou d'entretien, ne doivent
pas fitre nGgligies,
2.2- Applications des rfgles de s6curit£ Indiquons sommairement certaines des principales consequences de ces regies sur la
conception du Systeme des commandes de vol.
2.2.1 - Justification d'une commande §lectrique Le principe d'une commande eiectrique ayant 616 choisi par des considerations de performances, il est fondamental de le justifier du point de vue de la navigability, ä cause de
sa nouveaute. On admet comme objectif spöcifique des commandes de vol un taux de pan-9
-7
nes catastrophiques de 10 pour satisfaire 1'objectif d'un taux global de 10 pour
I'avion.
Or 1'experience d'avions militaires, pour aussi notable qu'elle soit, ne peut fournlr une
assurance süffisante pour considerer les objectifs fixäs, et spöcialement le taux de panne catastrophique, comme techniquement rdalisables aujourd'hui au moyen d'une commande
purement eiectrique. En effet en admettant mfime qu'ils le soient en principe au prix d'un
certain degre de redondance, il apparait comme impossible d'etre assure que l'analyse de
securite d'un Systeme eiectrique ainsi redondant, aussi minutieuse soit-elle^ne neglige
aucune panne subtile de consequence catastrophique. En tout cas on ne peut pretentlre
convaincre les Autoritös Officielles qu'il puisse en 6tre ainsi. Dans ces conditions, une
solution de compromls a ete choisie, comprenant une commande eiectrique douUee et surveill6e et une commande mecanique de secours avec commutations automatiques. La pro—8
babilite de perte totale de la commande eiectrique est estimee pour les eievons ä 2.10
-8
par heure, pour des vols de 3 heures, et ä 8.10 pour la direction. La panne catastrophique totale de l'ensemble des commandes eiectrique et mecanique est alors improbable.
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En outre, la frequence de la panne de la rommande ölectrique. qul entrarne une d6törioratlon importante mats non catastrophique des quality's dc vol par suite de la perte correlative des autostabilisateurs, est acceptable au sens des rtglements.
Ces valeurs sont obtenues d'une part au moyen d'une redundance (2 chafties inddpendantes, y cmpris leurs alimentations flectriques, comportant chacune 3 chafnes <516mentaires pour les 3 paires d'llevons et 2 chafnes ölömentaires pour les 2 trongons de gouvernail de direction) et d'autre part grace ft la simpiicitc des chalVieo et ä la fiabilit£ de
leurs composants. Le taux de panne d'une chaftie ölementaire de commande d'une paire
d'filevons comprenant 3 resolvers, un amplificateur et une servovalve, est de l'ordre
-4
de 10 . Une attention particuliere est portfe aux convertisseurs statiques assurant I'alimentation autonome des chafnes : chaque convertisseur et son boitier de protection ont
-5
un taux de panne estimfi de 8,10 par heure. Une demonstration de fiab'.ito execut^e sur
5 convertisseurs pendant 2500 heures sans panne permet d£jä de garantir un MTBF de
12.300 heures avec un coefficient de confiance de 65 %,
Les pannes partielles de la commande £lectrique n'ont pas de consequences ou ont des
consequences admissibles relativement ä leur frequence sur les qualitös de vol et le
pilotage. Ainsi la perte de l'une des 2 chafnes eiectrlques n'a pas de consequence. gr3ce
aux commutations automatiques.
Le Systeme de surveillance et de commutation des chafnes de commande doit etre traite
avec le mfime souci de fiabllite. La non detection d'une panne entraTnant un embarquement
de gouvernes, presente un risque majeur. La surveillance doit done avoir un taux de panne extrfimement rare et fitre par suite doubiee. II en est de mfime du Systeme de commutation, et specialement des eiectrovannes allmentant les servovalves. De plus la commutation doit fitre automatique et extrömement rapide pour Hmiter les embarquements de
gouvernes ä des valeurs admissibles pour la resistance structurale. Enfin les commutations ne doivent pas 6tre intempesti/es : la surveillance ne doit agir qu'au delä d'un
seuil d'ecart compatible avec les tolerances.
D'autre part la commande eiectrique du TSS reste conventionnelle par le fait qu'elle realise une liaison cinematique directe entre les ordres du pilote et les actionneurs des gouvernes. II n'a pas ete tire un avantage technologique de cette liaison eiectrique pour realiser un filtrage direct des ordres de pilotage, en vue d'optimiser la reponse de l'avion.
Un tel filtrage, dont I'autocommande est un exemple d'application impliquerait une pleine
autorite du filtre. Les problömes de securite qui en resulteraient et leurs solutions certifiables sont apparus au premier examen comme assez complexes, pour ne pas permettre
une application immediate.
2.2.2 - Conception des aides au pilotage La panne d'un dispositif d'aide au pilotage ayant une consequence notable sur le pilotage
et les qualites de vol doit etre occasionnelle. Cet objectif s'applique aux autostabilisateurs
(sur un ou plusieurs axes), au dispositif de sensation musculaire (sur un ou plusieurs
axes), au trim automatique. II entrafne pratlquement la duplication de ces elements.

.../
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Les centrales a^rodynamlques qui rf glent les variations des gains de ces dispositifs
sont elles-mfimes doubles et partlelletnent autosurveill^es. Mais comme il n'est pas
possible d'attendre de ces centrales une fiabllitl teile qu'elle n'affecte pas notablement
celle de la stabilisation

les stabilisateurs sont census pour survivre ä une panne A6-

tect6e de centrale afirodynamlque, mals avec des autoritös et des gains r^dults prM6-

•
r

terminus.
D'autre part, il est important de noter que l'action des stabilisateurs s'exerce au niveau
des chafnes ^lectrlques des commandes de vol. La fiabilit^ de ces chafnes est en effet

J

compatible avec I'objectif flxf et ne modlfie pas notablement la fiabilltö globale. De ce
fait, la realisation technologlque des stabilisateurs est trfs simple.

|

Quant au systf me d'effort artificiel, la perte totale, consid6r£e comme prösentant un
risque majeur, ne peut fitre rendu improbable avec un systfme filectro-hydraulique double. II est done impose qu'une partie de l'effort soit r£alis£e par un element m^canique
(bielle ä ressort).
Mals de m6me qu'une commande purement eiectrique n'a pas 6te retenue pour des raisons
psychologiques plutdt qu'objectives, de mfime 11 a £t£ consider^ comme fondamental que
I'avion reste pilotable en I'absence d'une ou plusieurs de ces aides au pilotage, quelle
que solt la raretd de leurs pannes. II est cependant admis que la charge de travail puissc

,

fitre notablement accrue pour 1'equipage, en particulier en presence de tr^s fortes turbulences. Sous cet aspect le TSS reste un avion conventionnel.
Mais il ne suffit pas que I'avion soit repute pilotable sans aides spöclales. II faut aussi
definir ces aides de teile sorte que leur panne n'ait pas de consequences directes incontrdlables. C'est pourquoi ces aides doubiees sont en outre autosurveiliees avec une commutation et une deconnexion automatique, la probabilite des non-commutations par defaut
de surveillance 6tant extrfimement rare ou improbable. D'autre part, ces aides ont une
limitation d'autorite. Cette limitation est döterminee par un compromis entre les qualitos
de vol et la söcuritö vis % vis de pannes actives. Pour les stabilisateurs les braquages de
gouvernes commandes sont limites ä 1 ä 4° suivant Taxe et le nombre de Mach. Pour
l'autotrim, la limitation porte sur la vitesse de variation de la correction de braquage.

2.2.3 - Conception du pilote automatique et du Systeme d'atterrissage par mauvaise
visibilite La liaison du pilote automatique et du Systeme de commandes de vr 1 est definie en fonction des objeetifs de securlte imposes. II a 6t6 considere que la söcurite vis ä vis d'une
panne catastrophique ne pouvait 6tre garantie essentiellement par un dispositif automatique de surveillance purement eiectronique assurant la deconnexion du pilote automatique
t

avec la fiabilite requise sauf pendant un court instant au cours de la phase d'atterrissage
automatique, sous reserve d'un test pr6alable. II a done ete decide d'assurer la securite
pendant la majeure partie du vol par un dispositif mecanique de limitation d'autorite.
L'etude de la s6curlte pendant i'atterrissage automatique nöcesslterait un long developpement, car le systf me d'atterrissage automatique integre de nombreux elements, dont
le systf'me de commandes de vol et le pilote automatique ne seit que des elements parml
les plus importants. Le sujet a ete expose au symposium de l'AGARD des 20 au 23 mal 1S69
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h Cambridge. Notons seulement que lea exigences de s6curlt6 mentionn^es pröcddemment
sont consldöröes comma pouvant Ctre satlsfaltes avec un ensemble complMement doublö,
avec commutations automatlques, comportant notamment un pilote automatlque autosurVC1116 aglssant sur le systfme 61ectrique de commande de vols survelllö.
Consid^rons en effet I'objectlf d'un taux d'accident moyen de 10

-7

par atterrlssage, es-

sentiellement dfl au systf'me d'atterrissage automatlque. Attrlbuons aux pannes de materiel une contribution maximale de 50 %, le reste 6tant dfl ä des 6carts excessifs de performances. Parml les pannes de materiel

admettons que la moitl6 au plus soit due aux

fiqulpements de bord. Ces pannes peuvent consister en la perte du guldage par la panne
du systf me double (due ä la panne d'un 616ment de chaque chaftie) ou en une panne active
due ä la panne non d^tect^e de la chafne travalllante. Admettons l'^qul-partltlon de ces
-7
taux de panne. Consid^rons le premier cas dont la probabllitö est 0, 125.10
et calculons simplement la fiabllitö d'une chaltie satisfalsant ä I'objectlf en consld^rant que la
dur6e du risque est de l'ordre de 12 secondes par atterrlssage. Le MTBF de chacune
des 2 charnes doit 6tre au moins tel que
2
(
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soit environ 30 heures. Cette fiabllit£ est certainement realisable et d^montrable. En
utllisant des elements ayant des fiabilltös eiömentaires courantes, une flabilitö globale
tres supärieure peut 6tre espöröe.

2.3- Objectifs op^rationnels Les objectifs de fiabilitö opörationnelle sont g6n6ralement contradictoires avec ceux de
la navigability. Car les taux de s6curit6 extrfimes exiges par la navigability impllquent
une certalne complexity des redondances et de surveillances nöcessaires, alors que
l'utilisation opSrationnelle optimale implique le maximum de simplicity. Mais cette
contradiction ne doit pas fitre trop sch§matis6e. En effet, blen que la definition de principe d'un Systeme soit 116e aux objec.ifs de performances et de söcuritö, les objectifs
opörationnels peuvent 6tre realises au moyen d'une technologie appropriße des elements
du Systeme. C.es oojectlfs concernent en effet le contröle du materiel ä bord et son entretien en atelier. 11 n'est pas question de pouvoir contröler dans un d61al acceptable
l'int6grit§ de systcmes complexes autosurveillds, comportant en particuller des comparateurs de chafnes actives et de charnes de surveillance, au moyen de manoeuvres classiques de check list. Le contrOle doit 6tre rapide, ne dolt nöcessiter aucun materiel annexe at doit fournir une indication süffisante pour localiser un element en panne. Dans
ce but, le systrme de commandes de vol et des aides au pilotage est con^u pour etre
test6 automatiquement, soit au moyen d'un sysUme central ä programme sfiquentiel
soit au moyen de circuits d'autotest partlculiers ä chaque sous-systcme.

3. - CONCEPTIONS DE PRINCIPE ET TECHNOLOGIES Indiquons maintenant comment les objectifs de performances et de fiablllte inoncGs sont
appliques ä la conception ggngrale du systrme de commandes de vol et ä la definition

,

technoloKique fie certains figments importants.
3.1- Schema ggnferaj du systc'ine de commandes de vol Les gouvernes comprennent les 41evons assurant le tangage et le gauchlssement, constituös de 3 trotiQons par c6i6 de voilure, at le gouvernail de direction, constltufi de 2 tron^ons. Chaque tronpon est actionnf par une servocommande ßlectro-hydraullque ä double
corps en tandem.
Les £levons se divisent en deux groupes contrOl£s ind^pendamment

internes d'une part,

medians et externes d'autre part. Les premiers ont pour fonction principale le contrdle
en tangage, les autres en gauchissement (Fig. 7).
Les commandes comportent des organes de pilotage classiques (manche, volant, pMales),
Mais i'action du pilote sur les vdrins de puissance s'exerce sulvant deux modes. Le mode
^lectrique est le mode normal. II est doublt et surveillö. Le mode m6canique est utilise
en secours. Une sequence automatique assure, en cas de pannes, les commutations du
premier mode ßlectrique sur le second puls sur le mode m6canique. L'action de l'autopilote s'exerce par I'interm^diaire du mode ^lectrique (Fig. 8).
3.1.1 - Dans le mode normal de commande manuelle #lectrique, les actions du pilote
sont transmises directement ä des chafnes doubles de synchrod£tection. Ces chafnes
n'introduisant que des erreurs minimes de positionnement, la precision de positionnement
des gouvernes depend de celle des organes de pilotage. C'est pourquoi le dispositif de
sensation artificielle et le trim associ^ sont places ä l'amont de la commande.
Pour les 61evons, les chafnes röalisent ^lectriquement les ordres de braquages antissymStriques b p +3 q ä partir des ordres de gauchissement et de tangage.
Les chafnes ^lectriques fournissent les ordres de commande directement aux servovalves
glectro-hydrauliques contrdlant les distributeurs des servocommandes de puissance (les
leviers d'attaque m^canique des servocommandes £tant alors d£bray£s hydrauliquement).
Les actions des dispositifs automatiques s'exercent ä divers niveaux.Le trim regoit, outre
les ordres du pilote ceux des centrales aerodynamiques pour assurer la fonction du trim
automatique d'incidence et de Mach. Les autostabilisateurs agissent sur les amplificateurs
des chafnes glectriques.
3.1.2 - Dans le mode de secours de commande manuelle m^canique, les actions du pilote
sont transmises par cables aux servocommandes de puissance par l'intermödiaire de 3
vörins relais (1 par axe), dont I'existence est en fait li^e au mode de pilotage automatique.
La commande m^canique entre les vdrins relais et de puissance est simple du fait de sa
nature de secours.
Pour les Elevens internes d'une part et les Elevens median et externe d'autre part, un
diff£rentiel m^canique realise les braquages antissym&riques.
Dans ce mode, le seul dispositif automatique disponible, mis ä part le dispositif d'effort
artiflciel, est le trim.
../
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3.1.3 - Dans le mode de pilotage autotnatlque, les ordres de l'autopilote sont injectfis
aux servovalves ßlectrohydrauliques contrdlant les dlstrlbuteurs des servocommandes
relals et sont transmis aux chafties ^lectriquea par l'intermddiaire de bleller» ä ressort
ä seuil assurant une limitation d'autorltö möcanlque par reaction sur le dlsposltlf d'effort artlficlel.
Dans ce mode, les organes de pilotage et par suite les synchro-transmelteurs des chafties
ölectriques sont entraftiös par les vörlns relals par I'lntermddlalre de leur levler d'attaque m^canlque bloqud par verroulllage hydraullque et dösolldarls^ hydraullquement des
dlstrlbuteurs.

3.2- Schema de la commande 61ectrlque (Fig. 9) 3.2.1 - Syst6me de commande La commande filectrique est doublöe et comprend des ch Inas dites "bleues" et des chafnes
"vertes" 116es aux corps hydraullques des circuits bleu et vert des servocommandes de
puissance. Elles comprennent deux ch;.lnes (bleue et verte) de synchro-detection par palre d'filevons et deux chafnes pour le gouvernail de direction. L'une des deux chatnes est
rendue active, en mode de commande ^lectrique, par mise en pression des servovalves
qu'elle contrOle, au moyen d'^lectrovannes doublfees. Sur chaque servocommande de
puissance, ä double corps hydraullque, la servovalve active contrdle le dlstributeur d'un
corps, et par une liaison m£canique entre dlstrlbuteurs. le dlstributeur de l'autre corps.
L'alimentation älectrique des chafnes ä partir des batteries de bord s'effectue par deux
convertlsseurs statiques particuliers de haute fiabilitfi. La frequence de 1800 hertz a
6t6 cholsie d'une part pour öviter les Interferences par couplage avec la frequence normale de 400 hertz des autres circuits 61ectrlques, et d'autre part pour optimiser la precision.
En partlculler le rapport de transformation d'une chafne CX - CDX - CT est ainsi maintenu constant ä + 1 G % prrs pour des temperatures variant de - 40 ä + 120° C.

3.2.1.1 - Une chafne ßlectrique (bleue ou verte) du gouvernail de direction comprend un
transmetteur CX mesurant le deplacement i r des pgdales, 2 detecteurs CT lies chacun
ä une servocommande et mesurant le braquage o r des deux trongons du gouvernail,
2 amplificateurs et 2 servovalves. Transmetteur et detecteurs sont des transformateurs
de coordonnees (resolvers), comportant un rotor ä un enroulement et un stator ä 2 enroulements en croix. Les stators etant relies eiectriquement, 1'enroulement du rotor du 66i
|

tecteur deiivre un signal mesurant 1'ecart
signal
i

II

I

0
firr

--dr.
0 T. L's
L'amplificateur
addltionne ce
H
c
(dont le signe est determine par la phase
) ä celui de 1'autostabllisateur

0 r,,- et deiivre ä la servovalve I'ordre d'asservissement or
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c

- d r + o r__,
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3.2.1.2 - Une chafne d'une paire d'eievons est un peu plus complexe ä cause des melanges
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des ordres de gaachlssement et de tangage. Elle comprend un transmetteur CX mesurant

i
>

le deplacement ^ q

du manche, 2 transmetteurs differentiels CDX mesurant avec des

signes opposes le deplacement du volant 3 p . 2 detecteurs CT mesurant les braquages
antissymetriques des deux eievons ^ _ et O „, 2 amolificateurs et 2 servovalves contrd-
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lant les deux ilevona. Les transmetteurs diff^rentlels, qul sont des tranaformateurs de
coordonn^es (resolvers) comport ant un rotor et un stator ä 2 enroulements en croix,
sont Intercal^s ^lectrlquement entre le transmetteur et les d&ecteurs, de sorte que
ceux-cl dßllvrent des slgnaux mesurant les 6carts 0 q

c

+^p

c

-/_,et^q -'p -o .
O
ecu

Les amplificateurs additionnent ces signaux ä ceux des autostabillsateurs^ qc^ +^p
ST
•ST
et dfillvrent aux servovalves les ordres d'asservissement

Tq. + ^V + ^•ST
_, - f„
orr - /pcST
et

+ /q„„ - f Pc^ - ' „
'ST
ST

^ q

3.2.2 - Systeme de surveillance et de commutations
La surveillance des chafnes £lectriques s'effectue par des chalnes de synchrod^tection
de comparalson, dont les signaux d'erreur sont compares ä des seuils flx^s pour d#clencher les commutations de mode.

3.2.2.1 - Les 2 gouvernails de direction sont simultan£ment auto-surveill^s par 2 chafnes de surveillance bleue et verte surveillant chacune les 2 chuines de commande bleu
ou verte (Fig. 10). Une chafne de surveillance comprend un transmetteur CX mesurant
l'ordre des p^dales

fr c>

2 d&ecteurs CT mesurant le braquage de chaque gouvernail

^ r, 2 d6tecteurs Unfaires mesurant le ddplacement des distrlbuteurs bleus ou verts
des 2 gouvernails, et un comparateur double. Celui-ci revolt les signaux d'£cart
f r

-

fi r et les corrige par les signaux d^tectant l'ouverture des distrlbuteurs, de

faQon qu'un £cart dd ä la saturation en effort ou au trainage de l'une des aervocommandes
ne soit pas considers comme du ä une erreur de commande, dans la limite d'un £cart
de 2*. Outre cette fonction de correction, les d^tecteurs lin£aires ont pour rOle une
detection des embarquements de gouvernails en avance par rapport aux braquages, grace
au fait que les distrlbuteurs commandent en vitesse les v€rins. Les signaux resultant
sont compares ä un seuil pour commander un relais däclenchant les commutations simultandment sur les 2 gouvernails. La valeur du seuil est fix^e ä 2° 15' par deux considerations, D'abord le taux de commutations intempestives du aux tolerances des chafnes de
commande en fonctionnement dynamique doit §tre tn s faible (On estime que I'^cart type
de 2 chafhes de commande est de l'ordre de 20'). D'autre part l'embarquement dynamique
d'une gouverne doit rester compatible avec la resistance structurale, compte tenu du retard des commutations. Par ailleurs des precautions sont prises pour dficeler une coupure d'alimentation.

3.2.2.2 - Les elevens internes sont intersurveilies par 2 chafnes de synchrodetection
bleue et verte surveillant respectivement les chafnes de commande bleues et vertes. Une
chaftie comprend un transmetteur de vitesse 2 mesurant le double de l'ordre du volant
2 0p , un transmetteur differentiel CDX mesurant le braquage d'un eleven (^p + ^q)r.
un detecteur mesurant le braquage de l'eievon symötrlque (3 q - ^ p)

, 2 dötecteurs

lineaires mesurant les deplacements des dlstributeurs. et un comparateur double. Ces

mmmm
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capteurs sont relics ölectriquement de fagon ä d^livrer un signal
2>2 p„c + (/q
f,,
- • - > p)_
• D - (/q
'"• +• -^P)
'-'G'
qui est nul si l'^cart des braquages est £gal au double de l'ordre de gauchissement, ce
qui seralt normal en l'absence d'ordres de stabilisation. Ce signal est done corrig6 mi
double du signal de stabilisation en roulla :
2dpc + (>q -dP)^ - (^q +^P)G

+ 2

^ PgT

II est ensuite corrigg par les signaux des d£tecteurs Unfaires de l'erreur de trainage
des vfirins lorsqu'ils ont des mouvements antlsymßtrlques. Ce signal est finalement compart au seull flx6 pour provoquer les commutations successlves des modes ^lectriques
bleu et vert et du mode m^canique.
3.2.2.3 - Les ölevons medians et externes d'un mSme cOtl de la voilure sont imersurvell16s par 2 chalnes de synchrodötection affectäes aux chafnes de commande bleues et vertes.
Mais les commutations de mode successlves affectent 1'ensemble des Elevens, les 2 chafnes sym^triques de mßme couleur 4tant trait^es par le mSrae comparateur.
Une chaftie comprend un transmetteur CX mesurant le braquage d'un £levon, un dätecteur
CT mesurant le braquage de l'autre 61evon du m6me c0t6, 2 d^tecteurs Unfaires mesurant les d^placements des 2 distributeurs et un comparateur doublfi. Le signal d'ficart
des braquages corrigä des hearts d'ouverture des distributeurs est compart ä un seull
pour provoquer les commutations successlves de modes.
3.3 - Servocommandes de puissance La technologic g£n6rale des servocommandes de puissance risulte princlpalement de l'organlsation des circuits hydrauliques, de la conception de la commande £lectrlque, et de
considerations structurales.
Les circuits hydrauliques comportent deux circuits normaux ind^pendants dits "bleu et
vert". Un circuit de secours dit "jaune" peut allmenter l'un ou l'autre des circuits normaux
en cas de döfaillance de leur generation. (Cette disposition est considörfie comme devant
rendre improbable une panne hydraulique totale). D'autre part, la commande eiectrlque
des vörlns de puissance est double« par suite des considerations de fiabilite et de performances Indiquees precedemment. Dans ces conditions, les vfirins de puissance de chaque
trongon de gouverne sont doubles. Ils sont disposes en tandem plutOt que juxtaposes, pour
constltuer des ensembles integres afin de minimiser leur masse et leur encombrement et

i I
i

faclllter leur synchronisation en mode eiectrique, necessaire ä leurs performances dynamiques.
La securite structurale necessaire pour preserver la aöcurite fonctionnelle d'un tel ensemble double est assuree par la redondance des attaches sur la structure et des liaisons avec
la gouverne : le corps du verln, comprenant deux corps hydrauliques bleu et vert accoies
en opposition k un corps central se deplace le long d'une tige ancree ä ses deux extremites sur la structure support, et transmet son mouvement ä la gouverne par une double
liaison. Une glissif re assure un guidage approximatif en cas de rupture d'un ancrage de
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la tige. D'autre part I'ensemble est rendu ind^pendant des deformations glastiques et
thermlques de la structure support, par coupure de la tige.
Les connexions hydrauliques s'effectuent par des tubes t^lescopiques, de fa^on ä 6viter
les tuyauteries souples. dont Tencombrement serait excessif et la fiabilitg douteuse.
Chaque corps hydrauHque est constitu€ d'une enveloppe mince cylindrique en acier chroma coulissant sur un piston portfi par un €l£ment de tige. II porte un bloc de distribution
en alliage d'aluminium comportant une servovalve älectrohydraulique ä retour d'asservissement möcanique, mise en pression par une filectrovanne ä enroulement doublt, et
actionnant un distributeur principal ä tiroir sans recou-, rement et ä gain 61ev6, un capteur de d^placement Unfaire utilise pour la siirveillance 61ectrique et un clapet automatique de by-pass et d'amortissement.
Les deux corps sont synchronises par la liaison mäcanique de leurs distributeurs principaux. Cette liaison est d^finie de fagon ä minimiser les effets des dilatations thermiques.
En mode möcanique, le levier d'asservissement convdle directement les distributeurs
par cette liaison. En mode 61ectrique ce levier est d6bray6 hydrauliquement et le contrOle des distributeurs s'effectue par I'une ou I'autre servovalve eiectrohydraulique. (Le
fonctionnement en duplex de la commande eiectrique entrafnant simultan^ment les servovalves n'a pas £t6 consider^ comme praticable ä cause de 1'influence des tolerances des
chatties eiectrohydrauliques sur les performances dynamiques de I'ensemble, compte
tenu des gains en debits eievös des distributeurs). L'activation de I'une ou I'autre servovalve s'effectue par l'ouverture de reiectrovanne correspondante, commandee par le
Systeme de surveillance et de commutation de modes.
L'asservissement en mode eiectrique est realise au moyen de synchrodetecteurs (bleu
et vert) montes sur le corps et entrafnes en rotation par une biellette redondante (fail
safe) dont une extrßmite est articuiee sur la structure support. Ces synchrodetecteurs
sont enfermes dans un boftier qui contient aussi les capteurs de surveillance et de repetition de braquage.
Les performances statiques des servocommandes sont remarquables. Leur resolution
correspond ä 1 minute d'angle de gouverne, leur hysteresis ä moins de + 1,5 minute.
Les performances dynamiques sont compatibles avec celles des autostabilisateurs. La
frequence de coupure est superieure ä 10 hertz. Aux frequences des mouvements propres
de l'avion et pour de trrs petits braquages de gouverne. le dephasage n'excfde pas 20*.
Ces resultats sont obtenus grace aux performances eievees des servovalves. ä l'absence
de fuite statique et ä une technologic de distributeurs hydrauliques sans recouvrement.
I
Les caracteristiques de la rigidite d'ancrage. de l'inertie entrafnee et de 1'effort nominal
sont telles que les servocommandes doivent 6tre stabilisees. Chaque corps possrde done
un r6seau hydraulique (filtre passe-haut) creant une fuite dynamique stabilisante entre
les chambres.
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3.4- Conceptions t. technologie glectronique Mentionflons seulement quelques aspects typiques communs aux systömes automatiques
de pilotage.

3.4.1 - Duplication et surveillance Pour r£pondre aux objectifs fixäs de fiabilit^. 1'ensemble des systcmes automatiques est
redondant. Deux solutions €taient possibles pour r^aliser cette redundance avec la surveillance adequate : solution triplex constitute de 3 chafties de calcul simples fournissant
par comparaison une information r£put£e sure, ou solution doublte et autosurveilläe
avec commutation automatique. Une comparaison des deux solutions serait futile. L adoption de la dernifre solution ne r£sulte pas d'un choix doctrinal, mais d'une adaptation appropriäe ä 1'organisation doublte des circuits hydrauliques et ölectriques, entrafnant une
organisation analogue pour le Systeme de commande de vol normal ^lectrohydraulique.
La redondance exige une segregation physique des circuits, qui est r6alis£e ais^ment
avec des chalnes doubl£es. Mais l'autosurveillance des elements exige aussi une segregation interne des circuits.
Les techniques d'autosurveillance sont diverses. Les circuits de calcul sont enti^rement
doubles et leurs resultats sont compares. Les elements eiectromecaniques sont surveilies par comparaison avec un module eiectronique trfs simple. Une servocommande relais est par exemple reprfisentee par un circuit du premier ordre. Les integrateurs sont
surveilies par comparaison de leur entree et de leur sortie derivöe. Etc. . .. Dans ^ous
les cas les comparateurs sont doubles. De plus les surveillances sont fractionnöes de
fa^on ä ce que les seuils. determines par les tolerances de fonctionnement, soient compatibles avec la precision requise, sans que la multiplicite des surveillances partielles
puisae nuire ä la fiabilite generale.

3.4.2 - Technologie L'utilisation des micro-circuits integres est generalisee, 1'option pour cette technologie
ayant et6 prise df s 1963, pour des raisons de fiabilite et dt masse.
Dans les circuits de calcul; les amplificateurs operationnels du type U A 709 ou derives
permettent'de realiser de nombreuses fonctions de transfert lineaires et non linoaires
par association k des composants isoies. Tous les calculs sont effectues en courant continu. Certains circuits hybrides specialises sont aussi utilises, mais en nombre restreint
ä cause de leur prix. Des circuits digitaux sont encore utilises pour realiser des integrations ä long terme. Les integrations eiectro-mecaniques sont proscrites.
Dana lea circuits logiques des elements DTL (Diode Transistor Logic) et mfime MSI
(Medium Scale Integration) sont utilises. Les relais sont presque eiimines.
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CONCLUSION
Le Systeme de commandes de vol de CONCORDE est con^u pour r^pondre ä des objectlfs
de performances propres ä sa mission supersonique et des objectifs de fiabilit£ propres
ä son utilisation opörationnelle civile. Une commande 61ectrique, inspires de realisations militalres avanc^es apporte la precision requise et facillte I'integration des aides

.

automatiques de pilotage. Ce systSme reste cependant conventionnel par certains aspects
(organes de pilotage, liaison pilote - gouvernes univoque, limitations d'autorite m^caniques, etc...) du fait des contraintes impos^es par les habitudes de pilotage et les garanties de s6curite. CONCORDE/premier avion de transport civil ä utiliser une transmission eiectrique des ordres de pilotage integrant un ensemble d'aides automatiques, ouvre
la voie aux conceptions de pilotage nouvelles appropri^es au transport a^ronautique de
1'avenir.
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ADVANCES IN AIRCRAFT COWTR^L SYSTEMS WITH
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO COMBAT AIHCRAfT
by

G. C. Howell (U.K.) Avlonio« Department, R.A.S.
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Abstract
A review of current flight control system design for Combat Aj re raft is given highlighting the
reliance already placed on fonrs of electrical signalling of the flying control surfsoes and the
increasing use of feedback control techniques to achieve satisfactoiy handling qualities. In all
current systemsj however, a mechanical backup system is retained,
A description of a possible electrical signalling system design is given, including manoeuvre
dtmand control characteristics and some of its advantages are discussed.
The conclusion is reached that, although some experience is being gained in service of forms
of eleotrloal signalling, aircraft designers have not yet the confidence to eliminate mechanical
reversion systems and these, unfortunately, often compromise the primary electrical signalling system
performance. Recent system developments should lead to the abandoning of these mechanical reversion
systems in future project designs and the full benefits of feedback control can then be obtained.
These Include the optimisation of, the overall airframe taking advantage of feedback control and new
cockpit layouts taking advantage of the use of small side controllers.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In t'''') past, automatic control has been considered in aircraft designs as a means of supplementing
the basic ulroraft stability and handling qualities. A great deal of effort has been put into the
aerodynamic design to achieve good performance from the aircraft with a minimum loss of stability and
control characteristics. However, it is quite clear that each successive generation of aircraft has
relied more on automatic control than 4>« previous generation (see Figure 1) and yet the automatio
control system is oftfn looked upon bj jany aircraft designers as an unavoidable nuisance which makes
the aircraft more complex and need more maintenance. Because of this "basic distrust in 'black boxes'«
the control system has had many constraints placed upon it, such as authority limitation, which has in
turn wasted some of the development potential since too great a change in dynamic characteristics would
not be permissible when *Jio system saturated or when the system failed. The recent developments using
'failure survival' principles have gone some w^jr to increasing the effectiveness of automatic control
systems but reversion or 'get you home' systems are retained for safety. These latter systems are now
presenting severe design difficulties since, if the aircraft was acceptable with such a simpler reversion system there would have been no need for a more sophisticated primaiy system. In practice, the
reversion system may be acceptable over a limited flight envelope which would enable the aircraft to be
returned to some diversionary airfield.
In current project designs for Advanced Combat Aircraft, there is a great deal of ingenuity being
employed to produce schemes for a high performance primaiy control system using electrical signalling
and feedback control but with a mechanical reversion system to cater for certain double failure oases.
However, in a great deal of cases, the very presence of the mechanical reversion system degrades the
performance of the primary system and can add to the complexity because of the need to synchronise the
mechanical reversion. This paper discusses some of the problems that can be expected in some of the
proposed schemes and compares these with a full "fly-by-wire" system with no compromise of mechanical
reversion. The development time-scale is also included as a major constraint in the ultimate choice
of system design. Some possibilities of future developments are also given taking advantage of
electrical signalling with no mechanical reversion.
2

TYPICAL CURhiJTT SYSTHt DESICHS

Each aircraft designer has his own individual ideas of flight control system design and consequently there exists today a whole range of system designs but, in order to achieve high performance
from -the autopilot and to achieve good autostabiliaation in regions in the flight envelope of high
control sensitivity, some form of 'electric signalling' has been introduced as the primaiy mode. There
follona a brief description of six main types of flight control system currently in use or being
considered in project designs with an indication of the problems in integrating the subsystems and
providing mechanical reversion, As an example, the pitch control system is considered, but similar
problems exist in the lateral and directional controls,
2,1

System with limited authority series actuators for autostabilisation and full authority electric
operatiori of main power controls for autopilot modes

Fig, 2 shows a simplified block diagram of this system.
isportance are:(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(el
(f)

The main subsystems that are of real

Pilot's mechanical controls
Artificial feel system
Autostabilisation system
Autopilot system
Air Data Ccinputer system
Trim system

For convenience, the discussion of the system operation is divided into two parts relating to
manual control and fully automatic control.
2.1,1

Manual control

The artificial feel syrtem is programmed by signals from the Air Data computer in order to achieve
a satisfaotoiy relationship between stick force and aircraft response (for instance stick forc^/g
within a certain range). The control stick movements per unit response will of course be variable and
in order to maintain good resolution with high control sensitivity, the total stick travel needs to be
of the order of 12 Inches - this being determined by the practical resolution of mechanical control
runs. Because the stability of the aircraft needs augmenting in some parts of the flight envelope, an
autostabiliser system is incorporated using sprees actuators in the control runs. The two main problems
that arise are firstly the mechanical engineering aspect of ensuring that the impedance of the meohanioal runs ahead of the actuator« is very large compared with that part downstream including the valve
forces of the main power controls. In order to overcome this difficully, various means have been used
suoh as extra servos in the linkage to form 'irreversible' points or two-stage valves to reduce friction
and Bemouilli force iffects. The second problem is one of deciding on the actual value of the
authority limitj. If the transi nt and steady state responses are changed by a large amount by the
introduction of the autostability terms, then not only will the response be non-linear with amplitude,
due to system saturation, but also the artificial feel system parameters will have to be set to some
oompromise value between the two cases of autostabiliser on and off. Quite often, the limits have had
to be varied with flight conditions (from Air Data Computer) in order to have sufficient authority at
low speed while maintaining safely at high speed. Recently, multiplex or duplicate monitored system
have been used in which the actuators have larger authorities, thus reducing these integration problems.
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However the mechanical system still l i mits th e overall p e rfonna nce a nd to a certain extent the whole
suff'"ers from the worst features of both mechanical and comp lex r edundant electronic syst ems. It has
been suggested in one recent applicati on that a self-adaptive multiplex autostabiliser system tends
to adapt against the - effects of the f ee, f orward control t e rm given by th e me chanical control run
rather than to the changing ~~amic charact eristics of the aircraft.

2.1.2 Autopilot control
In this design, the autopilot is integrated with t he basic flying control system through th e main
power controls. In the autopilot mod e , th e mechanical f e edba ck i s r eplac ed by an el ect rical f eedba ck
and the small autostabiliser actuator controls th e main va lv e . In principle, full authority i :; a vai l@ble but in practice th e mechanical pi~ ot 's linkag e is fix ed t o th e output of the powe r c ontrol and
drives the pilot's cont rols and artific ~al f e el system. This l a tt e r enabl e s an authority limit to b e
placed on th e autopilot c orresponding to a gi ven l evel of a rtif ici a l fe el f orc e , Thus, if a constant
stick force/g was desi gne d into the f e el system, then th e autopilot limitat i on would b e s a tisfa ctory.
In fact this facility is one of th e ma in de s ign co nst r a i nts on t he f eel sys t em scheduling and it has
not always been possible to a chi eve satisfa ctory autopilot l jmitation by thi s means and s ome extra
response monitoring (using nonnal acc el e r a ti on, pitch r a t e and in cidenc e) is th en employed ,
The p e rformanc e of the autopilot is capable of b eing s e t t o a high value sinc e th e s ervo a rrang emen t has. high resolution and good frequ ency r e spons e . In f a ct in one pro j ect d es ign , a high gai n pitch
rate demand 'inner lao}'' control syst em was us ed to obtain v e ry hi gh perfo rmanc e t e rrain f ollovring ,
.&. further b en efit of th e manoeuvrE' d emand syst em is a s i mple r manoeuvre limi tation a r rangement ,

2.2 System using electric signalling of p owered controls with me chani c a l standby
2. 2.1

Manual control

Fig. 3 shows a simplifi ed diagram of th e system , Th e prima ry electric system allows th e integration of the autostabil1sation without the mechanical enginee ring probl ems of th e system described above
in section 2.1. However, th e authority of the autostabilis e r is limit ed in this design by th e amount
of allowable 'lost motion' in the mechanical circuit. Th e artificial f eel system still has t o provide
the main contribution to meet the req\lirement of stick force/g and so the probl ems of non-linear
r esponse due to automatic c ont rol saturation are again pres ent ani will limit the allowable amount of
feedback control, Als o the artificial feel system is still complex and a good mechanical control run
is still required as a reversionary mode.

2.2.2 Autopilot control
In this system, the autopilot is not i ntegrated into the primary flying controls and in fact
requires a separate electro-hydraulic actuator close to the feel system to drive the stick and hence
(through the electrical signalling system) the control surfaces, If the integrity required of the
autopilot is an order or more below that of the primary flying controls, then it is logical to retain
this complete separation, but the penalty is paid in performance and in the added complexity of having
the extra servos, Furthermore if automatic landing or terrain following, etc,, of high integrity and
reliability is required, then these extra actuators need to be of a redundant form and in practice
involves an inordinate increase in components in the overall system. The operational advantages claimed
are twofold: the feel system allows torque limiting to be used thus limiting the manoeuvring authority
of the autopilot and the stick follows autopilot demands (which is a current requirement in some aircraft types}. However, the former point is debatable since there remains the difficulty of providing a
feel system giving constant stick force/g and the latter requirement may well be relaxed in the future
since it is not necessarily the only wa_y to achieve the t'eal aim of smooth and safe transition from
autopilot to manual control. ~he automatic trim system 1s in operation during autopilot operation in
order that the manual reversion is made in the safest way but involves the addition of another subsystems which, in the case of a 'failure survival' autopilot also has to have r edundancy in order not
to reduce the system integrity if manual reversion is to be considered in a orltioal flight condition.

2.3
2.3.1 llanual control
The primary control dep ends upon a multiplex manoeuvre demand or "command augmentation" system
operating through a triplex actuator system giving a single failure survival capability. The control
law for a high performance aircraft is based on pi toh rate and normal acceleration feedback and a
simple feel system only is available and so devices such as bob weights are required to give some
partial mechanical feedback of normal acceleration, A series trim is required to synchronise the
mechanical reversion. Even allowing for thes e mechanical devices, the flight envelope is still usually
limited for which acceptable handling qualities are obtained using the reversion system. ~~ther
variation of this system is to employ a conventional programmed artificial feel system and st1ck ~oroe
sensors to provide the electrical commend signals. Such a system has better reversionary characteristics and will be discuss ed in para 2.4 below.

2.3.g Autopi lot control
ll'it.h thi s -.._:,.:;of .1 mur~• c ont1':ll ystem 1t is p ossible to have two autopilot configurations. One
type would use parallel actuators driving the pilot's stick and henc e operate through the manoeuvre

demand system, (This syatem Is shown in Fig. 3)« Another method, which at first sight appears to be
a more Integrated solution. Is to feed the autopilot demand directly Into the multiplex manoeuvre
demand system« However, due to the large authority required if the autopilot is required to be In
operation during transition from high level supersonic speeds to low level subsonic speeds, a slow
acting series trim actuator Is neoessaiy thus allowing the multiplex actuators to operate within their
limited authority.
In both arrangements, the autopilot design is simpler than in the former arrangements since the
manoeuvre demand system provides a high degree of autostabillsation against turbulence and the flight
path oontrcl terms provided by the guidance system are more straightforward. Also the safety of the
structure can be assured by manoeuvre demand limitation thus overcoming the problems in the previous
systems or providing accurate feel system open-loop programming.
2.4 Multiplex Manoeuvre Demand System (Series Actuators) with Meohanical Reveraion
Figure 3(*} shows the main features of the system. Because the electric signal from the stick
force sensor tends to zero in the s tick trimmed condition, the surface position to trim has to bo
provided either by the meohanical input or an integrator in the controller C(s), The latter sohena,
although giving optimum performance, has two disadvantages in practice. Firstly the triplex actuator
authority would need t<. he large or an autotrim system will need to be enployed using a logic system
such that the trimming only occurs when the stick force is zero thus preventing the trim system
operating during manoeuvres. Secondly the reversion to mechanical would cause a large transient due to
the lack of synchronisation of trim and again the autotrim would be neoessaiy. If the feel system has
suitable programming from the Air Data Computer (A.D.C.) and wing sweep (if appropriate) then the
steady manoeuvre characteristics of the meohanical reveraion would probably be acceptable over a large
part of the flight envelope although the transient responses to the steady state may not be good without the command augmentation system. Thus the cciqiatibility of the primaiy C.A.S. and meohanical
reversion can be achieved by the use of series actuators, programmed feel and autotrim. However, the
series actuator and hence primary electric control system relies on the mechanical control system
having ideal characteristics such as no backlash, low valve forces, etc.
2.5 Multiplex Manoeuvre Demand System (Series Actuators with electrical feedback fgom main P.F.C.'s)
with Mechanical Reversion
Fig. 5(b) gives the essentials of the scheme which only differs from that in 2,4 above by including
an electrical feedback from the main Jack and including the movements of the mechanical command and
mechanical P.F.C. feedback in the first stage actuator feedback measurement. Another important feature
is the stick position pickoff which includes iin)licltly a stick trim position signal. The principle of
this scheme (proposed by B.A.C.) is to synchronise the Manoeuvre Demand System with the Mechanical
Reversion and so the multiplex first stage actuator should tend to recentre in the steady 1g flight
case. One inportant advantage of this form of synchronisation is that no clutch is required to reengage the mechanical reversion which is at all times connected thus Increasing the integrity of the
reversion. The first stage actuators, however, do need a self centring device when not energised.
Also, aa in 2,4 above, the primary system performance is conditional upon good characteristios of the
mechanical system otherwise feedback of forces to the pilot's control column and stick sensors will
occur.
2.6

Multiplex Manoeuvre Demand System with Clutched Mechanical Reversion

Fig, 5(c) shows the main features of this scheme. In order to eliminate the need for a sophisticated form of clutch and disengage mechanism of the mechanical controls on the P.F.C, in order to
accommodate a large trim disparity between the electrical signalling and mechanical systems, two
electrical inputs are mployei. The first is the stick position relative to trim and the second is a
trim position signal. This scheme still requires the disconnect mechanism to have a fairly large
authority to accommodate the Manoeuvre Demand Control demands relative to the mechanical system demands,
but, in 1g flight, the error should tend to zero. It would be possible to add an autorim feature If it
was considered desi rable as in 2,4 above. The main advantage of the clutched scheme is that in the
primary mode, the mechanical control system characteristics do not degrade performance, but of course
the clutch mechanism must be designei to have high Integrity,
3.

AN INTBCRATED MAWOgJVRg DEMAND STSTEM DESIGN

This system is one in which full reliance is placed upon the primary electronic controls ('fly-bywire1) and the system employs fourfold redundancy to achieve the neoessaiy reliability for the complete
flight time (double failure survival capability),
3,1

Manual control

The pilot's controller can be either a conventional stick or a small side controller since no
mechanical reversion considerations are required. Quadruplex position transducers feed signals to four'"
•lane packs' of electronics. These are separated by the maximum distance possible, commensurate with
installation difficulties, in order to maintain the highest integrity to oomiron failure hazards. The
final outputs from the electronic units drive the quadruplex electro-hydraulic actuator units. The output of these are in the form of a single fail-safe consolidated meohanical displacements which in turn
controls the position of tandem main power controls with local mechanical feedback. The rate gyro and
aocelerometer terms «re obtained from four of each unit feeding into the eleotronio units providing some
particular manoeuvre demand control law. The feel system consists of a fixed spring system and, depending on the control law, a trim input may be necessary in the fonn of a datum shift of the input

piok-offs. (Jain sohoduling may well be required to achieve stabilily and response roquiroments over
the flight onvolopo and in Pig, 6 those are shown as being derived from Air Data souroes. There Is
a problem of providing the gain scheduling to a standard of integrity as high as the basic signal
chains. As drawn, a simple logic system takes the lower of the two from two s elf monitored Air Data
Confiutors thus providing a single failure survival capability with a standby fixed gain for the second
A.D.C. failure case. The performance with a standby fixed gain would not be optimum, but due to the
basic use of feedback, the performance would be acceptable. With this failure condition, a good deal
of the flight instnjmont and navigatio'.i systems would be also in reversionary modes and the aircraft
mission may need to be curtailed for other reasons. A simple foim of self-adaptive gain changing
system may be preferable from the performance point of view and would allow the system to operate
without interface with any external system such as an Air Data computer. This argument applies for
simple self-adaptive designs in which redundancy can be applied easily.
5.2

Autopilot control

The level of integ^nty of the autopilot can be chosen freely with this basic system, A full
redundant autoland system ror scheduled operation would be the ultimate goal ana this is compatible
with this system. Pig. 4 shows a Juplioate monitored autopilot arrangement (single failure survival),
but this could be extended to the sai^e fourfold system as the primary manual system. All the points
of criticism in the previous system designs are met since full authority is available and manoeuvre
demand limitation is provided per se.
4.

PKRyORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS OP AUTOMATIC PLISHT CONTRCL SYSTEMS

Experience with manoeuvre demand control has been limited to experimental programmes such as the
X 15 in U.S. and the Avro 707o in U.K. The flight proving of the P 111 is also relevant since a fairly
large authority "Command Augmentation System* is fitted which gives, witiiin limits, a constant response
throughout the flight envelope to pilot's commands. The actual response parameter that is used is one
that seems very popular in the U.S. at the moment and is based on some work by Boeings . This parameter, labelled C*, is a blend of normal acceleration at the pilot's station and pitch rate:-

C* = ^oö+ tn- Ij
where n
V0
*

=
=
=

+« y

g
6
6
noiroal acceleration of og measures in units of g,
'Cross-over velocity* where the 6 and (n-l) contributions to C* are equal and
distance of pilot ahead of og

Refs. 1 and 2 discuss various aspects; of this criterion and Ref. 5 shows another method of achieving the 'steady state' requirement as a compromise between the high speed manoeuvring requirement of
constant stick force per g and a suitable low speed characteristic. Another area that has received
recent attention is the use of a prefilter between the pilot's commands and the basic feedback loop.
A phase lead filter can be used to partially oancel the effect of a low value of lift slope and high
wing loading and so improve the response in normal acceleration to pilot's commands without affecting
the good ride qualities of such an aerodynamic configuration in vertical turbulence. Pigs. 7a, b, c
show at three extreme flight conditions, an aircraft longitudinal response to a step stick command with
the system of Fig, 5(a). The parameter plotted is C*r(, where the 'cross-over velocity' V0 equal»
ifOO ft/seo. It is clear from these figures that the use of a prefilter is a powerful method of improving the response and the veiy difficult case in Pig. 6c (where the dimensional value of I« is as low as
0.16 seo"^) could be met if necessary by the rather extreme filter (l + 6s)/(l + s)«
Two main oritioisms have been maMe of the ger,sral handling qualities of pitch rate/nonnal acceleration longitudinal manoeuvre demand systems. The first is the new piloting technique required because
of the neutral 'speed stability*. That is for any change of speed from a trimmed condition, the attitude is held constant with the stick force zero and so the aircraft would not return to the original
trimmed speed. It is interesting to note that in Ref. 2 a conclusion was reached that 'near-zero stick
force per V was found acceptable by pilots* whereas in Ref. 4, the X 15 team of pilots did not like
this characteristic and in fact, for landing, an artificial nose down out of trim was introduced so
that the pilot was required to provide a steadily increasing backward stick movement during the landing
flare. In the Avro 707o, there was a spread of pilot opinion on this characteristic and most pilots
felt that the advantages of the trimming effect of the system outweighed the neutral stick stability.
The second criticism of a manoeuvre demand control system is that the position of the aerodynamic
controls is not directly related to the position of the cockpit controls". Per instance, in a orosa
wind landing, the pilot*s lateral control would be nearly central and yet 9$ or more aileron deflection approach could be applied to counteract a steady sideslip. Another example would be the approach
to a stall where the system would counteract any pitching moments until the control limits were reachecL
thus causing a precipitous stall characteristic. However, it is quite simple to provide a visible and/
or audible warning when a certain proportion of control authority is applied. Current designs of stall
warning and 'stick pusher* systems are based on similar principles.
In order to satisfy more than one performance criteria, more than one control loop is required.
Por instance, by feeding back some functions of roll rate to the ailerons and a function of yaw rate to
the rudder, the two criteria of rolling response and dutch roll damping can be met. This particular
problem of optimising the lateral control system shows some typical properties of multiloop systems.
In particular, the numerator or * zeros' of the basic aircraft transfer functions (such as v/6) can be
modified thus controlling the transient response characteristics as well as the stability. Another
well known multiloop system is the combination of elevator and throttle control to produce a

satisfactory height hold autopilot below nünimum drag apoeds. Recent work has shown that, by suitable
design of a multiloop system, the addition of a direct lift control to elevator control con produce
more nearly ideal flight path response.
The blending of the various feedback loopa is another advantage given by a full electrical signalling system,
5.

COMPAKTSON AND DISC'JSSIOH 0? THE VARIOUS SYSTBMS

The main difference between current systems and an integrated manoeuvre demand system is that the
former consists of a set of differing subsystems with many interface areas, whereas the latter consists
of a simpler set of identical units operating in a parallel redundant signal chain. I. .o ooruparison can
be made under the fovir headings of performance, safely, reliability and integrity, and servioeabilitj,
5.1

Performance

In manual flying, a manoeuvre demand system has many advantages over a conventional on", and these
all lead to a reduced pilot workload. Some of the operational aspects are discussed in section 4,
For instance, instrument flying should be made easier since a highly stable aircraft is obtained
throughout the flight envelope at the same time as providing the optimum response characteristics.
The higher frequency 'anticipatory' terms could be eliminated from the director displays thus simplifying the computing and reducing noise on the display. A particular example of a director mode is a
takeoff law. With present control systems the rotation of a delta aircraft with trailing edge flap
controls requires a complex pilot control action to lift the nose wheel, rotate and n.are into the
climb-out flight path and a pitch rate to speed and acceleration control law tz being used. If a pitch
rate demand system is employed as the basic manual control, then the required control action will be
simply related to the desired pitch rate demanded on the director display - thus reducing considerably
pilot workload,
I1; has been suggested that manoeuvre demand systems are not wanted beoause a constant response is
not required over the flight envelope but that different responses are required. However, by use of
built-in highly reliable feedback control, the desired model response at each flight condition is more
likely to be achieved. Current hybrid systems employing limited authority electrical systems have
reduced performance with subsystem failure. This reduction in performance at best involves a minimum
exploitation of feedback control techniques and at worst can cause serious flight limitations after
certain single failures and certainly after double failures. Recently, schemes providing single
failure survived manoeuvre demand with mechanical reversion (such as in partis, 2,5 and 2,6 above) have
been evolved which give a useful reversionary mode by employing conventional programmed feel. These
schemes are attractive if the feedback terms can be lost without producing unacceptable handling
qualities and the timesoale of the ppogramme of development means the use of current "on—the-shelf"
hardware. However a quadruplex system is designed to attain the desired performance after two failures
and so is superior although the development of such a system is not yet complete. Programmes in the
U.K. and in the U.S, are progressing along similar lines to develop quadruplex double failure survival
systems.
5,2

Safety

The safety requirements of a flight control system are designed to prevent overstressing of the
whole aircraft or any part of the airframe as the result of inadvertent pilot action or as a result of
failures in the control system Itself. In most current designs, the artificial feel system provides
this basic structural safety both in manual and autopilot modes of control. However, this is only
possible if the open loop scheduling of the feel force gradient exactly compensates for the aerodynamio
and inertial changes of the aircraft throughout the flight to produce a constant longitudinal stick
foroe/g and constant lateral stick force/roll rate, A manoeuvre demand system provides this constant
response to stick force and stick movement and so ensures the basic structural safety in the moat
eatiifaotoiy way.
The protection against failures in a system using Blmilar redundancy is obtained by some majority
voting technique and the flight path disturbance is minimised. With a response monitor, such as the
use of the artificial feel system to limit excess noraal acceleration, relatively large flight path
deviations are possible after system failure and, although stnjctur&l safety is assured, these deviations are not acceptable at low altitude. In this latter case a 'fail-soft' system can only be
obtained hy the use of fairly close tolerance monitoring afforded by multiplex or multlplicated systems
using similar redundancy,
5*3 Reliability and integrity
One of the great problems in current syatoms is to establish the basic integrity since the
analysis of failure modes and their consequences involves a study of many different subsystems and the
interface areas. In praotloe the interface between systems is very complex: for instance the Air
Data Computer supplies more than one signal to the feel system, autostabiliser, autopilot, autcthrottle and autotrim. Also the performance of the overall system deteriorates to a lower level after
subsystem failures and it Is sometimes very difficult to establish whether the aircraft system is then
'unsatisfactory' or 'unacceptable' and the probabilities of these failures have to be related to the
risks nroduced. This process has reached a very difficult point in some current designs since it is
sometimes very difficult to put numbers to the loss in performance after subsystem failure. For this
reason a system using similar redundancy throughout with double failure survival capability is
superior In that the performance is always very close to the desired value and the integrity study is
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then a alnplcr task of fnult analysis.
One basic problem that appears in multiple systems is that of 'nuisftnoo' disconnects if the system
beooaes too caaplex and when not enough atttntion is given to oompotiont tolerances. A certain amount
of relaxation from the optimum perfornmnon may well pnpduoo a valuable mduction in the probability of
an incorrect failure indication (which must be oorridered as a genuine failure when integrity studios
are performed)«
The actual reliability targets now being aimed for (fullure probabilities in the region of 10"*
per hour) are so tevore that it is impossible to prove tliat such a figure has been reached to any
reasonable level of oonfidenoe unless a statistical method is used in conjunction with redundant signal
chains.
5.4 Serrioeability
In order to achieve system separation in the current designs, the number of components and interaystem wiring has increased to an alarming level whereas in an integrated sy tern, a single component
or signal chain would suffice. In one design, the number of lateral stick po'ition transducers has
reached the grant total of 16 with a possibility of even more being added later. This large number is
due to the design being based on a number of subsystems (in this case a mechanical signalling system,
duplicate electric signalling system and a limited authority autcstabillsor with a 'manoeuvre boost'
system) whereas if a quadruplex manoeuvre demand system were employed only 4 or at the most 8 position
transducers would be required. The servicing implinations of this increase in numbers of oor.ponents
is obviou» and the pr^flight check-outs are becoming difficult, making it difficult tc attain quick
turn-round times.
In general, the more the flight control system is integrated, the less difficult becomes the
servicing problem and if similar redundancy is used to achieve the desired reliability, then interlane conparison oan be used as a moans of system check-out. A new apprcach to cairttnance may be
possible which may lead to a reduction in the amount of prt^-flight testing required. If the errors
between the signalling lanes are recorded for each flight in the fonr, of percentage times of the total
flight that the errors have exceeded certain values, then a histcgifjn presentation will show if any
lane has deteriorated to the'extent that the prcbabillty of a fault warning will be greater than the
desired value (or the order, of 10~3 per hour in a quadruplex systun). From the cumulative probability
tables for normal distributions, 10~3 probability corresponds to a 3.? c error, where a is the standard
deviation and if theff, 2.6 0" and }& error thresholds are ohesen for the 'maintenance record', then
3.3 0'could be chosen as the fault detection threshold. The ff and 2,6 ff probabilities are approximately
3.3 x lO-1 and 10~2 and so should provide statistically significant iifornation during a norrial flight
of 3 hours to predict with confidence the system behaviour on the following flight. With this maintenance recording procedure, the only checks before each flight that would be necessniy would be the
operation of the fault detection and correction logic. There would otviously still be a need to checl.
absolute system performance on the ground periodically at 'first line* l^vel at 200-5C0 hours interval
to establish that no common deterioration had taken place.
In systems employing dissimilar redundancy in the form of a number of sulsysttms, all different,
this maintenance recording technique would not always be possible and in ff.ct this pnblem is reflected
in the current search for the application of maintenance recordirg data because of the difficulty in
current systems of finding suitable performance criteria.
6,

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

The final acceptance of electrical signalling with no mechanical reversion will lead to new
developments. The following developments would be possible and the advantages gained would finally
justify the development programme in electrical signalling.
(a) ^The overall aircraft design could be optimised taking into account the feedback control terms
and lead to higher performance. Trim drag, drag due to excessive fin size, etc could be reduced at
the expense of basic stability and control characteristics.
(b) Following the work described in Ref. 7, the structural weight may be reduced and the necessary structural mode stability could be achieved by the use of feedback terms and also the fatigue life
could be improved,
(c) The cockpit layout could be considerably improved by the use of a miniature controller
instead of a conventional stick. This controller also would allow more accurate flying in turbulence
if the hand is properly supported as in that described in Ref. 6. The design of miniature controller
is closely tied to the Manoeuvre Demand control law which determines the stability and response oharacteristios of the aircraft/oontrol system con:bination,
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(d) New multiloop control systems involving conventional elevators and ailerons, direct lift,
jet reaction, etc oan be fully exploited and the correct blending of these control outputs can be
»*«•**
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configuration can be optimised taking into account the automatic control requirements.
7.
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CONCLUSIONS

(a) More reliance is being placed on electronic control systems in current aircraft designs, but
the full performance advantages of feedback control cannot be realised in most current designs since
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Wie overall control system performance must not be degraded to an unacceptable level by th« loss of
one aubsystem.
(b) Although systems are advocated with mechanical reversion for reasons of integrity, the
problems of synchronising the mechanical and electrical systems can cause a significant increase In
overall complexity and loss of integrity. Suoh aystema are difficult to analyse from the safety point
of view since the performaroe deterioration associated with a reversionaiy mode must be related to the
failure probabilities and with current desigri« thin process is beoondrg extremely eonplex and the
chances of overlooking critical failure mode» is becoming higher.
(c) The added cocplexity of subsystem separation is causing a large increase in maintenance
r«quirementB. In particular, pre-flight check-outs are becoming extremely involved»
(d) The use of integreted iranoeuvre demand system using similar redundancy is a powerful w^ of
overcoming many of the design problems In current syatems such as are described above.
(e) Serious consideration should be given to the use of feedback control In the early design
stages of aircraft in order to lead to an optlmuni flight control system design. A careful study of
basic aerodynamic characteristics such as static margin and directional stability should take account
of the current auto-control 'state-of-the-art'. Also, the control aurface configuration and control
powers should be related to the use of autooontrol systems,
(f) By seriously considering electrical signalling with no mechanical reversion In new project
designs, it should be possible tc optimise the overall aircraft design to give good perfencanoe and to
uso feedback techniques to satisfy the handling qualities and structural stability requirements,
(g) Work should continue on the two fronts:- to establish handling requireirents of aircraft
including autooontrol c»:aracteristies and to continue a Programme to Improve automatic control
technology for aircraft application.
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THB lOTERPACE OF MAINTMNABILm, RELIABILITY, AND
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THE INTERFACE OF MAINTAINABILITY, RELIABILITY, AND
ASSOCIATED DISCIPLINES IN AIRCRAFT DESIGN

The specification of the Model 02U, the original Corsair for the United States Navy, provides some interesting reading. I quote from the section on accessibility.
'All parts of the Corsair are designed and arranged to permit easy access for lubrication,
adjustment or repair. Cowling throughout is provided with ample-sized access doors wherever
needed and fuselage under pan is quickly removable for inspection and adjustment of controls,
etc. With either side tank removed (which can be done in a few minutes), all parts within the
fuselage cockpits are advantageously accessible. The walkways at root of lower wings make it
possible to work on engine and various airplane parts in the environs of the cockpits while on the
water cr flying field. Access doors are provided in wing panels so that control arms, etc., may
be easily lubricated and adjusted, and inspections made of the interior of wing panels. "
That quote was generated in 1927. In 1964 design of the third Corsair, the Model A-7A,
was initiated for the United States Navy. As part of our proposal, we submitted a movie covering the subject of maintainability. I quote from part of it.
"Let's discuss Availability philosophy in some detail. There are many definitions, publications, and opinions in existence on the interface of Availability, Reliability, and Maintainability. I would like to employ a general approach to Availability that should put us all on common
ground.
"Airplane Availability is a function of Reliability and the number of items that have to be
inspected, serviced, adjusted, or replaced. In a broad sense, this is the amount of maintenance
an airplane will require. These two items are inversely related and, if we were able by some
means and enough money to obtain 100 percent reliable components, then theoretically most of
these maintenance items would not be required. Obviously, we are not going to get 100 percent
Reliability, but we do have to make this factor as high as possible within the cost, schedule, and
complexity constraints of this program to reduce maintenance to a minimum,
"These then become the key elements in Availability. We've concentrated on Reliability
by trying to get better components, and even more important, by having fewer components in each
system. We have made many improvements in the time element by concentrating on Accessibility,
Turn-around, Workability, and Troubleshooting. Our success in this area produces an airplane
that is designed to require a minimum amount of maintenance and special skills when it gets to
the fleet. "
These quotes represent a spread of forty years and there are significant similarities in
the goals. As one indication of ho« the designer's problem has grown, let's compare three aircraft approximately 20 years apart in steps of evolution. They are the 02U (Figure 1), the F4U
(Figure 2), and the A7 (Figure 3). They are all called Corsairs.
The statistics of these aircraft reveal some interesting data (Figure 4). The direct
maintenance man hours/flight hour (DMMH/FH) have gone from approximately 1,5 to 9. 5 with
one additional difference. The 9, 5 DMMH/FH on the Model A7 is a specific
guarantee, like V max
r
0
and other performance guarantees. It is interesting to note in avionics not only that the weight
has not gone up as fast as the number of components, but that the capability and flexibility of the
later avionics has gone up geometrically. Note the signifKant increase in the cost of the avionics,
both airborne and special support equipment. The number of parts has gone up ten-fold, and the
availability has gone down, while maintenance requirements have gone up. Incidentally, the later
Model A7 also has a guarantee on Mission Completion Success. The implication of these few facts
on the system design problem today is obvious.
The aircraft designer today has indeed a new design problem. Weapon system complexity
has increased almost geomelrirally in recent years as performance and mission requirements
have become more demanding. It is almost axiomatic that these more complex systems tend to
become less reliable, more difficult to maintain, more difficult to operate, and therefore less
safe.
?

•

These undesirable tendencies can and, in fact, must be overcome during the initial design.
The problems of attempting to modify state-of-the-art systems that have been designed without
proper reliability, maintainability, human factor, and system safety considerations after the design is complete are almost insurmountable. For many years the industry has attempted to elevate Maintainability, Reliability, System Safety, and Human Factors to the same level as that of
our other technical disciplines. It is mandatory to place all of these disciplines in the proper
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perspective to maintain optimum balance and control. The work done to establish the requirement
of these disciplines has been in part successful; but to the designer today, they must be categori:-:ed
as a relati'vely new challenge. The complexity problem spawned the necessity to apply these new
disciplines in the initial design phase. None of them are truly new, but they have become so much
more involved with system complexity increase that they have taken on a whole new complexion.
The actual development of the discipline into a useful engineering tool was and is a challenge.
How does one start with a grossly stated system operational problem and develop an engineering discipline compatible with the terms and parameters of the problem so that it is useable
in initial de sign ?
First, the problem must be understood. It mu s t be possible to separate fundamentals from
chaff. Understanding must be developed, in the main by deduction and history. The problem must
be defined in engineering terms applying techniques which permit rational measurement and
analysis. Such activity involves development of math models, testing, failure analysis, correlation with records, etc.
Once the problem is understood and described analytically, a prediction capability must be
developed. No amount of analysis or test after the fact will change reliability, maintai nability,
operability, or safety one b1t. If these factors are not considered initially, then &ley nay well ~ o.t
of control, and the design will never realize its full potential as an operationally deployed system.
There analysis and prediction during design is required, much as is the case with Aerodynamics
and Structures .
The next requirement is the formulation of these disciplines in such a manner that they are
useful in the overall design process wherein many other factors clamor for consideration. This
invr' es the development of a language with which to communicate with the other disciplines during
the design. Other areas must be taught this language and, to a degree, educated in the discipline
itself. These other areas must also understand the necessity for the design compromises which
the discipline will tend to dictate. These other areas, especially design, must eventually desire
to employ the discipline. The concept that a 2 percent increase in Mission Completion Success
probability may be worth 10 knots in V max is one that takes some education and some facts to
back it up. Until such facts are under s tood and accepted by all others involved in the system
design, proper design balance is no t possible.
Huw does it work in practice ? There are at least three major considerations that must be
implemented. First, these disciplines must be integrated into the design operations as line
functions with responsibility and accountability. Second, the organization of these line functions
into the Engineering Department must be at a level consistent with their responsibility and accountability. They must report to and receive support from a management level consistent with
their design responsibility. And, third, they must establish overall objectives and specific
requirements.
Requirements are established generally by specification. To have maximum effechveness,
the requirements and programs resulting from them should contain both qualitative and quantitative aspects. Rational quantitative requirements should be specified wherever possible to provide a proper measurement for trade studies against which program requirements can be evaluated and/or demonstrated. In each of the four technical areas, a formal program plan is required.
One then has a Human Factors Program Plan, a Maintainability Program Plan, a Reliability
Program Plan, and a Systems Safety Engineering Pro~;,ram Plan. The plans, in each case, describe precisely the scope and content of the effort, the exact tasks to be accomplished, how each
task will be accomplished, and provide a detailed s c hedule of major check-points and completion
dates. In addition, the plans describe a method of testing and evaluating the results of the effort
common to basic design. In addition to providing thi s "visibility", the written plan also provides
management with the " what is being done, how it is being done, and when it is being done" information required to evaluate the quality and progress of the effort.
How does one accomplish the program ? Or, perhaps, one should ask what are some of
the techniques which the specialists in these area s use?
The goals and/or requirements affecting human factor s , maintainability, reliability and
safety engineering as stated :n the detail specification for an aircraft system are usually very
general. For example, " the MMH/FH must not exceed 9. 5 and the mission completion reliability
must be at least 75 percent. " Th.,se values, while quantitative, do not provide the designer with
the spec1fic requirement which he needs in developing his design. At Vought Aeronautics we
have developed mathematical models and computer programs to assist in the analysis of the subdivision of these general, overall requirements into allocations specific to a sub-system. lnci·dentally, math models a.nd computer programs are meaningless without history or test data.
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Using a maintainability simulation model (Figure 5), 0.28 MMH/FH was allocated to the hydraulic sub-system, and 0.41 MMH/FH to the electrical sub-system. These allocations are further
detailed (Figure 6) and coupled with the associated maintenance concept, "yre then given to the
sub-system designer as a target for his design--just as a weight target maght be given to him. It
should be made clear that these allocations are not assumed but are derived from an initial detailed analysis of the maintenance task for each sub-system. He now has a maintainability constraint which he must attempt to satisfy at the same time he is satisfying all others. In the same
manner, reliability allocations are specified for a particular sub-system so that total reliability
requirements of the weapon system can be achieved. General human factors, and safety requirements may also be made specific to a sub-system.
At Vought Aeronautics standard engineering procedures call for the provision of quantitative
requirements to the designer through Design Definitions (DD). The designer responsible for a
specific design originates the DD by listing all known requirements, applicable specifications, and
general description of his system. All technical areas then provide their inputs in terms of requirements or constraints specific to their technical specialty. In this manner, the designer then
has the first estimate of the requirements which his design must meet. The quantitative requirements specified by human factors, maintainability, reliability and safety may also be translated
into meaningful qualitative requirements and included in the Design Definition. The basic principles
must be educated into the designer, not restated to him every time. One is on the road to success
when such basic principles are applied without prompting.
Following definition of the design requirements, the preliminary, basic design effort is
started Now we begin to have the day-to-day interaction of the designers and the specialists.
Continuous design surveillance provides the specialists with the data needed to assess how their
particular design requirement is progressing. It also provides the specialists and engineers in
these areas the data necessary to point out good and bad points of the particular design at a design
review meeting. In some cases these inputs can be evaluated and approved or rejected at the design review. In other cases the effect on cost, weight, structure, for,example, may not be so obvious. In these later cases, a trade study may be required to evaluate thoroughly the effects of
the conflicting requirements.
Participation in trade studies is an important technique by which these specialists may effect
the selected design. Each concept is analyzed for the appropriate quantitative parameters, such as
failure rates and effects, personnel skill levels and training requirements, and safety hazards.
Ratings are then assigned in maintaincbility, reliability, etc., indicating the ranking of each concept.
Depending on the specific trade study being accomplished, values are assigned to the particular
rankings so that these disciplines are considered appropriately along with the other trade study
criteria being evaluated.
These techniques which I have discussed- translating general requirements into specific,
design definition inputs, desigi: surveillance, and participation in design reviews and trade studiesare, of course, reiterative efforts continuing throughout the program.
Another technique which is used quite extensively is the use of design-tool mockups and simulators studies. Cockpit or crew station mockups and simulators have been used for some time.
However, the extensive use of mockups of critical maintenance areas, such as avionics bays, or
the use of simulated stores handling and loading tasks, is relatively recent. By employing these
techniques both qualitative and quantitative data may be obtained early in the design phase. In test
programs, such as these, maintenance time estimates and accessibility requirements may be
checked. Human factors and safety consideration for display location and arrangement may be
evaluated. Store loading, cargo handling, and turn-around times and procedures may be tested
and revised until the most efficient concepts are identified. In many cases problems can be identified and corrections made with little or no wasted effort or changes in target dates of the total
program schedule.
Today, significant components of weapon systems are subcontracted. To complement our
"in-house'1 program and to assure meeting our contractual requirements, we also institute a similar program for our sub-contractors and vendors. Qualitative and quantitative requirements are
specified in procurement specifications. Vendor proposals are reviewed, evaluated, and ranked
according to how well they meet the human factors, maintainability, reliability, and safety requirements and programs specified. The follow-up through design analysis, surveillance and review
of the subcontractor or vendor effort is addressed essentially the same as the in-house designer's
efforts. In some cases, contract guarantees and demonstration plans are required and negotiated.
One of the most important requirements is the demonstration of the reliability characteristic. The
demonstration test is usually conducted at the subcontractor's plant using procedures and criteria
established by specification. This type of testing is most often used to qualify equipment for production; but, it may be extended to monitor the reliability of equipment throughout the scheduled
production.
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If the designer and specialist have interfaced properly, the result is a practical, operable
system which gives good service to the customer but, unfortunately, with higher initial costs
and longer design programs. Not only is today's hardware generally more complex, but we
have generated a more difficult design balance problem because of additional parameters. More
data is generated because of the new factors to be reported and the engineering programs rvtend
further into the system operational life. On one program today, we have 150 engineers in these
four disciplines occupied full time--thatl8 300,000 man hours/year.
There has been little discussion thus far in this paper of special support equipment requirements. Today it may be axiomatic that as system complexities increase, so does the special
support equipment in automation, complexity and cost. The subject of special support equipment and logistics is a subject unto itself; however, proper interfacing of these specialists and
the support equipment designer is necessary for the generation of proper support equipment
requirements.
The proof of the system design in these disciplines can only be verified with long term
monitoring. This monitoring not only proves existing designs, but also builds more efficient
tools for the future. In this regard the customer has new requirements imposed on him--namely,
obtaining and reporting data over a long operational period. Contractors must have the benefit
of operational experience supplied in data. Only the user can properly do this.
In summary, then, we are coming along with the proper interfacing of reliability, maintainability, human factors and system safety engineering into the designer's daily thinking. The
design techniques are not yet highly efficient and still require development and refinement. Basic
historical and operational data is still sparse, but state-of-the-art systems rarely do have much
background data. Today we have guarantees in Maintainability and Reliability and formal requirements in System Safety Engineering. In the near future I predict we will have a new guarantee
in System Safety; and reliability, maintainability and human factor requirements will become more
stringent with attendant initial cost and schedule impact. In the next generation of avionics as a
result of increased reliability, reduced special support equipment requirements at the field or
intermediate level are predictable. ■ Fortunately, the integration of these disciplines into the design process will improve with time and experience. Hopefully, the improvements in techniques
will keep pace with the requirements and the designer will keep pace with the technical specialist.
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DIRECT MAINTENANCE
MAN-HOURS/FLIGHTHOUR

02U

F4U1

1.5

3.5

A-7A/B

A-70/E

9.5

• ELECTRONICS
COMPONENTS (BOXES)

NEGLIGIBLE

WEIGHT

NEGLIGIBLE
NEGLIGIBLE

PERCENT FLYAWAY COST
• SPECIAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
PERCENT FLYAWAY COST
• TOTAL PARTS

0

HIGH

Fig. 4

125

826 LB

1.051; LB

19%

28%

8%

14%

10,000

25,000

26,000

80-85%

75%

75%

3%

NEGLIGIBLE

2,500

• AVAILABILITY

108

13
151 LB

Aircraft Complexity Growth

■SYSTEM

DMMH/FH

BASIC AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE AND EQUIPMENT
PERSONNEL SUPPORT AND EMERGENCY PROVISIONS
LANDING GEAR
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
PROPULSION
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
FUEL SYSTEM

0.94
0.54
0.72
0.63
0.87
0.41

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
NAVIGATION SYSTEM

0.28
0.34
0.44
0.54

WEAPONS MANAGEMENT

3.79
•TOTAL

Fig. 5

9.50

Design Allocations of Direct Maintenance Manhours Per Flight Hour

DMMH/FH

NOMENCLATURE
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
ELECTRICAL POWER SUPPLY
GENERATOR DRIVE
AC GENERATOR
DC POWER SUPPLY
DISTRIBUTION
EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
LIGHTING
EXTERNAL LIGHTS
INTERNAL LIGHTS

0.41

HYDRAULIC (AND PNEUMATIC) SYSTEM
PC 1 POWER SUPPLY
PUMP
DISTRIBUTION
EMERGENCY
PC 2 POWER SUPPLY
PUMP
DISTRIBUTION
ACCUMULATOR PRECHARGE
PNEUMATIC SYSTEM

0.28

Fig. 6
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0.27
0.01
0.11
0.03
0.06
0.06
0.14
0.06
0.08
0.11
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.15
008
0.07
0.01
0.01

Design Allocations of Direct Maintenance Manhours Per Flight Hour
(Electrical and Hydraulic Systems)
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ABSTRfCT

This paper delineates one exaaq>le of the electronic designer's
problem In providing an avionics subsystems design which can be
suitably integrated into an aeronautical system to satisfy a critical
operational requirement, i.e., low level, high speed penetration at a
minimum altitude of 300 feet over or around any terrain profile.
It examines: (1) the required sensors and their capabilities;
(2) considers the necessary interfaces for accommodation of the aircraft responses and control restraints; (3) describes the man-machine
relationships and (4) delineates air safety required features. The
basic sensor, a forward looking radar with a phased interferometer
array and associated receiver is examined. Plight station display
and instrumentation is described and the man-machine relationship
considered.
Data of simulated low level flights over a selected terrain
profile is shown under various conditions of environment (rain)
and radar measurement error parameters.
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AVIONICS DESIGNER'S

V!E~;

OF niE SYSTli..·.S It-JTEGRATION PROBLBM
By

saul

l~eissman

Aircraft avionics have varied widely over the past thirty years.
The original popular concept was design of the aircraft to perform
specific flight maneuvers and attain prescribed altitudes, ranges,
and speed without real regard for the ultimate use of the vehicle.
After coapletion of aircraft design, consideration was given to
installing the most readily available electronics black bo:ICI8s iu the
airc~aft.
These would provide, on an independent basis, such capabiliti'es as air to ground and air to air cOIIIIlunication, low KcurKy
direction finding, and the like. Note the word is "install", an
action which differs widely from what we now recognize as total aeronautical systeas integration. nven with the later advent of more
sophisticated electronics, such as the oani-range,rsdars, airborne
coaputers, and self-adaptive flight control subsysteas, installation
on an individual component basis •~• still ! he rule, The attention
to integ:r £>tion was limited to the particular interfa~:e that affected
the individual black bax operati on.
It is only in recent years that the installer has been replKed
by the systems engineer or avionics integrator. It hil.li become
increasingly evident that as aeronautical syste~ become more complex,
and the operational demands on their performance become more critical,
the avionics installation p roblem is only a small part of the total
jo •

The avionics dP.signer must be continuously aware of a wide range
of technical expertise, far beyond his basic avionics knowledge.
This paper will examine one example of the application of such broad
design considerations; the integration of a terrain following/terrain
avoidance capability in the United States Air Force C-SA Transport
System.
1,

INTROOU::TION
l<!oclern avionics systems a:re required to perform a wide variety
of functions to satisfy- -the needs of new combat and/or non-combat
types of aircraft. An example o.f the latter is the Air For~e/Lock
heed C-SA transport, in which the radar sensor and display system is
requi1ed to provide the following modes of operation: ground mapping,
weather detection and mapping, radar glide slope approach as a landing
aid, co~uter aidPd release, terrain following, terrain avoidance,
bea~:on, and stationkeeping display.
A further striugent requirement
is that several of these modes be -simultaneously available to either
the pilot, the co-pilot and the r.avigator station.
One of the i~ortant aspects of modern military aircraft operation
is 1017 altitu~e penetr·tion, \?hich has led to a neVI class of radar
concerned with terrain following and terrain avoidance. Under
tactical conditions, a low altitude approach to the terminal areas
is required of the C-SA. These modes require maximum inter-disciplinary
exchange between the avionics and airframe designers. This paper deals
with this problem.

1
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THE PROBLEM

As shorn in Figure 1, each mode presents separate design
problems even though they are integrated on a functional basis.
Terrain following provides automatic control in the vertical
plane containing the aircraft velocity vector. In order to accomplish this, the radar sensor must provide the terrain contours in
terms of elevation angle versus range coordinates. To derive the
full benefit of low altitude penetration, maintenance of wingslevel attitude at a pre-set altitude above the terrain is tne
basic design objective.
Terrain avoidance provides the capability for manually
steering the aircraft around terrain obstacles. The sensor must
provide three-dimensional terrain data in real time.
While this function can be pr> . Lded by black bo;:es that can
be readily installed, the quality of aircraft performance depends
upon optimum interfacing between the black boxes attd the aeronautical system taking into consideration the nan-machine relationship.
The inter-disciplinary aspects of this optimization requirement
involves the technologies listed in Figure 2. Some of the key
technical elements and their relevant design parameters include:
a. Radar Systems Design - range, azimuth elevation and angle
coverage, data rate, resolution, accuracy, and simultaneous modes
of operation; weight, size, reliability, maintainability, prime
input power, special field test equipment, cost.
b. Aircraft Installation - stabilization, scan volume, radome,
thermal and vibration environment, cooling air, pressurizatlon,
boresighting.
c. Electromagnetic Scattering - Because vie are "probing" and
measuring terrain parameters by means of an electromagnetic pulse,
the backscattering properties of terrain and discrete obstacles in
clear weather and in precipitation must be known. Principal design
parameter trade-offs include frequency and polarization of the
radiated pulse.
d. Human Factors - optimum utilization of the pilot in the
manual control loop, visual display of command and situation data,
optimum transition between manual and automatic control, pilot
fatigue relationship to acceleration environment.
e. Aircraft Flight Dynamics - Some of the key parameters are:
dynamic response to control surface commands including time lags,
maximum climb angle as a function of weight and tail winds, acceleration limits, speed regulation, and autopilot characteristics.
f. Control Theory - Due to aircraft saturation characteristics
and acceleration limits, non-linear control theory must be applied
and enphasis placed on sophisticated computer dynamic simulations.
The above considerations will become more evident as we go more
deeply into the system.

rr
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OVERALL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 3 shows how all the elements previously described fit
together, particularly in the terrain following mode which provides
automatic control of the aircraft. A functional dedcription of the
system operation is as follows:
a.

Radar scans at 1 look/sec, providing full sector coverage.

b. Sensor obtains terrain data as elevation angle vs range
at all azimuth angles, and the terrain data are transmitted to the
TERRAIN THREAT EVALUATION and COMMAND COMPUTATION block. Data are
in stabilized coordinates.
c. Angle and range to maximum terrain threat are determined,
combined with angle of attack, and sent to the AUTOPILOT as the
pitch angle command signal. Inputs include elevation information
along ground track and set clearance altitude.
d. AUTOPILOT output drives aircraft ACTUATORS which change
AIRCRAFT ATTITUDE, and thus change the AIRCRAFT/TERRAIN RELATIOH3ilP to close the loop back through the RADAR SENSOR.
e. Terrain angle video, pitch command, and aircraft attitude
are combined in a command/situation format on the DISPLAY.
The inter-relationship among the previously described
technologies are clearly evident in figure 3, It is also clear
that avionics design integration must take place' in the beginning
rather than after airframe design is completed. Without early
integration, we incur poor low altitude penetration profiles,
which substantially increase the aircraft's vulnerability to the
increasingly sophisticated ground defenses against aircraft. The
cost per unit aircraft is high and going higher. The cost of providing an optimum design to achieve performance goals, rather than
a design to unchangeable constraints, is merely that of proper and
timely planning.
The basic interfaces with the multimode radar, as shown in
Figure 4, include the inertial dcppler navigation equipment, attitude
and heading reference unit, angle of attack sensor, radar altimeter,
stationkeeping equipment, MADAR (Malfunction Detection Analysis and
Recording), autopilot, and flight instruments. Redundant inputs to
the radar include: (1) two inputs of ground speed, one from the
doppler equipment and one from the inertial system; (2) means of
determining the aircraft flight vector, one using angle of attack
and aircraft pitch and one from the inertial system; and (3) pitch
and roll readings from either the inertial platform or the AHRU
(Attitude Heading and Reference Unit),
It is evident that system optimization and integration must
occur at all technical and management levels.
The degree of system optimisation which can be achieved is
dependent upon the manner in which this multitude of inputs are
interfaced with the basic radar sonsor and the weighting assigned
to each element.
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4.

DESIGN CONSIDSRATIONS

4,1

Phase Interferometer Technique
In the radar modes of operation that require vertical angle
information, the phase interferometer technique is used. The phase
interferometer was selected for the C-5A radar for several reasons.
These include an extremely fast terrain data acquisition rate, wide
elevation coverage, ability to ground map while terrain following,
and excellent effectivity at shallow grazing angles.
The history of a single pulse transmission describes the basic
operation of this method of angle measurement. Referring to ?igure
5, the radar pulse is transmitted from an antenna whose elevation
beamwidth is equal to or greater than the required total elevation
angle coverage. As the pulse travels outward, it continuously
illuminates the entire terrain profile with the elevation coverage
of the transmitter antenna pattern. In figure 5, (a) the position
of the pulse is shown at four different times (or, equivalently,
range) during its travel. That is, at range 1 the wavefront of tht;
backscattered signal arrives at the interferometer antennas at a
given angle with respect to the horizontal. At range 2 it arrives
at another angle and so on.
The phase interferometer c'lrectly measures the angle of arrival
of the return signal by measuring the differences in the tine of
arrival (or, equivalently, relative phase) of the signal at the two
sections of the receiving antenna.
The received signals are separately processed through IF
receiver channels and combined in a phase detector whose output is
proportional to the phase difference between the two input signals.
The result is an exact analog of the terrain profile as shown in
the Figure 5 (b).
The shadow region exists in the terrain profile depicted in the
figure. The processing in the receiver recognizes this situation
and holds the output at the last good value.

4,2

Automatic Terrain Following Computer
The prime functional requirement of the Automatic Terrain Following
Conputer is to provide to the Autopilot an angle command signal (i.e.,
Pitch Command) that will enable the aircraft to clear the most threatening
terrain along its path at the pre-set clearance altitude.
The information flow of the Functional Diagram of the ATFC shown
in figure 6, as follows:
a. Radar Sensor - measures the actual terrain profile in
elevation angle vs range coordinates.
b. h/R Generator - h, the desired clearance altitude, is converted to its equivalent angle offset by the h/R Generator, where R
is range. This is combined with the actual profile, the sum resulting
in the offset Terrain Profile.
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c. Terrain Waighting Profile - this unit generates a real-time
waveform which is combined with the offset Terrain Profile to provide
the maximum terrain threat data.
d. Climb Command Angle Conputer - The output of this unit is
the flight path command angle needed to clear the maximum terrain
threat. This signal is sent to the Autopilot and the Display. It
is coaputed on the basis of: pre-set acceleration limits, angle-ofattack, actual altitude (using radar altimeter), clinb high factor
in order to be wings-level over peaks, aircraft weight (as it affects
the maximum aircraft climb angle capability). A Smooth Ride Control
la provided which results in a pealc-to-peak flight profile. Ground
Track Notch is an angle gate which accepts radar data only along
ground track.
e.

Safety Features include;
(1)

Altimeter Override

(2) Inadequate Clearance Warning (when obstacle is higher
than maximum aircraft climb angle) - aural an:' annunicator indicators
are used.

4.3

(3)

Stall 'warning Signal

(4)

Equipment ?ailure Warning

Terrain Following/Terrain Avoidance Display
The C-5A Multi-Mode Radar has five basic types of displays,
several of which can be used for a variety of modes while others
apply to specific modes only.
The terrain following/terrain avoidance display, as presented
in Figure 7, shows three types of information. At the top of the
display are shown two terrain ridge lines with a zero degree elevation
reference line. One ridge line shows the terrain elevation angle
versus azimuth angle ahead of the aircraft out to 5 to 10 niles,
depending on the range selected by the pilot. The other ridge line
is for a range of 2.5 or 5 niles. The remainder of the scope shows
a i450 azimuth scan contour nap with a 5 to 10 mile range and, in
the center of the display, steering information.
In this manner, three dimensional terrain data namely, range,
azimuth, and elevation contours is presented to the pilot in realtime. In addition, command data and aircraft altitude synbalogy
arc presented so that the pilot can nahe effective use of the various
sources of data that are important to him. Note that the pitch command signal is obtained from the automatic terrain following control
system and, as a result, the display servos as a monitor permitting
effective transition between manual and automatic control.
This one display provides the pilot with all of the information
required for control of the air vehicle to perform the terrain
following, avoidance function.

'■'1
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5.

TERRAIN FOLLOWING PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS

As noted previously, the complexity of the various governing
equations and their interaction, and the non-linear functictial
characteristics of the aircraft, requires sophisticated computer
simulations in order to obtain design criteria and evaluate
performance capabilities. The automatic terrain x'ollowing mode of
the C-5A has gone through such a process, ."igure 8 shows the flight
conditions that were used for the coaputecl performance profiles
shown in Figures 9 to 12.
a. Figure 9 - Two aircraft trajectories are shown, one is an
Error Free Trajectory, that is, a perfect radar, which demonstrates
the dynamic capabilities of the aircraft itself. In this case, it
handles this mild peak very well. The other trajectory shows the
effect of a 0.01 radian radar error. The deviation from the first
trajectory is negligible.
b. Figure 10 - This figure shows the response of the 'system
to a repetitive sequence of hills. Again, the error trajectory is
negligibly different from the error free trajectory which shows the
inherent acceleration limitations of the aircraft design itself.
c. Figures 11 and 12 - These figures are the same as Figures
9 and 10, respectively, except that the effect of a 12 millimeter
per hour rain is shown in place of the random radar noise error.
In both cases, there is negligible difference in the trajectories.
Figure 13 is a statistical summary of the trajectory data
shown in Figures 9-12. This data quantitatively shows the negligible
effects of random radar error and rain storms on the trajectory
capability of the aircraft itself.
Approximately 20 hours of initial flight testing in a flying
test bed have been completed. These are preliiainary tests to
determine the achieved operational parameters at altitudes in
excess of those anticipated during operational use of the system.
Initial plots indicate that although considerable logic and loop
gain adjustments may be required, tha basic system design will be
conpatible with C-5A flight dynamic constraints.
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SUMMARY

The development planning process as a method for Identifying,
advocating, and obtaining approval for military system and equipment programs needed for new and Improved operational capabilities
Is discussed. The experience of the U. S. Air Force In development
planning Is used as the example. The changes within the development planning process, the activities, and the tools used In the
process are examined. A specific review of the "technology plot
tool" Is presented as a means of Improving comminlcatlons among
the user (the operational conmand), the design engineer, and the
planner. Development planning has evolved as the disciplined
process which directs the talents and techniques of operational
planners, system analysts, engineers, designers, and technologists
toward the goal of providing effective and valid proposals for new
systems and equipment for meeting the operational capability needs
of the future.
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Development Planning and Operational Capabllltlea
Major General F. M. Rogers
Development planning as a method and process for Identifying, advocating, and
obtaining approval for the development of new military systems and equipment has
attained an important place In the decision-making process of nations seeking new and
Improved operational capabilities to meet their specific defense needs. Development
planning as a simple function has been practiced in some form and degree since early
tlmef. However, the intervening years have witnessed a vast change in the procedures,
the talents, and the activities employed in the accomplishment of development planning.
The past decade has been a period of significant change In the environment in which
new military system programs are advocated and approved for development. The development planning process as practiced by the U. S. Air Force has therefore undergone
change. This paper will discuss the development planning experience of the U. S.
Air Force to Identify the changes in the decision-making process and what changes have
been made within development planning.
Let us first look at the historical background of development planning so we may
establish a perspective on the current need and character of development planning. In
the late 1940*8 and In the 1950*8 the environment in which the Air Force intiated and
developed new weapon systems was quite different from what it is today. The Air Force
itself played a much larger part in the decision of what to develop and place in the
operational Inventory. The Air Force prepared "requirements" documents which stated
the needed operational capability and stipulated the solution by describing the system
which would provide such a capability. The planning for new systems included prellnlnary design, analysis, and the preparation of proposed program plans. These development plans were detailed documents which centered on how the development would be
accomplished,
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The decisions by the Office of the Secretary of Deft tse (CSD) were normally baaed
on the data submitted by the Air Force with minimal detai.1 id analyses conducted at the
OSD level.

<

Other factors which characterized this earlier period from the present are as
follows:

?
i;

-

The systems were less costly and therefore did not have as great an Impact
on the national budget.

-

The systems were less complex from an engineering, operational, and maintenance standpoint; therefore, the near optimum system could be defined with
relative ease.

-

Technology was not as advanced and consequently did not offer as many
different concepts or designs of solutions to do a particular job.

-

The number of alternatives to be eliminated before arriving at the preferred
design was not as great.

-

The military environment and the threat which was postulated and/or validated as
the capability of the possible adversaries were less complex.

i

The environment for initiation of new programs changed in 1961 by the adoption
within the Department of Defense (DOD) of a planning, programming, and budgeting (PPB)
system. This system brought together the missions and actions of all the military
services under a single system where objectives and desires of all the services could
be identified, approved or disapproved, and assigned funds for Implementation. The
Secretary of Defense also established technical and analytical groups within his own
organisation to monitor and Implement the application of these new procedures.
Under this new planning, programming, and budgeting system, the. Air Force requests
to OSD for approval of new development programs were subjected to critical review and
inquiries for more analytical information. The decision-making process at the OSD
level had changed to a detailed analytical procedure which evaluated each aspect of a
proposed system in depth. This change resulted in the need for the Air Force to provide data which were responsive to OSD and their requests for specific analyses. A
new formal procedure for submitting requests for initiation of engineering development
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of new systems was established by a DOD directive. The phase of effort for development planning was Identified In this directive as "concept formulation" and preceded
the other phases of a system life cycle such as contract definition, acquisition, and
operational phases.
The changes In organization at the OSD laril, adoption of the PPB system, and the
DOD development Initiation directive had an tw ict on policies, responsibilities, and
procedures for obtaining new and Improved O'OK :lonal capabilities and changed the
philosophy fron the old "requirements" docuiuent'. approach we mentioned earlier to a
new approach which employs Required Operatioiuil Capability (ROC) and Required Action
Directive (RAD) documents.
The development planning process is now characterized by many concurrent and iterative actions which are selected on a case-by-case basis and not by any simply structured
procedure. The process may begin with the statement of an operational deficiency or
need expressed by HQ ÜSAF or by a major air command in a Required Operational Capability (ROC) document, orally or by letter. In response to a ROC, HQ ÜSAF will nomally
Issue a Requirements Action Directive (RAD) which has resulted from consideration of
the views and comments by the other commands and organizations concerned with the ROC.
The RAD nay direct the Systems Command to perform planning actions such as advocacy of
a new system and the preparation of a Concept Formulation Package/Technical Development
Plan (CFP/TDP), preparing of a proposal for advanced development, accomplishment of a
mission analysis, or accomplishment of a technology application study. These specific
development planning activities are the heart of the development planning process and
provide the basis for the proposals for new systems and equipment which will meet a
deficiency or the need for a new or improved operational capability. The CFP/TDP
document mentioned previously is the proposal document. This document is forwarded
from the Systems Command through HQ USAF and the Secretary of the Air Force (SAP) to
the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) for decision. Within OSD the Office of
the Director of Development, Research, and Engineering (0DDR6E) then prepares a
Development Concept Paper (DCP) in conjunction with the offices of the Assistant
Secretaries of Defense. The DCP is a bjomary document which describes the problem,
recommended solution, and other facets of the proposal with any OSD reconnendatlons
for final review and decision by the Secretary of Defense. If the Secretary of
Defense approves the proposal, a memorandum is issued to initiate contract definition
or other appropriate action leading to hardware development. This approval is
reflected as a change In the Five Year Defense Program (FYDP), the master document
for recording the planning, programming, and budgeting decisions.
The foregoing brief summary of the procpss of development planning has centered
on general procedures and does not bring out the details of the key activities that
contribute to valid proposals for new systems and equipment. The key activities are
those which were previously identified in the process as (1) advocacy and preparation
of the CFP/TDP, (2) preparation of a proposal for advanced development, (3) a mission
analysis, and (4) a technology application study. Let us look at each of these
activities In greater detail:
Category "A" Advocacy
Proposals for new systems, subsystems, major modifications, or technical facilities are initiated by preparation of a CFP/TDP which is used as an advocacy document to
present a convincing basis for obtaining program approval, entry in the FYDP, and
release of appropriate directives and funds for contract definition or development.
Nomally, the first ntep is to test the readiness of the effort to advocate a new
development by preparing a clean, detailed presentation of the operational functions,
concepts, and environment for the proposed new item. If this first step cannot be
accomplished, the effort may be redirected to another planning activity which is a
mission analysis. If the first step Is satisfied, the next step is preliminary
design which Includes trade-off analyses and results in proposed designs, costs, and
schedules and establishes what is feasible. Cost effectiveness models, based on the
competing designs and operational concepts, are developed for use during preparation
of the CFP/TDP and for use in the follow-on contract definition effort. Selection of
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the representative preliminary design to be Included In the CFP/TDP Is accomplished
by assessment of the utility of the competing preliminary designs and available
systems and/or equipment. Management and procurement procedures which are most
applicable to the specific program are also examined and Identified,
The output of this activity Is the CFP/TDP which we will now discuss In more
detail.
Concept Formulation Package/Technical Development Plan (CFP/TDP)
The CFP/TDP is a versatile document which may vary in content but contains
sections on rationale^ system description, and program description. The rationale
section explains why a particular design concept was selected and why it offers enough
utility to Justify expenditure of money for contract definition or development now
and not at a later time. This rationale is based on objective analyses and persuasive advocacy based on a policy of open disclosure in which all evidence pertaining to
the case is presented. Technology plots may be used to Illustrate comparisons of
competitive designs and the threat. The system description section describes the new
item in terms of a representative design and Includes the operational concept of the
system.
The program description section has three subsections, the plan for implementation
of the program, the costs, and the schedules. The plan for implementation of the program has its own unique characteristics. Emphasis is plsced on how the next phase,
contiact definition or initial development, is to be conducted although the section
Includes information on the later phases of development and/or acquisition. Information on management approach, procurement plan, types of contracts. Request for
Proposal (RFP) features, and source selection plan highlights may be presented In this
section. The cost and schedule subsections are based on established estimating procedures and are as realistic as estimating procedures allow.
The CFP/TDP is a summary volume and therefore is not a very thick document. The
content of each section is selected to present only the pertinent and significant
Information to the reader who is in the echelon of decision making. If required, backup
information may be submitted In other volumes but not In the CFP/TDP. The CFP/TDP as
a proposal document strives to be concise and objective without involving detailed and
routine matters which may divert attention from the important issues for decision
making. The sequential order of presenting rationale, system description, and program
description represents the logic of the proposal. Any weakness In the rational« section
regarding the validity of a threat and the selection of the optimum system to negate
it may nullify the best system description. Also, a poor description may nullify the
cost and schedule estimates in the program description if the system description did
not Identify a truly representative design. The system effectiveness and cost relationship of the proposed system versus alternate solutions to the problem must bear
out a favorable advantage to the selected design.
By way of making sure that CFP/TDPs Include data which may be of concern to the
decision makers, infomal contacts are made between Air Force and OSD for purposes of
exchanging ideas on the particular area of concern. Items of concern which should be
addressed are then Included in the preparation of the CFP/TDP.
The CFP/TDP represents the Air Force's proposal for a system or a piece of equipment which will negate a threat or eliminate an operational deficiency. The support
and talent expended in preparing the CFP/TDP therefore Includes the best available in
government and industry and is a product of a truly national effort.
Category "B" Demonstration of Technical Feasibility
This rianning activity advocates the demonstration of the technical feasibility
of some technique or concept as a necessary step before proposing a new system or
item of equipment as a Category "A" advocacy effort for the operational Inventory.
The output of a Category "B" effort is a document. Proposal for Advanced Development.
This do :ument Is prepared by the Systems Command and contains the following types of
InformaLlon:
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-

Description of the concept or technique for which the denonetratlon of technical feasibility Is Intended.

-

Description of the technical approach and the proposed demonstration.

-

The cost and schedule estimates for the demonstration.

-

Rationale on the potential payoff If feasibility Is proven and why a
particular approach was selected.

Successful advocacy of a demonstration Is followed by an advanced development
program which accompllshep the demonstration. The results of the demonstration then
become a technology Input to a Category "A" Advocacy effort which may propose the
development of a new system or Item of equipment for the operational Inventory.
Category "C" Mission Analysis
Mission Analyses examine In depth a particular operational mission or function
to Identify new and promising concepts to correct existing or potential operational
deficiencies. The results of a mission analysis may warrant Initiation of other
planning activities such as advocacy and proposal of a new system as described under
Category "A" planning activity or Proposal for Advanced Development and demonstration
as described under Category "B" planning activity. The quality and validity of these
other planning activities are often dependent on how well the mission analysis was
performed and whether truly effective concepts of systems were Identified.
There Is no one procedure for accomplishing mission analyses. They may be
accomplished by personnel from any level of Systems Command, other major cousfiands,
Air Staff, other services, or a task force comprised of qualified persons from several
services Inside and outside of government. In every case the using command Is Intimately a part of the mission analysis team, and In many Instances the using command
furnishes the mission analysis director. There Is also no standardized format for the
resulting mission analysis report since each report Is tailored to best present the
activities and results of a specific mission analysis effort.
In summary, the mission analysis Is truly a "key" activity s'ice It provides the
valid basis for Category "A" advocacy efforts for new systems. Category "B" proposals
for advanced development, and guidance to the exploratory development by recognition
of far-out concepts which demand new technology.
Category "D" Technology Application Studies
The technology application studies are accomplished to exploit new technological
breakthroughs and Improvements for military application. Such a study examines a
specific technological advancement to determine potential applications to various operational Air Force missions and functions or even completely new military concepts depending on the uniqueness of the breakthrough. These advancements do not happen In profusion, but nuclear energy, satellites, lasers, and high strength boron fibers are
examples of noteworthy technical advancements which have opened doors to new or potential military capabilities.
Technology application studies often result in other planning activities such as
Category "A" Advocacy for a New System and Category "B" Proposal for an Advanced
Development Program to demonstrate the feasibility of a new technique.
The planning process and activities (Category A, B, C, and D) as described have
been in practice for the past three years in the Air Force; programs for bombers,
fighters, missiles, command and control systems have been or are being proposed by
use of this process.
The foregoing paragraphs have examined the broader aspects of development
planning activities. The following paragraph will review a specific tool and methodology which addresses the problem of defining the characteristics of a proposed
weapon system during the preparation of the rationale section of the Concept Formulation Package/Technical Development Plan (CFP/TDP) for the Category A activity and
provides a means for good communication among the development planners, the future
users of the proposed weapon system, and the decision makers.
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Thls problem ie characterized by the user not knowing what technology can provide;
consequently, he does not know what specific performance to ask for. On the other hand,
the designer does not know what the user needs and therefore does not know what performance to provide. This communication problem must be solved If the planner Is to
successfully accomplish the establishment of the characteristics of the proposed system.
The planner must also assure that he has the design solution which best satisfies the
user's need. If systecs design were an exact science, then this problem would be solved
along with the communications problems. However, systems design Is an art and the
planner will have to evaluate more than one design approach to Identify the best solution. His problem Is to find an effective method for doing this.
There Is a simple and direct approach which resolves these problems.
Is based upon the use of a powerful tool called the "technology plot."

The approach

Technology plots are graphs which display the interrelationships among the critical
operational parameters of Interest to the user. Every point on a technology plot represents an aircraft design which the user could select as the design solution. For
example, technology plots for an attack transport would display the trade-offs among
range, runway length, payload, and flyaway cost. A sufficient number of technology
plots are required to cover the full spectrum of potential technical approaches as
defined by configuration, engine cycle, number of engines, etc.
The value of technology plots in three! Id. First and most importantly, they close
the CMBunications gap because they give the user, planner, and designer a common basis
for discussing the problem. Second, they provide a means for comparing the various
technical approaches. For example, diverse technical approaches can be compared by
simply overlaying the technology plots and examining differences In the trend lines.
It Is also possible to use the technology plots to determine the optimal design solution for each technical approach and then to compare the optimal designs; this is an
important characteristic of the technology plot. Sufficient data is available with
which the user or planner can select the design based upon a rationale of his own
choosing, rather than having to accept a design which was selected as optimal based
upon the rationale of the designer. Third, technology plots provide a convenient and
complete data base for conducting cost and effectiveness analysis aimed at defining the
most efficient design solution.
In order to employ technology plots in concept formulation, the designer must
generate design and performance data for a full spectrum of potential design solutions.
The process is, of course, a time consuming one requiring iteration and refinement;
however, the generation of a large amount of relatively hard data is feasible with
digital computers and comprehensive system design programs.
The next step in preparing the technology plot is for the designer, with the help
of the planner, to identify the key variables and develop the most Illuminating technology plots. This is accomplished through a trial and error process. The following
ground rules are used in preparing the plots. ?lrst, as many key variables as practical
are shown on ono chart. Second, other plots am* cross plots are used where necessary.
Third, sub-optimization should be kept to a minimum and occur at the last possible
moment in order to minimize possible distortion of the trend lines. Finally, a complete explanation should accompany each technology plot describing the lasls for the
computation necessary to construct the plot.
The following short example illustrates the approach as applied to a proposed
fighter aircraft which is to have better maneuverability than advanced threat aircraft
and be capable of gaining and maintaining this performance over enemy territory.
Consequently, the trade-off between mission radius and maneuverability must be examined
to determine what potential performance the state-of-the-art can provide in the time
period of Interest. This is accomplished for the proposed aircraft by constructing a
technology plot as shown in Figure 1 for a epecific gross weight.
This plot is constructed with maximum load factor in "G's" on the ordlnate. Load
factor is computed for a critical design condition and is indicative of Instantaneous
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turning capability. Mission radius based upon a design mlsslun profile Is shovn on
the absclasa. The curves are constructed by connecting designs having constant thrustto-weight (T/W) ratio and constant wing loading (W/S). Every point upon this plot
represents a potential design solution. Notice that the plot shows we can obtain a
high Instantaneous turn capability and a good mission radius with an aircraft having a
low v.lng loading and low thrust-to-welght ratio; but good maneuverability also Implies
good rate-of-cllmb performance and good acceleration. These performance parameters
can be shown on the plot, Figure 'I, by connecting designs (dash lines) having constant
values such as Performance Parameter A. Parameter A gives a direct Indication of
Instantaneous rate of climb at a critical low "G" condition. Notice that to Improve
Instantaneous rate of climb we would reduce mission radius and Instantaneous turning
"G." Performance Parameter "B" shows rate of climb at a critical high ' G" condition.
Notice that for a given weight aircraft. If we desire to Increase Instantaneous rate
of climb for this condition, mission radius must be reduced as before, but Instantaneous turning "G" must be Increased. Considering both the high "G" and low "C"
performance conditions. It Is clear that an Increase In maneuverability can only be
achieved at the expense of mission radius.
Figure 3 Is the same as Figure 2 except that the Isollnes showing thrust-to-welght
ratio and wing loading have been removed from the plot; this simplifies the graph.
Although these parameters are Important to the aeronautical engineer, they may only
confuse the user In Interpreting the trade-offs. Moreover, we've found that our
prejudices concerning the design characteristics necessary for a given capability tend
to lead us to overlook potential design solutions.
Many technology plots can be used to compare different design approaches. For
emmple, in Figure 4 we have the operational trade-offs for a different proposed
configuration. By comparing this plot (dash lines) with other technology plots such
as the previous one (solid lines), we can determine which particular approach provides
the best performance. In this example, for a given "G" capability and radius, the
configuration shown In solid lines has better maneuverability than does the configuration represented by the dash lines. This can be seen by noting that performance
parameter Isollnes shown In solid lines lie to the right of those shown In dash lines.
The region of Interest can be narrowed by applying additional constraints to the
technology plot. This Is done by defining the known limits of the performance parameters of the threat aircraft. By masking the region where the proposed system would
not have superior maximum "G" turn performance (Figure 5, region below line X), low
"G" rate of climb (Figure 5, region above line Y), and high "G" rate of climb (Figure
5, region below line Z), the region containing the potential design solution for the
proposed superior aircraft Is defined by the clear area.
There are other considerations such as cost and effectiveness which have not been
Illustrated In this short discussion of technology plots. However, technology plots
provide an excellent point of departure for such considerations.
Technology plots aid the development planner In arriving at the design solution
which Is consistent with the state-of-the-art, and which best meets the user's needs.
Technology plots do this by displaying a range of potential aircraft having performance
capabilities which are achievable. They also provide the user a graphic description
of the advantages and disadvantages relative to changes In characteristics he may wish
to make after considering his needs In light of what technology can provide. Moreover,
technology plots provide a complete data base for subsequent mission and force structure studies where costs and effectiveness can be thoroughly invettlgated.
Closing Statement
Development planning has evolved within a changing environment as an effective
process for Identifying and advocating the development of new military systems and
equipment. The activities Included In the pursuit of development planning utilize
the talent« and techniques of the operational planner, system analysts, systems
designers, technologists, loglstlclsns, management specialists, and procurement
experts within a disciplined process directed to the goal of providing needed new or
Improved operational capabilities. Procedures and means of communication are constantly being Improved to permit the best understanding between the future users of
the proposed systems and the design engineers who establish the characteristics of
the new system based on the available and anticipated technology.
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